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Introduction
It is standard practice to introduce works dealing with music by stating
that it may very well be the oldest form of art known to man, that there
is no known culture that does not have some form of musical expression or
that musical sensitivity seems to be so profoundly hard-wired into almost
all human beings that even babies in the womb have been shown to respond
to musical stimulation. However, to the best of our knowledge, no one has
yet started a book with this very simple remark: as of September 2010,
a Google search for the term music returns about 2 640 000 000 results,
which is more than twice as much as art (1 020 000 000), about 3 times
as much as movie (801 000 000) and nearly 30 times as much as painting
(93 600 000). Oddly enough, music even beats food OR sex (2 560 000
000) by a comfortable hundred million.
Besides being somewhat counter-intuitive for anyone slightly familiar
with human nature, these ﬁgures highlight the prominent place that mu-
sic holds in our society. The latest technological developments have in fact
made it so pervasive in our everyday lives that it is no longer impolite for
teenagers to have music playing in their headphones at all times, even during
a heated debate about the best way to get back at their teachers for forcing
them to learn something as useless as mathematics. However, in spite of
the countless hours that many of the most brilliant minds ever to walk the
Earth have spent dissecting what is arguably the single most popular of all
the art forms that humanity has ever created, we are still far from being able
to answer questions as basic as What makes music pleasurable? or What
makes a musical piece beautiful? or even What is music, exactly?.
Although the quest for a deﬁnite answer to any of these questions is ob-
viously hopeless, since even the most serious studies yield results that are
fuzzy at best, we already do know a great deal about matters as diverse
as music's unspoken rules that derive from mathematics [1], how it aﬀects
our brains and our cognition [2] or what evolutionary advantages our mu-
sical sensitivity might have given us [3]. These topics are investigated and
debated every day by thousands of musicologists, neuroscientists, artists,
philosophers, businessmen, sociologists and so on, whose results invariably
surprise us and tend to raise far more new issues than they solve, making
the study of music one of the most open and vibrant research ﬁelds today.
xi
xii INTRODUCTION
Music Therapy
Among the many people whose life revolves around music, music therapists
have a special place: they are probably those with the biggest faith in its
extraordinary powers. They try to use it to help patients suﬀering from
virtually any illness, many of which remain incurable, and routinely obtain
outstanding results that seem to defy our understanding of the workings of
our bodies and brains [4].
The techniques they use are in constant evolution but the approach itself
s nothing new, as the therapeutic power of music was already recognized
in ancient times: the bible mentions David playing the harp to heal King
Saul's depression and explicit endorsements of music therapy can be found
in the writings of Plato, Aristotle, Confucius and many others among the
greatest thinkers of all time. However, in the modern healthcare commu-
nity, this treatment method has often been met with very strong skepticism,
as physicians focused on drug-based therapies and more or less completely
disregarded everything else. Only today is music therapy ﬁnally gaining
widespread acceptance, thanks to its now increasingly acknowledged pos-
itive results with conditions such as Autism and Alzheimer's disease, for
which very few alternative treatments exist.
A likely cause of music therapists' constant struggle for recognition is the
extremely variable impact of their technique on patients, whose responses to
the treatment often depend much more on their personal history and tastes
than on the nature of their conditions. Such a high variability makes it ex-
tremely diﬃcult to conduct quality quantitative assessments of music ther-
apy. Moreover, there are countless sensible ways to use music therapeutically
and, because of this lack of quantitative studies, it is more or less impossible
to make serious comparisons between the diﬀerent approaches that thera-
pists use. Thus, a myriad of music therapy ﬂavors and techniques exist,
something which may be quite confusing even for healthcare practitioners
who most of the time get very little information about art therapy in general
during their studies.
There are two basic categories of music therapy techniques: receptive
(RMT) and active (AMT). Receptive approaches have patients listen to care-
fully chosen music, most of the time in an environment prepared by the music
therapist as part of the intervention. For example, in S. Guétin's U-Cycle
receptive music therapy [5], patients listen to music lying down on their bed,
with headphones on their ears and their eyes closed. The therapist stands
next to them and plays music chosen to ﬁt their tastes and at the same time
take them through the U cycle: ﬁrst very energetic and powerful music, then
progressively more relaxed pieces until they reach an almost meditative state
and ﬁnally livelier but still soothing music that wakes them back up into a
state of awareness and relief. This technique has been shown to reduce suf-
fering in patients with chronic pain as well as anxiety in patients suﬀering
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from brain injury and Alzheimer's disease [6], [7], [8].
Guétin's work alone demonstrates the versatility of music therapy. How-
ever he is far from being the only one to use receptive music therapy, which
has also been shown to reduce anxiety and improve mood in hospitalized pa-
tients [9] and even to signiﬁcantly reduce self-reported pain in various clinical
contexts [10]. Overall, receptive techniques have a moderate but signiﬁcant
impact on patients' well-being. Given its extremely easy implementation,
which often requires nothing more than handing a music player and a pair
of headphones to patients, RMT is an almost automatic recommendation as
a complementary treatment for virtually any condition.
One must nevertheless note that having a well-trained music therapist
choosing the music achieves signiﬁcantly better results. It makes it possi-
ble to organize sessions more precisely, as in U-cycle therapy, but also to
use more advanced techniques such as Guided Musical Imagery [11] or other
analytical techniques, where music becomes a medium that supports interac-
tion between client and therapist. Then, it is no longer the act of listening to
music itself but the discussion that follows that is therapeutic, as it addresses
concerns that have been uncovered through music.
The second type of approach, active music therapy, has patients actively
participate in the music creation process. Most often, therapists have them
sing and clap, but many techniques also include playing basic instruments or
body percussions, composing melodies, writing lyrics or even arranging for
the group. Again, there are countless AMT techniques from which therapists
pick the most suitable for their patients according to their tastes and general
information about their pathology. However, it is important to remember
that the nature of the music that will be played is largely independent from
the technique chosen, since music therapists always strive to free themselves
and their patients from any cultural bias and use whatever kind of music
works.
It would be far too long to exhaustively cover even just the most promi-
nent AMT techniques that exist, especially since many are quite poorly
documented. One thing that we can do however, to give readers a good
feel of what AMT encompasses, is to take a closer look at three important
dichotomies that we see among music therapy techniques and examine their
medical impact.
First, AMT can be either improvisational or compositional. In improvisa-
tional music therapy [12], patients create music on the spot, using their voice,
instruments, body percussions or even every day objects that the therapist
makes available, depending on their preferences. This kind of intervention
is useful for patients who need to practice real-time skills such as attention,
sensori-motor coordination, decision making and so on [13]. Renaud Michel's
protocol, described at length in Part II, is a very good example of an impro-
visational technique. On the other hand, compositional music therapy puts
emphasis on oine music creation: patients compose melodies and even
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entire songs, usually using computer music software under close supervision
of their therapist, or write lyrics that typically talk about their personal
issues. Such compositional techniques have been used to reduce depression
in prisoners through the assisted composition and recording of rap songs
[14] or even with patients suﬀering from Alzheimer's disease, who in spite of
their memory deﬁcits proved capable of composing and remembering a song
featuring their name and various facts about themselves [15].
Second, AMT is either performed in duo sessions, with just one client and
the therapist, or in groups that can involve 10 patients or more, although
beyond that limit things tend to become unmanageable for a single thera-
pist. Maybe surprisingly, since music making is an inherently social process,
duo sessions are the most common. They allow therapists to start a musical
conversation with their patient, most frequently by playing or singing motifs
that either invite completion from the client or respond to his or her per-
formance to encourage further playing. Solo sessions are most of the time
used with the most severe patients, who require a lot of attention and need
speciﬁc care or simply could not possibly be expected to interact positively
with other players in group therapy. Nordoﬀ's approach [16], which uses
musical education as a therapeutic means, is a very good example of such
a technique. On the contrary, group sessions emphasize interaction between
patients, while therapists are mostly conﬁned to an organizational role, act-
ing as facilitators when the group seems unable to go on by itself. This
approach is recommended for patients with poor social skills or simply as a
way to cut costs by treating several patients at a time. Additionally, it can
be used with preexisting groups such as colleagues from the same company,
sports teams or families to reveal and solve unspoken conﬂicts or simply
foster a collaborative dynamic [17].
Third and last, music therapists may adopt a preferentially behavioral
or psycho-dynamical stance depending on their goals. Contrarily to the
two other dichotomies we mentioned, there is a continuum here: virtually
all AMT techniques have both behavioral and psycho-dynamical compo-
nents. For example, since their impulsiveness greatly hinders their ability
to function socially, Michel's group therapy for children with behavioral dis-
orders can be considered as a form of exposure therapy, even though the
approach as a whole is grounded on analytical principles, since it derives
from Lecourt's Sonorous Communication [17]. Similarly, any behaviorally-
oriented approach, even if it strongly focuses on reinforcement training and
similar techniques based on strictly quantitative evaluation, is bound to elicit
emotional responses from clients in relation with their musical preferences
and sonorous history. As long as achieving peaceful communication is one
of the objectives of the treatment, which is almost invariably the case with
agitated children for example, behavioral therapists will encourage clients to
talk about their musical feelings, eﬀectively triggering and leveraging psycho-
dynamical processes even though this is not their primary intent.
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This quick summary of the music therapy landscape shows how versa-
tile it can be and illustrates the staggering diversity of techniques in which
music can be put to use. However, in spite of this apparent heterogeneous-
ness, we see one speciﬁc characteristic of music that every single technique
mentioned above builds upon: its ability to increase motivation and con-
centration through pleasure and fun. Since that is also one of the most
prominent assets of video games, it seems natural to try to build upon this
synergy to create serious music therapy games.
Serious Games
Serious gaming is a much newer ﬁeld than music therapy. The term itself
seems to have been coined by C. Abt in his book Serious Games [18] which
was ﬁrst published in 1970. The members of the serious gaming community
however see 2002 as the pivotal year that started the entire movement with
the game America's Army [19], which was the ﬁrst to be explicitly serious
in its goals: the U.S. Army created it with for sole purpose of enhancing
its image and recruiting better, more informed people. That does not mean
that other games with agendas other than play itself were not released before,
such as Pepsi Invaders (1983), which was part of an advertising campaign,
or educational games such as The Oregon Trail (1973) or Carmen Sandiego
(1985). In fact, the oldest serious game seems to be OXO, a tic-tac-toe game
that served as an interactive example for a Ph.D. research in 1952 [20].
The expression serious game is considered rather unsatisfying by most
of the actors of the community, notably because it is too general and is thus
very hard to deﬁne without unduly including or excluding certain works.
However, since a working deﬁnition is usually useful if not necessary, even if
it is not very compelling, we will use Zyda's [21]:
A computer serious game is a mental contest, played with a computer in
accordance with speciﬁc rules, that uses entertainment to further government
or corporate training, education, health, public policy, and strategic commu-
nication objectives.
This should not be taken too literally, as many alternative deﬁnitions
have been and continue to be proposed, which seems quite natural when one
considers the fact that the scientiﬁc community does not even agree on what
a game actually is. Moreover, as we explain further in this thesis, neither
of our projects truly ﬁt with this statement, but we reckon they are close
enough to qualify as actual serious games, only with a little twist that is a
consequence of their very speciﬁc purpose.
Like we did with music therapy, we intend to give a rough overview
of the ﬁeld, so that readers can understand how our work relates to other
serious gaming initiatives. More speciﬁcally, we want to explain how health-
care games work somewhat oddly compared to other genres of serious games
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because of their very peculiar target audience. However since we judge the
broad classiﬁcations that have been attempted informative yet too unsatisfy-
ing (see [22], [23]), we simply give a non-exhaustive list of the most important
kinds of serious games that we have encountered:
• Advergames: games that are conceived and released as an advertising
platform. Countless brands have used them recently, but America's
Army is still the quintessential example.
• Art Games: art projects that take the form of a game or rely on
game-like mechanics.
• Edutainment Games: games that incorporate educational purposes
in their objectives. They can be used to teach children or educate the
public at large on speciﬁc matters. Food Force [24] is one of the most
popular of these.
• Exergames: games that aim at making exercising more fun and en-
ticing, bordering on healthcare gaming. WiiFit [25] is by far the most
well known.
• Healthcare Games: all games that are used for healthcare purposes.
This includes rehabilitation games, cognitive training games or even
applications like Pulse!! [26], which is geared towards physicians, not
patients. The community is organized around the Games for Health
association [27], a domain-speciﬁc emanation of the broader Serious
Game Initiative [28].
• Learning Games: games that target the acquisition of speciﬁc knowl-
edge and aim to maximize its transferability to the real world. They
are mostly used for professional formation purposes.
• Newsgames: games that illustrate recent events and, optionally, oﬀer
an editorial comment.
• Persuasive Games: games conceived to change players' attitudes and
behaviors through persuasion and social inﬂuence. They are mostly
used to further public policy agendas. The Games for Change non-
proﬁt [29] serves as a coordination platform for many of these eﬀorts.
• Simulation Games: games that put players in a virtual yet realistic
environment, where they are supposed to accomplish tasks and gain
skills or train behaviors that would be too dangerous or too complicated
to acquire in a real setting. America's Army and Pulse! belong to this
category.
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Obviously, these genre deﬁnitions are grossly unadapted, at least in the
sense that they pertain to very diﬀerent characteristics of the games, such as
purpose for healthcare games and advergames, or gameplay for simulation
games, which is why America's Army and Pulse!! both ﬁt into at least
two categories. Nevertheless, this list properly illustrates the sheer variety
of applications of serious gaming, which lets us say, along with numerous
researchers, futurists and business analysts, that the often foretold complete
gamiﬁcation of life is already well underway.
New Gaming Interfaces for Music Therapy
So how do we gamify healthcare? And more speciﬁcally, how do we gamify
music therapy? We think the answer lies in the new interfaces that have now
become the norm for home entertainment systems. During the short history
of video games, there have been many attempts to replace old Atari-style
controllers with more enticing and innovative devices, some of which became
quite popular like Nintendo's NES Zapper [30]. However the tipping point
undoubtedly was the introduction of Nintendo's Wiimote [31], which took
over the gaming world in record time. This was a paradigm-shifting event
for game-makers, not only because it changed interaction design in games
for ever, but maybe even more importantly because it ﬁnally made gaming
a family hobby, as even the most reluctant non-gamers hardly could refuse
a game of Wii Sports [32], since it was so easy to play.
The two other giants of the gaming industry have now joined this market
to oﬀer their own innovative take on motion-sensing enabled gaming: Sony,
with its Playstation Move [33], bets on precision, using stereoscopic imaging
to provide full 1:1 high-speed motion sensing; Microsoft eliminates the need
for a controller altogether with its Kinect device [34], which simply ﬁlms
the player's body to enable gesture-based controls. Moreover, many game-
speciﬁc controllers are coming out. Guitar Hero's plastic guitar [35] is the
most widespread, but many other devices are becoming very popular, such
as the Wii Balance Board [36], Rock Band 's drum kit and microphone [35] or
Dance Dance Revolution's dancing mats [37]. All these interfaces have much
better aﬀordance for the games they come with than regular controllers, even
the motion-sensing ones mentioned above, and thus help the democratization
of gaming by making new games instantly accessible even to non-gamers.
Contributions
In this thesis, we show that new gaming interfaces, of which the Wiimote
is simply an example that will eventually be replaced, make it possible to
create population-speciﬁc music therapy games that are both enticing and
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accessible, and thus can be used by healthcare practitioners in a real clinical
environment. Our three main contributions are:
• A careful analysis of the needs of healthcare practitioners which enables
us to highlight the areas in which a music therapy game can provide
signiﬁcant beneﬁts. This can be used to optimize future design eﬀorts
by focusing work on the most therapeutically potent features.
• Two games, MAWii and MINWii, and their associated case studies.
They exemplify the various caveats that designers of music therapy
games must avoid and provide anecdotal yet compelling evidence of
what makes a game eﬃcient for working with children with behavioral
disorders (MAWii) or with demented patients (MINWii).
• A set of 32 recommendations deduced from the comparison of the two
case studies that outline a viable general methodology for healthcare
game design. They also provide speciﬁc advice to ease and speed up
the development and deployment phases and, above all, to maximize
the beneﬁcial impact of a music therapy game by making it adequately
simple.
Report Structure
In the ﬁrst part, we discuss our research objectives, review related work and
explain the key design and methodological choices that enabled us to reach
our objectives. In the second part, we present MAWii, the application we
designed with Renaud Michel for him to use during his Sonorous Communi-
cation sessions with children suﬀering from behavioral disorders. In the third
part, we discuss MINWii, the game we designed with Dr. Péquignot for the
renarcissization of demented patients through music performance. Finally,
in the fourth part, we list the 32 guidelines that we propose, based on the
common issues that we encountered during our two studies, with one third
pertaining to the transferability of knowledge from other ﬁelds, one third
dealing with the implementation of an Action Research methodology and
the last third aiming at making games simpler to be more eﬀective.
Introduction
L'introduction standard d'un travail en rapport avec la musique commence
généralement par noter qu'elle est la forme d'art la plus ancienne connue,
qu'il n'existe aucune culture humaine qui ne possède une forme ou une autre
d'expression musicale ou encore que la sensibilité à la musique est si pro-
fondément câblée en l'Homme que même les enfants à naître réagissent déjà
aux stimuli musicaux. Néanmoins, à notre connaissance, personne n'a en-
core commencé un livre par cette simple remarque : en septembre 2010, une
recherche sur Google pour le terme music renvoyait environ 2 640 000 000
résultats, ce qui resprésente plus du double de art (1 020 000 000), environ
trois fois movie (801 000 000) et presque 30 fois plus que painting (93
600 000). Étrangement, music bat même food OR sex (2 560 000 000)
d'une confortable centaine de millions de résultats.
En plus d'être légèrement contre-intuitifs pour qui que ce soit d'un peu
familier de la nature humaine, ces chiﬀres soulignent la place prépondérante
que tient la musique dans la société humaine. De fait, les derniers développe-
ments technologiques l'ont rendue si omniprésente dans notre vie quotidienne
que, pour les adolescents, il n'est plus impoli d'avoir en permanence leurs
écouteurs aux oreilles, même lorsqu'ils débattent vivement de la meilleure
façon de se venger de leurs professeurs qui les obligent à apprendre une chose
aussi inutile que les mathématiques. Pour autant, malgré les milliers d'heures
qu'ont passées nombre des plus illustres penseurs de l'Histoire à disséquer ce
qui pourrait légitimement être qualiﬁé de forme artistique la plus populaire
de toutes, nous sommes toujours loin d'être en mesure de répondre à des
questions aussi basiques que Qu'est-ce qui rend la musique si agréable ?,
Qu'est-ce qui fait qu'une oeuvre musicale est belle ? ou même Qu'est-ce
que la musique, exactement ?.
Bien que la quête d'une réponse exhaustive à l'une de ces questions soit
clairement sans espoir, puisque même les études les plus sérieuses donnent
des résultats au mieux ﬂous, nous en savons malgré tout déjà beaucoup sur
des sujets aussi divers que les règles implicites issues des mathématiques qui
semblent gouverner une grande partie, sinon la totalité, de la musique hu-
maine [1], la façon dont celle-ci gouverne nos cerveaux et notre cognition
[2] ou encore les avantages compétitifs que notre sensibilité musicale pour-
rait nous avoir donnés sur les autres espèces [3]. Ces problématiques sont
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explorées et discutées quotidiennement par des milliers de musicologues, neu-
rologues, artistes, philosophes, entrepreneurs, sociologues et autres dont les
résultats nous surprennent constamment et ont tendance à soulever plus de
questions qu'ils n'en résolvent, faisant de la recherche musicale l'un des do-
maines scientiﬁques les plus ouverts et actifs aujourd'hui.
Musicothérapie
Parmi les gens dont la vie est centrée sur la musique, les musicothérapeutes
occupent une place particulière : ils sont certainement ceux qui ont la plus
grande foi en ses extraordinaires vertus. Ils tentent de l'utiliser pour aider
des patients souﬀrant de tous types de syndrômes, dont une grande partie
demeure incurable, et obtiennent régulièrement des résultats semblant déﬁer
notre compréhension du fonctionnnement de nos corps et et de nos cerveaux
[4].
Leurs méthodes sont en constante évolution mais l'approche elle-même
n'est pas nouvelle, puisque les pouvoirs thérapeutiques de la musique étaient
déjà reconnus dans l'antiquité : la Bible parle de David jouant de la harpe
pour soigner la dépression du roi Salomon et nombre des grand penseurs de
l'Histoire, parmi lesquels Platon, Aristote ou encore Confucius, recomman-
dent explicitement la musicothérapie. Malgré cela, la communauté médicale
moderne a souvent accueilli ce mode de traitement avec beaucoup de scep-
ticisme, les médecins se concentrant sur les approches médicamenteuses au
détriment de tout le reste. Ce n'est que de nos jours que la musicothérapie
retrouve une certaine popularité, notamment grâce à son utilité démontrée
dans le traitement de troubles tels que l'autisme et la maladie d'Alzheimer,
pour lesquels très peu d'alternatives existent.
L'une des causes probables des diﬃcultés qu'éprouvent les musicothéra-
peutes à faire reconnaître leur approche est la très grande variabilité de son
impact sur les patients, dont la réponse au traitement dépend souvent beau-
coup plus de leur histoire et de leur goûts personnels que de leurs patholo-
gies. Il est donc très diﬃcile de mener proprement des études quantitatives
en musicothérapie. De plus, il existe de très nombreuses façons à priori
raisonnables d'utiliser la musique à des ﬁns thérapeutiques et, du fait de ce
manque de résultats quantitatifs, il est plus ou moins impossible d'eﬀectuer
des comparaisons sérieuses entre les diﬀérentes techniques utilisées par les
musicothérapeutes. En conséquence, une multitude de philosophies et de
méthodes co-existent, multitude qui est souvent source de confusion même
pour les soignants, qui ne sont habituellement que très peu informés sur l'art
thérapie en général durant leur formation.
Les techniques de musicothérapie se classent en deux catégories de base :
receptive (MTR) et active (MTA). Les approches réceptives sont fondées sur
l'écoute d'oeuvres minutieusement choisies par le thérapeute, la plupart du
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temps dans un environnement spécialement préparé pour l'intervention. Par
example, dans la méthode dite du cycle en U, mise en place par S. Guétin
[5], les patients sont invités à s'allonger sur leur lit, écouteurs sur les oreilles
et yeux fermés. Le thérapeute se tient près d'eux et leur fait écouter des pièces
à la fois en accord avec leurs goûts personnels et permettant le cheminement
le long du cycle en U : d'abord des oeuvres énergiques et puissantes puis,
progressivement, des musiques de plus en plus relaxantes qui les amènent à
un état presque méditatif ; enﬁn, des morceaux plus vivants mais toujours
apaisants qui les ramènent vers un état d'éveil et de bien-être. L'eﬃcacité
de cette technique pour la réduction du stress et de la douleur a été prouvée
dans de multiples pathologies telles que les douleurs lombaires chroniques, les
traumatismes cérébraux ou encore la maladie d'Alzheimer [6], [7], [8].
Le travail de S. Guétin suﬃt à démontrer la versatilité de la musicothé-
rapie, mais il est loin d'être le seul à se sevir de la MTR en mileu hospital-
ier. D'autres ont montré qu'elle pouvait être utilisée pour réduire l'anxiété et
améliorer l'humeur des patients hospitalisés [9], voire même pour diminuer
de manière signiﬁcative la douleur perçue par les patients dans de multiples
contextes cliniques [10]. Pour résumer, de manière générale, les techniques
réceptives ont un impact modéré mais signiﬁcatif sur le bien-être des patients.
Par conséquent, étant donnée son implémentation extrêmement facile, qui ne
nécessite bien souvent que de remettre au patient un baladeur et un casque,
la MTR peut être automatiquement recommandée comme traitement complé-
mentaire dans à peu près n'importe quelle situation.
Il faut néanmoins noter que le concours d'un musicothérapeute correcte-
ment formé pour eﬀectuer un choix personnalisé des oeuvres donne des ré-
sultats signiﬁcativement meilleurs. Il devient en eﬀet possible d'organiser les
sessions de manière beaucoup plus précise, comme pour le cycle en U, mais
aussi d'utiliser des techniques plus pointues telles que l'imagerie musicale
guidée [11] ou encore d'autres méthodes analytiques où la musique devient
un médiateur de l'interaction entre le client et son thérapeute. Ce n'est plus
alors l'acte d'écouter mais la discussion qui s'ensuit qui devient thérapeu-
tique, rendant possible l'évocation de tensions non encore mises au jour et
révélées par la musique.
Dans la seconde catégorie, les approches actives font cette fois participer
les patients au processus de création musicale. Le plus souvent, les thérapeutes
les font chanter et taper des mains, mais certaines méthodes incluent aussi
l'utilisation d'instruments simples ou de percussions corporelles, la composi-
tion de mélodies, l'écriture de paroles ou même l'arrangement pour le groupe.
Encore une fois, il existe un grand nombre de techniques actives diﬀérentes,
parmi lesquelles les thérapeutes choisissent la plus appropriée en fonction des
goûts et des pathologies rencontrées. Néanmoins, il est important de garder
à l'esprit que la nature de la musique jouée est largement indépendante des
techniques choisies, puisque les musicothérapeutes font toujours le maximum
pour se libérer des biais culturels et utiliser les musiques qui fonctionnent,
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quelles qu'elles soient.
Il serait bien trop long de dresser une liste exhaustive ne serait-ce que des
techniques actives existantes, en particulier compte tenu du peu de littérature
existant sur nombre d'entre elles. En revanche, pour donner au lecteur une
bonne idée de ce qu'est la musicothérapie active, il nous paraît utile de couvrir
plus précisément trois dichotomies que nous avons pu constater au sein de
ces techniques, notamment en examinant leur impact clinique.
Tout d'abord, la MTA peut être improvisationnelle ou compositionnelle.
En MT improvisationnelle [12], les patients créent dans l'instant, utilisant
leurs voix, des instruments, des percussion corporelles ou même des objets
de tous les jours que le thérapeute tient à leur disposition en fonction de
leurs goûts. Ce type d'intervention est très utile pour les patients qui ont be-
soin d'améliorer leurs aptitudes temps réel comme la coordination sensori-
motrice, la prise de décision ou encore le traitement séquentiel [13]. Le
protocole mis en place par R. Michel, décrit en détail en partie II de cette
thèse, est un très bon example de technique improvisationnnelle.
Inversement, la musicothérapie compositionnelle met en avant la créa-
tion en temps diﬀéré : les patients composent des mélodies, voire des chan-
sons complètes, généralement à l'aide de logiciels informatiques utilisés avec
l'aide constante du thérapeute, ou composent des paroles souvent consacrées
à leurs problèmes personnels. Ces techniques ont été utilisées pour réduire les
symptômes dépressifs chez les jeunes prisonniers à travers la composition de
chansons de rap [14] ou même chez les patients Alzheimer, qui malgré leurs
troubles mémoriels se sont révélés capables de composer et de se rappeler une
chanson composée autour de leur nom et de divers éléments de leur histoire
[15].
Secondement, la MTA est pratiquée en duo, avec seulement un client et
un thérapeute, ou bien au sein de groupes qui peuvent compter 10 patients
voire plus, bien qu'au-delà de cette limite les sessions aient souvent tendance
à devenir diﬃcilement gérables pour un thérapeute seul. Etonnamment peut-
être, attendu que la musique est par essence un phénomène social, les sessions
en duo sont les plus courantes. Elles permettent au thérapeute d'engager une
conversation musicale avec son patient, généralement en jouant ou chan-
tant des phrases musicales qui appellent une réponse ou se font l'écho des
productions du patient pour l'encourager à jouer encore. Les séances indi-
viduelles sont la plupart du temps utilisées avec les patients les plus sévère-
ment atteints, soit parce qu'ils requièrent un traitement personnalisé doublé
d'une attention constante, soit parce qu'il n'est tout simplement pas réaliste
d'attendre d'eux un échange positif avec d'autres patients. L'approche de
Nordoﬀ [16], qui utilise l'apprentissage musical comme outil thérapeutique,
est un très bon exemple de ce genre de technique.
A l'inverse, les sessions groupales mettent l'accent sur l'interaction entre
les particpants, le thérapeute se cantonnant le plus souvent à un rôle organ-
isationnel, agissant en facilitateur lorsque le groupe semble ne pas être en
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mesure de s'auto-réguler. Cette approche est recommandée pour les patients
souﬀrant de problèmes relationnels ou simplement comme façon de réduire
les coûts de prise en charge en traitant plusieurs cas en même temps. De
plus, elle peut être mise à proﬁt dans des groupes préexistants, comme le per-
sonnel d'un service, une équipe sportive ou une famille, pour mettre au jour
et résoudre des conﬂits sous-jacents et impulser une dynamique collaborative
[17].
Troisièmement, les musicothérapeutes peuvent adopter une approche préfé-
rentiellement comportementale ou psychodynamique selon leurs buts. Con-
trairement aux deux autres dichotomies évoquées, il y a ici un continuum :
toutes les techniques de MTA jouent sur les deux tableaux à des degrés divers.
Par exemple, étant donné que leur impulsivité les handicape sévèrement dans
leurs relations sociales, la thérapie de groupe pour enfants souﬀrant de trou-
bles du comportement pratiquée par Michel peut être considérée comme une
forme de thérapie d'exposition, bien que l'approche tout entière soit fondée
sur des principes analytiques puisque dérivée de la Communication Sonore
de Lecourt [17].
De même, toute technique comportementale, même si elle se focalise sur
des méthodes de conditionnement fondées sur des évaluations strictement
quantitatives, évoquera nécessairement des réponses émotionnelles chez les
patients, en relation avec leurs préférences musicales et leur vécu sonore.
Ainsi, pour peu que l'établissement d'une relation permettant de communi-
quer posément fasse partie des objectifs du traitement, ce qui est invariable-
ment le cas avec les enfants impulsifs par exemple, les thérapeutes utilisant
une approche comportementale encourageront leurs patients à parler de leurs
ressentis musicaux, déclenchant et utilisant de facto des processus psychody-
namiques même si cela n'était pas leur but premier.
Ce rapide tour d'horizon du champ de la musicothérapie montre sa versa-
tilité et illustre l'étonnante diversité des techniques dans lesquelles la musique
peut être utile. Pourtant, malgré cette apparente hétérogénéité, nous distin-
guons une charactéristique propre à la musique dont font usages toutes les
techniques précitées : sa capacité à accroître motivation et concentration à
travers le plaisir et le fun. Comme cela est également l'un des atouts prin-
cipaux des jeux vidéo, il semble naturel de tenter de capitaliser sur cette
synergie pour créer des jeux sérieux pour la musicothérapie.
Jeux sérieux
Le domaine des jeux sérieux est bien plus jeune que celui de la musicothérapie
: le terme en lui-même semble avoir été employé pour la première fois par C.
Abt dans son livre Serious Games [18], publié en 1970. Néanmoins, les mem-
bres de la communauté du jeu sérieux voient 2002 comme l'année charnière
qui a vu décoller le mouvement, notamment avec America's Army [19]. Ce
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fut en eﬀet le premier jeu à but explicitement sérieux : l'armée américaine
l'a créé dans le but d'améliorer son image et de recruter des gens plus compé-
tents et mieux informés. Cela ne veut pas dire que d'autres jeux n'aient pas
été publiés avec d'autres objectifs pouvant être considérés comme relevant du
jeu sérieux, tels que Pepsi Invaders (1983), qui faisait partie d'une action
publicitaire, ou bien des jeux éducatifs comme The Oregon Trail (1973) ou
Carmen Sandiego (1985). En réalité, la palme du premier jeu vidéo sérieux
semble devoir revenir à OXO, un jeu de morpion qui servait d'exemple in-
teractif dans une recherche doctorale datant de 1952 [20].
L'expression serious game est considérée comme très imparfaite par la
majorité des acteurs du domaine, notamment parce qu'elle trop générique et,
par conséquent, diﬃcile à déﬁnir sans indûment inclure ni exclure certains
travaux. Néanmoins, puisqu'une déﬁnition pratique est généralement utile
voire nécessaire, nous utiliserons celle de Zyda [21]:
Un jeu vidéo sérieux est un déﬁ mental auquel on joue sur ordinateur selon
des régles spéciﬁques et qui utilise le divertissement à des ﬁns d'entraînement,
d'éducation, de santé ou de communication stratégique.
Cette déﬁnition ne devrait pas être prise trop au pied de la lettre car de
nombreuses alternatives pertinentes ont été et continuent d'être proposées,
ce qui semble naturel lorsque l'on sait que les scientiﬁques n'arrivent pas
même à s'accorder sur la déﬁnition de ce qu'est un jeu. De plus, comme
nous l'expliquerons plus tard, aucun de nos deux projets n'est exactement
conforme à cette déﬁnition, mais nous pensons néanmoins qu'ils en sont
assez proches pour être considérés comme de véritables jeux sérieux, avec
seulement quelques écarts dûs à leurs objectifs très spéciﬁques.
Comme nous l'avons fait avec la musicothérapie, nous voulons d'abord
donner au lecteur un bref tour d'horizon du domaine de façon à lui permettre
de comprendre comment notre travail se positionnne par rapport aux autres
projets de jeux sérieux. Plus particulièrement, nous souhaitons expliquer
pourquoi les jeux pour la santé fonctionnent légèrement diﬀéremment des
autres jeux sérieux du fait de leur public spéciﬁque. Néanmoins, jugeant les
précédentes tentatives de classiﬁcation globales peu satisfaisantes bien que
riches d'informations (voir [22], [23]), nous nous contenterons de donner
une liste non-exhaustive des genres les plus importants rencontrés :
• Advergames : jeux conçus et distribués comme plateformes publici-
taires. De très nombreuses marques les ont utilisés, mais America's
Army en reste la ﬁgure de proue.
• Jeux d'art : projets artistiques prenant la forme d'un jeu ou reposant
sur des mécanismes assimilés.
• Jeux edutainment : jeux incorporant des objectifs éducatifs dans
leurs buts principaux. Ils peuvent être utilisés dans l'enseignement ou
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pour l'éducation du grand public. Food Force [24] est l'un des jeux les
plus populaires de ce type.
• Exergames : jeux visant à rendre l'exercice physique plus fun et
attractif, à la limite des jeux santé. WiiFit [25] en est de loin l'exemple
le plus connu.
• Jeux santé : tous les jeux utilisés dans un but médical. Cela inclut
les jeux pour la rééducation fonctionnelle, les systèmes d'entraînement
cognitif ou même des programmes comme Pulse!! [26], qui est destiné
aux médecins et non aux patients. La communauté est organisée au-
tour de l'association Games for Health [27], émanation spéciﬁque d'une
organisation plus large nommée Serious Game Initiative [28].
• Learning Games : jeux tournés vers l'acquisition de connaissances
spéciﬁques et visant une transférabilité maximale aux situations réelles.
Ils sont essentiellement utilisés en formation professionnelle.
• Newsgames : jeux illustrants des événements récents et oﬀrant
éventuellement un point de vue éditorial.
• Persuasive Games : jeux conçus dans le but de changer l'attitude
et les comportements des joueurs par la persuasion et l'inﬂuence so-
ciale. Ils sont principalement utilisés pour soutenir des initiatives
publiques. L'association Games for Change [29] sert de plateforme
d'échange et de coordination dans bon nombre de ces projets.
• Jeux de simulation : jeux immergeant le joueur dans un univers
virtuel mais réaliste dans lequel il peut apprendre des compétences ou
entraîner des comportements qui seraient trop dangereux ou trop com-
pliqués à rôder en situation réelle. America's Army et Pulse!! font
partie de cette catégorie.
Clairement, ces déﬁnitions de genres sont peu adaptées, au moins parce
qu'elles portent sur des caractéristiques très diﬀérentes, par exemple le but
pour les jeux santé et les advergames ou bien le type de gameplay1 pour les
jeux de simulation, ce qui explique pourquoi America's Army et Pulse!! ren-
trent dans les deux catégories. Néanmoins, cette liste illustre adéquatement la
grande variété d'applications des jeux sérieux, ce qui nous permet d'aﬃrmer,
dans le sillage de nombreux chercheurs, futuristes et analystes, que la lud-
iﬁcation complète de nos vies, souvent prédite pour un futur proche, est en
fait déjà très avancée.
1On pourrait traduire ce terme par la périphrase mécaniques de jeu, mais la commu-
nauté a depuis longtemps adopté le terme anglais, tout comme pour le mot fun. Nous
faisons donc le choix de suivre l'usage, ces deux mots étant pour nous suﬃsamment usités
pour justiﬁer une incorporation de plein droit dans la langue française.
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Nouvelles interfaces pour la musicothérapie
Comment alors ludiﬁer le système de soins ? Et, plus spéciﬁquement, com-
ment ludiﬁer la musicothérapie ? Nous pensons qu'une voire la clé réside
dans l'utilisation des nouvelles interfaces fondées sur le mouvement qui font
maintenant ﬁgure de norme dans le monde des consoles de salon. Durant la
courte histoire des jeux vidéo, on a assisté à de nombreuses tentatives de rem-
placer ou du moins de compléter les vieilles manettes de style Atari, dont cer-
taines ont rencontré un fort succès, comme le NES Zapper [30]. Néanmoins,
tout a véritablement basculé lors de l'introduction par Nintendo de sa Wi-
imote [31], qui s'est imposée en un temps record comme la nouvelle référence.
Ce fut un changement complet de paradigme pour les créateurs de jeux, non
seulement parce qu'elle transforma pour toujours le design d'interaction dans
les jeux, mais peut-être surtout parce qu'elle ﬁt enﬁn du jeu vidéo un hobby
familial, puisque même les non joueurs les plus réfractaires ne pouvaient que
diﬃcilement refuser de tester un jeu aussi facile à prendre en main que Wii
Sports [32].
Les deux autres géants de l'industrie du jeu vidéo ont rejoint ce créneau
pour proposer leurs propre vision du contrôle par le mouvement : Sony, avec
son Playstation Move [33], parie sur la précision avec un système d'imagerie
stéréoscopique oﬀrant un suivi complet 1:1 et quasi-instantané du mouvement
; Microsoft, lui, élimine complètement la manette avec son Kinect [34], qui
ﬁlme simplement le corps du joueur et fournit un contrôle par les gestes. De
plus, les interfaces spéciﬁques à un jeu donné sont de plus en plus nombreuses
à être commercialisées. La guitare en plastique de Guitar Hero [35] en est
l'exemple le plus classique, mais de nombreux autres dispositifs gagnent en
popularité, par exemple la Wii Balance Board [36], la batterie et le micro de
Rock Band [35] ou le tapis de danse de Dance Dance Revolution [37].
Contributions
Dans cette thèse, nous montrons que les nouvelles interfaces de jeu, parmi
lesquelles la Wiimote n'est ﬁnalement qu'un exemple qui ﬁnira par être sup-
planté, permettent de créer des jeux musicothérapeutiques à la fois fun et
accessibles pour une populatioon spéciﬁque et peuvent donc être utilisés par
des professionnels en environnement clinique. Nos trois contributions prin-
cipales sont :
• Une analyse en profondeur des besoins des professionnels de santé qui
nous permet de mettre en lumière les domaines dans lesquels un jeu mu-
sicothérapeutique peut s'avérer utile. Cette analyse pourra être reprise
pour optimiser de futurs designs en concentrant les eﬀorts sur les fonc-
tionnalités aux apports thérapeutiques les plus signiﬁcatifs.
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• Deux jeux, MAWii et MINWii, et les études de cas correspondantes.
Elles exempliﬁent les multiples pièges que les concepteurs de jeux musi-
cothérapeutiques doivent éviter et présentent des résultats anecdotiques
mais néanmoins utiles sur ce qui fait l'eﬃcacité d'un jeu destiné à être
utilisé avec des enfants impulsifs (MAWii) ou des patients souﬀrant de
démence (MINWii).
• Un ensemble de 32 recommandations déduites de la comparaison des
deux études de cas qui posent les bases d'une approche générale de la
conception de jeux santé. Elles comprennent aussi des conseils spé-
ciﬁques pour faciliter et accélérer développement et déploiement et,
surtout, pour maximiser l'impact positif d'un jeu musicothérapeutique
en le rendant adéquatement simple.
Structure du rapport
Dans la première partie, nous abordons nos objectifs de recherche, faisons
l'état de l'art et expliquons les choix conceptuels et méthodologiques fonda-
mentaux qui nous ont permis d'atteindre nos objectifs. Dans la seconde par-
tie, nous présentons MAWii, l'application que nous avons conçue avec Re-
naud Michel pour qu'il l'utilise durant ses sessions de Communication sonore
temporalisée. Dans la troisième partie, nous examinons MINWii, le jeu que
nous avons conçu avec le Dr. Péquignot pour la renarcissisation des patients
atteints de démence par la pratique de la musique. Enﬁn, dans la quatrième
partie, nous listons les 32 recommandations que nous proposons. Fondées sur
les points communs que nous avons trouvés entre nos deux études, un tiers
concerne la transférabilité des connaissances venues d'autres domaines, un
tiers est destiné à aider l'implémentation d'une méthode de recherche action
et un dernier tiers est consacré aux moyens de rendre les jeux plus simples
pour être plus eﬃcaces.
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Part I
Computer-Assisted Music
Therapy
1

3Musicians' quest for inspiration and musical innovation has routinely led
them to be among the ﬁrst professions to make use of technological break-
throughs, especially in the ﬁeld of electronics: synthesizers, ampliﬁers, eﬀect
processors, computerized samplers and sequencers, sound spatializers and
countless others electronic devices arguably started a new age for music since
the end of the 1950's [38]. Since most if not all of them are passionate mu-
sicians, one would expect music therapists to also be keen on experimenting
with all these new devices. However it does not seem to be the case, as only
a handful of the numerous protocols and techniques they use explicitly rely
on the tremendous capabilities of the not-so-new advances in computer and
gaming technology that are now commonplace in many other areas of health-
care as diverse as functional rehabilitation, nutrition monitoring or diabetes
treatment.
Therefore, the goal of this work is to investigate the potential beneﬁts of
introducing technology and techniques from the worlds of computer music
and, most importantly, computer gaming in music therapy setups. Hope-
fully, our eﬀort will be instrumental in getting music therapists to ﬁnally
endorse these new technologies, of which they remain very skeptical for now
[39]. To this end, we ﬁrst examine three important directions in which such
an approach could enhance traditional music therapy; these will constitute
our research objectives. Then, we analyze various previous initiatives in
order to pinpoint the issues which prevented other music therapy systems
from gaining widespread acceptance and research how analog problems have
been tackled in connected ﬁelds such as music games. Finally, we motivate
the key design and methodological choices we made to establish a ﬂexible
framework to orient and simplify the creation of custom solutions adapted
to very diﬀerent types of patients, institutions and treatments.
Leur quête d'inspiration et d'innovation a souvent amené les musiciens
à s'approprier rapidement les nouvelles technologies, en particulier dans
l'électronique : synthétiseurs, ampliﬁcateurs, spatialisateurs, eﬀets, sam-
pleurs, séquenceurs et bien d'autres dispositifs encore ont sonné l'avènement
d'une nouvelle ère pour la musique vers la ﬁn des années 50 [38]. Puisque
la majorité des musicothérapeutes sont aussi des musiciens passionnés, on
s'attendrait à ce qu'ils soient de même attirés par l'expérimentation de ces
nouveaux outils. Or cela ne semble pas être le cas, puisque seule une pe-
tite partie des nombreux protocoles et techniques qu'ils utilisent s'appuient
explicitement sur les énormes ressources oﬀertes par les technologies du jeu
vidéo et de l'informatique au sens large qui sont déjà couramment mises à
proﬁt dans d'autres domaines reliés à la santé comme la réhabilitation fonc-
tionelle, la nutrition ou le traitement du diabète.
En conséquence, le but de ce travail est l'évaluation des bénéﬁces poten-
tiels à tirer de l'introduction des technologies et techniques de l'informatique
musicale et, surtout, des jeux vidéo dans un dispositif musicothérapeutique.
4Nous espérons que notre initiative aidera à accroître l'acceptation et l'usage
de ces outils chez les musicothérapeutes, qui restent pour l'instant scep-
tiques [39]. Dans ce but, nous examinons trois directions principales dans
lesquelles une telle approche pourrait améliorer l'eﬃcacité des interventions
musicothérapeutiques ; elles constitueront la structure de nos objectifs de
recherche. Ensuite, nous analysons divers travaux précédents dans le but de
répertorier les problèmes qui ont empêché les systèmes de musicothérapie ex-
istants de se démocratiser et de voir comment des questions similaires ont
été traitées dans des domaines connexes comme celui des jeux musicaux. En-
ﬁn, nous motivons les choix clés de notre approche qui nous ont permis de
créer un cadre ﬂexible pour orienter et simpliﬁer la création de solutions
spéciﬁquement adaptées à des types variés de patients, d'institutions et de
traitements.
Chapter 1
Research Objectives
We have classiﬁed the numerous advantages we see to blending music ther-
apy with video game technologies and practices in three main categories:
motivation, ease of use and data analysis. In this chapter, we will detail
these potential enhancements, thereby creating a list of objectives for the
systems we design.
Nous avons classé les nombreux avantages que nous voyons dans le
mélange de la musicothérapie avec les technologies et pratiques issues du
jeu vidéo en trois catégories : motivation, utilisabilité et analyse de données.
Dans ce chapitre, nous détaillons ces améliorations potentielles, créant ainsi
une liste d'objectifs pour notre système.
1.1 Motivation for a Fun Treatment
One way to deﬁne games is to say that they are activities designed to be
entertaining without any ﬁnal utilitarian goal [40]. This statement obvi-
ously clashes with our deﬁnition of serious games, but it points at something
central: games generate motivation without a purpose. Of course additions
such as competition and betting also attract players, but one could argue
that they already make the game serious by giving the outcome extra social
and ﬁnancial consequences so that, in essence, games can be considered as
only played for their own sake. Therefore, a good serious game is simply one
that hides a speciﬁc purpose in an activity which is fun in and of itself.
1.1.1 Games as Catalysts
Making a game, serious or not, is very often both complicated and costly.
Therefore, serious games are only used, at least to our knowledge, when
increasing a given population's motivation has substantial beneﬁts. Learn-
ing games motivate users to delve into otherwise rather arid subjects [41];
advergames encourage players to watch and listen to advertising content
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for much longer than they normally would [19]; simulation games confront
trainees with situations that would be too complex or too stressful to face
in reality without signiﬁcant and demanding training [26].
Healthcare games are no diﬀerent: they motivate patients, and often their
caregivers, to better commit to their treatment in multiple ways. One could
in fact argue that healthcare is the one area where motivation is the most
important, since even small deviations from proper procedures can sometimes
do permanent damage and threaten patients' lives. For example, failure to
comply with a painful and demanding physical rehabilitation schedule often
results in poor recovery [42], [43]. Even more crucially, allergic children who
lack the proper knowledge may unknowingly absorb substances that could be
deadly for them, especially since industrial food, because of recent chemical
and genetic explorations as well cost reductions, now often contains very
unexpected ingredients.
The two previous examples are very good target situations for a serious
gaming solution, and they have indeed been addressed in this way [44], [45].
In both cases, existing, eﬀective but tedious treatments are augmented with
a fun element that makes it much easier to either cope with the eﬀorts and
pain associated with physical rehabilitation or learn simple but unfriendly
knowledge about dangerous foods. This solves the dreaded last mile problem1
by shifting the patient's goals from improving his or her health to simply
having fun, making the healing process secondary in terms of motivation.
1.1.2 Motivation in Music Therapy
The case for mixing serious gaming with music therapy is not as clear as it
is in the situations exposed earlier. Pleasure is already an important part
of most if not all music therapy techniques [16] and it consequently does
not seem necessary to augment an activity which is already seen as fun
and motivating in itself. However, one could also argue that this common
characteristic of emphasizing pleasure and fun actually makes a good case
for using music therapy and serious gaming together.
First, music therapists are used to making sure that their clients enjoy
their treatment, as it would most likely be rather ineﬀective otherwise. Of
course, the goal is not to maximize pleasure at all costs since, especially
in analytical therapy, instant, repetitive fun can make patients lose sight of
their treatment (see Section 5.1). But giving fun-oriented tools to therapists
who are skilled in leveraging and controlling this kind of drive seems like a
logical step for promoting the use of serious games in the healthcare world.
Second, the importance of novelty and discovery must not be overlooked.
1The term last mile problem is used to designate a situation where all the requirements
in terms of knowledge, technology and infrastructure necessary for an initiative to succeed
are fulﬁlled but end users still fail to beneﬁt from it because of simple distribution and
application issues.
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Video games have been around for a long time and can no longer be con-
sidered fashionable, as they have now successfully penetrated every segment
of the population, with people over 50 making up for an all-time high 26%
of the gamer population [46]. However, their use as a tool for things that
go beyond entertainment is rather new and exploratory. We think that our
target populations will enjoy taking part in this new endeavor as attraction
for novelty is often strong in music therapy patients. Indeed, their interest in
trying new approaches is often what draws them in to begin with, as music
therapy itself remains a rather unconventional treatment. Speciﬁcally, we
expect that the fun ﬂavor of video games will convince patients skeptical of
music therapy to try it nonetheless, even if it is only for the video game side
of it. Hopefully, some of them will then discover the surprisingly powerful
positive eﬀects music therapy can have and revise their opinion.
Finally, as the tremendous success of recent musical games has shown,
the public at large seems to be more attracted to the cultural aspects of
musicianship than to actual music creation. For example, many people are
willing to spend a great amount of time training on Guitar Hero [35] because
this game is designed to make players feel like successful rock stars. Training
that much on any real instrument would surely make them skilled enough to
have fun and play creatively, but the gap between them and their professional
idols would also become all too obvious.
Video games give the player an illusion of mastery or even virtuosity
which seems to be an eﬃcient motivator. Therefore, we think that using
video games to give amateurs access to musical sounds and patterns they
could never play with a real instrument should enhance the treatment, even
if it means reducing their creative freedom: therapists would be able to
leverage this illusion of mastery to fortify their patients' self-esteem and
help them explore new musical territories that would be far too demanding
without electronic assistance.
1.2 Ease of Use in Rigid Environments
Clinical environments are very rigid. It is arguably almost impossible to
make room for disruptive innovation in this kind of setting as even slight
changes in routnie protocols often require great eﬀorts in terms of training
and planning to ensure the safety of patients and the eﬀectiveness of inter-
ventions. Consequently, any tool geared towards clinical practitioners will
have to be closely ﬁtted to their needs and their work environment in order
to integrate as smoothly as possible in their daily routine. Otherwise, it will
probably never actually be used no matter how eﬃcient it may be.
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1.2.1 Lowering the Burden and Cost of a Large Instrumen-
tarium
Several of the many music therapy techniques that exist today are rather
easy to set up. Receptive music therapy can be implemented in a clinical
setting with just a computer and a pair of headphones, provided that the
therapist has enough knowledge of the diﬀerent styles of music that exist to
ﬁnd tunes that ﬁt both the patient's desires and the needs of the treatment
[5]. Therapists who practice duo active music therapy or group singing and
body percussion therapy can usually make do with just a guitar or keyboard,
although they often also use other small instruments such as shakers when
possible [16].
On the contrary, group music therapy sessions such as those practiced in
E. Lecourt's Sonorous Communication Therapy usually require the therapist
to bring quite a large collection of musical instruments [17]. Indeed, it seems
obvious that increasing the size of the instrumentarium is usually beneﬁcial in
terms of motivation, since it makes it more likely that all of the participants
are able to ﬁnd something they want to play. Moreover, the instruments must
represent a large spectrum of ranges and timbres so that the players can easily
ﬁnd their own sound and place in the improvisation, even when the entire
group plays loud and chaotically. Finally, therapists usually closely monitor
their patients' choices of instruments as they often reﬂect the role they will
tend to give themselves in a group, and choosing among many diﬀerent
instruments obviously means much more than simply choosing between only
shaker and cymbal.
For all these reasons, a large and diverse palette of instruments is highly
desirable, if not necessary. Thus, music therapists most of the time have one
of two things: one or two places where they carry out the majority of their
sessions and can store their gear, or a big van. But in addition to being diﬃ-
cult to carry, their collection of instruments often contains expensive, fragile
pieces which cannot be entrusted to a child or a violent client. Therefore,
any means of reducing the weight and cost of the instrumentarium should
be pursued to make it easier for therapists to deliver music therapy to any-
one who needs it, no matter where they are or what their issues might be.
In particular, using a fully integrated system based on low-cost video game
devices as an alternative to a classical instrumentarium will hopefully allow
ﬁtting music therapy in the often very tight budgets of most healthcare insti-
tutions, especially since compact, usable gear could easily be shared among
therapists working in the same structures.
1.2.2 Blending Smoothly with Existing Protocols
In most clinical settings, the entire staﬀ operates following extensively de-
tailed procedures covering just about every aspect of their work. Of course,
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various down-to-earth problems, the most prominent being critical under-
staﬃng, often force healthcare workers to ignore some of these rules, usually
without any dire consequences. However those procedures remain necessary,
if only to cover institutions from facing undue legal actions when incidents
occur.
Because of this very rigid and demanding environment, it is extremely
hard for even the most motivated staﬀ to introduce new methods or new
tools. Therefore, the games we design must rely on safe, robust and easily
available hardware since no one will have the will and time to set up and
maintain complex systems which might pose too many threats to schedules
and safety. Moreover, they must be extremely simple to use so as to keep
the amount of training required from the staﬀ as low as possible, since they
have so little time to spare. Finally, they must not interfere with routine
procedures; they will for instance have to be very quick to set up and put
away, as safety concerns and lack of available space will likely forbid leaving
the hardware out when it is not in use.
This calls for systems that use very few diﬀerent devices, with as many
wireless connections as possible to reduce clutter and no rare or custom parts
to ensure easy maintenance. Furthermore, any new version will have to be
thoroughly tested in a real clinical setup before release. Firstly, this will
ensure that potentially harmful features can be detected and corrected or
removed quickly. Secondly, the robustness demanded from clinical tools is
much higher than for usual household appliances, as both patients and staﬀ
will become frustrated extremely quickly if things do not work right away.
Thus, extensive testing with a wide variety of users and contexts will be
necessary to ﬁnd and ﬁx as many bugs as possible. Lastly, it seems likely that
many usability problems will stem not from bad design in a general sense
but from the very speciﬁc characteristics of clinical environments, making
these issues extremely hard to detect, let alone predict, without extensive
testing in a real clinical situation.
1.2.3 Adapting to Each Patient
Several studies dealing with the Placebo eﬀect [47] or hypnosis as medical
tool [48] have shown that the couplings between psychology and physiology
can be surprisingly powerful. Both dimensions should therefore be taken
into account in any treatment method. However, it seems obvious that most
of the beneﬁts from music therapy will come from its eﬀects on the psy-
chological side. For example, playing any kind of instrument certainly does
improve hearing, attention or motor coordination, as extensive research done
on musicians has shown [4]. However, while functional rehabilitation ther-
apy will focus on the speciﬁc movements and cognitive processes that have
been altered, music therapy will have a much more general eﬀect on patients.
Playing may partly re-train or even restore the abilities they have lost, but
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this improvement will only be a byproduct, albeit a very desirable one, as
the production of music will remain their main goal during the sessions.
Having such a prominent psychological resonance makes music therapy
very sensitive to a patient's personal characteristics. Indeed, while a molecule
eﬀective against a given pathology in one individual will often work on many
of those who share the same illness, people have extremely diﬀerent reactions
when it comes to music. In [49], E. Lecourt explains that several attempts
have been made, mostly during the 1970's, to ﬁnd which type of music
would be best suited to treat a range of given aictions such as anxiety or
depression. However, this approach failed as it became clear that the same
piece of music could have opposite eﬀects on two diﬀerent patients, even if
they suﬀered from the same pathology. She cites the example of a man who
suﬀered from severe anxiety and sought treatment through receptive music
therapy sessions. After trying various relaxing musical styles such as Indian
meditative pieces, she discovered that she was able to calm her patient by
playing military marches. The very energetic, driving 2/2 beat of these
pieces, which would unnerve most listeners with its repetitive patterns and
aggressive accents, gave the patient a feeling of solidity and predictability
which helped calm his anxiety.
This kind of example shows that it is crucial for music therapy tech-
niques to be ﬂexible enough to adapt to a patient's sonorous history. This
is why music therapists who use active techniques always have such a big
instrumentarium, which usually includes instruments made speciﬁcally for
this context. For instance, they often use xylophones with only the bars cor-
responding to the C major scale, as normal, chromatic xylophones would be
much too hard to play. However, these music therapy instruments, although
they are simpliﬁed versions of normal instruments, often cost a lot more than
their usual counterparts as they are made in much smaller numbers.
A music therapy computer system would allow music therapists to use
any kind of sound that may ﬁt their patients with very little eﬀort, since it
has now become possible to download high-quality, free-to-use sample sets
of virtually any instrument from the internet [50]. This could dramatically
improve the eﬀects of music therapy on some patients, as previous works have
shown that sometimes the introduction of a single new instrument capable of
producing what Lecourt calls a ferryman sound2 [51] can be the tipping point
of an entire long-term treatment, creating a new bond with the therapist
which can then be built on towards signiﬁcant improvement, sometimes with
striking ease. Moreover, again thanks to our approach using simple hardware
and open software, the system could also easily be adapted to satisfy the
needs of patients with various motor and cognitive capabilities. Instead of
having to build or buy speciﬁc instruments, therapists could simply modify
the software to get the behavior they wanted. With a little time and the
2Son passeur in French
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right tools, it would even become possible for patients to create their own
instrument, opening up a completely new treatment method which could
for example be based on the design by each participant of his or her avatar
instrument, very much like the avatars used in current massively multiplayer
online games such as World of Warcraft [52].
1.3 Data Collection for Evidence-Based Therapy
The introduction of numerous new measuring techniques in the medical world
during the last thirty years such as magnetic resonance imaging has given
birth to many new treatment protocols relying heavily on quantitative re-
sults. Qualitative assessment methods, which are very dependent on a physi-
cian's knowledge and experience, are still the norm but are more and more
often complemented with quantitative tests which are not as sophisticated
but much less subject to bias. Introducing a relevant quantitative assess-
ment of the productions of music therapy patients has proven a very diﬃcult
challenge, but new tools such as those we want to design might be able to
change that. Computers can record and analyze much more than the mere
sounds produced and we think that analyzing the entire interaction data
(movements, button presses, midi messages etc.) in addition to the raw
sound could yield interesting results for research, diagnosis and treatment
purposes alike.
1.3.1 Establishing Music Therapy
Despite the fact that it is one of the oldest medical techniques in use as of
today [53], music therapy, according to us, does not yet enjoy the popularity
it deserves. The main reason for this is that it is extremely diﬃcult to
perform solid quantitative studies in music therapy as the outcome to be
analyzed, whether it is musical sounds or modiﬁcations in behavior and
psychological state, is very hard to condense into ﬁgures. Consequently, new
tools that collect new types of information through HCI (Human Computer
Interface) devices or sensors are very much needed to ﬁnally establish music
therapy as a legitimate secondary of even primary treatment method.
As was said earlier, the ability to record movement data, for example,
could shed light on the actual eﬀects of music therapy and provide a quan-
titative assessment of its beneﬁts on patients. Instead of relying on semi-
qualitative scales, which are always criticized as being too sensitive to the
reporting physician's interpretations and biases, new studies could rely on
the statistical analysis of large datasets of movement and interaction logs
that only a computer can handle. Such results would be much harder to
criticize and would hopefully turn the most skeptical of medical practition-
ers around.
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This aim of establishing music therapy on solid medical ground is cen-
tral to our approach, as having low-cost, easy-to-use music therapy systems
remains pointless if they are only used by those who do believe in music
therapy and would already pay for more complex, more expensive systems
with more features. We hope that using computers to make research easier
and widen its scope will ﬁnally yield the quantitative results that are needed
to truly gain healthcare professionals' and the public's trust.
1.3.2 Screening and Monitoring Patients
We have explained how music therapy has to be very ﬂexible compared to
other techniques because it needs to adapt to each patient's tastes, feelings
and cultural background. Indeed, a single person's emotional response to
various types of music is so deeply unpredictable that even the most experi-
enced music therapists still work with a lot of trial and error. More generally,
it is usually rather diﬃcult to tell whether music therapy will suit a given
patient. Far more than drug-based methods, this type of treatment will ex-
hibit a very variable outcome, working wonders for some patients and utterly
failing with others.
Music therapists have acknowledged this phenomenon long ago and de-
veloped several tests to screen potential patients. The Psycho-Musical As-
sessment, designed by J. Verdeau-Paillès [54], is a musical analog of the
Rorschach test [55]. It gives the therapist an idea of how defensive a patient
is towards music in general, and consequently how useful music therapy may
be, with hints of the types of music that might be worth trying with him or
her. However, this test mainly applies to receptive music therapy and, more
importantly, takes a long time to perform as several pieces of music have to
be played and discussed.
Analyzing the data collected during a patient's ﬁrst few trials of a music
therapy system could be a good way to automate this kind of screening. The
performance on a given musical task, such as following a rhythm, identifying
a melody or playing along with a song could, with proper scoring, give useful
indications on a patient's sensitivity to music. Moreover, if such a test proves
feasible and eﬃcient, it could be used as an assessment tool throughout
the treatment. Therapists would then have an objective measure of their
patients' progress. This would enable them to pinpoint exactly which kind of
intervention is useful for each patient, as they often try diﬀerent approaches
but rarely can quantify their eﬀects precisely enough and must still rely
mostly on their intuition.
1.3.3 Assisted Diagnosis
Music therapy systems might even be able to go beyond simple screening
and monitoring to help with actual diagnosis. Of course, scores on a video
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game of any kind will most likely never be reliable enough to decide on a
treatment. They will always have to be reviewed and complemented with
qualitative assessments performed by an experienced physician. However, we
think that many tedious tests unrelated to music therapy could be embedded
in a music game.
Diagnoses often involve performing long, boring or even painful tasks,
ﬁlling out questionnaires and forms etc. But the more reluctant a patient
is, the less accurate the results are. If patients were instead simply asked
to play a game, they could more easily be kept focused long enough for the
results of the test to be signiﬁcant. Of course, any sort of game could be
used in this kind of situation, but we think that given its universality, music
would be a very good basis for this type of approach. Indeed, a test game
has to appeal to all types of patients, since it would otherwise be too biased,
with the more motivated patients performing much better. We hope that the
body of results that music therapy systems such as ours yield will someday
give birth to such a game, although it is of course a long-term perspective as
many much more simple and down-to-earth issues such as total accessibility
have yet to be solved.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
As far as we know, computer music, healthcare, game mechanics and oﬀ-the-
shelf gaming devices have never been mixed together into a single system,
although several initiatives such as MIDICreator [56], SoundBeam [57] and,
more recently, GenVirtual [58] have approached this idea. However, many
people have combined some of those dimensions to build a wide range of
systems from which we drew inspiration. We review these works in order to
discover potential keys for a musical serious game's success and, even more
importantly, identify the many caveats it must avoid to gain widespread
acceptance.
A notre connaissance, informatique musicale, santé, techniques du jeu
vidéo et interfaces de jeu grand public n'ont jamais été rassemblées en un
seul système, bien que divers projets comme MIDICreator [56], SoundBeam
[57] et, plus récemment, GenVirtual [58] s'en soient rapprochés. Néanmoins,
de nombreuses personnes ont combiné certaines de ces dimensions pour créer
une large gamme de systèmes desquels nous avons pu nous inspirer. Nous
analysons ces travaux dans le but de découvrir les leviers potentiels du succès
d'un jeu sérieux musical et, surtout, d'identiﬁer les écueils à éviter pour
atteindre un haut niveau de pénétration.
2.1 Music Therapy Tools
In a 2007 article [39], E. Streeter tries to explain how and why the music ther-
apy community is so slow at incorporating electronic and computer music
technologies, even though they have been used by adventurous musicians for
more than 40 years. In the beginning those technologies were very expensive
and complicated to use, but one can safely say that by 1990 powerful, aﬀord-
able hardware such as the Atari ST made composing and playing music with
a computer easy enough for any slightly motivated musician to experiment
with [59]. Nevertheless, more than 20 years later, music therapists still very
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Figure 2.1: Instrumented Footware sensors.
rarely take advantage of the musical capabilities of computers, even though
they have become far more versatile and far cheaper than the ST in its time.
Here, we review those of the numerous attempts at digitizing music therapy
that, according to us, had good potential. We explain what we want to keep
from them and why, but most importantly try to ﬁgure out what prevented
these otherwise very promising systems from becoming more widely used
in therapeutic settings in order to design tools that will ﬁnally make it to
hospitals and therapists' oﬃces.
2.1.1 Music and Movement
A fairly common but very interesting idea explored at MIT was to use music
as an alternative sensory feedback. Using their Instrumented Footwear [60],
researchers aimed at helping patients suﬀering from walking problems, for
example as a consequence of Parkinson's disease, to compensate for their
deﬁciencies and learn to walk again. In order to do so, they designed a pair
of shoes rigged with sensors: accelerometers, gyroscopes, pressure sensors
and so on (see Figure 2.1). This enabled them to detect a wide variety of
issues in the dysfunctional walking patterns of their test subjects such as
shaking, improper weight balance between the two feet, irregular pace or
even bad posture.
The trick was to give patients an auditory image of their walking, for
example linking balance issues to left-right spatialization, shaking and trem-
bling to added noise levels or irregular pace to erratic tempo changes. As
music has been shown to be able to restore ﬁne motor coordination skills
to a surprising degree, enabling Parkinson patients to dance although they
were barely able to walk [4], using music as a dynamic guide for walking
rehabilitation seems like a very good idea. Here, musical feedback plays the
same role as the therapist in a traditional setting, which is to inform patients
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about what is wrong with their walking pattern and encourage them to cor-
rect it. However this novel approach seems much more fun and motivating
and therefore very well illustrates the type of work we intend to do: take
a classical method and infuse it with music and fun in order to enhance it
without changing the core procedure.
It is easy to guess that all this custom hardware comes at a high cost and
is not very easy to set up, which is most likely why this system was, to our
knowledge, never used in a real clinical setting. But it is worth noting that
this research already dates back quite a while; the system could probably be
implemented again for a fraction of the original budget using today's video
game technology such as Wiimotes and Wii Balance Boards.
With similar goals but a diﬀerent approach, researchers from the Uni-
versity of Sao Paulo designed an augmented reality system and evaluated it
for cerebral palsy treatment through music therapy [61]. With GenVirtual,
the therapist can use a deck of printable cards of diﬀerent sizes that each
represent a note with the timbre of a given instrument. By carefully arrang-
ing the cards in front of the patient, he or she can have him or her play the
melody of his or her choice with exactly the desired movement pattern.
The goals here are the same as with the Instrumented Footwear. The clas-
sical rehabilitation procedure, which consists in designating various points
on a table and having the patient touch them in a given order, is augmented
with a fun and motivating dimension through the use of music. However this
approach is also radically diﬀerent in the sense that here music is simply a
motivator and does not act as a carrier for sensory feedback. But in contrast
with the Instrumented Footwear, this system is much less costly and much
easier to set up as it only requires a computer, a webcam and a printer. This
should make it much easier for this system to reach a wide audience than
for MIT's augmented shoe as most music therapists will already have the
necessary hardware at hand. Since large-scale diﬀusion is also one of our
goals, we plan to approach the issue the same way and use easily available
hardware exclusively.
2.1.2 Digital Music Therapy Instruments
The University of York (UK) is very active in the ﬁeld of digital music ther-
apy. They have released two very interesting designs which use computer
technology to create musical instruments speciﬁcally tailored for music ther-
apy. Much like the variations on traditional instruments manufactured for
this purpose, said computerized instruments' goal is to allow non-musicians
to express themselves through music. This means that they are supposed
to be more intuitive to manipulate and require less training than regular
instruments.
Emphasizing ease of use like this always has to be done at the expense
of musical freedom, as being able to generate a wide variety of sounds and
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patterns is precisely why modern instruments are so complex to handle. For
example, while a normal vibraphone has its bars arranged like a piano and
can play chromatically, music therapy vibes only have the bars corresponding
to a single scale, usually C Major. This means that, in contrast with a regular
one, a music therapy vibes can only produce notes that go well together as
they all belong to the same scale, which is we one wants for most music
therapy sessions. However this greatly limits its musical versatility, since it
will for example not be able to play anything nice in certain keys such as
C#.
The main goal of digital music therapy instruments is to achieve a satis-
fying degree of intuitiveness and ease of use while retaining as much musical
expressiveness as possible, especially in terms of timbre, as patients are usu-
ally less interested in making complex patterns than in exploring diﬀerent
sounds. MIDIGrid [56] aims to give even the most disabled patients access
to interesting sounds and patterns with just one hand. It works in a very
simple way: the patient's computer displays an array of cells, each of which
has been ﬁlled with a speciﬁc timbre-pattern combination chosen by the
therapist. Simply by clicking the cells, players can then produce fairly com-
plicated combinations of sounds. Moreover, if the system is synchronized
with an external pulse, it becomes very easy to make music with proper
rhythm, using MIDIGrid like a loop machine.
Of course this design is very simple, but making things complicated does
not necessarily help. Here, patients easily understand what the interface
does and can operate it with just one hand. This is more than enough
for most, who are very happy to explore the already very wide variety of
sounds that can be generated, which far exceeds what can be achieved with
the single cymbal or shaker that patients are often given during classical
music therapy sessions. We intend to follow this approach and keep things
very simple when we make our games. Indeed, the success of this previous
application shows that even very straightforward interfaces which do not
allow for much expressiveness can already satisfy most patients.
MIDICreator [56], on the other hand, is a far more ambitious project.
The goal of this software platform is to enable creative instrument makers
to hook up various kinds of sensors such as accelerometers, pressure sensors
or even thermometers to a computer music system and generate sounds and
images according to the signals they produce. This makes it possible to aug-
ment regular instruments with new sounds and video capabilities, something
the researchers have demonstrated with an augmented drum. Moreover, it
gives the ability to create completely new, intriguing instrument designs such
as those featured in the MIDICreator-based sonorous playground installed
at Lidgett Grove School (UK) (see Figure 2.2).
Experiments with MIDICreator have shown that creating sounds with
movements and interactive objects which look nothing like musical instru-
ments can be a lot of fun for children. These instruments of a new genre
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Figure 2.2: MIDICreator-based sonorous playground.
would have their place in a music therapy setting as they allow for intuitive
control of virtually any sound. However this system, in its industrial ver-
sion [62], costs about $2000, which is most likely the reason why it does not
seem to have reached a very wide audience in spite of promising capabilities.
Consequently, while this experiment shows that motion-controlled computer
music is a viable option for music therapy, it also greatly stresses the need to
design very easily deployable systems, as we do want our games to be used
by as many patients as possible.
SoundBeam (see Figure 2.3) partly avoids the deployment issues of MIDI-
Creator as it easy to setup even for people who know very little about com-
puters. It uses an ultrasonic beam akin to that of a medical ultrasonograph
to sense the distance between the source and the players hand; this distance is
then used as an input parameter to pilot a virtual synthesizer running on an
attached computer. As far as we know, SoundBeam is the most widespread
special instrument in the music therapy community, as it is used in more
than 1000 institutions in 20 countries, and seems to be very popular with
patients and therapists alike [57].
That being said, none of the music therapists we met in France knew
about this device, which means that it still has quite a long way to go in
terms of diﬀusion. This is likely due to its high price, at least $3000 for
a one-sensor system, which is roughly three times as much as the absolute
maximum of $1000, computer and audio-video system included, that we
envision for our systems. However that does not mean that SoundBeam
is not worth its price, as it rates very high in terms of expressiveness and
accessibility at the same time, while being easy to setup, which is quite an
achievement.
The last tool we are going to examine is again from the UK, but this time
from Dundee University [63]. It is geared towards demented patients with a
moderate impairment at most and focuses on musical creativity. Patients are
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Figure 2.3: SoundBeam system and accessories.
Figure 2.4: The main screen for Riley's tool.
invited to choose between happy, sad or angry styles, which respectively
correspond to major, minor and minor/major chords and are represented by
clickable faces on screen, and create music by tapping and sliding their ﬁngers
on a touch-sensitive surface divided into a scale (see Figure 2.4).
The demented patients who tried this system really enjoyed the experi-
ence, according to the user feedback reported in [63]. They were able to play
pleasing music with the interface, which guarantees consonance by using a
single scale, just like a music therapy vibes. Moreover, the recent explosion
of the tablet market is bound to ﬁnally drive the cost of large touch-sensitive
displays to a level low enough to become truly accessible to casual users,
which should make Riley's application easy to deploy and diﬀuse. However,
it seems that while the application was at ﬁrst designed for autonomous use,
demented patients' executive diﬃculties rendered them incapable of impro-
vising without constant prompting. This is a strong hint that the design of
our own applications should be designed with the caregiver in mind from the
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start, as his or her presence is likely to be necessary no matter what we do.
2.1.3 Session Management and Analysis Tools
Music therapists spend a very large amount of time listening to and analyzing
the recordings of their sessions. This helps them track their patients' evolu-
tion throughout the treatment and often enables them to discover meaningful
features and relationships which they did not notice on the spot. However the
clues they obtain this way, even if they are useful, are rarely truly worth the
eﬀort. Consequently, only dedicated researchers will usually carefully listen
to everything they record. Everyday therapists just archive the recordings
and only take them out if they have an intuition or want to verify something.
For this reason, researchers from the University of Jyvaskila have tried to
design computer algorithms that would analyze music therapy sessions au-
tomatically and give therapists hints about what parts they should listen to
and what they might ﬁnd in them.
The Music Therapy Tool Box (MTTB) [64] is a set of MATLAB routines
which take in the MIDI recordings of a musical dialog between two people, i.e.
therapist and patient, and computes various features such as note density,
mean volume, tonal center etc., some of which have been shown to be closely
correlated with clinically signiﬁcant parameters such as patients' level of
mental retardation or simply their degree of implication in the improvisation.
One could imagine using the latter to indicate which parts should be the most
interesting to listen to, since it seems likely that a portion where patients
play automatically without paying any attention would not carry as much
information for the therapist as those moments where they are in a state of
ﬂow.
Unsurprisingly, the MTTB can only operate on MIDI ﬁles, which are far
easier to analyze than traditional recordings, if only because they store what
each player has produced on separate tracks. This multi-track representation
would be extremely hard if at all possible to reconstruct from a normal stereo
recording [65] and would consequently require using multiple microphones,
which is totally impractical in a clinical setting. Using digitized musical
instruments that communicate with the MIDI protocol consequently seems
like a natural solution to this problem.
Another thing that computers are good at is recording large quantities
of information automatically. That is the point of the Music Therapy Log-
Book, a custom recording system currently being tested by E. Streeter who
has not yet published her results. It aims at simplifying the management
of sessions by collecting relevant data without the therapist's intervention.
It automatically computes various statistics such as playing time, number
of participations, tendencies in instrument choices etc. as well as a cross-
correlogram between therapist and patient which can indicate when one is
following the other.
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All this data is very interesting for therapists as it can indicate trends
in a patient's evolution. For example someone whose playing time increases
throughout the treatment is most likely taking interest and developing a
trusting relationship with the therapist. Although this is nothing extraor-
dinary, having this kind of data available will enable music therapists to
support their claims with numerical evidence and at the same time give
them more freedom to focus on their patients by automating some cumber-
some tasks such as keeping track of session dates and lengths or instrument
choices. We hope that by including these features in our applications, maybe
simply by making them compatible with the Music Therapy Logbook, we
will contribute to the spread of evidence-based music therapy.
2.2 Music Games
Music has always been given a lot of attention in the gaming industry.
Rhythm games such as Parapa the Rapper [66] or Dance Dance Revolution
[37] have generated a lot of interest from the community and proved very
proﬁtable. However the enthusiasm of the public for music games recently
reached unprecedented heights, with a large number of games following in
the footsteps of the iconic, all-time best-seller of the genre: Guitar Hero [35].
2.2.1 Challenge Games
Music games have thrived these past few years, mainly thanks to the new
control interfaces that are now available to the public at an aﬀordable price.
Guitar Hero and Rock Band [67] use speciﬁc devices that can be seen as
simpliﬁed and stylized versions of a guitar, drum set, etc. The gameplay is
very straightforward: some kind of musical score scrolls through the screen
and the player is ranked on his or her ability to execute the required syn-
chronized presses, strokes etc. with adequate timing. Similarly, games like
Singstar [68] or Karaoke Revolution [69] give the players a series of notes to
sing in a USB microphone. The accuracy of the players in terms of pitch
and rhythm is then scored by comparison with the original version. All these
games leave very little room for improvisation, which is much harder to score
reliably, but they do reserve a little space for unscripted bonus actions and
ﬂourishes which give players an occasion to forge their own style.
These games put emphasis not on gameplay but on making the player
feel like he or she is a true virtuoso rock musician. Their enormous com-
mercial success clearly shows that complex game mechanics is not necessary
to motivate players, since things such as hard challenge and strong evoca-
tive power can be suﬃcient. The former is created through the progressive
unlocking of increasingly intricate and fast songs and reinforced by the con-
stant encouragements players get from the game. The later is supported by
high quality graphics and soundtracks but, most importantly, by the use of
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instrument-like gaming interfaces. Even though they have no more capabil-
ities than a classical gamepad, except of course for the microphones, they
contribute greatly to player immersion by suggesting gestures analogous to
those of a real musician.
2.2.2 Improvisational Games
With a rather diﬀerent approach, Wii Music [70] invites the player to try
diﬀerent instrument types, each with its speciﬁc Wiimote control gestures.
The game puts much more emphasis on experimentation and improvisation.
Though such a sandbox approach may not work with teenagers thrilled by
challenge, as shown by comments on various video game websites, younger
children and older, casual or even non-gamers are much more interested in
this kind of gameplay. However there is a big trade-oﬀ here between freedom
of playing and musical quality: it seems very hard to design a game that both
gives players improvisational freedom and ensures that music nice enough not
to scare those around is still going to come out. That is why players state
in some of the comments that they did not feel in control of the music, since
with certain playing modes they could not do anything more than modify
the tempo of the music by swinging their Wiimote.
Similar results were obtained with Pads'n'Swing [71], a serious game
where the underlying motto was jazz improvisation teaching. The idea was
to encourage players to improvise in a jazzy way by freeing them from the
technical barriers they would encounter with real instruments through the
use of a gamepad as a simpliﬁed musical interface. However, in order to give
players some hints about what could be played, Guitar Hero-like musical
scores were also introduced. The whole point of the game was to improvise
with the suggested notes as a basis, but most younger players, craving for
challenge, simply ended up trying to maximize their score by hitting each
and every proposed note, forgetting improvisation completely. This clearly
shows the tension between challenge and freedom, and demonstrates that, if
melodies are to be suggested in order to seed improvisation, they must remain
very simple, even somewhat boring, and have only a minimal impact on the
score. Otherwise players will retreat to a basic, challenge-based playing
in which they feel much more secure than when they are given complete
improvisational freedom.
2.3 Games in a Healthcare Environment
Long before the ﬁrst health-oriented games were released, precursors in the
healthcare community started using regular, commercial games in a ther-
apeutic setting. Here, we describe a few key examples that are related to
what we intend to do in terms of context of application, interface or gameplay
design practices.
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2.3.1 Games for Psychodynamic Therapy
In his various papers (see [72] for an example), Michael Stora describes how
he uses several carefully chosen oﬀ-the-shelf video games as support for his
work with children in analytical psychotherapy. He has shown that video
games with strong narrative content such as Fable [73] or Ico [74] can be very
eﬃcient and compelling mediation objects for children who have diﬃculties
to talk about their suﬀering. It enables them to symbolically dive back into
the traumatic situations that caused their trouble and learn to deal with
them in a reassuring setting with the therapist's help.
More speciﬁcally, because video games are interactive, they are more
likely to make the children reﬂect on the story they are playing through
than if they were reading a book or watching a movie. Players, contrarily
to viewers or readers, are forced to make choices and must consequently
thoroughly consider the possible outcomes from a practical as well as a moral
point of view. Games therefore constitute a very good medium for therapy, as
the tragic situations they expose, such as treason, abandonment or loneliness,
are most of the time canonical enough for the children to easily relate to and
elaborate on, giving precious clues about their inner workings to the therapist
listening to them.
2.3.2 Wiimote Games for Healthcare
In work that has yet to be published, but has received extensive media cover-
age, Kahol and Smith [75] study the beneﬁts for surgeons of playing Marble
Mania [76] on the Wii. The ﬁne motor skills that are put to the test in the
game (Wiimote pitch and roll control) are, according to them, very similar
to those required to perform clean and eﬃcient surgery. Results suggest that
surgeons playing one hour of Marble Mania a day perform 48% better than
those who do not. This means that the Wiimote is sensitive and precise
enough to qualify as a complement to, or maybe even as a replacement of,
medical simulators which often cost tens of thousands of dollars. Conse-
quently, if it is good enough to train surgeons, it should also be suﬃcient to
make expressive music instruments for non-musicians.
Besides surgeons, many patients suﬀering from a wide range of illnesses
already beneﬁt from the Wii. There are the numerous elderly residents of
nursing homes who now play games like Wii Bowling or Wii Tennis with
great pleasure, as they are fun, intuitive and encourage interaction with other
residents without requiring a lot of eﬀort, as only simple, small movements
are necessary to play. But beyond simple fun, these games are also used
in rehabilitation centers where patients suﬀering from functional disabilities
resulting from a stroke or heavy surgery can practice painful movements in
a much more motivating context, leading to more intense focus and thus to
quicker recovery.
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2.3.3 Exergaming
WiiFit [25] provides a new and fun way to exercise by oﬀering players various
games that are played with the Wii Balance Board. These are divided into
four categories: strength training, aerobics, yoga and balance games. Besides
raising awareness on the dangers of doing too little exercise,WiiFit is what is
often called an exergame. The gameplay is what is truly beneﬁcial: playing
is fun but requires an eﬀort and the automatic scoring and tracking through
time motivates the player to exercise every day. Along the same lines, games
such as Your Shape: Fitness Evolved [77] make use of the soon-to-come
Kinect [34] controller-less interface by Microsoft to track a player's ﬁtness
movements and provide feedback on precision and speed, thus motivating
him or her to persevere and perform better.
However exergaming is not solely for the body. Games such as Dr.
Kawashima's Brain Exercise [78] claim to strengthen one's brain through
cognitive training such as memory games, sudoku, attention games etc. Al-
though the therapeutic eﬃcacy of this particular game remains unproven,
several studies suggest that exercise for the brain does indeed enhance or
help preserve its capabilities [79]. These works and the tremendous success
of Dr. Kawashima's Brain Exercise encourage developers to release this kind
of game and many believe that one of them will soon be rigorously shown to
have a measurable impact on cognitive performance.
2.4 Serious Games for Health
As serious games developed, healthcare increasingly appeared as a ﬁeld with
a lot of potential applications. The ﬁrst Games for Health conference, sup-
ported by the Serious Games Initiative, was held in 2004 and the event has
grown bigger every year since then. The ﬁeld has now reached a certain
degree of maturity, with the success of very large and costly projects such
as Pulse!! [26], a game targeted towards medical students. An exhaustive
review of all the major initiatives in healthcare gaming would be far too long
for this thesis, so we will focus on a few characteristic examples which will
serve to illustrate and justify our design choices.
2.4.1 Therapeutic Gameplay
The number of patients in need for functional reeducation is higher than
ever, most notably due to a signiﬁcant increase in survival rates for strokes
and accidents in general. However, although eﬃcient if carried out prop-
erly, rehabilitation is a tedious process that often fails because patients drop
treatment. This is a textbook case for the application of serious gaming
techniques, as shown by the ongoing Rehab Games project at the University
of Skövde [44]. For example, a simple interface with pull ropes, very much
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like a rowing machine, was designed for upper body rehabilitation. From a
motor point of view, patients exercise just the same as they usually do. But
a gaming layer is superimposed on this process: depending on what game
he or she chooses, the patient's movements may result in bad guys getting
punched, a bike steered out of danger etc. As with WiiFit, rehabilitation be-
comes much more fun and patients therefore commit to the treatment more
willingly.
Another kind of therapeutic gameplay was developed by Smart Brain
Technologies using a brain-sensing helmet originally created by NASA in
order to enhance its pilots' attention skills [80]. The SmartBrain system
connects to a regular PS2 gaming console and adds a neurofeedback compo-
nent to existing games. For instance, in the racing game Burnout [81], the
system monitors attention and modulates top speed accordingly. The player,
for example a child with Attention Deﬁcit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),
will only be able to accelerate to full speed if he or she is focused enough.
If, on the contrary, he or she lets distractions divert his or her attention,
the car's maximum speed will be throttled down, making it impossible to
win the game. This once again illustrates the power of the new biofeedback
computer interfaces that are spreading nowadays as they can turn a very
basic gameplay, here racing, into a powerful yet fun therapeutic system.
2.4.2 Motivation-centered Gameplay
One rather straightforward way of applying serious gaming techniques to
the world of healthcare is to design games that, without being therapeu-
tic themselves, motivate the user to follow a given treatment. The Bayer
DIDGET glucose meter and dedicated game work like this for children with
diabetes [82]. The idea is to award children with points for regularly testing
themselves, with bonus points awarded for meeting the target glucose levels
speciﬁed by their therapist. These points can be used to perform special
moves, buy necessary equipment etc. and therefore are an integral part of
the gameplay. This turns the formerly boring and tedious task of taking and
analyzing blood samples into a fun activity, giving children immediate re-
ward for their eﬀorts instead of the unclear, rarely understood and therefore
rather uneﬀective motivation of preserving their health.
Similarly, Michael Stora is currently working on a game, untitled as of
today, which should help overweight kids with their diet. The goal is to work
together with parents to have kids play a game where their eﬀorts award
them energy points necessary to progress through the story. Furthermore,
an online mode should be included where children can put their hard-earned
points in common with their peers in order to complete team challenges.
Michael Stora hopes that this speciﬁc feature will be especially eﬀective,
giving birth to a new form of game-mediated group therapy for obesity.
However one must be careful when confronting children like this: even if they
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all share the same problems, seeing that others are progressing while he or
she is not can be devastating for a kid. For that reason, one must ensure that
no negative feedback is ever given and that it is eﬀort and not success that
is rewarded. Consequently, just like DIDGET points are awarded simply for
testing oneself, with glucose level points being only a bonus, diet points will
be awarded as long as kids more or less follow the diet prescribed by their
physician.
We think this failure-free approach is crucial and constitutes a speciﬁc
characteristic of healthcare games. Indeed, while normal games rely on chal-
lenge as a motivational tool, healthcare games cannot take the risk of frus-
trating players and deterring them from their treatment. Therefore, design-
ers have to ﬁnd a proper balance between challenge and instant pleasure, but
most importantly reward eﬀort as much as possible, so that players always
get a positive feedback from the game even if they have very poor gaming
skills.
2.4.3 Learning Games
Re-mission [41] intends to improve treatment acceptance in children un-
dergoing chemotherapy. It takes the form of a third person shooter game
where the player has to wander in a child's body and destroy cancerous cells.
Throughout the game the player visits various body parts and learns about
the disease and how the treatment works. Playing Remission has been shown
to improve the children's knowledge and self-esteem, which in turn leads to
better commitment to the treatment. This is very important as chemother-
apy can be very tough, with nausea, extreme fatigue and dizziness being very
common. Motivated children suﬀer less from these side-eﬀects and therefore
can take on more potent, longer treatments, thereby increasing their chances
of survival. As the term learning game indicates, what is beneﬁcial here is
the knowledge gained by the player. The gameplay in itself is absolutely
standard and only serves as a catalyst.
Some games like LudoMedic [83], even though they use the same basic
strategy of encouraging learning to reduce anxiety and side-eﬀects, go beyond
this pathology-centered design to present kids and parents with a complete
walkthrough of their treatment. Here, children take control of an avatar who
will go through multiple adventures in a hospital. The objects and characters
they encounter are stylized with a manga feel that appeals to kids but remain
faithful enough to reality to be easily recognized in real life. What is truly
interesting here is the approach followed by the developer, CCCP. Instead of
building a monolithic game, they created a fully functional game engine and
level editor which enables them to easily add speciﬁc content commissioned
by one of their partners or asked for by practitioners. The simplicity of the
level editor makes it possible for physicians to participate in the design of the
adventure, which ensures faithfulness and helps build a community around
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the game as practitioners directly involved in the design process are much
more likely to advocate its use. Additionally, kids and parents who want
more information are re-directed towards the game's website and Facebook
page, where they can share their thoughts and ﬁnd support. We think that
building a community around our games like this is very important for them
to evolve without us. Thus, we will set up a comparable web platform that
will make it easy for patients, caregivers, developers etc. to interact and
share their tips.
Chapter 3
Key Design and
Methodological Choices
The goal of our work is to specify a proper framework for making musical
serious games for health. To this end, in Chapter 1, we outlined the multiple
objectives we intended to pursue by making our own blend of music ther-
apy and video games. Here, we describe the key design and methodological
choices that embody these objectives: we rely on Wiimotes and free soft-
ware to lower cost and ease deployment, game design practices and Action
Research to ease and optimize the design process, and data analysis to vali-
date our approach from a therapeutic point of view. These are the deﬁning
characteristics of our framework; they serve as a basis for a ﬁrst meeting
with healthcare practitioners when we decide to make a new game.
Le but de notre travail est de spéciﬁer un framework adapté pour la con-
ception de jeux musicothérapeutiques. Dans cette optique, dans le chapitre
1, nous avons listé les multiples objectifs que nous comptions atteindre avec
notre propre mélange de musicothérapie et de jeu vidéo. Ici, nous décrivons
les points clés de notre design et de notre méthode qui donnent corps à ces
objectifs : nous utilisons des Wiimotes et des logiciels libres pour diminuer
les coûts et faciliter le déploiement ; notre méthode s'appuie sur les bonnes
pratiques issues du jeu vidéo et sur une approche de type recherche-action
pour optimiser le processus de conception ; nous développons des méthodes
d'analyse de données pour valider notre approche du point de vue thérapeu-
tique. Ce sont les caractéristiques structurantes de notre framework, qui
servent de base pour une première rencontre avec les professionnels de santé
lorsque nous décidons de créer un nouveau jeu.
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Figure 3.1: The Nintendo Wiimote.
3.1 Wiimotes
One could rather easily argue that the Wii's revolutionary motion-sensing
controller, the Wiimote (see Figure 3.1 was the key to the Wii's success. This
is somewhat surprising, since its components are neither the newest nor the
best from a technological point of view and it is therefore not at all precise
enough to give designers a realistic one-to-one motion sensing tool, which was
a great disappointment for many Nintendo fans. However, its success with
all kinds of gamers clearly proves that it is good enough to enable creators
to add a relevant new dimension to their games; we think it can do the same
for music therapy.
3.1.1 Low-Cost, Feature-Rich Controller
The Nintendo Wiimote is designed to be held in one hand. It features:
• 5 buttons on the top face.
• A direction cross, also on the top face.
• A trigger on the bottom face.
• 3 orthogonal accelerometers.
• A high-speed infra-red camera.
• A speaker.
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• A vibration unit.
• A Bluetooth transmitter.
Moreover, the Wiimote can be augmented with accessories that plug into the
extension port on its back. That represents quite a lot of hardware packed in
a small space but Nintendo has nevertheless managed to maintain the price
of its controller below the $50 bar.
Prices were kept in check by using not-so-new components and producing
on a very large scale, so much so in fact that it can often be cheaper to buy
a Wiimote than an equivalent wireless accelerometer or camera. But this by
no means implies that Nintendo's device is not a capable controller. Games
like Marble Mania (See Chapter 2) have shown that the accelerometers are
sensitive enough to implement a gameplay which actually improves the ﬁne
motor skills of surgeons; a tool that works for surgeons should work for music
therapy patients if it is used properly. Moreover, the pointing system, which
relies on the camera and two IR diodes placed above the screen, makes it
possible to comfortably pilot a computer from a distance if proper ﬁltering
algorithms are implemented to reduce jitter. Therefore, it should also be
suﬃcient for patients to play our games, which will hopefully be far less
complex to handle than the day-to-day use of a computer.
The small weight and size of the Wiimote make it suitable for use by
almost anyone, from small children to mobility-challenged elderly people.
With its numerous features and robust technical characteristics, it should
allow us to design many diﬀerent kinds of games using a virtually inﬁnite
number of motion-based control schemes, all tailored to make things as in-
tuitive as possible for our target audiences.
3.1.2 Commercial and Community-based Mods and Add-ons
One of the great advantages of using popular, low-end controllers instead of
custom devices is that they usually can be customized and complemented
with ready-to-use mods and add-ons. The success of the Wiimote, especially,
has given birth to a very large market for multiple satellite products that
add new features and allow for even more diverse control schemes. For
example, the Nunchuk, which plugs into the extension port of the Wiimote,
adds an analog joystick and three very precise accelerometers. Better yet, the
Wiimote Plus contains a gyroscope which yields complete one-to-one motion
sensing capabilities and allows for very precise control. Additionally, many
other accessories exist that do not add any new features to the Wiimote
but dramatically change its aﬀordance for a given task. The Wii Pistol (see
Figure 3.2 or the Mario Kart Wheel, for instance, are just plastic shells that
do not contain any electronic components and therefore do not add any new
capabilities. However they contribute greatly to the gameplay by giving the
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Figure 3.2: The Wiimote Pistol.
Wiimote a new shape which makes a given task, here shooting or steering,
easier and more intuitive.
Additionally, the Wii is so revolutionary and so pervasive that it has
sprouted a vibrant community of homebrew developers, whose goals are as
diverse as running Linux on the Wii, controlling music synthesizers with
a Wiimote, a practice called WiiJaying, or simply browsing the web and
playing games from a distance on a PC (see [84], [85]). All this was made
possible by the fact that Wiimotes use a standard Bluetooth protocol to
communicate with the Wii. Once the actual meaning of the data transmitted
had been reverse engineered, it became very easy to connect them to any
Bluetooth-enabled computer. From then on, developers started to use the
Wiimotes in new and creative ways, frequently producing algorithms and
control schemes far better than those implemented by Nintendo. Some like
Johnny Lee [86] even devised a way to use two Wiimotes as an inexpensive,
wireless stereo IR camera to make a full-3D motion capture system for an
extremely low price. Choosing this controller to build our systems and play
our games lets us leverage all these participative eﬀorts. This way, we can
both limit the amount of technical work necessary to focus on design and
get inspiration and advice from all those who have tackled issues similar to
ours in making their own games.
It is however worth noting that even with these add-ons and custom
algorithms, repeated errors in measurements add up to too much drift to
fully locate the Wiimote in 3D space by relying only on proprioception. An
exteroceptive 3D sensor such as a stereo camera needs to be added to the
room to correct these errors about once per second. This limitation, and
a few others, explain why the Wiimote is clearly not the ultimate gaming
controller. What we intend to show is simply that it is good enough for a
start. Of course, new music therapy games should be developed when better
interfaces become widely available, but we think that they will still beneﬁt
a lot from the experience acquired with the Wiimote.
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3.1.3 Aﬀordance for Fun
Nintendo has built its success on innovative and meaningful designs that have
made consoles like the DS [87] or games like Mario Galaxy [88] extremely
popular. They provide new gameplay ideas and mechanisms that appeal to
a very wide audience. It is true that Nintendo's primary targets are still chil-
dren, as proven by their constant use of funny, super-deformed and brightly
colored characters and environments. However, games like Mario Galaxy
also greatly appeal to older gamers, even those who were rival Sega's Sonic
fans in the old days, because they provide a truly innovative gaming expe-
rience. At ﬁrst, players are often put oﬀ by the typically Japanese kawaii1
visual universe and story as well as the simple-looking game mechanics, only
to be quickly conquered by Nintendo's extraordinary mastery of gameplay
design.
The Wiimote is a very good example of this phenomenon. Its slick, white
looks beautifully embody Nintendo's vision of gaming and fun. It does not
have many buttons, but a majority of the games that come out do not even
use all of them, so extra triggers, analog sticks etc. were considered unnec-
essary. Its accelerometers are not very precise, nor is its pointing system,
and it does not have any gyroscopes at all. Therefore, many have justiﬁably
argued that the Wiimote is a rather poor motion sensing device. But Nin-
tendo has shown, with games like Wii Bowling [32], that just a few buttons
and a rather unrealistic control through motion are suﬃcient to create a fun
game, moreover one that appeals to an extremely wide audience with a great
proportion of non-gamers.
We think that this focus on simplicity is a very important characteristic
for serious games to be used in a healthcare environment. In hospital settings,
patients are used to being surrounded by complex machines which are often
somewhat intimidating. Giving them something that clearly contrasts with
the usual design of medical appliances, which focus on functionality and
often neglect aesthetics, should make it clear that the primary point of the
proposed activity is just to have fun.
3.2 Free Software
Free software has two main deﬁning characteristics: it is freely usable and
freely modiﬁable. The ﬁrst part is the simplest to explain. As the Free
Software Foundation says [89], it means free as in free beer : anyone can
download, use and distribute free software with very few restrictions which
mainly pertain to intellectual property. The second part is more subtle. The
1The word kawaii is usually translated as cute. Although it is literally accurate, it
misses out on the important cultural dimension that kawaii has gained, as it has come to
designate a whole movement in Japanese popular culture which is increasingly embraced
by the population as a part of the Japanese identity.
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GNU Foundation explains it by free as in free speech: free software has to be
easily modiﬁable and customizable, which means that its source code has to
be publicly available and that anyone can publish and distribute his or her
own version of it. To us, this free approach should be seriously considered
for any software product, in a business model of software as a service, but it
is especially relevant in the healthcare world.
3.2.1 Low Deployment Costs
One of the downsides of free software is that it is usually not as easy to
install and as user friendly as commercial products. Indeed, most of the
time, applications focus more on features, simply because those who need
them implement them for their own use at ﬁrst and therefore care less about
aesthetics and usability for others than commercial developers. Thus, using
and especially developing free software often requires quite a lot of prepara-
tory work to understand existing code, which, because it is created by only
loosely connected individuals instead of an actual development team, is not
always written with a consistent design and implementation strategy.
Nevertheless, thanks to institutions such as the Free Software Foundation
or the W3C, growing standardization through public APIs and frameworks
as well as multi-platform code makes development easier as time goes by.
For example, many python libraries such as NumPy [90] have become the de
facto standard for the purpose they serve, so that it becomes less diﬃcult
to link portions of code from diﬀerent projects as they tend to use the same
libraries. But despite the fact that they often re-use a lot of code from other
free software projects, eﬀorts like ours targeted at non-specialist end-users
usually require quite a lot of work. First, the diﬀerent parts borrowed from
other projects have to be ﬁtted together in a robust way, which is rarely
easy, always time consuming and requires a lot of testing. Second, it is most
of the time impossible to re-use a lot of the GUI part of the code, as this
is usually very application-speciﬁc. For example, tools targeting visually
impaired patients will often need to provide two GUIs: one for the caregiver,
with all the menus and buttons needed to fully conﬁgure the software, and
one for the patients with only the most important items so that text and
images can be displayed as large as possible.
However development costs are not really an issue here, since we focus
on simple applications that do not require too much initial work and are
then given to the community. The real issue is cost of deployment and that
is where our approach is much more eﬃcient. Even government-funded soft-
ware has to sell for a price if it uses commercial software libraries, as royalty
fees often have to be paid according to the number of copies distributed.
For large institutions, buying these licenses quickly becomes far too costly
as software has to be installed and used on tens or even hundreds of diﬀerent
machines.
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Obviously, free software completely alleviates that problem. Consequently,
the deployment costs of applications such as the ones we intend to imple-
ment only include hardware and human resources. As the previous section
explains, we address the hardware problem by relying exclusively on low-
cost devices such as the Wiimote. In addition, we take a series of carefully
thought out measures (see Sections 3.3 and 3.4) to make sure to obtain ﬁnal
products that are very easy to install and use in order to keep the human
resource costs low as well. All this adds up to extremely slim deployment
costs for the end users, which is without a doubt a prerequisite for pene-
trating hospitals and other healthcare institutions where budgets are always
very tight.
3.2.2 Trust and Adaptability
Anyone who has worked at a hospital knows how complicated and rigid
their IT infrastructures are. It is not the point of this thesis to discuss the
possible causes and solutions for this but we do have to take this problem into
account when we make our games. First, many diﬀerent types of computers,
operating systems and specialized devices cohabit, often not too peacefully,
on the global network. IT teams are therefore often extremely reluctant to
add anything new, be it hardware or software, for fear of breaking a fragile
equilibrium.
One could argue that this is the same in most environments, but it takes
a special importance in our case as patients' safety becomes more and more
dependent on IT systems. Therefore, instead of proposing a frozen software
solution, we choose to provide the source code to our programs as well as
assistance in compiling them. This way, IT departments can easily adapt
our software to their constraints, for example by disabling certain features.
On the other hand, this also allows them to link the software to their own
databases and application servers in whatever way they see appropriate to
ﬁt the local data policies, which for instance often require that a trace of all
medical acts be kept in a secure place.
Moreover, releasing the source code of our application is one of the argu-
ments we use to gain the trust not only of system administrators but also of
physicians, staﬀ and patients. First, this ensures that no malicious routines
are included. In healthcare environments privacy is vital as leaks could have
dire consequences for patients, be it regarding insurance costs, employment
opportunities or simply family and social matters. We must therefore pro-
vide software as transparent as possible, with clear data policies, so as to
show that no harm to privacy could come from using our tools. Secondly,
releasing free, open-source software means that we do not intend to make
money oﬀ the operation, which should give users the insurance that we have
no purpose but to enhance everyone's quality of life with the help of the
whole open-source community.
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3.2.3 Community-driven Customization and Evolution
The open-source movement was more or less born with the ﬁrst academic
computers. University researchers released the source code of their algo-
rithms and applications so that other teams in the world could replicate their
results, which is the basis of peer reviewing. Then, the arrival of GNU/Linux
systems and the globalization of the Internet in the 1990's gave the move-
ment a large boost, as more and more people became able to use free software
on the job or at home. However, it seems that the movement has had to
wait for the arrival of Ubuntu, a very popular and user-friendly version of
GNU/Linux, to really take oﬀ during the ﬁrst decade of the 21st century.
A very large community of open-source developers now thrives and grows
everyday and we hope to rally part of these people to help our tools evolve.
Of course, just like any other open-source application, we count on the
community to provide additional testing and bug ﬁxes. This is especially
important since our software has to be extremely robust in order to really
be put to use by healthcare practitioners. Nevertheless, this is something we
could rather easily do ourselves; what is truly important is what the commu-
nity could provide that we cannot. The ﬁrst thing we hope the community
will do is customize our software to adapt it to local environments. A rather
easy but necessary part of this task would be the translation of game menus
into as many languages as possible. But many other possibilities are open.
For example, whatever sounds and instruments we decide to include in our
games, it is clear that our choices will be inﬂuenced greatly by our Western
musical culture. However it is common practice in music therapy to provide
patients with instruments reminiscent of their own background. The sharing
of modiﬁed, culturally speciﬁc versions of our games featuring instruments
from all over the world would make this possible.
Moreover, in addition to merely customizing and localizing our games, we
would like the community to express the extraordinary creativity that can be
seen in so many places on the Internet. This means adding new features to
the games such as compatibility with other controllers, new game modes or
even completely new gameplay paradigms an data analysis algorithms. We
hope that this will enable our games to evolve and stay close to the demands
of their audience, but even more importantly to be adapted to new target
pathologies so that music therapy can beneﬁt more and more patients thanks
to the community's eﬀorts.
3.3 Game Design Practices
We must ensure that the applications we make are indeed games, even if they
are deemed serious. By that we mean that they must be fun to play for their
own sake, even without the motivation coming from the serious goal behind
them, which should remain hidden. Otherwise, they will merely be more
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entertaining ways to administer treatment, which is a completely diﬀerent
matter. Thus, we have decided on several important features of games that
we want to make sure to include in our applications and integrated them
in our methodology: high usability with rich gameplay, motivating rewards
and support for human interaction.
3.3.1 Easy to Use, Hard to Master
Games are supposed to be fun no matter how skilled the players are. Obvi-
ously, competitive games like chess can be rather boring if one plays against
a much better or worse opponent, but contestants can usually ﬁnd ways to
restore a sense of fairness by agreeing on various handicaps such as diﬀerent
time limits or even playing blind. In essence, this is done so that the game
remains meaningful with an unpredictable and potentially desirable outcome
for each player.
Although they are not necessarily out of bounds, competitive games do
not seem like the best choice for healthcare serious games as we do not want
patients to refuse to play for fear of losing. However, the idea of ensuring
potentially desirable outcomes for each player is very important: our games
should be very intuitive so that people can have fun the instant they start
playing. Designing with this in mind, although it was not so in the beginning
of the history of video gaming, as proven for example by the inch-thick
manuals of many PC games from the 1990's, is now a standard practice
in the industry. The ﬁrst levels are often just tutorials which restrict the
available actions to a minimum so that players can have fun without feeling
lost. Additionally, diﬃculty is usually very progressive, with only the last
few levels representing a true challenge even for the average user. We intend
to follow these principles by structuring our games with successive learning
steps and levels of diﬃculty. We must also provide detailed guidelines as to
how the players should be introduced to the game and taught how to play,
since they will most likely do their ﬁrst trial rounds under the supervision
of a trained therapist.
In addition to being instantly fun, our games have to be hard and rich
enough to give patients a sense of achievement and increased mastery when
they successfully clear a given stage or mode. This is not an easy task as the
more gameplay features we include, the more confusing things will become for
beginner players. However, we think it is necessary to provide multiple paths
to explore from the very beginning so that everyone is given a chance to play
with his or her own style. We are after all making games with music, which
is all about being creative and expressing oneself. We think that our games
should reﬂect this mindset by including both a lot of varied content and
numerous gameplay subtleties for players to discover progressively. Patients
will otherwise quickly lose interest and come to see our games as just one
more boring procedure, nullifying our eﬀorts to increase their motivation and
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commitment to their treatment.
3.3.2 Rewarding Experience
During the NES era [91], games were often much more diﬃcult than they
are today: the last levels were frequently ﬁlled with random, instant-death
traps, overwhelming swarms of enemies and ridiculously strong bosses. From
most designers' point of view, this was done to artiﬁcially increase the lifes-
pan of games without adding any content. However some people, who came
to call themselves hardcore gamers, took pleasure and pride in training for
countless hours in order to take on these seemingly impossible challenges.
To this day, especially in MMORPGs like World of Warcraft, developers
are routinely taken by surprise by the extremely short time these hardcore
gamers need to discover all the new content they add and publish compre-
hensive walkthroughs on fan sites. However, these people, although they are
very important because they are the core around which entire communities
of more casual gamers revolve, make up for only a small fraction of the audi-
ence of video games. Consequently, developers have to design products that
are equally appealing to all the very diﬀerent types of players that exist.
One of the most important sources of motivation for gamers is the sense of
achievement that comes from clearing a level, completing a quest or beating
a given score. These successes are usually rewarded with new objects or
capacities which add new possibilities to the gameplay and give players more
freedom. However, since casual and hardcore gamers alike want to be able to
beat the games they buy and see their story come to a close, developers have
had to ﬁnd strategies to give the later a good challenge while still letting the
former enjoy the games at their own pace. Consequently, instead of making
games Nintendo-hard, it has now become common practice to oﬀer a main
storyline or quest or game mode that the casual gamers can follow, and
add secret endings, items or characters for the hardcore gamers to unlock
through actions that are not necessary to complete the game. Lately, this
practice has been taken to new extremes by Microsoft with its XBox Live
Achievements which are handed out like medals to the most dedicated gamers
for accomplishing speciﬁc, sometimes rather non-sensical actions. Although
these achievements are of no use whatsoever in-game, as they do not give
access to any new content, the simple fact of being congratulated for their
deeds is enough for many gamers to pursue these goals, which have become
the new equivalent of the random traps from the Nintendo era for artiﬁcially
making games last longer.
We want our games to give patients a truly rewarding experience, with
both a feeling of progressive mastery and actual new gameplay elements to
discover and put to use. We therefore construct our games following the
structure shared by most modern games:
• A preliminary step introducing the various basic gameplay elements,
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control interfaces and general feel.
• A main storyline, game mode or set of objectives which should consti-
tute a very progressive, rather unchallenging yet rewarding experience
for any kind of player.
• Multiple additional modes and extensions to accommodate hardcore
gamers or simply patients with an unusual proﬁle.
Playing through the main phase should allow players to slowly unlock most
of the available gameplay elements but all game modes, including the prelim-
inary step, should contain their share of rewards, however simple they are,
since as we saw earlier with XBox Live Achievements, a little congratulation
already can go a long way in motivating players.
3.3.3 Fostering Human Interaction
Facebook games like Farmville [92] have shown that an otherwise very clas-
sical game could become extremely popular simply by leveraging social net-
works to encourage interaction between players in a much more integrated
way, by automatically comparing scores, publishing achievements or propos-
ing to buy in-game gifts for your friends. One might wonder if the type of
interaction induced by Farmville can rightfully be called human, but the fact
remains that connecting players with their friends, even in such a crude way,
seems to have a surprisingly high motivational impact. Clearly, we do not
intend to link our games to any social network like Facebook, as privacy con-
cerns would make it impractical. However, we do want to encourage patients
to interact with their care givers, families and friends through our applica-
tions and the various community-based tools that will be built to support
them.
Our primary objective is to enhance the general mood in institutions by
providing patients and staﬀ with an activity they can enjoy sharing. Indeed,
severe understaﬃng often forces care givers to rush around, impairing the
quality of their work and their morale, while leaving patients with the im-
pression that they are not properly considered and cared for. Consequently,
any kind of therapeutic activity fun enough to help the staﬀ relax and give
them occasions to interact with patients outside of the usual routine could
greatly beneﬁt everyone. Of course, we must make sure that the distinction
between patients and staﬀ remains clear even in-game, as we do not want to
disturb the sometimes very fragile relationships practitioners can have with
diﬃcult patients. However, instead of trying to make games that patients
could play autonomously, which usually implies sacriﬁcing a lot of game-
play elements and conﬁguration possibilities to keep things simple enough
for diminished players, we choose to always carve a central place for the
surrounding care givers, whoever they might be. This allows us to keep a
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substantially higher degree of complexity in our games and hopefully engage
patients and caregivers together in an activity pleasurable for all.
We also want to encourage group interaction through our gameplay de-
signs. This means making games that patients attending the same institu-
tions can play together. Indeed, group therapy is very interesting for us as
it has proven eﬀective for the treatment of various types of behavioral issues
and is usually much more eﬃcient on the whole since one therapist can treat
up to 10 patients at the same time [93]. It is worth noting here that this
does not necessarily imply that our games should pit patients against one
another or even give them a common goal, but simply that they must be
designed to allow and encourage group interactions.
This gameplay orientation could also enable patients to play with their
families and friends, at home or when they visit. Although it is much more
diﬃcult to guarantee any kind of therapeutic impact when treatment is ad-
ministered by untrained non-professionals, we think that taking families and
friends into account when designing our games is worth the eﬀort. Indeed,
the feeling of being left alone by their peers that chronic diseases induce in
most patients, rightfully or not, is a leading cause of depression. Therefore,
giving them the ability to propose a fun activity to share with those visiting
should empower them greatly and have a powerful impact on their mood.
3.4 Action Research
Action Research is a methodology introduced by Kurt Lewin in 1958 [94] for
doing research in the ﬁelds of sociology and anthropology. Without reject-
ing the classical, purely observational stance taken by most social science
researchers, he thought that by inducing transformations in the groups and
situations they were studying and carefully analyzing their consequences,
researchers could uncover truths that would otherwise remain hidden. Un-
surprisingly, the choice of the actual transformative initiatives one will take
raises great methodological and ethical questions that are still debated today.
However, one thing is clear: any researcher who uses this kind of methodol-
ogy must ensure that the transformations he induces are beneﬁcial for the
target community and its members. We intend to follow this principle and
make sure that (1) all of the patients taking part in our research and con-
sequently testing tools and methods that were not validated still beneﬁt as
much as possible from their participation, even if the actual therapeutic im-
pact of our games should turn out to be low, and (2) that the community as
a whole beneﬁts from our eﬀorts through the diﬀusion of our tools and the
knowledge they have helped gather.
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3.4.1 Constant Testing and Improvement
One of the primary aspects of Lewin's methodology is iterative transfor-
mation and analysis. Broadly speaking, a social system is ﬁrst analyzed
following the usual observational techniques. Then, a ﬁrst transformative
step is implemented. The system is then frozen and the outcomes and un-
derlying workings of the ﬁrst transformation are analyzed. The information
gathered is then fed back into the loop in order to design and implement the
second step, and the process is repeated ad lib.
This incremental method is time-consuming and costly but has many
advantages. First, it seems logical to implement the transformations in a
very progressive manner, if only to be able to stop the process as soon as any
detrimental eﬀect is detected. Indeed, the outcomes of the transformative
actions taken are usually very uncertain and great caution is mandatory
to avoid harming the test subjects in ways that may have been completely
unpredictable in the beginning. Second, this feedback loop methodology
makes it possible to look at the underlying processes through which the
transformations occur, while simply looking at the ﬁnal outcome would yield
much less information.
The incremental approach is very common in the video game industry,
and is sometimes called playtesting [40]. It is indeed extremely hard to pre-
dict how players will react to a given gameplay element without trying it
out for real, as very subtle modiﬁcations such as changing the size of a given
information on screen can have a dramatic impact on the overall experi-
ence. Therefore, game designers are used to quickly putting together crude
prototypes of their games to test the new concepts they want to introduce
and progressively improve their designs based on the feedback they get from
testers. Such a procedure seems especially adapted to making music therapy
serious games: even people who work with the patients every day have a
hard time seeing the world through their eyes as they often tend to think
in ways very diﬀerent from that of typical healthy subjects. Consequently,
even though we naturally try to come up with the best ﬁrst prototype pos-
sible through careful preparation with healthcare practitioners, we must be
prepared to make profound modiﬁcations to our original designs as we are
almost bound to be fundamentally wrong in many of the choices we make
before the ﬁrst trials.
Moreover, we want our games to be used in a special environment with its
own, very speciﬁc and pressing constraints. As explained earlier, healthcare
practitioners are almost always extremely busy and have very little time to
spare to train with new tools. We must therefore make our games as easy
to use as possible for them also, which means intuitive controls and conﬁg-
uration, compact and simple hardware and quick and easy setup. Again, it
is almost impossible to obtain all this without thorough incremental testing
and improvement. Staﬀ members usually are unable to foresee the practical
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problems that may arise from very simple, seemingly unimportant design
choices such as when to prompt for certain data or how to navigate be-
tween the diﬀerent menu screens. For example, only when they are actually
immersed in their demanding day-to-day workﬂow can they realize which fea-
tures will frequently be used and need to be instantly accessible and which
should be buried deeper in the menus to avoid unnecessary screen clutter.
3.4.2 Participative Design
The most important way in which we intend to have a positive impact on our
test subjects is by closely implicating them in the design process. No matter
what their aictions are, chronic patients frequently feel very lonely and
suﬀer from being considered as diﬀerent or even useless. Their productive
and creative potential is often overlooked and their opinions and advice are
seldom truly taken into account even when they are directly impacted by the
choices to be made. Of course, there are explanations for this other than the
mere heartlessness of healthcare practitioners. Medical treatment is often
a very complicated matter and those who design and implement healthcare
systems and procedures already have more than enough to do to fulﬁll the
medical requirements; they consequently have little time to spend on comfort
features for patients. However things are changing as patients' well-being is
increasingly considered, if only because on average, humans spend more and
more time ill, most notably due to lifespan extension.
By closely involving our subjects in the evolution of the system they are
testing, we hope to restore their self-esteem. That means showing them that
we truly take their recommendations into account and actually implement
some of the changes they suggest. This should have a positive impact on
their well-being as they will see that even though they are sick they are
considered as humans with their own needs and desires just like anyone else.
Moreover, as it is games we are making, our primary objective is for our
users to have fun. Therefore, putting their pleasure ﬁrst when we design
and modify our tools should yield the best-adapted products. Only when
fun is guaranteed should we try to optimize our applications for a better
therapeutic impact.
But even this therapeutic optimization is participative too, although to
a lesser degree, as here we try to involve as many healthcare practitioners
as possible. We expect this to both yield the best product from their point
of view and grant us an important number of supporters who will help us
spread our products as widely as possible.
3.4.3 Large-Scale Diﬀusion
In addition to the short-term impact of our research on our test subjects'
well-being, we hope to have a broader, long-term impact on the healthcare
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community as a whole. In order to do this, we intend to design, implement,
package and distribute our games in a way that facilitates their diﬀusion on
a very large scale.
First, as stated before, our designs rely exclusively on cheap, easily avail-
able hardware borrowed from the video game industry. This way anyone in
the world who wants to use our tools should be able to ﬁnd the necessary
equipment at a local store without having to order abroad or pay prohibitive
prices.
Second, all of our games will be released under the GPL license so that
they can be downloaded, used, customized and enhanced freely. This strat-
egy is beneﬁcial for everyone as users will be encouraged to publish their
reviews, tips and modiﬁcations on a dedicated web platform.
Third, we ensure that our games are very easy to install and use so that
healthcare practitioners as well as the general public can try them easily and
quickly discover their potential beneﬁts.
Finally, we hope to build a lively community of users around our games.
They will frequently be consulted regarding the evolution of our software so
as to make sure we implement the features that they need and will hopefully
become our ambassadors among patients, caregivers and healthcare practi-
tioners.
3.5 Data Analysis
One major diﬀerence between classical instruments and electronic ones is
that the later can record much more information than the former. With reg-
ular instruments, recording movement or pressure data requires additional
sensors such as cameras or accelerometers. On the contrary, electronic de-
vices have built-in capabilities for this, since they function precisely by col-
lecting such data and sending it to a computer for processing and sound
synthesis. Consequently, one can imagine recording not only the sound pro-
duced by the patients, as music therapists already do, but also MIDI [95],
movement or interaction data such as button presses. We think that in the
long run this could allow for much deeper, more meaningful analysis of mu-
sic therapy sessions. However very little work has been done in this ﬁeld,
and we consequently decide to limit ourselves for now to simple, preliminary
analysis features in order to pave the way for future research, as the primary
objective of our work is the design of fun, therapeutic games, not automatic
diagnosis tools.
3.5.1 Automatic Logging
The ﬁrst advantage of using musical computer interfaces is that everything
can be stored automatically without any user intervention. With regular
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instruments, therapists have to go through the hassle of hooking up micro-
phones and recording gear just to keep a trace of the sessions. This gets
especially complicated if they want to record each participant separately as
no reliable method exists to separate diﬀerent audio sources from a single
recording track [65], which means they have to install one microphone per
patient. This quickly becomes unmanageable as group therapy sessions often
involve 5 to 10 people. Moreover, if they want to record movement or behav-
ioral data, they also need to set up a camera, the sight of which is bound to
disturb the sessions, as it constitutes an extra presence not always welcome
by patients. Finally, all this data will usually have to be replayed, cut and
annotated by hand, an extremely tedious task which only really dedicated
researchers are likely to have the time to accomplish.
Computerized music therapy sessions alleviate these problems all at once.
Musical data can be recorded and stored automatically for each patient as
well as for the entire group and replayed on any computer equipped with
the same software. Movement and interaction logs provide useful additional
information that was not accessible before, or solely in a qualitative form
through painstaking analysis of video data. Of course regular audio and video
recordings still pick up useful things that do not appear in the computerized
data such as verbalizations or facial expressions, but these are very rarely
analyzed thoroughly outside of a research context. Therefore it does not
seem necessary to build this kind of capability into our systems as musical
and interaction data should already be more than enough for most therapists.
But no matter how accurate and diverse it is, the large amount of data
we can collect has to be properly organized in order to be usable. For-
tunately, eﬃcient strategies already exist for this speciﬁc task. To us, an
optimal solution would be the use of personal USB keys containing all the
relevant data for each patient, as is done at the InGame Lab [44], and a
music therapy-oriented log analyzer such as the MT Logbook. Such a setup
would allow the tracking of each patient's evolution with minimal conﬁgura-
tion, automatically tagging and storing log ﬁles in a convenient and secure
way.
3.5.2 Simple Statistical Tools
Deep statistical analysis of musical and interaction data is very complex. For
example, even the most advanced algorithms for meter extraction are unsat-
isfying for funk or jazz songs, where the rhythmic patterns are intricate and
often very syncopated, even though the overall performance of beat extrac-
tion techniques is reaching interesting levels [96]. Consequently, performing
reliable semantic analysis approaching what is done by therapists remains
impossible as of today. Only experienced musicians are able to detect the
fuzzy rhythmic regularities that brieﬂy appear in group improvisations per-
formed by non-musician patients, let alone the very abstract musical forms
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such as the rêverie musicale described in [17].
Thus, we focus our work on simple statistical tools such as playing time,
average volume or note density, pitch distribution etc. As previous research
has shown [64], those easily computable values can already be correlated with
interesting parameters such as player investment. They should for example
allow for automatic preliminary detection of the salient moments of a session:
it seems quite sensible that the most interesting moments of a session be
those when a player is the most committed to his or her playing. Therefore,
segmenting sessions according to this kind of parameter could make it much
easier for therapists to analyze the collected data as they will only have to
look at the portions in which at least one player seems suﬃciently involved.
On a longer time scale, looking at the changes in playing time or instru-
ment choice throughout the treatment could be an eﬃcient way of track-
ing patients' evolution. For instance, playing longer or with more variety
throughout the sessions should most likely be a sign of increasing mastery
and interest, which should encourage caregivers to continue with the treat-
ment. On the contrary, someone who compulsively plays the same thing over
and over several sessions in a row is most likely not getting anywhere and
the treatment should be modiﬁed or even stopped altogether. While in reg-
ular music therapy such assessment can only be done by a dedicated music
therapist closely following the patients, simple statistical tools included in a
computerized music therapy system should be able to highlight this kind of
behavior and give the staﬀ a chance to detect it even if the playing sessions
are not led by the same person each week, increasing the adaptability and
ﬂexibility of the treatment.
3.5.3 Visualization
In our ﬁeld and many others alike, the capabilities and prices of sensors have
evolved in such a way that it has now become impressively easy to collect
tremendous amounts of potentially useful data. However the statistical and
classiﬁcation tools necessary to extract meaningful results from these enor-
mous databases, although they have progressed signiﬁcantly, still lag behind
a great deal as they have proven much harder to develop than they seemed at
ﬁrst. This means that, for the most part, making sense of the data collected
still requires countless hours of painstaking human analysis. Of course com-
puters enable us to perform this kind of task faster and faster as they become
able to calculate increasingly complex features such as wavelet transforms
on ever larger datasets, but things like unsupervised pattern extraction and
matching, which is exactly what the human brain does so well, are likely to
remain out of reach for quite some time.
The most common technique used to circumvent that problem is to de-
velop powerful visualization methods, often based on rather simple tools
such as the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Principal Component Analysis
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(PCA) or Cross-correlation, as is done in the MT LogBook. The idea here,
instead of performing automatic clustering and classiﬁcation of the data, is
to ﬁnd ways to present it to a human in the most suitable form for analysis
and interpretation. The most eﬃcient approach is often somewhat hybrid,
with mostly automatic classiﬁcation techniques that hand over controls to
a human expert for some key steps that are too diﬃcult for a computer. A
good example of this is the segmentation methods used in [97]: an algorithm
extracts contours automatically, a human expert crudely indicates those that
are of interest, providing seeds for the segmentation algorithm which then
precisely determines and follows the contours of the target objects.
We want to apply this kind of approach to music therapy session analysis.
A ﬁrst step would be to develop tools that enable therapists to display an
entire session on screen in order to see which parts seem interesting and
which do not. The piano roll visualization, now a standard in most MIDI
sequencers, should constitute a good starting point. One could then imagine
adding visual representations of various computed features to the piano roll
such as playing accuracy with respect to a predetermined pulse, correlation
with other players or even movement data such as gesture amplitude. For
deeper analysis, a marker system analogous to the one described above for
video recordings could be useful: when the therapist ﬁnds and marks up
an interesting pattern, the computer, for example using wavelet transforms,
could try to track its evolution throughout the session. This would allow
for easy segmentation of the session and provide quantitative results on the
ability of the patients to follow a given pattern and collaborate.
Part II
First Case Study:
Wiimprovisation for Children
with Behavioral Disorders
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MAWii, the ﬁrst music therapy system we created, lets children wiimpro-
vise freely as a group under the supervision of a therapist and constitutes the
ﬁrst of the two case studies we conducted to improve and validate our design
framework. It is the result of a close collaboration with Renaud Michel, as
part of his Psychology Ph.D. thesis under Professor Edith Lecourt's super-
vision at the Université Descartes in Paris. They are both co-authors on the
paper from which some elements of this part were adapted [98].
We chose to present our two case studies with the same structure: con-
text, protocol, results and conclusions. Consequently, here, we ﬁrst take a
look at what behavioral disorders are and how they can be treated with
analytical music therapy. Second, we discuss our ﬁrst design and its suc-
cessive evolutions through incremental testing at a day-care hospital, with
the children treated by Michel. Next, we present our results and show that
MAWii is indeed a viable mediation object for group music therapy, with
multiple beneﬁts that make it a useful complement or even, when necessary,
replacement for traditional instruments. Last, we conclude with a review
of on-going and future research, dealing mainly with industrialization and
customization.
MAWii, notre premier outil de musicothérapie, permet aux enfants de
wiimproviser librement en groupe sous la supervision d'un thérapeute et con-
stitue la première étude de cas que nous avons menée pour valider et améliorer
notre framework. Il est le résultat d'une étroite collaboration avec Renaud
Michel, dans le cadre de sa thèse de psychologie dirigée par le Pr. Edith
Lecourt de l'Université Paris Descartes. Ils sont tous deux co-auteurs de
l'article duquel certains des éléments de cette partie ont été adaptés [98].
Nous avons décidé de présenter nos deux études de cas selon le même
plan : contexte, protocole, résultats et conclusions. Par conséquent, ici, nous
décrivons d'abord ce que sont les troubles comportementaux et la manière
dont ils peuvent être traités en musicothérapie analytique. Secondement, nous
expliquons notre design de base et ses évolutions successives durant les tests
incrémentaux que nous avons menés dans un hôpital de jour parisien avec les
enfants traités par Michel. Ensuite, nous exposons nos résultats et montrons
notamment que MAWii constitue eﬀectivement un objet de médiation viable
pour la musicothérapie de groupe, avec les multiples bénéﬁces qui en font
un complément utile voire, si besoin, un substitut correct aux instruments
traditionels. Enﬁn, nous concluons avec une revue de nos travaux en cours
et futurs, qui portent essentiellement sur les aspects liés à l'industrialisation
et la personnalisation.
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Context
We designed and tested MAWii with children aged 6 to 10 treated for var-
ious illnesses, collectively referred to as behavioral disorders, at a day-care
hospital in Paris. They used our system during their group analytical mu-
sic therapy sessions, all organized and directed by Renaud Michel. This
chapter reviews the children's wide spectrum of medical conditions, explains
Lecourt's Sonorous Communication [17] technique and details the subtle but
critical modiﬁcations contributed by Michel to adapt the usual protocol to
the target population and setting.
Nous avons conçu et testé MAWii avec des enfants âgés de 6 à 10 ans,
traités dans un hôpital de jour parisien pour divers symptômes rassemblés
sous l'appellation de troubles du comportement. Ils ont utilisé notre sys-
tème durant leurs sessions de musicothérapie analytique de groupe, toutes
organisées et dirigées par Renaud Michel. Ce chapitre couvre d'abord le large
spectre de syndrômes dont souﬀrent les enfants, explique ensuite ce qu'est
la méthode de Communication sonore d'Edith Lecourt et, enﬁn, décrit les
ajustements à la fois subtils et cruciaux apportés par Michel pour adapter le
protocole classique à ses contexte et population cibles.
4.1 Behavioral Disorders
The term behavioral disorders does not have a formal medical deﬁnition and,
as such, is primarily used not in healthcare settings but in the ﬁeld of educa-
tion. Conditions such as Attention Deﬁcit-Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD)
or Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not Otherwise Speciﬁed (PDD-NOS,
often shortened into PDD) are routinely designated by this umbrella word
even though they have very diﬀerent medical deﬁnitions according to the
DSM-IV [99]. Although we are indeed dealing with healthcare here, and not
education, this rather inaccurate qualiﬁcation is suﬃcient for our purposes,
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as such a diagnosis is the only condition to admittance in the day-care cen-
ter where we tested our system. Interested readers can refer to [100] for
a detailed description of most disorders usually classiﬁed as such and their
speciﬁc consequences for children, parents and teachers.
Active Group Music Therapy is a very generic method, up to the point
that music therapists approach the conditions cited above in ways similar
enough to work eﬃciently with groups of patients all exhibiting very diﬀerent
symptoms. Consequently our system, primarily destined to be used within
this kind of music therapy groups, must be able to adapt to the very diverse
needs and wishes of patients suﬀering from a wide variety of illnesses.
In this section, we take a closer look at these conditions to see how they
might constrain and orient our design process. We begin with a quick, general
review and then focus on attention and planning, two cognitive functions that
are impaired in all of the children participating and that we consequently
intend to target speciﬁcally.
4.1.1 Medical Description
A detailed description of the conditions we are dealing with would be very
diﬃcult to compile, as physicians themselves disagree about what exactly
the terms they use should mean, and would in any case far exceed the scope
of this thesis. We will simply give a very brief account of their main charac-
teristics and point to [101] for a more accurate and strictly medical review.
Attention Deﬁcit and Hyperactivity Disorder
ADHD is the most commonly diagnosed psychological condition in children
[102]. It is mainly deﬁned as the coexistence of inattention, with symptoms
such as diﬃculty to plan and focus on a long task, easy distraction or forget-
fulness, and hyperactivity, with extreme restlessness, inappropriate loudness
or inconsiderate interruption of others. To ﬁt the formal deﬁnition of this
disorder, at least part of these symptoms must also manifest before the age
of seven [99].
The most frequently administered drug treatment for ADHD is stimulant
medication, for example the now infamous Ritalin [103]. Stimulants like this
are very eﬀective but are suspected to have very problematic, lasting side
eﬀects such as higher risk and severity of schizophrenia, bipolar disorders
or chronic substance abuse compared to individuals diagnosed with ADHD
but not treated with stimulants. Anti-psychotics are rising as an alternative
treatment but also come with very dangerous side eﬀects such as potential
suicide ideation due to the blocking of the brain's reward system.
Given these worrisome facts, many families are turning to exclusively
behavioral treatments, which in any case always accompany drug adminis-
tration. Cognitive behavioral therapy and family therapy, for example, have
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been shown to have lasting eﬀects, most likely because they help children
and parents compensate and accommodate cognitive deﬁcits [104]. Music
therapy stimulates attention and self control and is overall a very good tech-
nique to implement these types of intervention [16]. Moreover, group therapy
seems like a good choice as the main diﬃculty for these often incontrollable,
sometimes violent children is their relationships with their fellow students
and school's staﬀ.
Autism Spectrum Disorders
Conditions referred to as ASD share two common characteristics: suﬀerers
(1) possess very poor or even almost inexistent social communication and
interaction skills and (2) exhibit extremely repetitive interests and behav-
iors which can be likened to obsessive-compulsive symptoms. Physicians
distinguish three categories of ASD [105]:
• Autism, which constitutes the most prevalent form, and manifests itself
before the age of three.
• Asperger Syndrome, which is similar to autism without the cognitive
and linguistic developmental delays.
• Pervasive Development Disorders Not Otherwise Speciﬁed (PDD NOS),
which designate similar syndromes that qualify neither as autism nor
as Asperger.
More and more evidence is coming in to support the view that autism
and other ASD's are not in fact single conditions but complex disorders
whose main aspects have diﬀerent causes that are simply likely to co-occur
[105]. In any case, the physiological mechanisms of ASD's are very poorly
understood, and there is therefore very little that physicians can do to treat
these conditions with medication. However behavioral interventions, again
mainly targeted at adapting one's environment and behavior to compensate
for deﬁciencies and take advantage of strengths, have been shown to enhance
the quality of life of autistic children and their families [106].
It is a well known fact that ASD patients are comfortable with comput-
ers, which have a very predictable behavior that appeals to them. Moreover,
many autistic people are very sensitive to music, some even being very tal-
ented career musicians such as jazz prodigy Matt Savage [107]. Our approach
consequently seems like a good candidate to yield a fun yet eﬀective treat-
ment for autistic children.
Borderline Personality Disorder
Historically, psychopathological classiﬁcations usually distinguished between
two broad categories of illnesses [108]:
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• Neurosis designates aictions that involve possibly extreme distress
but no delusions or hallucinations. Claustrophobia, for instance, is a
form of neurosis as subjects feel uncomfortable in small spaces but will
not argue that the walls are coming closer or that evil ghosts inhabit
all tiny rooms.
• Psychosis, on the contrary, refers to illnesses where such delusions or
hallucinations occur. Schizophrenia is the most well-known psychotic
disorder, largely because it encompasses, but is by no means limited
to, the movie-friendly pathology known as multiple personality disorder
[109].
This binary view has long been considered problematic as many patients
tend to exhibit symptoms of both kinds, making it impossible to classify their
conditions in this way: the term borderline was coined by Stern in 1938 [110]
to designate this kind of syndromes that border on both neurosis and psy-
chosis. Although the historical distinction is now considered obsolete, since
psychiatrists have come to see mental disorders as a much more continuous
spectrum of illnesses with frequent comorbidities, the term BPD has stuck.
This situation might however not hold for long as this terminology, which
is considered stigmatizing, is the subject of a hot debate in the psychiatric
community. The new DSM-V, due in 2013, may acknowledge this and follow
other classiﬁcation systems such as the ICD-10 which already refers to BPD
as emotionally unstable personality disorder [111].
4.1.2 Attention
Attention is the process whereby a person concentrates on some features of
the environment to the relative exclusion of others (see Wordnet dictionary
[112]). Using a vocabulary closer to that of a computer scientist, one could
say that attention is the process of allocating computing resources to the
various tasks at hand. However this later deﬁnition is slightly more general
as the tasks at hand can be purely internal, such as investigating a given
memory, and therefore need not be directly related to one's environment.
Attention is a crucial cognitive function which is very often aﬀected by
the disorders described above. Deﬁciencies can take a variety of forms such
as the following:
• ADHD patients have trouble focusing on a given task and will be easily
distracted by irrelevant stimuli.
• Autistic patients have a tendency to become obsessed with speciﬁc
objects or rituals which can lead them to ignore even salient stimuli
such as safety warnings.
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• Many children suﬀering from the illnesses above have diﬃculties with
overall control of their spontaneous response to unexpected stimuli
and alternating attention1. They need any new activity or rule to
be introduced slowly and may over-react to brutal changes in their
environment out of intense distress.
Such symptoms are obviously detrimental to their social life and are
arguably a sensible target for group music therapy for two main reasons.
First, as music unfolds in time and disappears instantly once played, one
has to focus to stay in tempo: missing even a single beat can sometimes
make it impossible to catch up for a while. Second, practicing in groups
forces patients to control themselves to keep a socially acceptable behavior,
even if sudden stimuli induce distress, and encourages them to distribute
their attention between the members of the group in order to eﬃciently
communicate and cooperate musically.
4.1.3 Planning
Planning consists in the formulation, evaluation and selection of a sequence
of thoughts and actions to achieve a desired goal (see Wordnet dictionary
[112]). It is a cognitive function just like attention, but it can be considered to
be of a much higher level as being able to focus on said thoughts and actions
is an obvious prerequisite to the selection of those that are appropriate.
Long-term planning, here understood as anything longer than one or
two hours, is often very diﬃcult for patients suﬀering from the disorders we
described. For instance, the children attending the day care hospital where
we performed our tests very rarely talk about the distant future; for many of
them a simple reference to the following week is considered a very positive
sign by the staﬀ. Planning of this kind is consequently very much encouraged
and is directly solicited in Michel's methodology, as we will see in Section
4.3.
However even very short-term planning, on the order of a second, can
be challenging. The children's diﬃculties regarding this matter manifest in
multiple ways, best characterized by their impulsive, often surprising and
sometimes violent responses to unexpected stimuli. For example, a child en-
tering a room might kick as hard as possible into a piece of furniture which
he or she did not expect to be there, like a chair or an ashtray, for no appar-
ent reason. This is often misunderstood as a propensity for violence but is in
fact a result of the child's intense distress. He or she instinctively, just like
any human, ﬁrstly interprets the new stimulus as a potential threat. How-
ever, unlike healthy individuals, he or she is unable to delay the automatic
motor response, i.e. the kick, long enough to realize that the chair poses no
threat and consequently needs not be kicked. This results in a seemingly
1Alternative attention is the ability to switch focus from task to task.
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gratuitously violent behavior that is obviously extremely problematic in a
social context [13].
Again, the inherently temporal and evanescent nature of music makes it
a good candidate for working on these issues. Simply put, playing music over
a common pulse shared by the entire group requires this kind of short-term
planning: in order to blend in one must predict the occurrence of the next
beat and act ahead of time to produce the next note or sound at the right
moment.
4.2 Sonorous Communication
Sonorous Communication is one of the many music therapy techniques in
use as of today. It was created by Edith Lecourt [17] and bears three deﬁning
traits: it is a group therapy, it is active and it is of analytical inspiration.
As such, it rests on the concept of mediation, which is also the basis for
many other types of psychotherapy. However it is, as we will see, highly
impractical if not downright unadapted for the children treated by Michel,
who consequently had to make his own adjustments to the technique to
make it usable. This chapter, which only scratches the surface and as such
mainly targets readers unfamiliar with analytical psychotherapy, introduces
the theoretical framework on which the actual treatment protocol Michel uses
is based. It quickly summarizes the core aspects of analytical psychotherapy,
then covers the central concept of mediation and ﬁnally explains Lecourt's
original method in more detail.
4.2.1 Analytical Psychotherapy
The theoretical foundations of analytical psychotherapy are the same as for
psychoanalysis: both approaches consider that most of the problems that
adult patients experience originate in unsolved conﬂicts from their child-
hood. However, the treatment method is rather diﬀerent (see [113] for a
good example): while psychoanalysis is centered on free association and in-
tends to secure patients as much as possible from any potential exterior
inﬂuences, most notably by having them lie down on a couch with their eyes
facing away from their therapist, analytical psychotherapy advocates a much
more active way of listening to patients.
Therapy sessions are conducted face to face, usually on a weekly basis,
with the therapist asking potentially numerous questions about the client's
childhood, personal history, parental conﬂicts or any other subject. Free
association is also encouraged but it is much more goal-directed than in
traditional psychoanalysis, which calls only from minimal intervention from
the analyst. Advocates of analytical psychotherapy try to discover harmful
patterns in their patients' behavior in response to recurring situations and
guide them towards new ways to think and act.
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Compared to psychoanalysis, this type of approach appears more suitable
for children, who are rather unlikely to be willing to associate freely for an
extended period of time without any prompting from their therapist. This
is an important point since, as we explain in Section 4.3, in a certain sense
Michel's protocol is to Lecourt's technique what analytical psychotherapy
is to psychoanalysis: Michel demonstrates the use of the instruments, asks
questions and even sometimes participates in the improvisation, intervening
in various ways unwanted in traditional Sonorous Communication.
4.2.2 Mediation
In psychotherapy, the term mediation, as deﬁned by Chouvier [51], refers
to any auxiliary activity supervised by the therapist in order to encourage
patients to talk about personal issues that would otherwise remain untold.
This concept is useful in the analysis of a large number of techniques such as
play therapy, role playing or art therapy. The mediation object, that is to say
the physical object or the activity that supports the mediation process, can
be anything from a painting to a dance or a game. The only point justifying
its presence is its ability to spur interesting responses, usually in the form of
elaborations2, which can then be interpreted in the usual analytical manner.
A good pedagogical example of the interest of mediation is the very com-
mon art-therapy technique of having children draw something in response
to a question or a topic suggested by the therapist. For instance, given
the subject's usually rather awkward nature, children will rarely be able to
elaborate spontaneously on the potentially stressful ﬁghts between family
members that they witness at home, let alone reﬂect on the inﬂuence they
have on them. However, if a child always draws a brawl scene with weapons
and blood and explains that the characters are members of his or her family,
the situation is clearly at least worth investigating for the therapist.
Similarly, music seems like a good candidate to support elaboration for
therapeutic purposes. Many patients easily invest the music they create
in an emotional and metaphorical way and consequently tend to utter re-
marks about their own performance that reveal very precious information
after interpretation by the therapist. Moreover, the music itself, especially
the choice of sounds and level of interplay, can also be interpreted to yield
extra information that patients unknowingly convey through their musical
productions, such as who leads a group, who ignores a given person etc.
4.2.3 Lecourt's Method
Lecourt's Sonorous Communication framework [17], which is widely used in
France, sees free group musical improvisation as a therapeutic mediation.
2Elaboration, in psychotherapy, simply refers to what a patient says when associating
on a given topic.
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Although designed independently, Sonorous Communication exhibits simi-
larities with Priestley's Analytical Music Therapy [114], which is also based
on Freudian psychodynamic principles, and Creative Music Therapy [16],
introduced by Nordoﬀ and Robbins, which focuses on the use of musical
improvisation too. However, it also signiﬁcantly diﬀers from these two ap-
proaches. It targets group mediation, while Priestley emphasizes one-to-one
therapist-client connections, and does not see music education as a thera-
peutic means, whereas improving patients' musical skills is one of the main
goals of the Nordoﬀ-Robbins method.
In Sonorous Communication, patients are seated in a circle and presented
with a set of instruments chosen by the therapist. This choice is obviously
very strategic and may be approached in a variety of ways. As Sonorous
Communication relies on free association, it seems logical to oﬀer an instru-
mentarium as large and varied as possible so that patients are most likely to
ﬁnd an instrument they feel they can express themselves with. However too
much choice may be confusing and, from a more practical standpoint, simple
matters of logistics and, even more crucially, budget will often greatly limit
what therapists can oﬀer. Consequently, gathering the right instrumentar-
ium and choosing which instruments to use in a given context requires solid
experience and inevitably involves a lot of trial and error. This issue clearly
extends far beyond the scope of this thesis but is nevertheless crucial for our
work on two diﬀerent levels:
• The overall look, feel and manipulation of our system must conform to
the requirements determined by therapists.
• The choice of the sounds available to players has a lot in common with
the constitution of an instrumentarium, although it avoids the issues
of cost and logistics.
We come back to these two problematics and explain our solutions in Chapter
5.
In any case, each participant is invited to pick one or more instruments
but may also choose to play with just his or her voice, perform body percus-
sions or even use any kind of object that can produce sound in one way or
another, such as the chair he or she is sitting on. Once they have made their
choice, patients are invited to play in groups ranging from 2 to 10 persons,
sometimes with other members watching and listening. The therapist steps
back to watch and sometimes stop the improvisation after about ten minutes
if the group cannot manage to come to a halt on its own.
The only suggestion given before the improvisation is to communicate
through sound, with eyes closed if possible. This is very important: at
no point during the session is musicality presented as a goal. Sounds are
from the start understood as signs that convey some kind of meaning, and
in this sense could be seen as closer to words. However it seems that the
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Figure 4.1: Timeline of a typical Sonorous Communication session.
most beneﬁcial parts of the improvisation are those when the players clearly
feel that their production as a group [115] is musical, and often, but not
necessarily, beautiful.
Indeed, Sonorous Communication includes three more phases that are
considered to be equally important as the playing phase (see Figure 4.1): a
ﬁrst discussion, just after the improvisation, then a replay of the recording
of the performance, and ﬁnally another discussion. Through the analysis of
patients' verbalizations and behavior during these phases, one can see that
the onsets of these musical moments are often the events that patients are
the most willing to elaborate about, which is the deﬁnition of an eﬃcient
mediation object.
However, merely deﬁning musicality properly seems impossible because
it depends too much on the context, of which personal musical tastes are
only one aspect. For example, participants in an experimented Sonorous
Communication group might deﬁne musical moments as those clearly ex-
hibiting very well coordinated intent while for the children treated by Michel
the simple establishment of a common pulse already constitutes a desirable
achievement. Thus, this often accepted claim about the power of musical
moments remains very diﬃcult to prove quantitatively, as no deﬁnition and
consequently no faithful numerical measures of musicality exist.
One would necessarily have to rely on imprecise and inherently biased
assessments of both musicality and degree of interest of the corresponding
elaborations, obtained through the tedious systematic analysis of a very large
collection of audio and video recordings. However, systems like ours may
change this fact by allowing for much better automation of this kind of task.
We dig further into this issue in Sections 5.3.5 and 7.3.
4.3 Michel's Protocol
Sonorous Communication could not be used as is because of some speciﬁc
diﬃculties related to the children under treatment, mainly impulsiveness,
short attention span and learning diﬃculties. Michel consequently intro-
duced several signiﬁcant adjustments in the usual protocol. This section
presents the experimental setting and explains Michel's method, focusing on
the speciﬁc changes he made to Sonorous Communication to ﬁt his patients.
It concludes with a brief account of his research, explaining the rationale for
his speciﬁc focus on time and his subsequent interest for computer music
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therapy systems as a research tool.
4.3.1 Setting
Our experiments took place in an after-school intensive care center where
children are admitted after being diagnosed with behavioral disorders, a
very broad term that may apply to a wide variety of pathologies such as
hyperactivity, borderline personality disorder, etc. as we explain in Section
4.1. Every evening, after school, the children are invited to participate, on
a voluntary basis, in various activities organized by the staﬀ, including Lego
therapy, reading sessions or relaxation. They are free to roam the playground
and can enter and leave an activity whenever they wish.
This type of organization motivates the children better than forced par-
ticipation and clearly diﬀerentiates the care center from school, where they
often struggle with classes and imposed schedules because of their deﬁcien-
cies in terms of attention and planning. However, free roaming also poses a
number of signiﬁcant diﬃculties from an organizational point of view. Most
importantly, it forbids planning a group progression for an activity, as the
children who join late would feel lost. We explain the arrangements Michel
consequently had to make with both the usual Sonorous Communication
protocol and the day care center staﬀ's practices later in this section.
The goal of the treatment is to help the children to learn how to bet-
ter adapt themselves to a given social setting. This is coherent with the
DSM deﬁnitions of most if not all mental illnesses which mention, in one
way or another, that to justify treatment there must be clear evidence that
the symptoms signiﬁcantly impair a patient's functioning in terms of social
relationships, education or work.
However, depending on a patient's present state, the kind of progress
sought can vary greatly. For example, anxious, uncommunicative children
will be encouraged to socialize and engage in group activities. But they
very well might quickly switch to a state of over-excitement, in response to
which focus will be put on self-control, respect of the rules and of others,
and on planning before acting. In any case treatment always amounts to
the reeducation of socially critical skills or at least to the compensation of
their deﬁciencies with other, unaﬀected abilities through active and lightly
supervised learning.
4.3.2 Michel's Adaptations
Music therapists' acute need to adapt their methods to a large spectrum of
settings, cultures and personalities is a recurring subject of discussion in the
ﬁeld. We have covered our goals in this respect in Section 1.2, showing how
crucial ﬂexibility is for our system. Michel details how he adjusted Sonorous
Communication for his purposes in eleven points in an in-depth article [116]
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which, as of 2010, has yet to be translated into English. We give a brief
account of what we consider to be the most salient ones, summed up into
ﬁve key aspects:
1. A welcoming phase is added at the beginning of the session, during
which each child in turn chooses one instrument from an album handed
by the therapist instead of picking it up him/herself. This is done both
to avoid conﬂicts over choices and the degradations that may ensue, as
there is only one specimen available for some of the instruments, and
to encourage patience and planning.
2. Improvisations are only meant to last for up to ﬁve minutes instead of
the usual Sonorous Communication length of about ten. After that,
the children are much more likely to experience diﬃculties in function-
ing as a group. Therefore, the therapist must be ready to stop the
performance to prevent the emergence of potentially harmful processes
such as violence or closing-in.
3. Michel's groups range from 2 to 4 children instead of the suggested
5 to 8 people for Sonorous Communication. Indeed, it remains very
diﬃcult for even the most experienced therapists to properly manage,
let alone treat, more than 4 impulsive children at the same time.
4. In traditional Sonorous Communication, therapists favor a complete,
uninterrupted replay which lets patients form general impressions on
the piece as a whole as well as comments on a speciﬁc part. How-
ever children with planning diﬃculties cannot properly take mental
notes of their comments and wait until the end to express themselves.
Consequently, during the replay phase, they are allowed to pause the
recording with a given hand gesture in order to express their surprise,
insights and so on, even though it disturbs the replay for the other
members of the group.
5. Due to the free roaming policy of the day care center, the children are
allowed to come and go more or less as they wish, while Sonorous Com-
munication groups are always closed. In order to nevertheless achieve
a relative degree of cohesion inside groups and structure the sessions,
Michel explains to the children that they have to form groups and no-
tify him in advance, during the after-school snack organized by the
staﬀ, that they want to come play music. This both encourages plan-
ning and reassures them, as they consequently only play with partners
that they choose.
Even though these adjustments are subtle and might seem unimportant,
their inﬂuence on the outcome of the treatment can be dramatic. The chil-
dren treated by Michel can be extremely impulsive, which makes Points 1,
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2 and 3 critical as any situation of conﬂict can quickly escalate and become
uncontrollable without force. Moreover, Michel's method is ambitious but
risky, as it puts children through potentially very intense emotional states,
and is sometimes seen as being on the fringe of what is considered accept-
able in a healthcare setting. Even if we think that, according to our own
experience, the community's fears are very far-fetched, we must acknowl-
edge, just like Michel did, that an accident may result in the termination
of the treatment, even if some children clearly beneﬁt from their Sonorous
Communication sessions. We must thus act with the corresponding level of
prudence.
4.3.3 Perception of Time
From a research point of view, Michel's principal interest is the perception of
time and its musical alter ego, rhythm. More precisely, he focuses his work
on apperception of rhythm, which is the act of noticing the presence of a
regularity, usually a pulse, in a given piece of music, and acknowledging it
in one's own action, for example by tapping one's foot accordingly. This is
clearly closely connected (1) to attention, as a patient has to focus on the
music or even speciﬁcally on a few key, salient elements to extract a regular
pattern, and (2) to planning, as patients for example have to predict the
occurrence of the next beat to start moving beforehand if they want to play
in time.
These two cognitive processes justify Michel's emphasis on rhythm and
his consequently almost exclusive use of percussion instruments. This choice
might seem counter-intuitive at ﬁrst, since percussions seem more likely to
induce excitation or even restlessness, states which are clearly not desirable in
a treatment targeting self-control, than say a violin or a ﬂute. But although
it is true that using percussions probably required Michel to be extra careful
in the beginning with his impulsive patients, their aﬀordance for rhythm
exploration and play as well as their very intuitive manipulation allowed him
and the children to tackle the issue of time perception much more directly
and eﬃciently, as shown by the outstanding results he obtained.
We summarize here what he considers to be the four key points of his
research, which pertain to the clinical impact of Sonorous Communication
on his population as well as the theoretical implications of his experiments:
1. Michel's ﬂavor of Sonorous Communication durably reduces impulsive-
ness as measured by the Stroop test [117]. His data shows a statistically
signiﬁcant diﬀerence of impulsiveness attenuation with respect to the
consistency of the treatment (p ≤ 0.01).
2. Similarly, sequential treatment, as measured by the Stambak test [118],
shows a durable improvement (p ≤ 0.01).
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3. The children's temporal horizon expands: in their utterances during
sessions, which were all analyzed by Michel for his research, their use
of the past and future tenses augments compared to their use of the
present tense. Michel also showed that this expansion correlates well
with the reduction in impulsiveness.
4. Apperception of rhythm is the main support for elaboration in his pop-
ulation. The melodic and timbral components of the music of course
play a role, but rhythm, and in particular the establishment of a com-
mon pulse, is by far the aspect that the children recognize the most
often as being evidence of communication and interaction and is the
one to spur the large majority of their comments.
In the end, Michel concludes that improvisation gives rise to elements of
surprise or, more generally, to what Marcelli calls microrhythms [119]. With
his help, by working on their perception and appropriation of time, impulsive
children can learn to control their reactions to these microrhythms, as shown
by the treatment's very signiﬁcant impact on impulsiveness and sequential
treatment.
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Chapter 5
Design and Testing Protocol
After a thorough examination of our research context from multiple points of
view, i.e. ours, Michel's and the children's, we come to the core of our work:
the design and testing, in a real clinical setting, of a prototype conceived
following the guidelines of our framework. First, in Section 5.1, we further
specify the objectives we pursue and the constraints we face, as explained in
Part I, in light of the experimental context laid out in Chapter 4. Section
5.2 then presents our ﬁrst prototype, obtained prior to any testing through
close collaboration with Michel. Finally, we explain our testing methodology,
and in particular the incremental modiﬁcations we made to the system and
session protocol in Section 5.3.
Après un examen détaillé de notre contexte de recherche depuis plusieurs
points de vue, c'est-à-dire le nôtre, celui de Michel et celui des enfants, nous
arrivons au coeur de notre travail : la conception et les tests, en environ-
nement clinique réel, d'un prototype créé en suivant les recommandations qui
constituent notre framework. D'abord, dans la section 5.1, nous décrivons
plus précisément nos contraintes, telles qu'expliquées en partie I, à la lu-
mière du contexte expérimental décrit au chapitre 4. La section 5.2 présente
ensuite notre premier prototype, tel qu'il fut créé avant tout test en étroite
collaboration avec Michel. Enﬁn, nous expliquons notre méthode de test,
en particulier les modiﬁcations incrémentales que nous avons apportées au
système et au protocole, dans la section 5.3.
5.1 Objectives and Constraints
The objectives and guidelines we exposed in Part I are very general and
hopefully apply to any kind of healthcare setting and any kind of pathology.
In this section, we review, ﬁrst, the concrete requirements and, second, the
expected beneﬁts they imply in the particular context of the treatment of
children suﬀering from behavioral disorders via Sonorous Communication in
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a day care hospital.
5.1.1 Speciﬁc Requirements
The overall goal of our research is to explore the potential beneﬁts and
caveats of introducing computer and video game technology in music ther-
apy. We think this is a worthwhile eﬀort, especially regarding the speciﬁc
age group we are targeting here: children today are so familiar with these
technologies that they often do not even consider them as advanced any-
more. Psychotherapy has to follow through or it will be at risk of losing
contact with its younger patients, who will have a hard time understanding
their therapists' reluctance to use technologies that are like a second nature
to them.
Given the widespread skepticism of music therapists towards computer
technologies [39], a necessary ﬁrst step is to show the feasibility of our ap-
proach. This means demonstrating that a computer-based system can be
used in an actual clinical setting and perform the same role of mediation
object as traditional instruments without any signiﬁcant modiﬁcation of the
usual protocol. In particular, this means responding to two major objections
often made by music therapists.
Firstly, non tech-savvy health care professionals must be able to use their
computer systems in clinical settings with patients who require constant at-
tention and who may easily give up if something does not work properly
right away. Hence the requirement for our system to be easy to use, but
most importantly very robust, so as not to lose our patients' attention be-
cause of delays due to technical failures. As we explained in Part I, this is
almost always the case for systems targeting healthcare environments, but
this constraint remains far more pressing with impulsive, easily distracted
children than for example with Alzheimer patients, who usually are rather
patient and unlikely to throw a tantrum out of boredom.
Moreover, engineers and technicians are often forbidden to enter insti-
tutions such as our day care center. Though the need for their presence
in the clinical universe is increasingly acknowledged, ethical and safety con-
cerns frequently prevent them from being there to ﬁx things on the spot when
necessary, making robustness and quick recovery from failure even more crit-
ical. This is especially true for analytical psychotherapy techniques such as
Michel's, since even if they were indeed allowed inside the institution, engi-
neers' intervention during in the middle of a session would probably be too
much of a disturbance anyway. Indeed, while many other, more behavior-
oriented methods are more or less indiﬀerent to this kind of interference,
Michel reported that the mere presence of another psychologist from the in-
stitution, whom the children knew very well, already was enough to render
the sessions unmanageable. It is thus likely that in case of failure, even the
most discreet appearance by a technician would not be tolerable, leaving
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Michel with no choice but to continue the session using normal instruments
only.
The second, more profound issue is the validity of artiﬁcial interfaces
as mediation objects, despite their lack of corporality. Indeed, compared to
traditional instruments, aﬀordable devices such as the Wiimote have a plastic
feel and produce their sound through distant speakers instead of vibrating
themselves. Moreover, traditional instruments come in a very large variety
of sizes, shapes and textures which signiﬁcantly contribute to their identity,
whereas all Wiimotes look exactly the same. Consequently, music therapists
often remain skeptical about the capability of such systems to trigger a true
emotional and creative response from patients.
Therefore, another goal of our experiments is to show that properly de-
signed artiﬁcial interfaces can retain enough emotional charge and musical
expressiveness to support creativity and symbolization to an acceptable de-
gree. If this turns out not to be the case, it will be impossible to leverage the
numerous extra possibilities they oﬀer compared to traditional instruments,
however useful these might seem.
5.1.2 Potential Beneﬁts
To make a business case for the introduction of Wiimprovisation1 in a
therapeutic setting, an objective assessment of its many possible positive
impacts needs to be made.
First, in addition to the general beneﬁts to be gained from computer
technology, such as greatly reduced burden and cost, we aim at properly
leveraging the great motivational power of video games to improve patients'
commitment to their treatment. This is not as straightforward as it sounds
since, as explained by G. Denis in his study of the game Pads'n'Swing,
which we reviewed in Section 2.2, not all motivating aspects of video games
are compatible with creativity, which is very important in music therapy and
absolutely central in Sonorous Communication. However, we think that the
aura of fun that devices like the Wiimote carry can greatly appeal to children
and motivate them to better focus during their work with their therapist.
Second, with a proper interface, instruments combining virtually any
conceivable gesture and sound can be created. Therefore, video game tech-
nology gives us the ability to personalize each child's instrument according
to his or her wishes. This means that therapists can adapt the instruments
to patients' skills and, if necessary, their disabilities. Thus, a child who does
not know how to or even physically cannot play guitar may still be given
the possibility to use the Hendrix-like sound he or she loves. Furthermore,
the children treated by Michel come from multiple cultural backgrounds and
may have a special feeling towards a rarer, folkloric instrument such as the
1We coined the term Wiimprovisation to designate the whole therapeutic protocol
based around improvisation with the Wiimotes.
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derbuka or the kora. Our system enables Michel to have the children play
with what could potentially be their ferryman instruments (see Section 1.2.3
and [49]), while buying their real-life counterparts would be far too costly.
A third, less obvious but in our opinion maybe even greater beneﬁt is the
possibility for the therapist to go beyond simple adaptation and progressively
build a custom instrument with each child. We think this would be an
excellent way to maintain interest and improve self-esteem by accompanying
progress and rewarding mastery with new capabilities and personal sounds,
very much like what is done in the video games the children are used to
playing. Furthermore, from a therapist's perspective, such a process could
be used to assess a child's evolution by looking at the choices he or she makes
for the customization of his or her sonorous avatar. Are they made on the
spot at random or do they reﬂect a general plan? Are they conﬁned to a
single sonorous area, such as percussions or melodic instruments only, or do
they highlight a willingness to explore and experiment? Answers to questions
like these, and many others, could reveal a lot about a child's inner world
and help therapists build a stronger, more eﬃcient therapeutic relationship.
Finally, we can foresee two speciﬁc enhancements regarding data collec-
tion. First, MIDI data is far easier to analyze automatically than raw audio,
as it contains a lot of semantic data such as note pitches and onsets. Al-
though reasonably eﬃcient algorithms exist for extracting this information
from multitrack audio [65], using MIDI saves a lot of preprocessing and easily
captures even the most intricate or cluttered patterns, such as piano clus-
ters, which are beyond the reach of even the best pitch recognition software.
Second, movement data is very hard to obtain with traditional instruments,
as one has to use complex motion capture systems which, even though their
cost has plummeted, remain out of reach of most music therapy researchers.
On the contrary, the Wiimotes provide a very straightforward way of ob-
taining this kind of data, which may provide interesting clues that cannot
be detected in the music itself.
5.2 First Design
From a technical point of view, MAWii is very similar to the setup used by
live music performers, especially that of the so-called Wii-Jays. We decided
to use a computer hooked to a stereo ampliﬁcation system through an audio
interface and a maximum of six Wiimotes, connected to the computer via
Bluetooth. The program Glovepie [84] processes the information sent by the
Wiimotes, which mainly consists in accelerometer measurements and button
presses, and maps it to MIDI messages to recreate a behavior inspired from
percussion instruments. These messages are then fed to a sequencer, in our
case Reaper by Cockos [120], to record everything and drive the synthesizers
to produce the sound.
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In this section we review these design choices in detail. We begin with
a technical overview, then focus on two distinct components of the control
scheme, triggering and navigation, and ﬁnish with a brief account of our
preliminary protocol.
5.2.1 Technical Overview
The hardware and software we used for our ﬁrst prototype was not ideal in
any way and was indeed largely modiﬁed in subsequent versions. However we
think it is still interesting to detail as it shows what constitutes a good basis
for quickly putting together a crude prototype of a music therapy system.
GlovePie
Carl Kenner's GlovePIE [84] is a scripting language that interfaces numerous
types of devices with a Windows PC. We use it to handle and process the
data sent by the Wiimotes. It oﬀers many useful, high level functions such
as a built-in algorithm to ﬁlter out gravity in accelerometer data. With this
software, complex MIDI message triggering systems can then be implemented
in a rather simple way. Several classical instruments besides drums have been
mimicked this way, with varying success: guitar, turntables, slide ﬂute and
probably many others (see the forums on the GlovePIE website for more
information).
Reaper
Reaper is a very powerful, all-purpose sequencer that comes for a very fair
price compared to other professional software suites [120]. It allows us to
process all the data sent by the Wiimotes via Glovepie on diﬀerent MIDI
ports and then forward it to the synthesizer. Reaper makes it possible to
record, view and manipulate the MIDI data in a simple way thanks to its
intuitive multitrack routing and piano-roll editor.
XV-2020
The XV-2020 is a wave-table synthesizer manufactured by Roland. Its wide
range of sounds and easy conﬁguration and setup makes it a viable option for
a ﬁrst prototype, even though carrying an extra piece of equipment is not
ideal. Indeed, we favored cheap, robust hardware over expensive software
synthesizers, even though we intended to replace the XV-2020 with free
software like FluidSynth [121] at some point to make the system as compact
and low-cost as possible.
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5.2.2 Triggering Mechanism
A video of WiiDrums [122] helped us realize the potential of Wiimotes as
percussion-like instruments: motion sensing makes it possible to design a
very straightforward interface inspired from the most intuitive instrument,
the drum. We build upon Bob Somers' work but modiﬁed it quite a bit
to ﬁt our needs. First, instead of using the Wiimote-Nunchuk combination,
we use two Wiimotes per child to keep a simple, symmetric design. More
importantly, we implemented a much more complex triggering algorithm.
Indeed, WiiDrums does not make any diﬀerence between the strokes; this
means that whatever force is put in, it would either do nothing or produce
sounds at maximum volume, greatly impairing expressiveness.
However, it is mathematically impossible to infer the velocity of the Wi-
imotes with just the three-way accelerometer they carry, as one needs 6 in-
dependent equations to compute the movement of a solid body in 3D space
[123]. Therefore we chose to implement an acceleration-based triggering sys-
tem instead. Our algorithm looks at the acceleration of the Wiimote with
respect to its own Y axis2, to detect strokes and compute note velocity. The
formula we use is very simple and depends only on the maximal value of
the acceleration during the stroke but nevertheless works rather well given
the relatively poor quality of the data sent by the accelerometers. Moreover,
thanks to Glovepie's gravity ﬁltering, it is possible to work directly in the
referential of the Wiimote, which gives the user some extra freedom of move-
ment. Indeed, with gravity ﬁltered out one can use the Wiimote horizontally,
vertically or even face down, creating a relation to space radically diﬀerent
from that of a classical drum.
Interestingly, in the end, our interface does not work like a drum kit at
all, since volume is determined by maximal acceleration and not by velocity
on impact. Nevertheless, we think it retains enough of a drum-like feel to
remain intuitive. With a little practice it can even be controlled with surpris-
ing precision, although informal testing proved that mastery of traditional
percussion technique is of little help.
5.2.3 Sound Choice and Navigation
Obviously, one of the great advantages of the Wiimote is that it can be used
to control any synthesizable sound. Therefore, instead of having just one
instrument each, we wanted to give the children the possibility to have as
many instruments as they would like. For the ﬁrst test however, we restricted
ourselves to using up to three instruments with four sounds each. Limiting
the number of instruments instead of making them all available, we thought,
would prevent the children from getting confused by too many alternatives3
2As labeled by Glovepie.
3For instance, the General MIDI standard includes 128 usable timbres.
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Figure 5.1: Wiimote controls for the very ﬁrst version of MAWii.
which would in the end render informed choice impossible. However, we
retained a design using the Plus and Minus buttons to cycle through the
diﬀerent instruments, as opposed, for example, to Buttons One and Two
respectively simply switching to Instruments 1 and 2. This way, as many
instruments as needed could be added later on without changing the controls
(see Figure 5.1).
Like in WiiDrums, the sound produced depends on which buttons are
pressed at the instant the MIDI message is triggered by the stroke. The
choice of four sounds was constrained by the design of the Wiimote since
for a child's hands, only Buttons A, B and the directional pad seemed easily
reachable (see Figure 5.1). Making diﬀerent directions of the D-Pad code for
diﬀerent sounds was too confusing, so we ended up with four distinguishable
messages, no button, A, B and D, that we assigned to four diﬀerent sounds.
To keep a coherent design, we chose to arrange the sounds by pitch, which
gives, in order of increasing priority4: no button for the lowest pitch, lowest
priority sound, B, A and ﬁnally D-pad for the highest pitch, highest priority
sound.
We also wanted the instruments to have very diﬀerent personalities but
still ﬁt well together. This meant that the sounds we chose had to be easily
distinguishable but also that those that were too aggressive or too loud were
4Here, priority refers to the choice of what is going to be played in case of conﬂict. If
multiple buttons are pressed at the same time, only the sound with the highest priority is
triggered.
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not usable, to ensure that no instrument would cover the others. And, again
so as to not confuse the children, we decided to use sounds to which they
had access during previous sessions with real instruments. After careful
review of the sound bank of the XV-2020, of which many elements were
deemed unusable by Michel because of their synthetic feel, we ended up with
two inharmonic percussion instruments, a conga-djembe mix and a set of
cymbals, and one melodic percussion instrument, the marimba.
5.2.4 Preliminary Protocol
For this ﬁrst technical validation experiment, we chose to give the children
very little explanation about the system, in keeping with the traditional
practice of Sonorous Communication, which aims at inﬂuencing patients as
little as possible in their process of discovery and improvisation. Michel sim-
ply had them try the Wiimotes out a little bit during the welcoming phase,
explaining only once which button did what. It was already obvious that the
children would not retain much information from this ﬁrst explanation, but
we were much more interested in watching them experiment to understand
the behavior of an unknown object than in seeing how well they could learn
to do what their therapist told them to. This is after all the way most if
not all children try out something new, jumping in directly and very rarely
taking any time to listen to the explanations of the care givers.
However, we chose to divert a little from the standard protocol regarding
the way they were presented with our system. They were of course told
that they were participating in a research experiment, as is mandatory for
any clinical trial. But, following Action Research principles, the therapist
implicated them further by stating that the goal was to design an instrument
for them. They were encouraged to share their opinion about the system,
give it a name, ask for modiﬁcations, etc. We thought that putting them
in the center of the design process would not only have a positive impact
on their self-esteem but also would give us hints about how to implement
personalization. Which features would make them think of an instrument
as their own? Would the prospect of Wiimprovising again in a few months
with an instrument they partly helped improve and could rightfully consider
as theirs encourage them to project into the future in spite of their planning
diﬃculties?
5.3 Incremental Testing
Following the principles of Action Research, we put our ﬁrst prototype to
the test in real clinical conditions very early in the design process. We then
collected feedback from the children on a weekly basis and implemented
subsequent modiﬁcations after thorough discussion with their therapist. In
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this section, we detail and motivate these modiﬁcations, grouped into four
types: technical, interface, sonorous and ﬁnally protocol changes.
5.3.1 Technical Modiﬁcations
For the second phase of the experiment, which started about four months
after the ﬁrst, preliminary test, we switched from hardware to software,
sample-based synthesizers. We used two VST plugins by Native Instruments
[124]: Battery for percussion sounds and Kontakt for the rest. Although
these programs are more expensive than the XV-2020, which is not free
either anyway, they are much more powerful and ﬂexible. Firstly, one does
not need to carry an extra MIDI synthesizer anymore. Indeed, with the
proper ASIO drivers, any modern laptop is powerful enough to take care of
everything on a software level [125]. Secondly, Battery and Kontakt come
with a very large sample database that provides access to many more sounds
than the XV-2020. Finally, their powerful interface makes it a lot easier to
conﬁgure and tune the diﬀerent samples, add eﬀects, compress the signals
and so on.
At ﬁrst, we wanted to switch directly to free synthesizers and samples to
fulﬁll our objective of creating a low-cost, fully and freely customizable sys-
tem. However quick tests revealed that free alternatives such as FluidSynth
[121], although powerful, were not nearly as ﬂexible as Battery and Kontakt.
A few technical issues, especially in terms of integration with the rest of our
software, and their somewhat diﬃcult to use customization features were
not compatible with our weekly schedule for implementing modiﬁcations.
We consequently decided to use commercial software for prototyping before
making a fully free version once a stable design had been reached.
To take advantage of this large, very ﬂexible database and give the chil-
dren a broader choice of instruments, we implemented a simple GUI for the
therapist. It makes it possible to associate between one and three instru-
ments to each pair of Wiimotes by clicking on their corresponding images.
The automatic session manager then starts all the necessary software with
the proper conﬁguration. These usability improvements were fundamental
for Michel, who already has a hard time handling the children without hav-
ing to tinker with a complex computer setup. He repeatedly insisted on the
fact that any change in the interface that could spare him even a few seconds
was worth implementing, since a few moments of inattention may compro-
mise an entire therapy session. However the system remains perfectly usable
without a custom GUI, then giving access to many more sounds and options
through the direct manipulation of the sequencer and synthesizer settings.
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Figure 5.2: Wiimote controls for the second version of MAWii.
5.3.2 Interface Changes
Although the children understood the triggering mechanism right away dur-
ing the ﬁrst test, they had great trouble with sound navigation. They did not
seem to understand the diﬀerence between sound switching and instrument
switching: for them, pressing a button changed something, and that was
all. In particular, they failed to realize that some buttons only aﬀected the
current stroke while others had a lasting eﬀect, as they switched instruments.
To make it simpler, we decided to assign a button to each instrument
available instead of using Plus and Minus to cycle through an arbitrarily
large number of them: Minus, Home and Plus where chosen to respectively
switch to the ﬁrst, second and third instrument (see Figure 5.2). This meant
that players would never be given access to more than three instruments
at once, but this was not problematic as it became clear after the ﬁrst test
that the design we had agreed upon with Michel, although it was already
satisfactory in many respects, was still far too complex. Three instruments
would be more than enough for even the most skilled children, at least for
their ﬁrst year or so of practice.
This was also true for volume, although to a lesser extent. High sensitiv-
ity and large dynamic range were favored at ﬁrst to enhance expressiveness
and encourage the children to focus on ﬁne motor control. However it clearly
appeared during the ﬁrst test that they would not make use of such precision
in terms of velocity, so that we could trade some expressiveness for easier
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control. Consequently, whereas the ﬁrst version was very sensitive and had
ﬁve volume levels available, Version 2 only oﬀers three levels and requires
quite a bit more eﬀort to trigger the sounds.
5.3.3 Sonorous Exploration
One of the children's main concerns when they tried the ﬁrst version was
the fact that too few instruments were available. They instantly understood
that virtually any sound could be built into the system and asked for a
ﬂute, a guitar, a piano and a derbuka, sometimes even spontaneously before
the therapist asked for their opinions or advice. It was clear that a large
sound palette was very important and that the limited instrument bank of
the XV-2020 was not going to satisfy them. Although several other factors
played their role in our choice, this was our main motivation for switching
to commercial, professional-grade software synthesizers.
Indeed, with Battery and Kontakt it became very easy to make many
more instruments available. Since it is very hard to predict which instru-
ment will appeal to which child, we decided to cover as broad a spectrum as
possible and see what would happen. Thus, we blended classical percussion
and melodic instruments (cymbals, congas, ﬂute, guitar...) with traditional
folklore (woodblocks, gong...) and synthetic sounds (robot pulse, atmo-
spheric ambient, ...): we decided upon 6 percussive instruments and 10
melodic instruments, with 3 of the later using clearly synthetic sounds, for
a total of 16 available (see Figure 5.3).
While the XV-2020 version only gave access to percussive instruments,
the new version using software synthesizers also includes instruments such
as the guitar or the ﬂute which, in real life, are not manipulated at all
like a drum. However, with our system, no matter the instrument chosen,
everything works like a percussion. Therefore, we were able to give the
children access to sounds they could not normally use without confusing
them with a new control scheme, which proved to have a very positive impact
(see Chapter 6).
5.3.4 Protocol Enhancement
In order to provide some clues about the lasting value of our system, we
changed some aspects of the session organization during the second testing
phase. Upon arrival, the children were shown a slide show presenting the
instruments and the sounds they make (see [126]). Then, they were invited to
choose only a single instrument for the session, which prevented them from
being overwhelmed by the excitement induced by too large a choice. We
did not give up on having them play with multiple instruments but decided,
following video game design best practices, to make these extra instruments
available one at a time, as a reward for their progress throughout the year.
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Figure 5.3: Instrument palette for MAWii.
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Furthermore, the children chose their instrument from a booklet handed
by their therapist which contained images of all those available, with the real
ones on one side and the MIDI ones on the other (see Figure 5.3). This is
crucial as, unlike in the ﬁrst experiment, our system was this time given the
exact same status as the usual instruments. We would thus see whether the
children continued to use the Wiimote system or reverted to the standard
percussions, determining whether the success of the ﬁrst test was simply due
to their attraction towards novelty or actually revealed a surprisingly good
ﬁt between MAWii and its target users.
Finally, an extra phase was added during which, once they had chosen
their instruments, the children were invited to re-explain how the system
worked. If needed, the therapist then guided them through a small tuto-
rial introducing the diﬀerent sounds, again diverging from the traditional
methods of Sonorous Communication. This was done to help the children
understand the way MAWii worked, as contrarily to regular instruments, the
manipulation of which is fairly obvious, the use of our system required them
to learn the logical but nevertheless arbitrary mapping from commands to
sounds. Additionally, the introduction of this phase was preparing future
evolutions, as it was the moment that, in the future, we intended to invest
to describe new capabilities such as using several instruments to the children
who started to show boredom due to increasing mastery.
5.3.5 Data Collection and Processing
All of the improvisations were recorded as both audio and MIDI ﬁles. As
mentioned in Section 3.1, Wiimotes suﬀer from quite a lot of jitter and
mathematically cannot perform one-to-one motion sensing. Therefore, we
were unable to extract any meaningful information from the movement logs
beyond what was already recorded in the MIDI ﬁles, and decided to discard
this data. However our experiments took place before the release of the
Wiimote Plus accessory, which contains a gyroscope. Had we been able to
use it, we probably could have made much more sense of the raw movement
data sent by the Wiimotes.
The audio ﬁles were carefully reviewed by Michel for the purpose of his
own research about time perception; all the utterances quoted in this part
of our work come from his notes, since we were not allowed to attend the
sessions in person. The analysis of improvisation recordings is one of the
core tasks of traditional music therapy and is very well covered in [127].
Our system does not bring anything new from this point of view since, as
we explained earlier, automatic analysis of polyphonic audio ﬁles remains
extremely diﬃcult for computers, which means that everything still has to
be done by hand.
However it is worth mentioning that using a full-blown DAW (Digital
Audio Workstation) like Reaper instead of a mere MIDI sequencer makes it
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extremely easy to synchronize audio and MIDI tracks, as they are handled in
very similar ways. Therefore any clues gathered from the MIDI ﬁles directly
beneﬁt the audio analysis. For example, the piano roll view obtained from
MIDI data makes it much easier to jump from point to point in the audio
ﬁle to listen to a speciﬁc player because it clearly shows who was playing
what instrument and when.
Apart from using it for visualization, we extracted a few simple statistics
from the MIDI data. As each Wiimote uses a separate MIDI port and
each instrument uses a separate channel, it was very simple to compute the
following ﬁgures:
• Number of strokes using a given button.
• Time spent using a given instrument.
• Number of instrument switches.
• Number of times a given instrument was chosen.
We use these simple, automatically computed statistics to back some of
our claims in the next chapter which, if it feels natural or even absolutely
unavoidable in the ﬁeld of computer science, remains rather uncommon in
analytical music therapy research.
Chapter 6
Results
To be an eﬀective tool for mediation, our system must help patients to ex-
press feelings, emotions and observations about their inner self. We report
below on issues such as ease-of-use or motivational and psychodynamic pro-
cesses that suggest that we indeed reached that goal.
Pour être un outil eﬃcace pour la médiation, notre système doit aider les
patients à exprimer leurs ressentis, émotions et observations à propos d'eux-
mêmes. Nous exposons ci-après nos résultats en termes d'utilisabilité ou de
processus motivationels et psychodynamiques, qui semblent montrer que nous
avons bel et bien atteint cet objectif.
6.1 Usability
Patients' responses to a given instrument or sound can be extremely diverse
and unpredictable, sometimes even triggering spectacularly and counter-
intuitively positive eﬀects. Thus, in spite of the skepticism we met when
we exposed our ideas to the music therapy community, our ﬁrst test had left
us with little doubt that our system would appeal to at least a few patients
who would ﬁnd in MAWii something dear that they missed in the traditional
instruments available to them. The real issue consequently was not one of
potential but one of practicality: could MAWii truly be used in a real clin-
ical setting without compromising existing treatment protocols? Our tests
showed that it indeed can, thanks to its robustness, its seamless integration
within Michel's protocol and its instinctive manipulation.
6.1.1 Robustness
MAWii ran and recorded successfully during 25 out of the 26 sessions in which
it was used. We in part owe this to Michel's relative computer proﬁciency,
as he did have to restart the software at the beginning of two sessions, due
to synchronization problems in the software synthesizers. Nevertheless, we
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think that these results show that the system is already simple and reliable
enough to be used in a clinical setting, despite its being an early prototype.
Several concerns however arise for future, large-scale diﬀusion:
• Bluetooth protocols, commonly referred to as Bluetooth stacks, lack
standardization and are often quite buggy. Although we have shown
that this does not pose a major threat, it might constitute a problem-
atic barrier to entry as it could make the very ﬁrst setting up of MAWii
too complicated for untrained professionals.
• The power button in the upper right corner of the Wiimotes seems to
turn them oﬀ when it is pressed. One must then restart MAWii from
scratch to get them to work again. As we have been unable to prevent
this behavior at a software level, therapists may have to physically
remove or hide this button, like we did.
• As with any real-time application, synchronization problems may sur-
face, for example causing unwanted clicks in the audio stream or failing
to keep the delay between the stroke and the actual sound unnotice-
able. Again, this may be an issue for ﬁrst-time users. Almost all
audio hardware, even the chips included in low-grade laptops, has now
reached an acceptable level of reliability, but not all therapists will be
familiar with ASIO1 and its sometimes tricky conﬁguration.
These issues are not major but are still worth tackling, as we have seen
countless interesting projects fail to gain widespread acceptance for seem-
ingly even less important problems. This means that a production version
of MAWii will have to include a powerful installer, capable of detecting and
solving as many hardware conﬂicts as possible, and very detailed installa-
tion notes with a focus on ASIO conﬁguration. In addition, we hope that
the community of users that we will try to federate around our system will
be of help here, especially through the animation and moderation of help
forums.
6.1.2 Easy Integration
Staﬀ members in institutions such as ours usually have to work on a very
tight schedule if they want to take proper care of all their patients. That is
particularly true of Michel and of psychologists in general, as they very often
have to share their time between several institutions that may be far apart
from each other. Consequently, any new tool they try out must take at most
a few minutes to set up because they do not have any more time to spare,
especially when working with impulsive patients who get frustrated very fast
1Audio Stream Input and Output, the most widely-used audio management standard
among music professionals [125].
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when one has them wait. For that reason, we worked closely with Michel not
only to design the best music therapy instrument for the children, but also
to simplify and automate as many setup and conﬁguration tasks as possible.
We managed to obtain a system that could be ready to use in less than
ﬁve minutes, which was suﬃcient for Michel. However we found no robust
way of connecting the Wiimotes automatically: the unsatisfyingly time con-
suming manual linking procedure we agreed upon for the ﬁrst test remains
mandatory despite our eﬀorts to automate it. That is one of the reasons
for our thinking that Wiimotes are not at all the ideal tool for music ther-
apy. They have many advantages over the other devices available, but lack
complete integration in the Windows or Mac environments. Once motion
sensing controllers become a standard for computers, we hope to upgrade
our system so that it becomes as easy to setup as the XBox 360 controllers
already are on Windows [128].
Apart from this issue, we can say that MAWii integrates very well into
Michel's protocol and most likely will ﬁt into the large majority of active
music therapy methods. Apart from the very ﬁrst sessions, for which most if
not all of the children chose to use the Wiimotes because of their strong
attraction towards novelty, instrument choices were rather well balanced
between regular and electronic ones. In the end, MAWii was actually used
by at least one child during 44% (26 out of 58) of the sessions during which
they were available. More precisely, 42% (52 out of 124) of the instruments2
chosen were Wiimote-based, with an overall domination of the guitar with
25% (13 out of 52) of the choices, the piccolo coming in second far behind
with 12% (6 out of 52) of the choices.
The many successful improvisations that blended real and virtual instru-
ments together show that our system is a viable and meaningful addition to
the usual instrumentarium. Furthermore, although we do not at all aim at
replacing traditional instruments, we can safely say that therapists willing
to take advantage of the compacity of our system to deliver music therapy
treatment in places where they cannot bring their other instruments should
be able to conduct successful sessions using MAWii exclusively.
6.1.3 Intuitive Playing
Even though good usability for therapists is crucial for the diﬀusion of
MAWii, the heart of the matter is still playability for the children. In this
regard, we showed that our system oﬀers a gameplay intuitive enough for
all of Michel's patients to have fun instantly. More precisely, all of them
quickly understood and mastered MAWii's triggering mechanism: several
groups rapidly managed to achieve meaningful rhythmic and timbral in-
2124 is the total number of instrument choices that were made. For example, a session
with two children allowed one instrument each accounts for two choices, while a session
with three children allowed two instruments each accounts for six.
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teraction and collaboration, despite the crucial diﬀerence in manipulation
compared to the regular percussions they were used to, which are based not
on acceleration but on velocity and have a tangible surface to hit. Moreover,
during our demonstrations, music therapists were routinely amazed by the
number and quality of the sounds available, but for most children the new
capabilities our system oﬀered seemed absolutely natural. They asked for
additional instruments such as the derbuka on their very ﬁrst trial and very
well understood that virtually any sound they had heard before could be
manipulated with the Wiimotes.
As Figure 6.1 shows, Sounds 1 and 2, respectively associated with empty,
i.e. button-less, and Z strokes largely dominated, with Sounds 3 and 4
(associated with button A and the D-Pad) making up for at most 15% of
the notes played. This demonstrates that:
1. The children very well understood the functioning of the system and
were able to use all 4 sounds from the very beginning.
2. Four sounds is more than enough, as communication and interaction
can be established with just two, since many successful improvisation
relied almost exclusively on Sounds 1 and 2. Sounds 3 and 4 mostly
served to sporadically break from the repetitive use of the other two
in order to add accents or surprises.
Of course these results are in part due to the fact that Buttons A and D
are harder to reach than Button Z. However Button A remains easy to use
even with a child's small hand and indeed served as a frequent means to add
accents or elements of surprise, a role we had intended for the D-Pad at ﬁrst.
One could argue that Sound 4 consequently is superﬂuous, which is true in
a way, but we nevertheless plan to keep it in the next prototype as we do
not see any obvious advantage to its removal.
Although the children's response was very positive overall, we did identify
two important ﬂaws in our system. First, it is technically very diﬃcult, if at
all possible, to simulate the behavior of a normal percussion with Wiimotes.
The acceleration-based scheme we devised instead was far more diﬃcult to
control and playing complicated patterns required a good deal of training.
The children consequently were never able to play very precisely and even
though it did not seem to bother them, as they rarely do so even with regular
percussions anyway, the introduction of MAWii did make improvisations
slightly more chaotic.
Moreover, only the most skilled and persistent children were able to reach
a level of mastery suﬃcient to make use of multiple instruments at once.
When they ﬁrst tried this new feature they spent roughly the same time on
each instrument but, on average, changed from one to the other 13 times
during the 5 minutes an improvisation lasts. This amounts to a switch
every 23 seconds or so, which shows that they still did not understand the
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Figure 6.1: Mean button use as a function of the number of sessions attended.
radical diﬀerence between instrument change and timbre change in spite of
the interface modiﬁcations we implemented after the ﬁrst test. Thus, they
pressed the instrument switch buttons roughly as often as the two least used
timbre buttons, A and the D-Pad. There are several possible explanations
for this but we will not go through them here as we did not have the time
to collect enough data to test our hypotheses. However we will discuss this
issue and possible solutions in Section 7.2.
6.2 Motivation
The second experiment conﬁrmed the marked motivational power of our
system, which the ﬁrst experiment had already suggested [129], showing
that the children's interest was not merely a matter of novelty. We can see
two major forces at play here, which we discuss in this section: the cultural
resonance of video games and musicianship and the increase in self-esteem
due to the children's involvement in the design process. We then conclude
with a review of some positive behavioral changes which could be attributed
to this increase in motivation, although it is of course impossible to prove
an actual causal relationship as the introduction of MAWii is far from being
the only factor at play.
6.2.1 Cultural Levers
The children always referred to the system as the Wii although there was
no actual console anywhere. There was not even a screen, for that matter,
but we still undoubtedly, and on purpose, took advantage of the aura of fun
the Wiimotes retained. The children said things such as It's just like on TV
or I played the Wii, I played the Wii! (running around telling everyone in
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the institution after the ﬁrst session), showing that to them Wiimprovisation
was very much like playing video games. Furthermore, just like Guitar Hero
and the likes, our system seems to combine the aura of video games with the
very positive social image of musicianship. The children for example said
things like Now I'm a real musician ! or I'm XXX in Star Academy3
which proves that, even though it does not oﬀer the same kind of custom
interface as Guitar Hero or Rock Band, MAWii still provides the illusion of
virtuosity that played a major role in the success of these games.
More importantly, we think the children's choices of virtual instruments
best reﬂect this cultural aspect. Indeed, we were very surprised to see that
they showed almost no interest for the percussion instruments proposed. In-
stead, they almost always chose to use melodic instruments, even though they
had percussion-like controls. Obviously, this is in part due to the fact that
they had traditional percussion instruments at their disposal, but MAWii
did oﬀer quite a few that were not part of Michel's instrumentarium and did
not have any success either. Furthermore, they were much more attracted
to classical instruments such as the guitar or the ﬂute than to the synthetic
instruments we thought they would love. Our view is that, in contrast with
older generations, the children did not associate the Wiimotes or synthesis
technology with robotic or futuristic sounds. Such devices are simply part
of their natural world and are seen not as high-end technological gadgets as-
sociated with some kind of electronic revolution but simply as opportunities
to simulate otherwise unavailable instruments.
This provides interesting clues about the children's relationship to tech-
nology and shows that MAWii added two promising enhancements to Michel's
protocol:
1. We remedied the lack of a melodic component to the improvisations,
which seems to be central in the children's vision of music, at least in
our population.
2. We gave the children access to the social value of musicianship, which
seems to be much better incarnated by the instruments usually seen in
the media (guitar, piano...) than by regular percussion instruments.
These two contributions would have been very diﬃcult to implement without
the use of a computer system and, from our point of view, already justify our
work even if the actual therapeutic assessment has not yet been conducted.
6.2.2 Participative Design
Among other things, during the ﬁrst test, the children asked for a guitar and
a ﬂute and for colors to mark the diﬀerent pairs of Wiimotes so that they
could recognize their own. They were obviously delighted to see that, for the
3A French talent show.
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second experiment, we had modiﬁed the system according to their wishes.
Even though they never met the other designers besides Michel, who were
not allowed in the institution, they nevertheless were very interested in the
someone somewhere who created and modiﬁed these instruments especially
for them. They asked lots of questions and were eager to suggest names for
the system as well as new features to add to it, showing that being at the
center of such a process greatly raises their conﬁdence and self-esteem. We
see this as a very strong hint that reproducing these dynamics in the future
through collaborative instrument personalization could be a very proﬁtable
advantage of our system on a therapeutic level.
Moreover, Michel was able to use this participative organization to alle-
viate most of the undesirable eﬀects of our experiments. Indeed, introducing
something new in the protocol, whatever it may be, is always complicated
with children who have trouble controlling their behavior and can quickly
become overwhelmed by the excitement that novelty is bound to induce. We
expected quite a lot of agitation when we introduced MAWii and indeed
started a miniature protest of impatient children at the door of the music
therapy room after one patient started running around telling all the others
that Michel had brought a Wii.
However, as they were asked to actively participate in the project and
were explicitly associated with its success or failure, they felt responsible
and, after this initial incident, managed to control themselves to a surprising
extent. Michel thus was able not only to calmly introduce an object which,
in other conditions, could easily have created an unmanageable situation,
but also to gather extremely valuable feedback which helped us a great deal
afterwards.
6.2.3 Behavioral Impact
As with more or less any other kind of pathology, increased motivation makes
the treatment more eﬃcient. First, it encourages the children to formulate
projects and plan ahead, something which they often have a lot of trouble
doing due to their pathologies. Indeed, even several months after the ﬁrst
experiment, which took place in May 2008, the children kept on talking
about it and were very excited when they were told, in October 2008, that
the Wii would be back and they could use it every week this year. One of
the most challenged patients with regard to making projects even came to
Michel during the after-school snack to ask for a playing slot saying: Can
we come for the Wii today with P.? We discussed this last Friday. This
long term projection surprised the whole team and was interpreted as a sign
of great progress.
Second, better commitment to the treatment helps to deal with the var-
ious problems that may arise during sessions. The children did show a lot
of excitement about the system, which was not necessarily good for a ther-
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apy intended to help them to improve self-control. However our experiments
proved that, thanks to their increased motivation, they were more able to
focus and control this excitement properly. This was especially apparent
when the system had to be restarted in the middle of a session. Instead of
losing interest, the children were actually worried that they might have bro-
ken something and remained very calm while Michel reconﬁgured everything
from scratch, which took about 3 minutes. Although it is impossible to say
with certainty that their behavior would not have been the same in a similar
situation involving normal instruments, we can at least conclude that MAWii
has enough motivational power to, in Michel's own words, make [the chil-
dren's] symptoms disappear for these three minutes, something which does
not happen too often and is, in any case, a major achievement.
6.3 Psychodynamical Aspects
Several characteristics of our system, such as the plastic feel of the Wiimotes,
have a speciﬁc psychodynamic impact that, good or bad, is at least very
diﬀerent from that of real instruments. However our results suggest that
these diﬀerences do not prevent elaboration and that they even participate
in making the system a mediation object at least as eﬃcient as traditional
instruments.
6.3.1 Corporality
The biggest a priori objection from the music therapy community was that,
due to their lack of physical presence in terms of size, texture, vibration
etc., Wiimotes would not induce any useful emotional response. This is
clearly not true: as explained in Section 6.2.1, the children quickly projected
themselves into positive role models such as musicians on TV, but also made
more abstract, symbolic remarks like I'm playing a beating heart or It
sounds like it's running. These utterances and many others alike show that
our system does indeed retain enough evocative power to trigger meaningful
elaboration and symbolization in our patient population.
Moreover, MAWii, thanks to its eﬃcient ﬁltering algorithms, oﬀers much
more freedom of motion, which the children made use of in several ways.
Some got up and danced to the music while playing, which is impossible with
most real instruments, resulting in much better immersion. Also, MAWii
gave them the ability to move around the room while playing, which adds
an important new dimension to group interaction, as positions in the room
are no longer predetermined by the choice of seats. Therefore with MAWii
we have, just like in SoundBeam (See Chapter 2), begun to establish a bridge
between music and dance/corporal expression therapy, which should progres-
sively enable therapists to treat an even wider range of disorders, notably
those involving spatial awareness and orientation.
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Finally, other children started mimicking the gestures associated with
the guitar sounds they were using, even though the percussion-like trigger-
ing mechanism, which had not been altered, did not suggest this kind of
manipulation at all. This shows that just like players usually quickly dis-
cover that they need not make any large movements when pitching in a game
of Wii Baseball [32], the incomplete motion-sensing capabilities of the Wi-
imote make it possible to play with MAWii in ways we did not expect at all
in the beginning, guitar-like strumming being only one example.
Of course in both cases realism suﬀers, but this does not seem to matter to
players, especially since neither Wii Baseball nor MAWii were very realistic
to begin with. Moreover, in both cases the players' unconventional approach
serves the purpose of the game: wrist-only play makes Wii Baseball more
challenging, as it enables players to play in their back to hide their moves,
and guitar gestures result in better immersion, showing that the children
are able to symbolically compensate for whatever lack of corporality the
Wiimotes might suﬀer from.
Just as our system does not intend to rival traditional instruments in
terms of musical expressiveness, since we favor ease of use instead, we do not
aim at achieving the same richness of haptic and visual feedback. Indeed,
our results show that, although it is certainly a strength of traditional in-
struments, such complex feedback is not mandatory for the system to work
properly as a mediation object. Therefore, we feel justiﬁed in investigating
the impact of the new features MAWii oﬀers, including but not limited to its
new, freer approach to space and symbolization, which largely result from
its high level of abstraction.
6.3.2 Identity
Every time we used the system, even for informal tests with colleagues and
normal children, users were concerned because they were not able to dis-
tinguish their own sounds from those of others. Indeed, the Wiimotes all
look alike and all the music comes out of the same distant speakers, some-
times making it very hard to know who is playing what, in particular when
everyone is using the same instrument. This issue is especially crucial with
our population, as an important part of Michel's method revolves around
the concept of sameness and diﬀerence4.
Regarding the look of the Wiimotes, we added blue, red and green color
stickers to distinguish between the three pairs of Wiimotes available, and
have had no complaints since then, which shows how even very little indi-
4For example, during an improvisation, children must realize that other players, instead
of being the same entity as them and therefore being bound to their will, are diﬀerent
people with their own freedom of choice, but are also the same as them in the sense that
they can communicate with and understand each other and are equally important in the
construction of the musical dialog that is taking place.
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viduation can have a lot of impact. We have not noticed any signiﬁcant
variation of the children's behavior with respect to which of the three colors
they were assigned but remain careful regarding this matter as it has been
shown that, for example, martial arts contestants dressed in red are more
likely to be perceived to dominate the match than their blue opponents,
even by professional judges [130]. Switching to colors with less perceptive
and emotional impact such as light pastels might be the safest bet, even
though children do prefer strong colors such as bright red or green. In any
case our results prove that the clear diﬀerences in shape, textures and so on
that traditional instruments boast are not necessary for eﬃcient therapy.
In the sound domain however, things remain complicated. The children
often all chose the same instrument, making improvisations diﬃcult even
for Michel to follow. They expressed their anxiety about their inability to
recognize their own productions during sessions, but also found a classical
solution: they stopped by themselves without prompting from the therapist
and started again, one by one. Composers of intricate pieces such as fugues
often use this technique to help the listener, introducing each layer separately
to make it easy to grasp. This method of isolating each input, although
it seems simple, is not at all straightforward for children of such ages, as
explained in [131]. Once more, this shows that the children are able to
compensate for their apparent loss of identity, which may thus turn into
an advantage, since it can greatly encourage complex collaborative group
processes such as those described above.
6.3.3 Sonorous Exploration
With our system, the children get access to sounds they could never produce
with real instruments, which would either be too big, too expensive or too
hard to play; this is very interesting from a psychodynamic point of view. In-
deed, some instruments carry a very strong cultural and emotional meaning.
For instance the guitar, which was chosen most often, is clearly associated
with stardom and the overall positive social value of musicianship and the
atmospheric ambient sound, a somewhat eerie artiﬁcial sound chosen by
six children out of eight on one day, has a powerful evocative power revolving
around tension and fear. Our system makes it possible to build upon these
associations to enhance mediation by oﬀering many more sonorous universes
and, consequently, more emotional responses than would be possible with
traditional instruments.
The best example of this is the one day mentioned above when almost
all of the children in the three sessions that took place on that day chose the
atmospheric ambient sound5. In all three groups, the atmo started a lot
of discussion about fear, and more speciﬁcally about scaring someone, for
5This is unlikely to be a coincidence since the door remains open during the sessions
and the children outside can hear what is going on.
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real or as a joke. This association with fear probably is not inherent to the
nature of the sound itself and is much more likely to be the result of the chil-
dren's high exposure to TV and movies where such indeﬁnite sounds, with
an unclear attack and a highly non-harmonic spectrum, are often used to un-
derline tension and suspense. Nevertheless, this clearly shows how a speciﬁc
sound available only with our system may trigger a powerful group media-
tion process that helped the participants talk extensively about potentially
traumatic things they had rarely discussed before.
This makes the case for a system able to produce any kind of sound,
going far beyond the musical ones that are used in most contemporary
music, be it pop, jazz, rock, classical music or just about anything else.
Our system can use animal sounds such as a dog's bark, domestic sounds
such as glass breaking or even human sounds such as ﬂatulences which,
although they are taboo in our grown up world, have proven very useful
with children in multiple therapeutic situations [49]. These concrete sounds,
named this way in reference to Schaeﬀer's Musique Concrète, open up an
entire world of previously untouched associations and should, in our opinion,
play a signiﬁcant role in instrument personalization.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Directions for
Future Research
Using an incremental methodology inspired from Action Research, we have
designed and tested MAWii, our Wiimote-based system for active, analytical
music therapy, in a real clinical setting. We have demonstrated that using
only cheap, low-end technology, it is possible to create a full-blown session
management and musical performance system viable as a complement or
even as an alternative to traditional instruments, at least for improvisa-
tional music therapy with children suﬀering from behavioral disorders. In
this conclusion chapter, we ﬁrst summarize the evidence that supports the
previous claim. Then, we ﬁnish the presentation of this case study by dis-
cussing the numerous opportunities for enhancement of traditional music
therapy that our system oﬀers. Indeed, now that we have proven that a
video game controller-based system such as MAWii can be as good a media-
tion object as usual instruments, we intend to pursue future research in two
speciﬁc directions which we ﬁnd promising, namely customization and data
analysis.
Selon une méthode incrémentale inspirée de la recherche-action, nous
avons conçu et testé MAWii, notre système utilisant des Wiimotes pour
la musicothérapie active analytique de groupe, en environnement clinique
réel. Nous avons montré que même en utilisant simplement des technolo-
gies peu avancées et donc abordables, il était possible de créer un outil com-
plet d'improvisation et de direction de session susceptible d'être utilisé en
complément ou même en remplacement des instruments traditionnels, au
moins dans le cas de la musicothérapie improvisationnelle avec des enfants
atteints de troubles du comportement. Dans ce chapitre de conclusion, nous
résumons d'abord les résultats qui nous permettent d'aﬃrmer cela. Ensuite,
nous terminons la présentation de cette étude de cas en examinant les nom-
breuses opportunités d'amélioration qu'oﬀre notre outil par rapport à la mu-
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sicothérapie traditionelle. En eﬀet, maintenant que nous avons prouvé qu'un
système comme MAWii, reposant sur une manette de jeu, pouvait constituer
un objet de médiation aussi pertinent que les instruments classiques, nous
comptons poursuivre notre travail dans deux directions qui nous semblent
prometteuses : la personnalisation et l'analyse de données.
7.1 A Successful Mediation Object
Our work with Michel was very exploratory, since to our knowledge no other
project has blended active music therapy and video games as we did. Given
the persistent skepticism of a large part of the French music therapy commu-
nity regarding MAWii's viability as an equivalent for traditional instrument,
our goal was not to outperform traditional instruments, but simply to prove
that it was indeed possible and potentially beneﬁcial to integrate a video
game-based system into a classical treatment protocol. We think we have
reached that goal and summarize here the evidence showing that we have
created a practical tool with strong motivational and psychodynamic eﬀects.
7.1.1 A Practical Design
We have met our requirements in terms of usability with respect to three
main criteria:
• A MAWii system is robust enough to be used weekly in a rather unfa-
vorable clinical environment where technicians are forbidden to enter
the premises and therapists barely have ﬁve minutes to prepare their
activities. In addition, it can be put together for under $1000, or even
much less if the computer and loudspeakers are already available.
• Our tool easily integrates within Michel's existing protocol. Although
it is still an early prototype, its operation is extremely simple and re-
quires very little attention from the therapist during the session. It is
therefore transparent enough to be used even with very impulsive pa-
tients who would undoubtedly become unmanageable if their therapist
was unable to devote his or her full attention to them.
• The percussion-like triggering mechanism we devised is very intuitive:
even the most challenged children were able to have fun instantly with
our system. Furthermore, most testers showed sustained interest and
were roughly equally attracted to traditional and electronic instru-
ments, with many groups using the two together. This proves that
MAWii is indeed easy to use and hard to master as we intended it to
be.
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We think that thanks to these characteristics MAWii qualiﬁes as a true
music therapy tool suitable for use with agitated patients by non tech-savvy
therapists in even the most rigid clinical environments.
7.1.2 An Eﬃcient Motivator
Like virtually all serious games, one of the main goals of MAWii, if not the
single most important one, was to signiﬁcantly increase at least some of the
patients' motivation for the treatment. We achieved this by relying on four
speciﬁc motivational assets:
• The Wiimotes carry a video game-like aura of fun which is a great
motivator for children who often do not have access to this kind of
technology. They get the chance to remedy the frustration they fre-
quently develop because of their strong exposure to both Nintendo's
advertisement and peer pressure at school.
• Computer-assisted playing makes it possible for the children to use
beloved sounds that they never would have been able to produce with
a real instrument. This illusion of mastery gives them access to the
great social value of musicianship without any training.
• The system's many features, notably the large and diverse collection of
sounds it makes available, as well as the richness of its control scheme,
which leaves a lot of room for progress, encourage curiosity and main-
tain interest.
• Our patient-centered, Action Research-like protocol empowers the chil-
dren by putting them in the center of attention and actually taking
their suggestions into account. Although this research process obvi-
ously cannot be reproduced as is in the future, we think the same kind
of motivating dynamic can be achieved through personalization, as we
explain in Section 7.2.
Our hope is that these four motivational levers, which are speciﬁc to our sys-
tem, will both enhance commitment for those who are already being treated
with music therapy and appeal to otherwise uninterested or skeptical patients
through their attraction for video games.
7.1.3 A Psychodynamically Active Tool
The point of mediation therapy is to help elaboration and association with an
object or activity that acts as a support for symbolization and as a bridge
between patient and therapist, reaching into the subconscious. We have
demonstrated that Wiimotes can be eﬃcient mediation objects thanks to
three distinct processes that compensate for their artiﬁcial, plastic feel and
rather unmoving appearance compared to real instruments:
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• The children are very imaginative and have no trouble building sym-
bolic representations on top of even the blandest objects, be it wood
sticks or cardboard tubes. Therefore, as we have shown, they have
no trouble at all doing so with the Wiimotes. Moreover, the freedom
of movement these new controllers oﬀer gives them the ability to ap-
proach space in an entirely new way through dancing and innovative
gestures which contribute to immersion and therefore to symbolization
and elaboration.
• The potentially troubling confusion of identities that results from the
production of all of the sounds through just one pair of speakers,
thereby preventing any kind of realistic audio spatialization, turns out
to be very interesting when working with children on the notions of
sameness and diﬀerence. Indeed, while the various shapes and tex-
tures of real instruments impose some kind of organizational structure
on the group even before a single note is played, from a physical point
of view all the Wiimotes look and work the same apart from their col-
ors, making all of the players strictly equal in this respect. This forces
them to form plans and strategies to properly assert their own identity
through abstract and symbolic means in the sonorous world.
• By considerably widening the spectrum of potentially usable sounds,
MAWii compensates for its lack of expressiveness compared to real
instruments. It gives therapists the possibility to use culturally relevant
instruments that they could never buy, synthetic sounds with evocative
characteristics otherwise diﬃcult or impossible to reproduce and even
concrete sounds from everyday life. These three new categories of
sounds open up a new space for sonorous exploration and can foster
elaboration on previously untouched topics through novel associations
and symbolizations that real instruments would be unlikely to mediate.
With these results, not only do we show that MAWii retains more than
enough evocative power to trigger meaningful emotional responses, we also
demonstrate that in certain situations the extra capabilities oﬀered by our
system can give it the power to trigger several previously inaccessible psy-
chodynamic processes. This gives MAWii a strong potential to be a tipping
point in the treatment of a large number of patients who, for example, have
yet to ﬁnd their ferryman sound.
7.2 Customization
Ever more ﬂexible and customizable devices, culminating with tactile, motion-
sensing or even controller-less interfaces, can reshape their virtual control
surfaces and volumes at will to oﬀer highly conﬁgurable and context-dependent
interaction schemes. For example, an Apple iPad only displays a keyboard
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when users click a text ﬁeld while an Oblong Technologies G-Speak [132] can
assign any hand gesture to any command for a very natural and user-speciﬁc
interaction. Furthermore, this dynamic of personalization also permeates
the social sphere, as a given individuals's online identity becomes more and
more fragmented across multiple platforms, each with their fully customiz-
able proﬁles and avatars, be it social media, networking or gaming sites and
applications.
We want to take advantage of this enthusiasm for personalization in our
system. Here, we explain how we plan to add new, user-speciﬁc features
and integrate them into an avatar instrument for each patient, in order to
recreate the empowering and motivating dynamic we started with our test
population by putting them at the center of the design process.
7.2.1 New Capabilities
As in most video games, we plan to reward players who reach a given level
of mastery with new capabilities and sounds to keep their interest high.
We made a ﬁrst attempt at this with the addition of an extra instrument
for children who had already tried the system 3 or 4 times. For their ﬁrst
attempt, all of them switched repeatedly and did not make much controlled
use of the new feature, even though they had already mastered the basic
gameplay of MAWii. We think this is due to the fact that the notion of
having two diﬀerent types of buttons was hard to grasp on the ﬁrst time
and that they simply did not understand or even listen to their therapist's
explanations.
Only two children tried this new feature for more than two sessions, so
that not much can be said with certainty, but they did show a continuous
slowing down of their switching rate, both changing instruments only once in
their last session. We interpret this as evidence that the system's behavior
was progressively understood, ending with a clear identiﬁcation of the eﬀect
of all of the buttons. However at the same time this shows that the feature,
once it is properly acknowledged, is seldom used, most likely because it
creates too much of a sonorous rupture which neither of the children were
willing to take responsibility for. This means that multiple instruments,
although a viable and valuable addition, might need to be implemented in
a better, more intuitive way and, more importantly, should be considered
only for the most advanced players who wish to play with radical musical
tensions.
There is room for a more progressive enrichment of the gameplay which
could appeal to intermediate players. The one idea we would like to try
ﬁrst is the addition of sound eﬀects. Many kids, especially boys, are very
fond of the heavy eﬀects that popular rock guitarists have been keen on
using since Hendrix made them mainstream during the 1960's. We intend
to assign such eﬀects to strokes on the left-right and forward-backward axes,
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which are currently unused. We think this should be (1) more intuitive, as
it does not require to distinguish between two conceptually diﬀerent kinds
of buttons and (2) less intimidating, as adding eﬀects does not create as
abrupt a rupture as changing instruments.For example, a forward stroke
with A pressed will simply produce sound 3 with an added fuzz eﬀect, which
turned out to be very popular during informal testing.
Further in the future, an interesting development would be the integra-
tion of the Wiimote Plus to create new, more complex gestures or, more
practically, custom controls for disabled children who may have trouble with
our percussion-like scheme. However, adding this kind of feature is far from
easy and even quite risky as it might confuse players. Consequently our ﬁrst
focus will be sonorous and visual customization, which have proven to be
great motivators in many other contexts such as MMORPGs.
7.2.2 Avatar Instruments
Involving children in the creation of an object they are going to use is an al-
most sure-ﬁre way to keep them interested and motivated. It is very common
in many contexts: recreational, such as making water balloon slings or build-
ing a shelter in the woods; educational, such as constructing a thermometer
or light sensor to make some measurements in a physics experiment; or even
with a creative purpose, for example making costumes for a show or play.
Understandably, despite its many positive eﬀects this method has rarely been
used in music therapy. Indeed, making musical instruments is almost always
very complicated, as even the simplest of shakers requires precise carving to
obtain a good sound.
With a tool like MAWii however, personal instruments for each user can
be created very easily. Firstly, we will encourage patients to choose a name, a
picture and the sounds they want to use for their characters. We think this, in
itself, should be a very good way to have children elaborate on their personal
issues, as in creating their instrument they will most certainly reveal clues
about the tensions between their perceived and actual self that will prove
useful for the therapist who witnesses the process. This way, in addition
to enhancing motivation and encouraging planning, we would obtain a new,
more interactive version of the psycho-musical assessment [54] in the form of
an avatar instrument incarnating each child's sonorous history.
We think it could be very interesting to push this project even further
and have the children actually record the sounds they want to use with
their avatar and maybe choose the gestures that trigger them from a pool
of available movements. Then, we would not create mere avatars but actual
sonorous alter egos. They would add a very interesting twist: giving them
the name of their creator and making them available for all the patients to
play with would introduce a new type of tension in terms of identity inside
the group. From a symbolic point of view, dealing with the perspective of
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letting others play with your creation and alter ego would surely trigger some
very meaningful responses. Furthermore, while an avatar is not necessarily
a mirror of the self and can be created with a speciﬁc goal in mind, such as
making an instrument with only tribal sounds, creating the kind of personal
instrument we describe here would take much more dedication and, in ad-
dition to engaging planning abilities even further, is likely to much better
reveal the overall personality of the children.
7.2.3 Empowering Process
Our Action Research methodology proved to be very eﬃcient in raising the
children's self-esteem and motivation for their treatment. Using personal-
ization, we hope to continue to leverage the many positive beneﬁts of the
process of patient-centric design outside of a research context. Therefore, we
want to provide eﬃcient customization tools so that any therapist can easily
engage in this creation dynamic with his or her patients even without any
technical knowledge.
First, creating their avatar and watching it evolve and get new capabil-
ities through the gathering of experience points should prove to be a very
good motivator, provided that the patients in our target population are any-
thing like the players of the most popular MMORPGs, which largely rely on
this leveling and skill acquisition scheme. This will directly put the children
in a planning dynamic and hopefully widen their temporal horizon as, by
looking at the experience points acquired, they will both be reminded of
their progress and given goals such as reaching the next level or getting the
next additional capability or sound.
Second, creating alter ego instruments for everyone to use could have a
very strong impact on self-esteem. Instead of seeing themselves as disabled
patients, the children would hopefully come to see themselves as creators
whose opinions are valued enough for their vision of music itself to be em-
bodied into an instrument bearing their name. Furthermore, recording the
sounds themselves would put them in the position of a successful producer
or instrument-maker, two role models potentially just as eﬃcient as that of
the musician.
7.3 Discussion on Data Analysis
One of the central motivations behind using MIDI instruments and computer
systems in general to support improvisation sessions is our will to help de-
velop evidence-based methods in music therapy. With MAWii, we recorded
a substantial amount of MIDI data which we tried to analyze automatically.
It turns that even though we did compute some interesting ﬁgures from our
MIDI recordings through very simple statistical processing, we have not been
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able to extract the more abstract, higher-level kind of information we were
hoping for in terms of synchrony rating and segmentation.
Here, we discuss the numerous advantages of designing this kind of capa-
bilities in our systems and the issues that make these tasks complex enough
to remain impossible for even the best algorithms, before providing clues as
to what may be done to move forward. We conclude by focusing on visu-
alization which, even though it is not an information retrieval method per
se, is most likely the one thing that music therapy practitioners will actu-
ally beneﬁt from, at least before music therapy expert systems become much
better at extracting patterns and structures from MIDI data.
7.3.1 Synchrony
Michel's work is centered around his patients' perception of rhythm and time
in general. We explained that one of the most important conclusions of his
Ph.D. research was that impulsive children were more likely to build symbolic
representations and communicate with rhythm than with other components
of the music. This claim is supported by the comparatively larger number of
pauses asked for during replay to comment and elaborate on rhythmic events,
be it the establishment of a simple common pulse or the development of a
more complex call-and-response pattern.
We hoped to be able to compute quantitative measurements of synchrony
from our MIDI ﬁles to further investigate this phenomenon and see whether
a better degree of synchrony correlates with more numerous and meaningful
elaborations. However, what we saw as a simple task at ﬁrst turned out
to be extremely diﬃcult. Even though many very eﬃcient algorithms exist
to measure the tempo of a piece from a raw audio recording, they only
work properly with music that may be complex but does not have too many
oﬀ-beat, unpredictable accents, such as rock, techno or even J.S. Bach's
music, as long as the tempo is more or less constant. When used on a more
syncopated style like jazz or funk, these algorithms do not work as well,
although some still perform with a success rate around 80% [133]. Even if
that is already quite an achievement, one incorrect evaluation out of every
ﬁve seems a bit too much for clinical applications.
The real problem nevertheless lies somewhere else. Contrarily to profes-
sional musicians using performance-oriented instruments, impulsive children
using MAWii produce rather chaotic and imprecise improvisations where the
common pulses that could be detected by the trained ear of a therapist are
fuzzy at best. This has made it impossible to compute reliable tempo estima-
tions from the data we gathered, at least with the simple, generic methods
we tried1. All the algorithms we designed quickly got confused by the miss-
1In addition to the tempo estimation functions included in the MTTB, we tried various
combinations of basic wavelet transforms and displacement/deletion algorithms according
to multiple references pulses
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ing or inaccurate beats that the human brain seems to have so little trouble
correcting to detect the right pulse.
This highlights the necessity to design a custom algorithm for this task,
which would require a lot of work and probably would have to include sta-
tistical learning steps instead of relying solely on direct methods, as the
approaches we tried do. However we believe that obtaining such an estima-
tor for synchrony would be well worth the eﬀort, as it could be used to grade
the improvisations automatically and give patients a sort of communication
score which would undoubtedly encourage them to cooperate more during
their performances.
7.3.2 Segmentation
Analyzing session recordings is a very tedious task: therapists have to listen
to ten-minute long improvisations multiple times, focusing their attention
on speciﬁc players and features. Like we said in Section 5.3.5, careful a
posteriori analysis is consequently almost only practiced by researchers who
seek a speciﬁc answer. In the clinical world, therapists have no time to
dedicate to this process, even though they usually recognize that it would
provide them with very valuable information. We think MIDI recordings and
computational musicology tools could change this by signiﬁcantly speeding
things up, even though we have up to now been unable to devise algorithms
powerful enough to extract the structural information we were targeting.
In [17], Lecourt deﬁnes several categories of patterns or structures that
recur in Sonorous Communication sessions, such as scrambling2 or ham-
mering3. She considers these features as meaningful segmentation blocks,
even though their interpretation can vary greatly from one improvisation to
another. For example, scrambling is deﬁned as a sudden rupture from the
current mood or pulse with everyone playing frantically and chaotically until
a new stable situation emerges. It is easy to see that such an event can be
considered negative, when it marks a failure to sustain an interesting collab-
orative eﬀort, or positive when it enables a group stuck into a given schema
to move on to another pattern or style if it cannot transition smoothly.
In any case, being able to detect these structural events would be very
interesting as it would enable us to create some kind of outline of the im-
provisation. We envision bookmarks that therapists could directly jump to
when replaying the recording to analyze it, dramatically speeding up the
task and allowing them to focus on interpretation instead of annotation.
Furthermore, they would then be able to provide quantitative results, for
example rating a patient's or a group's progress according to the number of
positive and negative processes that occur. This way, they would quickly
obtain tables akin to those painstakingly ﬁlled by Michel for his research
2Brouillage, in French
3Martèlement, in French
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after hundreds of hours of careful analysis, which enable him to prove the
eﬃcacy of his method beyond any reasonable doubt. However, such a tool
is still years of hard work away. First, the theoretical deﬁnition of the struc-
tures to detect is still too fuzzy and does not easily translate into measurable
quantities. Second, generic music information retrieval tools are not adapted
to this task, which would at least require the design of a dedicated ﬁltering
algorithm taking into account the poor technical skills of the players.
Given the very high complexity of structure extraction, we think a good
ﬁrst step would be segmentation according to patient investment. Some
simple yet interesting parameters such as mean volume and note density can
already be computed with the MTTB, as we explained in Chapter 2. How-
ever, even though they correlate quite well with patient dedication, which
is very relevant for therapists, they have two major ﬂaws. First, no deﬁnite
measure of player dedication weighting the inﬂuence of these two parame-
ters has been validated. Second, the results published in [64] only apply to
duo sessions and would have to be validated for groups, where player fo-
cus would probably manifest itself a bit diﬀerently. For example, reckless,
chaotic playing, which makes mean volume and note density skyrocket, is
often used as a defense mechanism in these groups, contrarily to duo ses-
sions where therapists work precisely to prevent these defensive processes
from happening.
7.3.3 Visualization
Thanks to the inherently abstract and multitrack nature of MIDI, it is very
easy to create powerful representations that focus on a given aspect such as
pitch, volume or note length. One of the most commonly used visualizations
for MIDI ﬁles is the so-called piano roll graph (see Figure 7.1) which has now
become a standard for most if not all MIDI sequencers. It enables the viewer
to instantly capture various features of the musical piece being analyzed such
as highly polyphonic or solo parts, dense or sparse note patterns, high or low
ambitus etc.
As we said in Section 5.1, this is very interesting because it enables
therapists to capture a lot of the structure of the improvisation at a glance
without even listening to it. By synchronizing multitrack MIDI ﬁles with a
stereo audio recording, something which is done automatically in all modern
DAWs, it becomes easy to jump from point to point in the improvisation
to focus the analysis on speciﬁc, meaningful moments. Moreover, if many
players are active at the same time, it can become extremely diﬃcult to
ﬁgure out what each of them is playing. The piano roll visualization eases
this task by giving clues about the rhythmic patterns or melodic contours to
listen for.
However piano roll was designed for MIDI composing and editing, not for
precise analysis, be it by music therapists or anyone else. Therefore it seems
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Figure 7.1: A typical polyphonic piano roll view.
natural to look for other, more speciﬁc visualizations that emphasize other
therapeutically relevant aspects or structures. This is what the MT LogBook
does with its cross-correlogram, which can for example show rather explicitly
if one participant is following or imitating another. We intend to apply the
methodology we used to design MAWii to incrementally create powerful,
therapy-oriented visualization tools by working very closely with therapists
testing the production release of MAWii, currently under development at
MINES ParisTech.
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Part III
Second Case Study: A Music
Game for Demented Patients
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In this second case study, we continue with the same approach: given
the surprising success of Nintendo's Wii with the elderly [134], we borrow
techniques and oﬀ-the-shelf components from the world of video games to
empower healthcare practitioners with a low-cost yet versatile music therapy
tool. MINWii, where patients use Wiimotes to either improvise music or play
predeﬁned songs on a virtual keyboard displayed on screen, is the result of
a close collaboration with Dr. Renaud Péquignot, a gerontologist at Saint-
Maurice Hospital in Charenton, in the suburbs of Paris. He co-authored the
paper from which some of the text of this part was adapted [135].
Relying on Dr. Péquignot's expertise, we took the speciﬁc features of
Alzheimer's disease into account to create a ﬁrst prototype of the game
and test its core mechanics. We then performed a qualitative, small scale
test in a therapeutic environment to iteratively improve our design. Once
we considered the gameplay mature enough, we conducted a quantitative
usability and satisfaction study at Broca Hospital in Paris as a preliminary
for a large-scale therapeutic assessment. This was done in collaboration with
Sandra Boespﬂug and Mélodie Boulay, under the supervision of Pr. Anne-
Sophie Rigaud, who are all co-authors on the paper, currently under review,
from which most of the statistics in this part were taken.
To present our research, we ﬁrst brieﬂy talk about dementia, its symp-
toms, treatments and impact on patients' life and society as a whole. We then
explain how we implemented our incremental design protocol and expose the
promising results we obtained, in terms of usability, fun and socialization sup-
port. Finally, we conclude with a summary of MINWii's contributions and
a review of our future work with this system, notably therapeutic validation
and large-scale diﬀusion.
Dans cette seconde étude de cas, nous continuons avec la même approche :
voyant l'étonnant succès de la Wii auprès des seniors [134], nous empruntons
aux jeux vidéo techniques et composants matériels pour fournir aux profes-
sionnels de santé un outil de musicothérapie à la fois peu cher et ﬂexible.
MINWii, avec lequel les patients peuvent, à l'aide d'une Wiimote, impro-
viser ou jouer des partitions prédéﬁnies en pointant un clavier virtuel sur
écran, est le fruit d'une étroite collaboration avec le Dr. Renaud Péquignot,
gériatre de l'hôpital Saint-Maurice, situé en banlieue parisienne. Il est co-
auteur de l'article à partir duquel une portion de cette partie a été adapté
[135].
En nous appuyant sur l'expertise du Dr. Péquignot, nous avons pris en
compte les caractéristiques spéciﬁques de la maladie d'Alzheimer pour créer
un premier prototype et tester ses fonctionnalités principales. Nous avons en-
suite mené une étude qualitative à petite échelle en environnement clinique
pour améliorer notre outil de manière itérative. Une fois le gameplay suﬀ-
isamment mature, nous avons démarré à l'hôpital Broca (Paris) une étude
quantitative portant sur l'utilisabilité et la satisfaction des utilisateurs, pas-
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sage obligé avant une évaluation thérapeutique à grande échelle. Ce travail a
été réalisé en collaboration avec Sandra Boespﬂug et Mélodie Boulay sous la
supervision du Pr. Anne-Sophie Rigaud ; toutes sont co-auteurs de l'article,
en cours d'évaluation, duquel sont tirées la plupart des statistiques ﬁgurant
dans cette partie.
Pour présenter notre recherche, nous commençons par exposer briève-
ment ce qu'est la démence, ses symptômes, les traitements utilisés et son im-
pact sur la vie des patients et la société en général. Nous expliquons ensuite
la façon dont nous avons implémenté notre protocole de design incrémental
et rendons compte des résultats prometteurs que nous avons obtenus en ter-
mes d'utilisabilité, de fun et d'aide à la socialisation. Enﬁn, nous concluons
par un résumé des contributions de MINWii et un tour d'horizon de nos
travaux en cours avec ce système, en particulier l'évaluation thérapeutique et
la diﬀusion à grande échelle.
Chapter 8
Context
According to Alzheimer's Disease International [136], more than 35 million
people worldwide suﬀer from Alzheimer's disease, the most common form of
dementia. Researchers estimate that this pandemic may easily escalate to
aﬀect more than 100 million people in 2050, approximately 70% of whom in
developed countries. Caring for so many dependent patients already costs
trillions of dollars annually [136], and remains rather uneﬀective. Indeed, the
best that current drugs can do, in most cases, is to slightly slow down cog-
nitive decline. Consequently, until satisfying treatment methods are found,
our aging societies will have to adapt and attend to the needs of an ever-
growing number of demented patients. Non-pharmaceutical approaches can
help with this issue, something that many health agencies throughout the
world have now acknowledged [137],[138]. Among these alternative treat-
ments, two techniques seem to stand out [139]: Cognitive Stimulation Ther-
apy (CST) [140] and the one of interest here, namely Music Therapy (MT).
To better understand the implications of this dementia epidemic and the
role music therapy has to play in it, we begin this introduction chapter by
quickly reviewing the multiple conditions that dementia designates, with a
focus on the most prevalent, Alzheimer's Disease. Then, we examine the
various non-pharmacological approaches that are used in the treatment of
these illnesses, of which music therapy is just one facet. Finally, we focus
on patients' well-being, the one aspect that we hope to inﬂuence in order to
have a lasting impact on the management of dementia.
D'après Alzheimer's Disease International [136], plus de 35 millions de
personnes dans le monde souﬀrent de la maladie d'Alzheimer, forme la plus
commune de démence. On estime, au-delà, que cette pandémie est suscep-
tible de s'aggraver pour toucher plus de 100 millions de personnes dans le
monde en 2050, dont environ 70% dans les pays les plus développés. La prise
en charge de ces nombreux patients dépendants coûte déjà plusieurs milliers
de milliards de dollars chaque année, et reste pourtant peu eﬃcace. En ef-
fet, le mieux que puissent faire les dernières molécules mises au point est,
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dans la plupart des cas, de légèrement ralentir la dégradation des facultés
cognitives. Par conséquent, jusqu'à ce que des méthodes de traitement satis-
faisantes soient mises au point, nos sociétés vieillissantes devront s'adapter
pour subvenir aux besoins d'un nombre croissant de patients déments. Les
thérapies non-médicamenteuses peuvent être utiles ici, comme l'ont déjà re-
connu de nombreuses organisations de santé [137],[138]. Parmi ces traite-
ments alternatifs, deux techniques semblent sortir du lot [139] : la thérapie
par stimulation cognitive (CST) [140] et celle qui nous intéresse ici, la mu-
sicothérapie.
Pour mieux comprendre les implications de cette épidémie de démence
et le rôle que peut jouer la musicothérapie dans sa prise en charge, nous
commençons ce chapitre introductif par un tour d'horizon des diﬀérents syn-
drômes que peut désigner le terme de démence, en se concentrant sur le plus
courant, la maladie d'Alzheimer. Ensuite, nous examinons les diverses ap-
proches non pharmacologiques qui sont utilisées dans le traitement de ces
troubles, dont la musicothérapie n'est qu'une facette. Enﬁn, nous nous con-
centrons sur le bien-être des patients, qui est l'aspect que nous comptons
inﬂuencer pour avoir un impact durable sur la gestion de la démence.
8.1 Dementia and Alzheimer's Disease
Alzheimer's disease is the most prevalent and, consequently, the most studied
type of dementia. Several other kinds exist, such as vascular or mixed de-
mentia, but their symptoms are more or less similar so that, for our purposes
at least, distinguishing between these anatomically very diﬀerent illnesses is
not really necessary. Consequently, this section simply starts by covering
the main symptoms of dementia in general. We then give a brief overview of
the measurement scales that are commonly used to monitor the evolution of
demented patients and conclude with a focus on home stay and its impact
on patients' life and society as a whole.
8.1.1 Symptoms
Although a lot of research on the subject is going on, we still understand
rather little of how Alzheimer's disease (AD) operates from a physiological
point of view. Furthermore, our work targets dementia as a whole, which
can have a great many causes besides AD. For these reasons this section only
examines the cognitive symptoms of dementia and the behavioral issues they
induce. Interested readers can refer to [141] for an in-depth analysis of the
neurological factors of dementia.
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Cognitive Symptoms
Alzheimer's disease is well-known to aﬀect memory quite drastically. How-
ever, it is sadly far from being the only function impaired by dementia.
There are in fact three main areas in which patients' cognitive abilities are
impaired, to very variable degrees:
1. Memory: Patients' working memory tends to weaken drastically,
some of them becoming unable to recall the title of the book they
were reading no longer than two minutes prior. Also, recent memories
tend to disappear ﬁrst, with childhood recollection remaining surpris-
ingly easy in comparison. Music clearly has immense power in this
area (see Section 10.2).
2. Attention: Demented patients often have trouble focusing on a task
for an extended period of time as they are very easily distracted. There-
fore, they may examine the same image or sound over and over, seem-
ingly discovering it every time. In particular, their visual attention
impairments make it diﬃcult for them to follow fast-changing images.
3. Execution: Planning and executing the sequential steps of a long
task is very diﬃcult for demented patients. They often have trouble
determining what to do in what order, even though they are perfectly
able to accomplish all the required sub-tasks. In the ﬁrst stages of
dementia, it can be that, if they are interrupted in the middle of what
they are doing, they become completely lost and unable to pick up
where they left, even though without disturbance they would have
achieved their goal. Further into the disease, they also may simply
plan things in the wrong order if they are not properly supervised,
for example catching a cold by going out to get the mail before even
getting dressed.
These multiple cognitive deﬁcits lead to complex behavioral consequences
which are not always very well understood, but in any case put a lot of
burden on the shoulders of the patients' caregivers, who have to clean up
behind them.
Behavioral Issues
For our purposes, we distinguish between four broad aspects of dementia-
related behavioral issues:
1. Depression and apathy: Many patients are very well aware that
their abilities are diminished, as they stumble on every day life tasks
that they used to carry out without even thinking about it. This,
added to the sadly extremely frequent loneliness they experience, either
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at home or in institutions, often amounts to moderate or even severe
depression. In the worst cases, patients become apathetic and seem to
care about absolutely nothing. They then refuse to participate in any
activity, either for fear of failing or simply because they are just too
sad and do not expect anything to make them feel better.
2. Anxiety and agitation: Because of their inability to cope with ev-
eryday tasks such as driving or cooking, demented patients can become
very anxious. Indeed, they realize that if anything goes wrong, or if
their caregivers let them down, they will not be able to go through
their day on their own. This anxiety leads to agitation and restless-
ness, with patients for example constantly leaving their room to look
for their children because they think that they are going to visit and
come reassure them.
3. Disorientation and wandering: Part of the MMS test (see below)
consists in asking patients where they are, what the date is etc. to
see if they are aware of their environment. As easy as this task may
appear, it can become surprisingly diﬃcult to accomplish even for pa-
tients who otherwise seem to be in command of their behavior. At
its peak, complete disorientation can lead to wandering: patients start
walking aimlessly and endlessly around their institution, which can
quickly become problematic. Thus, specialized facilities have to be
built with that in mind, with either circular corridors where they can
wander freely or, on the contrary, short corridors which always lead to
a communal area such as the animation room where they can quickly
be picked up by staﬀ and taken back to their room.
4. Executive deﬁcits: Because they are unable to plan their actions
properly, demented patients often cannot accomplish complex tasks
such as cooking a full meal or cleaning the house. For some of them,
this is not so much of a problem since they are properly assisted, often
with someone at their side at all times to take care of everyday tasks.
A large majority however do not have access to such quality care and
spend their days alone at home. It is then up to their often exhausted
caregivers to clean the mess they have made by trying to tidy up but
forgetting to put things back in the cupboards or going in their shower
with their clothes on.
Although it is not easy to signiﬁcantly reduce these behavioral manifesta-
tions of dementia, we think that, by adapting their environment and oﬀering
them suitable activities, it is possible to give patients the opportunity to
continue to enjoy their life much further into the illness than they usually
do today.
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8.1.2 Evaluation of dementia
Dementia is an extremely pervasive disease. It aﬀects almost every aspect
of patients' life in one way or another, be it their performance in everyday
tasks, their social interactions or their perceived self. Therefore, healthcare
practitioners need a wide variety of tools to assess the level and impacts of
dementia, which can vary greatly from patient to patient. Here, we describe
two generic ones that are relevant to our approach: MMSE and QOL-AD.
Mini Mental State Evaluation
The Mini Mental State Evaluation (MMSE or MMS) [142] is used by physi-
cians and psychologists to evaluate patients' overall level of impairment. It
consists of 8 categories of questions, which amount to a total of 30 points:
1. Orientation to time: Year, month, day etc., from broad to narrow.
2. Orientation to place: Country, city, street etc., from broad to nar-
row.
3. Registration: Repeating three named objects.
4. Attention and calculation: Serial sevens, i.e. counting down from
100 by increments of 7.
5. Recall: Recalling the items from the registration steps.
6. Language: Naming a watch and a pen.
7. Repetition: Repeating a sentence.
8. Complex commands: Variable, but drawing a complex shape is often
used.
Several ﬂaws of this test have been identiﬁed, but it remains reliable enough
and, most importantly, fast enough to administrate for physicians to rely on
it as their primary screening and assessment instrument. A score over 25
or 28, depending on the sources, is considered normal. Between 21 and 25
corresponds to mild impairment, 10 to 20 is said to be moderate and below
10 is considered severe.
Quality of life in dementia
The QOL-AD is a brief, 13-item scale designed speciﬁcally to obtain a rating
of a patient's quality of life from both herself and her caregiver. It uses simple
and straightforward language and responses and includes assessments of the
individual's relationships with friends and family, concerns about ﬁnances,
physical condition, mood, and an overall assessment of life quality.
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Caregivers complete the scale as a questionnaire about their patients'
QOL, while patients complete it in an interview format. The 13 items are
rated on a four-point scale, 1 being poor and 4 being excellent; total scores
thus range from 13 to 52. It generally takes caregivers about 5 minutes to
complete the measure while for patients the interview usually lasts about 10
to 15 minutes. Those with an MMS scores of 10 or higher can usually com-
plete it with no problem; below that physicians usually rely on the caregiver's
answers only.
Again, this test is widely used because it is practical and quick to ad-
minister. It is complementary to the MMS score, as it gives a good assess-
ment of the impact of dementia on patients' lives. Indeed, such an impact
varies greatly from one subject to another as proper care can make life with
advanced dementia much easier and enjoyable than life with a very mild
cognitive impairment but in an unadapted environment.
Improving quality of life, especially where it is the poorest for demented
patients, is exactly what we hope to do with the MINWii project: even
though dementia remains incurable and patients' decline thus unstoppable,
we believe that we can make their life signiﬁcantly better overall by oﬀering
them adapted activities that, among other things, are enjoyable and improve
their self-esteem.
8.1.3 Home Stay and Behavioral Issues
Of course, developing cures for dementia and better adapting the specialized
institutions in which patients are, for now, bound to end up is crucial and
is part of our objectives. However, the one aspect that we see as the most
important for our approach is facilitating home stay. Indeed, in spite of
their age-related motor and cognitive deﬁciencies, a large part of dementia
suﬀerers are healthy enough to stay at home: they do not need heavy life-
support apparatus nor constant assistance for simple tasks such as going to
the toilets. Therefore they could conceivably make do with minimal daily
care such as food delivery and help for personal hygiene. This would have
great beneﬁts in terms of cost: a visit from a nurse and a few hours of help
from a personal assistant every day cost roughly half as much as a permanent
stay in a caring home and almost three times less than a stay at the hospital.
However, their behavioral issues (see Section 8.1.1) often cause them to be
sent to specialized institutions in spite of their relatively good health. Indeed,
left alone at home, they may quickly exhaust their caregivers by messing
up their place or, worse, jeopardize their own safety and that of others by
imprudence, for example by forgetting to turn the oven oﬀ. Episodes of this
kind eventually lead their family to give up and send them to a hospital or
an institution, where they ﬁnd an adapted, safer environment and can be
watched over constantly.
However, not only do institutionalized patients cost much more to soci-
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ety, they are also signiﬁcantly more likely to be depressed and die faster [143]
than those kept at home. Indeed, it seems obvious that demented patients,
in the large majority of cases, wish to stay at home. First, they feel secure
at their own place because they know where things are, whereas learning the
geography and inner workings of a new institution can be diﬃcult and is usu-
ally quite stressful. Second, they frequently, and with reasons, interpret their
placement in an institution as a sign that they have become an unbearable
burden for their family. They almost always feel useless and abandoned, no
matter how much eﬀort their new caregivers put into making them feel safe
and at home. Finally, institutionalized patients miss social interactions, as
they get even fewer visits than before, and often report this lack as a major
cause of their suﬀering.
Hence the utmost importance of ﬁnding ways to reduce behavioral issues
in demented patients to keep them at home for as long as possible: home
care is a win-win situation, as it makes for signiﬁcantly happier patients and
is far less of a ﬁnancial burden for society.
8.2 Non-Pharmacological Approaches
A few drugs exist that have a statistically signiﬁcant impact on the progres-
sion of Alzheimer's disease, such as donepezil [144]. However, their eﬀects
remain very limited and they are far from preventing the loss of cognitive
abilities; at best can they temporarily stabilize or slightly improve some of
the patients' cognitive abilities. In fact, their power seems to be more or less
on par with that of proper non-pharmacological treatments, which tend to
cost less and have fewer harmful side-eﬀects, if any at all [145]. Consequently,
an increasing number of health agencies now clearly advocate extensive use of
non-pharmacological approaches in combination or even sometimes instead
of drug-based treatment [137].
To better understand the role that music therapy can play in such a
context, we ﬁrst give a quick overview of the multiple techniques that are
used in the treatment of dementia. Then, we focus on the two approaches
that seem to be the most eﬀective: cognitive stimulation therapy and music
therapy.
8.2.1 Overview
Diﬀerent healthcare practitioners advocate a wide variety of methods for the
non-pharmacological treatment of Alzheimer's disease. However, they are
not all eﬀective and, in many cases, we at least lack the scientiﬁc evidence
necessary to really validate their therapeutic impact. Indeed, in [139], Liv-
ingston et al. performed a meta-analysis of 162 studies and concluded that
only behavioral management therapies, speciﬁc types of caregiver education
and possibly CST had lasting eﬀects on neuropsychiatric symptoms, while
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music therapy clearly had desirable eﬀects right after administration but
lacked long-term impact.
Nevertheless, as the authors make clear in their paper, lack of evidence
for other therapies does not necessarily mean that they are ineﬀective: the
studies reviewed were mostly of poor quality and therefore cannot be used
to disprove the viability of the diﬀerent approaches studied anymore than
they can prove it. Moreover, just like with music therapy, responses to other
non-pharmacological techniques are often extremely patient-speciﬁc. This
means that a given technique, even though it does not have a measurable
impact on the general population of patients, may still prove surprisingly
eﬀective for a few of them. In such a case, it is not the technique itself that
is at fault but rather the screening process: if one can ﬁnd a suitable way to
select the right patients, one may turn an apparently useless treatment into
a viable clinical tool, albeit for a small fraction of the population.
For these reasons, as well as to get a better overview of how dementia
aﬀects patients and caregivers, we think it is still worth brushing through
some of the most widely used approaches examined by Livingston et al., even
if their eﬀectiveness remains unproven or even, sometimes, unlikely:
• Reminiscence therapy: Using old items to spur reminiscence and
praise patients for their recall abilities.
• Validation therapy: Encouraging and validating the expression of
feelings.
• Reality Orientation therapy: Using constant reminders of time,
day, place and other orientation information.
• Standard Behavioral Management therapy: Combining the use
of multiple, standard, non-dementia-speciﬁc behavioral interventions.
• Sensory Stimulation: Systematic exploration of sensory stimuli to
lessen the eﬀects of sensory deprivation due to age such as visual im-
pairments.
• Simulated Presence: Continuous play of audio or video recordings
of autobiographical material narrated by a close person.
• Therapeutic activities: Puzzles, games, bicycling, exercise etc. un-
der the supervision of a therapist.
• Environmental Manipulation: Addition of mirrors for self-assessment,
signposts for directing attention and orientation, alteration of doors to
minimize exiting behaviors etc.
This list does not intend to be exhaustive but clearly illustrates the wide
variety of interventions that are used in the treatment of dementia and its
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consequences in terms of well-being, autonomy and behavior. The important
point here is that most of these techniques have shown positive impacts in
at least one study, even though it often was of rather poor quality from a
methodological point of view. This calls for a better assessment of these
approaches as well as for an integrated treatment method, relying on the
application of a patient-speciﬁc combination of these techniques to reach
higher eﬀectiveness.
8.2.2 Cognitive Stimulation Therapy
Cognitive Stimulation Therapy (CST) [140] is an integrated procedures that
combines the aspects of previously existing interventions that have been
shown to be the most eﬀective. It mainly uses Reality Orientation therapy
and Reminiscence therapy mixed with multiple information processing ac-
tivities with speciﬁc topics such as money or faces. It is usually divided in
about 15 weekly sessions, each with a given theme and is administered to
a group, usually ﬁve to ten patients. Nevertheless, it aims at being very
patient-speciﬁc: after a careful assessment of participants' skills and de-
sires, a speciﬁc role is assigned to each patient. These speciﬁc functions,
even though they can change during the treatment depending on patients'
wishes, help structure the group and make everyone feel useful.
The guiding principle of CST is the creation of the most suitable context
for demented patients to function at their highest capacity. Therefore, it
for example relies on implicit learning much more than on explicit teach-
ing: patients are always asked for their opinions, not for answers, so as to
limit the possibility for failure, which could lead to lowered self-esteem and,
eventually, refusal to continue with the treatment. Also, explicit, tangible
cues such as the reality orientation board or ﬂash cards1 are used to help
concentration and support orientation and reminiscence, which are encour-
aged both as signs of better functioning and as sources of pleasure. Finally,
therapists strive to create a sense of consistency and continuity throughout
the treatment to facilitate learning and minimize confusion.
CST has been shown to lastingly reduce disruptive behavioral symptoms
as well as depression across multiple studies [139]. At least one of these works
[145], with a reliable methodology and large sample group, also showed a sta-
tistically signiﬁcant impact on cognition (MMS scores), on par with current
drugs, and a substantial improvement in quality of life. These encouraging
results call for a wider use of this technique but need to be completed with
a truly large-scale, prospective study before they can be safely generalized.
However the current evidence appears suﬃcient for us to draw extensively
on the best practices deﬁned by CST practitioners in the design of our tools.
1Flash cards are big cardboard cards with just a few useful words such as the date or
the therapist's name written in large, easy to read letters.
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8.2.3 Music Therapy
The rationale for using music therapy in the treatment of Alzheimer's disease
is as simple as it is compelling: for a large majority of patients, musical
sensitivity, in particular regarding songs discovered during their childhood,
is one of the very last cognitive capabilities to disappear. In eﬀect, this almost
guarantees that music therapy will at least elicit some kind of response from
even the most disabled patients, be it singing and dancing or mere focused
eye movement. That in itself, although it might seem inconsequential, is in
fact crucial and must not be overlooked. Indeed, as we said in Section 8.1.1,
many demented patients become more or less completely apathetic after a
while. Therefore, simply ﬁnding a technique that they respond to is already
very valuable and the very good performance of music therapy in this respect
makes it a worthwhile candidate for further investigation.
Moreover, serious studies with rigorous statistical analyses have shown
that techniques such as U-Cycle Receptive Music Therapy, which we brieﬂy
described in the introduction, eﬃciently reduce the anxiety levels of mild
to moderately incapacitated patients [7]. This in itself is a very signiﬁcant
result, as the U-Cyle protocol is rather easy and cheap to implement and
thus constitutes a very good ﬁrst step in the introduction of music therapy
in everyday clinical practice. However we think one could reasonably hope
to go far beyond that, as music has been seen to have much more dramatic
eﬀects on some patients, going so far as to restore seemingly lost high-level
cognitive functions such as planned and coordinated complex movement for
dancing or even language itself [4].
Finally, music therapy has a powerful impact on the opinions about the
patients that their family and their caregivers have. It is rather common
to hear visiting spouses or children state that seeing their beloved one show
such a positive and elaborate response to music makes them feel as if they
were in front of the person they knew before the illness took its toll on his
or her capacities. In a similar fashion, music therapy positively impacts
staﬀ's general mood in institutions, as they understandably are much more
motivated and happier to take care of patients who still seem lively and
outgoing. This positive inﬂuence on caregivers and family in turn beneﬁts
the patients themselves as they get better care and, probably even more
crucially, realize that they are better considered by those around them, which
greatly impacts their self-esteem.
However, incorporating active music therapy with instruments in the
treatment of dementia can be diﬃcult. First, there is a lack of properly
trained music therapists even though demand is growing thanks to inﬂu-
ential supporters such as Oliver Sacks. Second, patients usually cannot use
elaborate instruments. As a result, traditional active music therapy sessions,
though in fact therapeutically eﬀective, often end up as somewhat unappeal-
ing to patients who are too afraid to or simply cannot sing, with the therapist
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doing most if not all of the instrumental playing.
We think using a video game-based approach can alleviate at least some
of these problems:
• By building on the success of the Wii in elderly care institutions [134]
and providing data logging for easy assessment of patients' progress,
we intend to convince geriatricians to consider and support the use of
active music therapy.
• By providing ways for non-MT practitioners to use it in virtually any
setting, including the patient's home, we hope to help establish ac-
tive music therapy as a standard practice in dementia treatment and
encourage institutions to go one step further and hire a real music
therapist.
• By oﬀering a virtually inﬁnite library of customizable instruments and
interfaces, we aim at helping active music therapy become more entic-
ing and patient-speciﬁc.
8.3 Well-Being in Multiple Contexts
As explained above, since dementia usually cannot be cured we must focus
on reducing its consequences. Indeed, if the various therapies mentioned in
Section 8.2 sometimes do intend to have some sort of impact on the cog-
nitive abilities of patients, hereby reducing the symptoms themselves, they
are much more likely to primarily impact overall well-being. In fact, many
techniques are designed with just this in mind and disregard cognitive en-
hancement: behavioral management, for example, only targets the behav-
ioral manifestations of dementia, while validation therapy mostly targets
self-esteem and apathy.
However well-being is far from being simply a matter of therapy. In fact,
when assessing and trying to enhance well-being, one must take into account
many parameters besides therapeutic processes and consider patients' lives as
globally as possible. Otherwise, even well-thought, potentially very eﬀective
interventions can fail because of utterly simple matters that just have not
been thought through, such as disturbing noises from outside or even simply
insuﬃcient lighting2. Thus, we need to perform such a global analysis to
ensure that our game does not suﬀer from this kind of simple but critical
ﬂaws.
To this end, we ﬁrst examine the most common environmental adapta-
tions implemented in demented patients' homes and specialized institutions.
2Elderly patients' eyes are commonly much less sensitive to light than those of the
general population [146].
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We then cover the best practices in terms of support for caregivers, some-
thing which is absolutely crucial as dementia puts far more burden on them
than other common conditions such as diabetes or motor disabilities. Fi-
nally, we take an in-depth look at select occupational activities and explain
the rationale for their use with demented patients.
8.3.1 Adapted Environments
There are four main aspects to home adaptation for demented patients:
safety, mobility, support for daily activities and behavioral management.
Each one of these areas illustrates some of the issues we will have to tackle
when designing our system.
Safety
Demented patients can have a distorted or even completely inappropriate
perception of danger. This, added to their memory problems, makes it very
important to install several safety modiﬁcations in their living spaces. First,
dangerous objects or appliances must be either locked in a cupboard or
require a code to be turned on. This is particularly important for cookers
and ovens, which, if left on, pose serious burning and ﬁre threats. Second,
heavy objects, objects that can break, furniture with sharp corners or any
other thing can physically harm a person but cannot be removed must be
carefully examined and chosen as sturdy and non-threatening as possible.
Third, necessary commodities must be adapted: hot water temperature must
be lowered and radiators protected to prevent burning; power outlets need
to be protected or locked in place; chimneys should be condemned etc.
Overall, demented patients have a tendency to manipulate objects in
ways that are diﬃcult to predict. Moreover, their motor disabilities and
memory and attention problems make them prone to tumbling, dropping or
breaking things. Consequently, we must make sure that the controller we
use satisﬁes a few safety criteria:
• It must withstand shocks if dropped from a reasonable height.
• There must be no sharp corners or edges, or they must at least be
covered with foam.
• Demented patients should not be able to tear it apart.
Mobility
Improving mobility at home is key to a patient's well-being, as moving
around easily makes it possible to remain autonomous for a much longer
time. Nevertheless, the most central concern is again safety. Falling, a very
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common cause of injury for elderly people, is not directly related to demen-
tia, since balance and support issues as well as body fragility are more or less
as frequent in demented patients as in the general population of the same
age. However dementia-related behaviors such as wandering make mobility
adaptations even more crucial. Additionally, since injuries due to falls are a
leading cause of institutionalization of elderly patients [147], our objectives
in terms of home stay make this issue central in our approach.
First and foremost, ground-level housing must be preferred to prevent
falling. If it is not possible to have everything on one ﬂoor, stair chairs must
be installed. Moreover, anything on which patients might trip, such as low
furniture, power cords or carpets, must be removed or concealed. This also
means that caregivers must be wary of small objects that might have been
left on the ground by forgetful patients. Second, grab-bars, mechanized beds
and similar assistive devices must be placed wherever necessary in order to
make it easy for the patient to move around eﬀortlessly, as being tired greatly
increases the risk of falling. Finally, lighting and visibility conditions must
be improved. Nightlights should be installed in hallways and bathrooms,
reﬂective tape placed on the ﬂoor to help orientation and signal potential
hazards such as low ceilings and overall lighting levels augmented to adapt
to elderly patients' loss of visual acuity.
In the design of our product, these guidelines can be translated into three
important requirements:
• Hardware requirements should be kept to a minimum to limit the num-
ber of cables and devices on which patients might trip.
• Playing must not be too tiring so that patients do not risk falling due
to exhaustion when they stop playing and go somewhere else.
• Large shapes and bright colors must be used to compensate for pa-
tients' vision impairments.
Day-to-day Living
The most important thing to make demented patients' daily activities easier
is to help them orient in time and space. For time, this means placing
calendars and clocks in prominent places in each room to prevent behaviors
such as going to the dinner room every 15 minutes because it may be time
to eat. For space, using signalization across the house such as reﬂective tape
markings to indicate the way to a given room and reminders of all sorts such
as labels on the cupboards makes autonomous navigation much easier.
However orientation is useless for patients if they are not able to ac-
complish their daily tasks autonomously. Consequently, to prevent anxiety
and execution problems, the arrangement of furniture and appliances must
be consistent across diﬀerent rooms and changed as little as possible over
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time. This way, demented patients have a better chance of being able to
accomplish their daily tasks instinctively, whereas a new arrangement may
block them in the middle of something since their executive disabilities make
even small adaptations very diﬃcult. Moreover, the tasks themselves should
be made as easy and straightforward as possible, using simpliﬁed clothing,
precooked food conditioned into portions that can be eaten with the hands,
motor deﬁciency-adapted grooming tools, auto-dial phones etc. Any step
that is automatized or altogether removed from a complex task is one less
chance for patients to get confused.
Again, these recommendations translate into speciﬁc requirements for
our design:
• The system must use strong, simple and consistent visual cues to help
patients understand what they are doing.
• The system should include options to assist or even fully automatize
as many tasks as possible to adapt to patients' disabilities.
• Gameplay should be consistent across all game modes to avoid confus-
ing patients.
• Changes from version to version should be implemented very gradually
to avoid forcing patients to readapt to the game.
8.3.2 Help for the Care Givers
As we have stated multiple times already, one of the main problems of de-
mentia is that it puts a high physical and mental burden on caregivers.
First, demented patients often need nearly permanent surveillance as they
are always at risk of exposing themselves and others to danger, notably
by wandering outside and using dangerous appliances. Second, numerous
stressors come into play to aggravate the distress caused by the very time-
consuming, physically exhausting routine care. No exhaustive survey exists
in this regard, but several studies such as [148] and [149] point to common
sources of stress; disruption of family routine, sleep deprivation, restrictions
on social life, diﬃculty for holidays are the most commonly cited. Finally,
anticipatory grief and transition to institutional care add to the anxiety and
depression commonly experienced by caregivers. In the end, all those factors
combine to create an actual health problem, especially for spouses: caring
for their demented partner increases their mortality risk by 63% compared
to non-caring spouses [150].
All in all, the onset of dementia in a family member always disrupts a
household to quite a large extent, regardless of how much help the family
has access to. However giving proper instruction and support to those who
have to learn to care for a demented person can have a signiﬁcant impact
on their mental and physical health, which in turn enhances the patient's
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quality of life too. The ﬁrst thing to do is to provide caregivers with training
in behavioral management techniques, preferably in the form of psychoedu-
cation. The exact techniques vary, but the basic point is to teach them how
to change their interactions with the demented persons in order to improve
communication and limit distress. Most importantly, this means gaining a
better understanding of the kind of challenges that demented patients face
and adapting discourse and behavior to make the best of the abilities their
loved one may still possess. In [139], Livingston et al. review multiple high-
quality studies that show that such an intervention can improve mood in
both patients and caregivers, reduce behavioral symptoms and delay insti-
tutionalization.
Nevertheless, it remains more or less impossible for caregivers of a de-
mented person to live a normal life. Most importantly, as explained in [149],
the diﬃculties and stress associated with taking holidays as well as the many
restrictions imposed on social life leave them longing for leisure and sleep.
For these reasons, it is very important to provide day or respite care for de-
mented patients so that their usual caregivers can take a break. As shown in
[151], patients who beneﬁt from this kind of in-home services early in their
illness are, on average, kept at home longer, which positively impacts their
mental health and life expectancy.
We think that providing caregivers with a music therapy tool they can
easily use at home can be instrumental in improving their mood and enhanc-
ing communication and interaction with their demented relatives. However,
their necessarily very close involvement in care, as described here, commands
that we carefully take their concerns into account too, in addition to those
of patients and physicians:
• We need to make sure that our system emphasizes the players' strengths
in order to show caregivers a more enjoyable picture of their loved one,
thereby reducing stress and anticipatory grief.
• The system has to be easy enough to use so that auxiliary caregivers
who temporarily relieve the regular ones have no trouble with it and
can ensure treatment consistency.
• Wemust tailor our design to encourage interaction and communication,
as we hope that sharing a fun activity will help caregivers take time to
closely watch their demented relatives and learn how to better interact
with them.
8.3.3 Occupations for Patients
Demented patients, especially in the later stages of the illness, have a ten-
dency to become apathetic. Their depression makes them approach any kind
of new activity as either an uninteresting hassle or an impossible challenge.
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This partly explains why patients in institutions spend almost all of their
day waiting: one would think that with so much time on their hands they
would be eager to participate in various activities, but their low expectations
in terms of pleasure and their fear of failing in fact cause such an apathetic
behavior. Consequently, it is very hard for caregivers and institution staﬀ
to ﬁnd something that demented patients can occupy themselves with, espe-
cially if they have to be autonomous. Properly trained animators however
usually do manage to entertain them, but only thanks to a careful choice of
adapted activities and a lot of dedication.
According to Pierrette Despres, in charge of animation, the one thing
that seems to work best for the patients of Saint-Maurice hospital is cook-
ing. Patients gather in the animation room and, following the animator's
instruction, peel fruits, mix dough etc. to make a given dish, usually some
kind of cake. This activity works very well with patients because it is ex-
tremely intuitive: they have been cooking for their entire life3 and are proud
to show that they can still accomplish this kind of task. Moreover, cooking
comes with a reward since patients get to eat what they have cooked. For
many of them, it is the only occasion to eat a little sugar as diabetes and
other aictions force them to follow a speciﬁc diet4.
The second type of occupation we ﬁnd interesting for our work is visual
and tactile art: drawing, painting or sculpture activities are most of the time
very enticing for demented patients if presented properly. The goal of this
kind of animation is to encourage creativity and motivate patients to use their
cognitive and motor skills so as to slow down their decline. This can work
because patients with dementia often retain a good deal of creativity until
the end and, most importantly, are usually delighted to see their creation
take shape in front of their eyes. However, many occupational therapists
and animators relate that drawing the ﬁrst shape or writing the ﬁrst words
is often very diﬃcult because of patients' executive impairment. Therefore,
in this kind of context the main role of the caregiver is to provide patients
with a starting point, for example by oﬀering to draw a ﬁrst shape together
with them [152]. After that, patients usually get excited by what they are
doing and it is not rare to see some of them paint for more than one hour
straight, which is extremely long when one considers their attention deﬁcits.
This gives us three important hints for our design:
• The system will have to be just like cooking: extremely simple and
intuitive and yet rewarding. Otherwise it will not appeal to all patients
and will fail to serve its purpose of an accessible occupational tool.
3Most demented patients are women who were born and raised in a time when gender
inequalities were hardly a concern.
4Depending on patients' state, physicians do not always grant animation staﬀ permis-
sion to ignore diet recommendations. Since it is unthinkable for patients not to taste what
they cook, recipes must be adapted accordingly.
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• Using sounds and songs like nursery rhymes, which are profoundly
hard-wired in patients' brains, will most likely yield the best results,
as patients are not particularly keen on listening to new songs or trying
new recipes.
• The system should give a prominent place to caregivers, as they will
most likely be needed to provide a starting point and an encouraging
atmosphere, no matter how much eﬀort we put in making the game
intuitive and fun.
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Chapter 9
Design and Testing Protocol
After a thorough review of the context in which our target populations live
and interact, we can start deﬁning our tool itself. This chapter ﬁrst lays
out our objectives and formalizes the multiple constraints inferred from our
assessment of the current situation regarding dementia and its treatment.
Then, we explain the design process and implementation choices that re-
sulted in our ﬁrst prototype. Finally, we cover the two testing phases we
conducted separately: ﬁrst, incremental testing, which we used to correct
and reﬁne our design and, second, usability testing with a ﬁxed design, re-
quired to justify an upcoming large-scale study.
Après une revue détaillée du contexte dans lequel nos populations cibles
vivent et interagissent, nous pouvons commencer à déﬁnir notre outil en lui-
même. Ce chapitre commence par mettre en place nos objectifs et formalise
les multiples contraintes déduites de notre examen de la situation actuelle en
ce qui concerne la démence et son traitement. Ensuite, nous expliquons le
processus de conception et les choix d'implémentation qui nous ont conduit
vers notre premier prototype. Enﬁn, nous relatons les deux phases de test
que nous avons conduites séparément : d'abord la phase incrémentale, qui
nous a servi pour corriger et raﬃner notre design, puis la phase d'étude
d'utilisabilté avec un design ﬁxe, nécessaire pour justiﬁer une étude à grande
échelle à venir.
9.1 Objectives and Constraints
Demented patients have very speciﬁc needs and capabilities; they cannot be
considered simply as healthy subjects with uniformly diminished cognitive
abilities. Indeed, although the illness at ﬁrst glance appears to impact cogni-
tive functioning as a whole, a closer analysis reveals that dementia progresses
in a rather selective and often counter-intuitive manner [153]. This means
that patients may retain capabilities that one would have guessed would be
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quickly lost while other, seemingly much lower-level abilities vanish at a sur-
prising rate. Although it is far from being the only one, music is a very good
example of this: patients who are unable to remember a list of two objects
for more than ﬁve minutes are often capable of recalling and singing a whole
song that they have learned a long time before. This shows that memory is
a very complex function with multiple components that are aﬀected by the
illness in very diﬀerent manners, making it extremely dependent on content
and context.
Consequently, we need to take these speciﬁcities of dementia into ac-
count in our design process. To better specify what this implies, we ﬁrst
deﬁne renarcissization and discuss what makes it our primary long-term ob-
jective. Then, we consider the three main design constraints we derived
from the global study of the illness we conducted in the previous chapter:
low gameplay requirements for patient usability, low hardware and training
requirements for caregiver usability and positive, rewarding outcomes for
both.
9.1.1 Renarcissization
Although its meaning is rather intuitive for people familiar with psychol-
ogy vocabulary, the term renarcissization itself is rarely used, especially in
English-speaking countries. We thus rely on Dr. Péquignot's experience to
deﬁne it as follows:
Renarcissization is the process of restoring patients' self-esteem by having
them take part in activities that strongly highlight their skills and strengths,
thereby helping them to regain conﬁdence and control over their own abilities.
Besides reducing patients' depression levels, we think renarcissization
could have a very signiﬁcant impact on their and their caregivers' quality
of life, ultimately reducing the tremendous economic burden that dementia
imposes on society by delaying institutionalization. Indeed, as explained in
Section 8.1.3, home care is better for both society and the patients them-
selves, and it is usually their behavioral disorders, not their overall health,
that force families to institutionalize their demented elders. Our hope is that
proper renarcissization could greatly reduce these behavioral issues.
Indeed, Dr. Péquignot observed that patients suﬀering from dementia
frequently try to prove to their care givers that they can still live their life
as usual, failing to realize the extent of their disabilities. This for example
results in their trying to clean their house or cook in spite of their caregivers'
recommendations, with the sometimes dire consequences exposed in Section
8.1.3. On the contrary, patients with higher self-esteem should logically be
less likely to try to do things they cannot do anymore. Therefore, we think
that if they are given the means to take part in activities that they enjoy and
that make them feel better about themselves and their remaining abilities,
especially in terms of memory, patients will not feel any urge to show oﬀ in
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front of their caregivers and become much easier to manage.
This calls for aﬀordable and easy-to-use tools such as ours that untrained
helpers such as family members could use to reduce or even prevent the
onset of behavioral disorders in demented patients with minimal equipment
and training costs. Through renarcissization, we expect that the blending
of music therapy and video games within MINWii can (1) be instrumental
in making demented patients feel better and (2) ease the time-consuming,
psychologically-demanding burden of caring for them on their assistants and
families.
9.1.2 Low Cognitive and Motor Requirements
In order to appeal to our users, we must make it easy for them to play
in spite of their disabilities. Indeed, demented patients are rarely keen on
trying something new and are unlikely to persist with a technological device
if they cannot make use of it right away. This means that the skill level
necessary to have fun on ﬁrst contact with the system must be very low
with respect to their motor and cognitive capacities. In order to be able to
deﬁne these speciﬁcations clearly, we choose to restrict our target population
to patients with mild to moderately severe impairment, i.e. with an MMS
score between 10 and 25, and potentially severe but not profound motor,
auditory and visual impairments1.
Low Sensory and Motor Requirements
Conditions such as arthritis and lack of body strength prevent elderly pa-
tients from making large or fast movements. Thus, we must make sure that
our gameplay does not require this kind of interaction. Also, for the same
reasons, patients get tired quite fast, which means that we must make the
game playable in a relaxing, sitting posture and allow for frequent pauses if
necessary.
More importantly, with the damage done to their brains, demented pa-
tients have trouble coordinating multiple joints to execute a complex move-
ment. Consequently, the number of joints involved is a key decision variable
in choosing the mode of interaction: no more than one should have to work
to execute the movements deﬁning the core mechanics of the game.
Additionally, as we explained in Section 8.3.1, the eyes of elderly persons
are often far less sensitive to light and their vision less precise than for
healthy subjects. Therefore, the game must rely on large, brightly colored
visual elements to make things comfortable for patients with moderate visual
impairments.
1Severe but not profound impairment means that the function is strongly diminished
but remains usable in the right context, i.e. patients must at least be able to see large,
solid shapes, hear very loud sounds and move one wrist.
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Low Cognitive Burden
Whereas accessibility for persons with visual, auditory or motor impairments
has always been an active research topic, computer accessibility for cogni-
tively impaired individuals is a rather new concern. Indeed, since around
1995, basic manipulation of computers and web-browsing have gradually
become almost mandatory in many aspects of daily life. Hence the need
to (1) design computer interfaces adapted for cognitively impaired persons
and (2) learn how to choose, organize and format content accordingly. It
is interesting to note that the issue is the subject of intense debate in the
research community, with leading experts advocating more or less opposite
approaches, for example regarding the use of animations [154].
This tells us that it is most likely best to keep text content out of the
way as much as possible, as there is as of today no sure-ﬁre way of making
it understandable for patients. Moreover, menus and choices, text-based or
not, should be avoided wherever possible, with all the gameplay options, such
as gaming mode, diﬃculty level or pointer sensitivity, chosen by the caregiver
before play. Otherwise, given their executive disabilities, patients might get
stuck when asked to make even the smallest decision. This phenomenon
is strongly exempliﬁed in [63], where experimenters relate the surprising
diﬃculties patients had with the Touch anywhere to begin screen: without
an actual suggestion, demented users were stopped by the need to elect a
place to press with their ﬁngers while they were perfectly able to click the
clearly deﬁned buttons that appear in other parts of the interface.
Furthermore, the gameplay must be simple enough for patients to grasp it
instantly. There must be only very little conscious learning to do, as memory-
impaired patients would more or less have to be retaught everything every
time they play. This, in particular, means that no complex actions or button
combinations should be required at any time. In fact, the gameplay would
best use only one kind of action, so that patients would not have to learn
any abstract, arbitrary mapping of buttons, as pressing any of them would
have the exact same eﬀect.
Finally, we must ensure that our game uses only very straightforward
visual cues in order to adapt to the diminished attentional capabilities of de-
mented patients. More speciﬁcally, there should be one and only one clearly
signaled area of interest on screen at all times. Additionally, the graphic
design should rely on large, easily diﬀerentiable shapes such as squares and
circles, and use soothing colors, as a visually appealing interface is actually
more usable [155]. Nevertheless, we believe that the extra visual elements
referred to as eye candy, which give a game a more beautiful appearance but
carry little or no meaning, should be kept to a minimum to avoid distracting
patients.
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9.1.3 Positive Feedback
To reach our goals, an obvious ﬁrst step is to make the game playable by
any individual of our target population. That is the point of the constraints
in terms of motor and cognitive requirements. However, to achieve eﬃcient
renarcissization, one must go considerably further and make sure that the
game actually sends as much positive feedback to players as possible, regard-
less of their performance.
First, like anyone else, demented patients take pleasure and pride in
succeeding in something challenging, but are greatly put oﬀ by failure, as it
yet again reminds them that they have become unable to do some very basic
things that were no issue at all when they were younger. Thus, the game
has to downplay the importance of their impairments by heavily assisting
whatever action might prove too diﬃcult. Conversely, the gameplay must
greatly emphasize their strengths and only use mechanisms that rely on the
abilities best conserved in dementia.
Second, while traditional video games rely on scoring to motivate players,
our context prohibits the use of this lever. Indeed, while skilled patients
would probably be enthusiastic about such a feature, we cannot aﬀord to take
the risk of deterring patients unsatisﬁed with their performance by letting
them compare it to that of other players. However, there is a solution to
this problem: we may include a scoring system, but it must reward eﬀort
only and put emphasis on progress. It would thus be much more similar to
the experience point system of RPG games than to the performance-oriented
scoring of games like Guitar Hero.
Nevertheless, despite the feasibility of such a system, we think that our
best bet to get this kind of positive feedback is to rely on caregivers. Of
course, the music in itself acts as a reward but, according to our experience
with demented patients, nothing works better on them than praise from a
fellow human. Once again, this highlights the need to include caregivers
not only in the design process but also in the gameplay itself, in order to
make sure that they too have fun and are available to give patients the
encouragements they need.
9.1.4 Versatile Setup
Renarcissization is not a one-shot process. In order to enhance and then
keep patients' self-esteem high, one needs to provide empowering activities
on a daily basis. Of course, we do not expect patients to play our game every
single day. Many other kinds of activities are available and common sense
would recommend a varied occupation schedule, engaging patients' abilities
in diverse contexts to maximize transferability to day-to-day living tasks.
However, in order to have a lasting impact on our users, we must make it
possible for them to play the game often and in many diﬀerent contexts
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including, but not limited to:
• Home, for use with their family, assistants or visiting nurses.
• Day-care institutions, for therapeutic use in group activities under the
supervision of a psychologist.
• Hospitals, for therapeutic or occupational use, in groups or solo, de-
pending on the context and goals.
• Specialized institutions, for therapeutic or occupational use but also to
foster interaction with visitors and other patients, both in rooms and
in communal spaces.
Our use of cheap, generic hardware and free software is very well adapted
to this need for ﬂexibility. Indeed, it gives healthcare practitioners the op-
portunity to set up a system for a very small cost, relying on things they
likely already have at hand such as a computer and a TV. However, we
still need to make sure that (1) the game is playable on screens of various
sizes and qualities and (2) that the interface and conﬁguration menus are
usable by people with possibly only basic computer knowledge and, almost
systematically, very little time to learn how to use a new system.
Furthermore, versatility also imposes constraints on the research process
itself. In order for us to design a tool adapted to all these environments, we
must gather data regarding its performance in each of them, with as many
hardware and software conﬁgurations as possible. Consequently, we need to
plan early on for the diﬀusion of the application among the community, as
our limited resources clearly make it impossible for us to conduct all these
tests on our own.
9.2 First Design
After a careful review of the pathology and its consequences on the life
and overall well-being of patients, we started working on a ﬁrst design with
Dr. Péquignot. In this section we explain and justify the design choices
we made, many of which implied important trade-oﬀs. We do this by suc-
cessively analyzing ﬁve of the most prominent features of MINWii: simple
components, pointing-based gameplay, failure-free use, familiar sounds and
caregiver involvement.
9.2.1 Simple Components
As stated before, we have chosen to rely exclusively on oﬀ-the-shelf compo-
nents in order to build a system that could be installed pretty much anywhere
for less than $1000, which is roughly the average price of a one-day hospi-
tal stay. The only necessary equipment is: a standard computer ($500), a
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computer-enabled TV screen ($400), a wireless infra-red Sensor Bar ($20)
to be placed below the screen and at least one Wiimote ($40). We did use
commercial sound synthesis PC software for prototyping, but the new ver-
sion of MINWii, soon to be used in a large scale test, relies exclusively on
free software (Pygame [156], Fluidsynth [121] etc.) released under the GNU
Public License2.
All the interactions can be logged on the hard disks of the computers for
subsequent analysis. Nevertheless, even though it is not required, we suggest
using a personal USB thumb drive ($15) for each patient, containing his or
her preferred conﬁguration and songs as well as logs of previous sessions, as is
done at InGame Lab [44]. This gives a very simple way for physicians to check
on their patients' evolution and greatly limits the risk of inadvertently mixing
up data from diﬀerent persons, as sometimes happens with centralized data
management systems.
Oﬀ-the-shelf components like the Wiimote have another interesting, less
obvious but probably even more relevant characteristic: they usually have a
simple, pleasant aesthetic design. For demented patients who are typically
over 80 years old, this is of importance since any apparent complexity, such
as lots of wires or strange-looking machines, may trigger their constant fear
of failing and breaking objects. Dr. Péquignot's experience with personal
hygiene robots [157] is a good example of this phenomenon: it showed that
even carefully designed, very easy to use devices can be of little practical
interest with some patients because of the adverse reaction they elicit due
to their apparent complexity. Thus, in part because of issues of this kind,
MINWii only uses two pieces of nowadays familiar equipment (laptop and
TV) and two remote-like devices (Wiimotes and Sensor Bar). It is thus much
less likely to be rejected than other, usually aesthetically unpleasant medical
appliances, even if causes a certain amount of anxiety in some patients on
ﬁrst contact.
9.2.2 Pointing-Based Interaction
The gameplay we chose exclusively relies on the infra-red pointing mechanism
provided by the Wiimote. This oﬀers a great advantage over the traditional
designs of commercial Wii games, which usually use more complex interac-
tion schemes that fuse information collected from accelerometers, gyroscopes
and IR camera: here, only wrist movements within most patients' zone of
comfort in terms of amplitude are required. We chose this approach in or-
der to accommodate for the diﬃculties that demented patients have with
complex movements involving the coordination of multiple joints as well as
to enable play in a relaxed, sitting position (see Section 9.1.2). Further-
more, MINWii heavily ﬁlters Wiimote inputs and cursor movements so that
2See www.minwii.org.
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Figure 9.1: Instrument choice screen.
the pointer behaves smoothly enough for patients to feel comfortable. This
slightly hinders responsiveness but is nevertheless unlikely to aﬀect patients'
experience as they tend to play with only very slow movements anyway.
Regarding cognitive issues, pointing is very intuitive and thus has a low
footprint: as we made sure to use only one type of action, i.e. activating
what the user is pointing at by pressing the trigger, the player does not
need to learn a new convention such as this button activates this or this
arrow moves that. This is obviously crucial for patients who often cannot
remember a list of just two or three items for more than a few minutes.
Furthermore, we designed an extremely simple, entirely image-based graph-
ical interface, at least for the part of the game where patients are expected
to act autonomously (see Figure 9.1). We were very careful to adapt the
look-and-feel of the application to our population's reduced attention and
focus abilities, often complemented with some degree of visual impairment.
Everything on the screen is very large and highly contrasted to be easy to
comprehend and we deliberately refrained from using fancy graphics and an-
imations, even though the visual result is consequently considered somewhat
unappealing by some healthy subjects.
More to the point, we also tried to accommodate for the great decision-
making diﬃculties that demented patients usually have. The buttons on the
Wiimote all do exactly the same thing and there is always one and only one
active area at a time on the screen, highlighted as clearly as possible. This
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way, with only one method of interaction and only one object to interact
with, the user never has a choice to make once the game has started and is
much less at risk of feeling lost. Interestingly, this feature is at the opposite
of what is usually considered as a key gameplay asset in traditional video
games: while developers usually try to allow players to reach their goals
using many diﬀerent strategies, since healthy users will usually praise games
that give them the highest freedom of action, the challenge here is to shrink
the choice space while keeping the fun factor as high as possible.
Finally, to make the system look easy to use [155], we chose light pas-
tel colors to get a nice soothing look, since this is the kind of tone that
patients seem to appreciate the most. Also, all the conﬁguration settings
(game diﬃculty, Wiimote sensitivity, pointing mode,...) can be made by the
caregiver with the keyboard or his or her own Wiimote, with no graphical
output displayed to the patient. Indeed, we observed that visual indications
related to such abstract notions often confuse demented patients and might
induce anxiety by making the system look too complicated, just like visibly
complex devices and numerous wires do.
9.2.3 Failure-Free Gameplay
Demented patients often exhibit a systematically defensive attitude regard-
ing anything unfamiliar. They are always afraid to fail or break something
when confronted with a new task. They may also give up very easily if they
do not succeed right away, even when receiving strong encouragements from
their caregivers. For such reasons, we designed a gameplay where failure is
either impossible or very unlikely due to the simplicity of the task at hand.
Moreover, if it does happen, its importance is systematically toned down.
First, no click will result in a dissonant sound since only notes belonging
to the same scale and therefore guaranteed to sound well together can be
played during the game. Thus, a player might fail to produce the sound he
or she was aiming for but the outcome should still be pleasurable. Second,
given how diﬃcult it is for demented patients to use almost any electronic
device autonomously [63], we prefer to see our system as a tool to foster
interaction between patients and caregivers. Consequently, MINWii does
not present judgments of any kind (scoring, game over, etc.) to the patient
and relies on the supervisor to both give praise and help through failure.
The ﬁrst prototype oﬀered two diﬀerent gameplays, Improvisation and
Song which, although they were thought out with the help of an experi-
enced physician, still suﬀered from many ﬂaws mostly due to our underesti-
mating patients' diﬃculties. They consequently evolved greatly throughout
the incremental design phase and are no longer part of the game as is. How-
ever, analyzing them below gives us an opportunity to describe some of the
core characteristics of the game that remain unchanged. Moreover, since we
ultimately want to infer guidelines about how to drive such a design process,
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Figure 9.2: Improvisation screen.
we must describe our starting point:
Improvisation Mode
Here, patients are invited to improvise using a scale of their choice3 by
pointing at a virtual keyboard of 8 or 11 colored keys displayed on the
screen, depending on their level, determined beforehand by the care giver.
A large white dot shows where they are aiming at and highly contrasts with
the keys in the background, which all have their unique pastel color and
display the name of their note in French. The closer to the top of the screen
one clicks, the higher the volume is (see Figure 9.2). Though it is hard to
play fast, rather elaborate melodies can be played quite expressively at a
slow tempo. However the temptation to speed up can be great, so we added
a glissando option that can be switched on or oﬀ by the caregiver; this allows
for more experimental improvisations, but makes it much more diﬃcult to
play expressively.
Song Mode
The very ﬁrst version of the Song Mode was exceedingly simple: we took the
improvisation screen, highlighted a target note and made all the other notes
dark and pale so that the area to click really stood out. Also, in order to have
3C major by default.
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a failure-free gameplay, we kept the possibility to play the dark notes so that
players would not feel stuck and get frustrated when they clicked somewhere
and no sound came out. However we made the sound of these dark notes
much softer so that it remained clear that playing them was not necessary,
in essence giving them the function of possible ornaments for experienced
players.
We started with just a few simple songs that we hoped patients would
remember: several nursery rhymes and a few tunes that were popular when
they were young and went to balls. The aim here was to oﬀer some songs
that were easy to play and remember and some others that would be more
diﬃcult but likely to be tied to happy memories of partying as youngsters.
9.2.4 Familiar Sounds
Music therapists always pay very close attention to the sounds they use
because they can make or break a treatment, depending on how they relate to
a patient's personal tastes and sonorous history. In this study, as none of the
designers were trained in music therapy, we probably did not emphasize the
sonorous dimension per se anywhere as much as a true music therapist would
have. However our purposes are slightly diﬀerent than those of traditional
music therapy as, with the use of a screen and the introduction of some
game-like mechanics, it is not really musical discourse and performance that
interest us here. Consequently, we did not take expressiveness too much into
account when we chose the virtual instruments included in the game. We
simply made sure that they were of suﬃcient quality, which for the most
part simply meant that they did sound like the real instrument they were
recorded from.
What we did pay attention to, however, was how the instruments related
to each other and to our patients' general sonorous history. First, we used
only analog instruments with a rather soft tone, so as to avoid extreme
frequencies that patients might not be able to hear or even could cause pain
due to auditory impairments such as tinnitus. Despite these restrictions, we
nevertheless tried to create a palette with a wide variety of timbres in order
to oﬀer appealing sounds to as many patients as possible regardless of their
musical preferences.
More importantly, as we did for the choice of songs, we picked instruments
that we believed would mean something to our patients given their overall
cultural background. This is a very population-speciﬁc step and, had we
meant to try our system with people from India or South America, we would
most likely have chosen our instruments and songs very diﬀerently. Here,
we targeted French patients who, given their age, share three main sources
of musical experiences: classical Western music, represented by the violin,
piano, ﬂute, cello and tuba; church music, represented by the organ and the
bells; musette balls, which were very popular during the 40's and 50's and
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are here represented by the accordion and the guitar.
9.2.5 Caregiver Involvement
Our very ﬁrst idea was to design a game that demented patients would play
fully autonomously at their own initiative, which is the traditional approach
in most games, even in those that are deemed serious. However, through
review of the literature [63] and brainstorming sessions with Dr. Péquignot,
it quickly became clear that this would mean creating something either so
simple that it could barely be called a game, especially if we were to use only
oﬀ-the-shelf components, or something that would be too complicated for all
but the least impaired patients, a population which is already the target
of a game rather similar to ours, SGCogR, currently under development at
Tekneo [158].
Consequently, we decided to include caregivers in the gameplay from the
beginning, which allowed us to make the game far richer and more complex
than it would otherwise have been, in particular in terms of ﬂexibility and
adaptability of the gameplay to diﬀerent patients. This primarily aﬀects the
design of the starting menu, which, instead of using only images if it had
been targeted at patients themselves, is very similar to that of a regular
computer application, except for two things:
• We wrote everything in large fonts and avoided technical-sounding vo-
cabulary. This way patients, even though they are unable to navigate
through the menus since all the controls are in the hands of the care-
giver, can still read what is on screen without being either frustrated
because they cannot make out the letters or scared because the system
seems too complicated. This is very important since patients tend to
read out loud whatever is written in front of them more or less auto-
matically. With a proper menu layout, we avoid the issue of frustration
due to failure at deciphering unreadable words and even give caregivers
a good occasion to praise patients' ability to read.
• MINWii's ﬁle browser fetches a well-formatted title from song ﬁles
without loading them, similarly to what media players do with MP3
tags. This way, patients can easily read Les feuilles mortes (Yves Mon-
tand) instead of feuillesMortes.xml, which they may have trouble
understanding and thus might see as a frightening sign of complex-
ity. Moreover, just like everywhere else, all unnecessary information
has been removed so that nothing can distract patients from the song
names (see Figure 9.3).
Besides the conﬁguration and menus, we rely on caregivers for one more
crucial thing: feedback for patients. Indeed, as we said in Section 9.2.3,
there is no scoring system in the game since the idea of failure, and therefore
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Figure 9.3: MINWii's custom ﬁle browser.
success, makes very little sense in MINWii. In any case, if failure remains
possible, for example in Song Mode, we certainly do not want to underline
it with any reward mechanism. Therefore, it is up to the caregiver to praise
the patients for their performance, something they are much more apt at
doing than any automatic congratulation mechanism such as that of Guitar
Hero, which would most likely disturb patients' concentration anyway.
9.3 Incremental Testing
The ﬁrst and longest testing phase, as mentioned in the beginning of this
part, was conducted at Saint-Maurice Hospital under the supervision of Dr.
Renaud Péquignot, with invaluable help and feedback from Pierrette De-
spres, in charge of animation. Here, we describe the target population for
this phase and explain how we implemented patient-centric incremental de-
sign with testing in a real clinical setting, which is one of the cornerstones of
our framework. Then, we focus on three major improvements that resulted
from this approach: better Wiimote handling, Challenge Mode and ﬁnally
Reminiscence Mode.
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9.3.1 Population and Protocol
To get a good sample of our target population (see Section 9.1.2), we tested
our system in the Geriatrics Unit of Hospital Saint-Maurice, where patients
usually stay for up to two months, depending on their condition and on
the follow-up care available. They are usually not admitted because of their
dementia or other chronic problems but for temporary issues such as recovery
from surgery. In the best-case scenario, they go back to their home after
about a month of treatment. However many patients end up in a specialized
institution after their stay: even though they often can be cured of the
conditions that brought them to Saint-Maurice, the process still takes too
big a toll on them to allow them to go back home safely afterwards.
For each session, we selected several patients with suspicion of Alzheimer's
disease, a Mini Mental State score [142] between 10 and 25 (out of 30) and
no profound deafness, blindness or motor disabilities. From November 2009
to March 2010, once a week, those who were available were encouraged to
come to the animation room and play music with the remotes, for a total of
18 sessions. As participation was voluntary and therefore greatly depended
on both the patient's mood on that day and the overall relationship he or
she had with the caregivers who were proposing the activity, some of our
test subjects played only once while others joined almost every week of their
stay. However this variability was not an issue since our goal was simply to
improve the system using anecdotal evidence before undertaking controlled
studies4.
We usually ended up with a group of 3 or 4 patients whom we would sit
together in a semi-circle in front of the projection screen in the animation
room, which made it clear to them that this was a group activity. They
would each be given a Wiimote and then would take turns playing the song
of their choice, with staﬀ members sitting next to them and giving as much
help as needed. After each session, we would have a debrieﬁng meeting
with the staﬀ members involved that day to discuss ﬂaws that needed to be
corrected and potential improvements regarding not only the system itself
but also the organization and method used to conduct the sessions, such as
the timeline, vocabulary used, amount of help provided etc.
9.3.2 Wiimote Handling
Demented patients, due to their frequently rather old age, usually have many
moderate issues besides their cognitive impairment, such as low movement
amplitude. We realized during the very ﬁrst session that because of condi-
tions such as arthritis, many would not be able to bend their wrist downward
4We were able to conduct this testing without having patients sign anything, since we
did not need to collect any personal information about their participation. However, as a
consequence, no precise records of attendance exist.
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suﬃciently to point at the screen with the Wiimotes: test subjects were al-
ways aiming rather far above the projection area, so that supervisors had to
take their hand and guide them, consequently more or less playing in their
stead. Our ﬁrst idea to work around this was to place the sensor bar high
above the screen too, so that the Wiimote would be able to pick its signal
up when held almost upwards. However this solution, besides forcing us into
crafting a custom sensor bar holder, was rather unsatisfactory due to the
large discrepancy it induced between where the pointer was on screen and
where the Wiimote was actually pointing.
Dr. Péquignot then jokingly suggested that we use a pistol instead of
the Wiimote to make things easier for patients. However, when he made
that joke, he was not aware that an accessory such as the Wii Pistol (see
Figure 3.2) actually existed. This hollow plastic gun, in which the Wiimote
can be encased, makes it very easy to hold the Wiimote and enables playing
without having to bend the wrist. After a short discussion regarding the way
it would aﬀect patients, we decided to give it a try the following week, even
though we did fear that it would shift the focus of the game from playing
music to shooting and, much worse, could trigger undesirable reminiscence
of patients' potentially violent past.
Indeed, besides making things easier from a motor point of view, the
pistol shape, for the same reasons that it may encourage sad reminiscence or
even aggressive behaviors, obviously has a strong aﬀordance5 for the task at
hand. In fact, guns and their depictions are so ubiquitous in our society that
even the most diminished patients were able to recognize and understand
the purpose of the controller we gave them, which was an invaluable asset
for us.
In the end, these observations clearly highlight the advantages of using
oﬀ-the-shelf components: instead of having to build a custom contraption,
a quick run to the store made it possible to try our new idea right away
without any signiﬁcant eﬀort. Furthermore, while mounting the bar above
the screen would have at best solved only the issue of wrist bending, thanks
to the aﬀordance of the Wii Pistol we signiﬁcantly improved the gameplay
in multiple areas at almost no cost.
9.3.3 Challenge Mode
Although patients were almost invariably enthusiastic about playing songs
of their choice, the ﬁrst version of Song Mode was clearly too diﬃcult for
them. They were often unable to hit the highlighted bar even after several
attempts, mostly because their grip and posture were not solid enough to
keep the pointer steady and in place when pressing the trigger. Thus, they
5In this work, we use the deﬁnition of aﬀordance which prevails in the Human-
Computer Interface community: the capacity of an object to suggest its own use within a
given context.
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did not really feel empowered when they played, as they required extensive
help from the caregivers supervising the session. Although they still seemed
to take great pleasure in the activity despite the fact that their helpers did
most of the playing, such a gameplay was unlikely to induce renarcissization
and had to be changed to meet our objectives.
In the new version, which we renamed Challenge Mode, the patient still
clicks the keys that highlight successively according to the song chosen. How-
ever, there are a few crucial diﬀerences that make it much easier and more
enjoyable. First, caregivers can control whether clicking the wrong note pro-
duces a sound or not. This is very important since we saw that even though
their volume was much lower, wrong notes still distracted and confused pa-
tients and were not at all used as ornaments like we thought they could be.
Second, caregivers can also decide to allow partial hits or not. By partial
hits we mean the fact that the patient clicks outside of the target note but
then manages to bring the pointer in the right area without depressing the
trigger. Allowing partial hits makes it much easier to play but can be some-
what confusing since it makes it less clear which areas are active and which
are not. Third, and most importantly, we made the highlighted note triple
in size and cover the two adjacent ones. Aiming is consequently much easier,
especially when playing consecutive degrees, which make up for most of the
intervals used in popular songs.
Although aiming and clicking at a reasonable pace without too many er-
rors still seemed to be a big challenge in spite of our gameplay modiﬁcations,
we started hearing patients say things like It's hard, we have to remember
the lyrics or I remembered only because you helped me. In fact, they
very rarely commented on the diﬃculty of the task itself but, on the con-
trary, often made remarks about the diﬃculty of remembering melodies and
lyrics. This was a big surprise since, probably thanks to our choosing mostly
nursery rhymes that are engraved in the brain of virtually anyone raised in
France, they were actually able to recall the songs quite well.
These remarks lead us to add lyrics to the virtual keyboard, coming
back on the decision we had made not to use any text in the parts of the
interface intended for patients. Although displaying them karaoke-style, i.e.
sentence by sentence at the bottom of the screen, is useful to understand
the meaning of the words and forecast what is coming next, we thought it
would be too taxing for the limited attentional abilities of our test subjects,
who would most likely experience diﬃculties to go back and forth between
the highlighted note and the lyrics. We consequently chose to display each
syllable in large letters right in the center of the corresponding highlighted
note. This approach prevented patients from having to switch their focus
between diﬀerent areas of the screen and was considered more beneﬁcial
than the karaoke layout, although it failed to provide the same contextual
information.
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9.3.4 Reminiscence Mode
Once we added the lyrics to the virtual keyboard, patients started singing
along much more enthusiastically. Moreover, the various gameplay tweaks
we had introduced, in particular highlighted note inﬂation, enabled us to let
them play much more autonomously, giving much lighter and less frequent
help than before. Nevertheless, it remained impossible for them to play with
the proper rhythm, or even close to it: pointing and clicking, given their
diminished skills, was doable but far too slow to let them play the songs as
intended.
However, as we said earlier in this section, patients did not seem at all
concerned by the fact that they needed so much help to perform the songs
more properly, even when the end result remained largely unsatisfactory in
terms of musicality in spite of caregivers' heavy intervention. This shows that
they either were not really aware of how much assistance they were given
or simply did not care about properly pointing and clicking. In any case,
they did not seem to mind that the caregiver was actually doing almost all
of the Wiimote handling for them; they appeared to be incomparably more
focused on their ability to remember the melodies and lyrics to the songs.
This convinced us to try to explore a new direction, even if it meant loosening
our interpretation of the easy to use, hard to master rule of game design.
To focus the gameplay on reminiscence, we lowered the game's diﬃculty
to a level well below what we had intended in the beginning. In Reminiscence
Mode (see Figure 9.4), instead of having to click in the right place to play,
patients can simply hover over the highlighted notes with the trigger pressed
in, and the system makes sure that the melody is played with the proper
rhythm. One can thus play without even looking at the screen by simply
pushing the trigger and shaking the Wiimote from left to right, something
that one of our test subjects, even though severely disabled, was thrilled to
discover with some practice. Seeing the success of this type of gameplay
(see Chapter 10), we went even further and added a mode where pressing
the trigger is not even required. This proved useful for some patients but
did remove enough sense of control for others to complain, which led us to
include both options in the ﬁnal version, in the aim of appealing to as many
patients as possible.
9.4 Usability Testing
Once we had obtained a suﬃciently reﬁned design, we started a pilot study
with a ﬁxed version of the software and systematic trials. Our goal was to
methodically demonstrate MINWii's adequacy with the needs of demented
patients and its easy integration in existing protocols by trying it out in a
diﬀerent setting with a diﬀerent approach and, most importantly, with new
session managers who were not involved in the design process. This phase
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Figure 9.4: Au clair de la lune in Reminiscence Mode.
was conducted under the supervision of Pr. Anne-Sophie Rigaud at the
LUSAGE, a research unit of Broca Hospital in Paris. Two Broca psychol-
ogists, Sandra Boefsplug and Mélodie Boulay, directed the testing sessions
twice a week.
Here, we ﬁrst describe our smaller but this time ﬁxed test population.
Then, we explain the organization of the sessions, which was quite diﬀerent
from the previous study. Finally, we list the measurements this systematic
approach allowed us to perform and explain their relevance.
9.4.1 Population and Protocol
We recruited seven patients hospitalized in a long term care unit at La
Collégiale Hospital in Paris for this study. They all suﬀered from Alzheimer's
disease according to -ADRDA6 diagnosis criteria [159]. MMS score ranged
from 12/30 to 22/30 with a mean score of 16.71. The sample sample was
composed of 4 women and 3 men aged from 77 to 95 years, with a mean age
of 88.5. Contrarily to those at Saint-Maurice, the test subjects involved here
were all long-term patients, even though some of them still expected to go
6This test is speciﬁc to Alzheimer's disease and is thus very diﬀerent from the MMS,
which measures cognitive impairment regardless of its causes. Such a diagnosis is not very
relevant for this thesis, as MINWii targets all demented elderly patients, including but
not limited to those with Alzheimer's disease. However, precisely characterizing our test
subjects' conditions was important for the LUSAGE's own research.
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back to their home in spite of the physicians' opinion.
The testing sessions, which this time were individual to eliminate po-
tential biases due to the inﬂuence of other players, took place once a week,
for approximately 10 to 20 minutes per patient, in the living room of the
LUSAGE User Lab at La Collégiale Hospital [160]. One psychologist sat
next to the patient playing to give instructions and help if needed, while the
other carried out observations. An engineer was also present to setup and
launch the prototype and observe the sessions.
To get reliable measurements, we decided to try only the Challenge Mode
without partial hits (see Section 9.3.3, as the Reminiscence Mode was too
assistive for us to properly qualify errors. We proceeded as follows:
• First, we arranged one training session to let patients get familiar with
the interface. This comprised four tasks designed to go from the sim-
plest to the most complex action: 1) four shots at a single colored
strip: we asked the patient to aim at the strip and press the trigger
to produce a sound; 2) four shots at two colored strips: the patient
had to alternatively aim at each strip and press the button to produce
two diﬀerent sounds; 3) four shots at a single, moving colored strip:
each time the patient activated the note, the strip disappeared and
reappeared elsewhere; 4) we ﬁnished the familiarization sessions with
one try at the test song, Au clair de la lune.
• We followed the ﬁrst, familiarization session with three sessions where
patients played the test song twice in a row. There was no obvious
sign that the song looped back to its beginning since MINWii leaves
the task of stopping sessions entirely in the hands of the caregiver.
Nevertheless, patients did understand that it was the end of the song
by following the melody or, more frequently, by reading the lyrics. If
they did not play right through into the new iteration, we took the
opportunity to pause for a minute, give them praise and encourage
them to share their impressions and opinions.
• We concluded with a session where the patient was left alone in the
room to see if an autonomous use of the interface was possible. The
room conﬁguration still allowed for exterior observation and even inter-
ventions of the psychologist if needed. We also took advantage of this
last session to have patients try out the Reminiscence Mode, with a
song of their choice especially imported into the system if they wanted.
All sessions were video-recorded in order to carry out a systematic analysis
of patients' utterances and a precise, a posteriori study of how they used the
system.
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9.4.2 Measurements
Using a ﬁxed protocol with a ﬁxed population allowed us to make reliable
measurements to assess the adequacy of MINWii. Moreover, since we had a
very small sample of patients, systematic measurements also enabled us to
make quantiﬁed comparisons between them. This produced interesting albeit
anecdotal evidence of the inﬂuence of various parameters such as MMS and
motor disabilities.
The parameters we measured were:
1. Eﬃcacy indicators: number of errors (clicks outside of the high-
lighted note) during each task.
2. Eﬃciency indicators: time to complete each task and number of
interventions of the moderator.
3. Semi-qualitative measurements: satisfaction questionnaire with a
ﬁve-point Likert scale and analysis of verbalizations and behavior of
the patient during the sessions.
The satisfaction scale included seven questions with responses ranging
from not satisﬁed (=0 points) to very satisﬁed (=4 points), giving a max-
imum possible score of 28. We administered the questionnaire twice, once
after the familiarization session and the second time after the fourth session,
as autonomous play made the ﬁfth unsuitable for the satisfaction question-
naire.
For some measurements, we took advantage of MINWii's extensive log-
ging capabilities to automatically record part of the data such as the number
of errors and the time taken to complete each task. If needed, sessions could
also be replayed in their entirety to observe speciﬁc processes and try to cat-
egorize the diﬀerent types of errors patients made. Nevertheless, the analysis
of behavior, verbalizations, manipulation of the Wiimote and number of ver-
bal and physical interventions of caregivers was conducted a posteriori with
the videos.
Chapter 10
Results
The two test phases yielded many interesting results, both qualitative and
quantitative. What we have seen so far already enables us to conclude on
MINWii's validity as an occupational tool from the standpoint of both pa-
tients and caregivers. Moreover, there are more than enough encouraging
hints of MINWii's therapeutic potential to justify a large-scale randomized
controlled study to truly assess its impact from this point of view.
In this chapter, we review these results, organized in three categories.
First, we cover usability issues. Then, we analyze MINWii's ability to moti-
vate patients and generate fun and pleasure, two aspects that are at the core
of any successful game, serious or not. Finally, we discuss the ways in which
MINWii both nurtures and relies on human contact, justifying our decision
to use group sessions and to closely involve caregivers.
Les deux phases de test ont donné de nombreux résultats intéressants, à
la fois qualitatifs et quantitatifs. Ce que nous avons vu jusqu'à présent nous
autorise déjà à conclure concernant la validité de MINWii en tant qu'outil
occupationnel, que ce soit du point de vue des patients ou des aidants. De
plus, nous disposons d'un nombre plus que suﬃsant d'indices laissant croire
au potentiel thérapeutique de MINWii pour justiﬁer une étude contrôlée ran-
domisée à plus grande échelle pour véritablement quantiﬁer son impact de ce
point de vue.
Dans ce chapitre, nous examinons ces résultats, regroupés en trois caté-
gories. D'abord, nous abordons les questions d'utilisabilité. Ensuite, nous
analysons la capacité de MINWii à motiver les patients et à créer fun et
plaisir, deux aspects centraux du succès de tout jeu, sérieux ou non. Enﬁn,
nous détaillons les mécanismes selon lesquels MINWii s'appuie sur le contact
humain pour mieux le promouvoir, justiﬁant ainsi notre décision d'organiser
des sessions de groupe et d'impliquer fortement les aidants.
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10.1 Usability
In Section 1.2, we explained how crucial good patient and caregiver usability
was for a healthcare game and thus constituted one of the three key points
of our framework. Here, we discuss how MINWii fulﬁlls and even exceeds
the requirements laid out in this regard in Section 1.2, as shown for example
by the good satisfaction scores reported by patients (see Figure 10.4). First,
we cover patients' reaction to the pointing mechanism and overall motor
aspects of the interaction. Second, we look at how the system integrates
into a clinical environment. In particular, we examine how it meets the
expectations of experienced caregivers and how it ﬁts in their daily routine.
Last, we consider MINWii's usability in terms of cognitive burden which, in
our opinion, is best reﬂected in the amount of help patients require and in
their overall level of autonomy.
10.1.1 Pointing
First, in the usability study, every patient succeeded in holding and pointing
the Wiimote pistol properly from the ﬁrst training session on. This obser-
vation is supported by the data we collected through the Wiimotes, which
shows that during the familiarization session all but Subject B completed the
three tasks relatively fast. Most likely due in large part to the high range
of cognitive impairment in our sample population (12 ≤MMS ≤ 22), there
were clear diﬀerences in the amount of time patients needed to understand
and start controlling the interaction mechanism. However, the fact that all
but one of them were successful at basic pointing exercises shows that this
interaction model is very well adapted for use with most patients, even those
who are signiﬁcantly diminished (10 ≤MMS ≤ 15).
We also observed that physical disabilities due to age such as degenera-
tive osteoarthritis, after-eﬀects of hemiplegia or small tremors did not make
proper use of the Wiimote Pistol impossible. The controller was judged
slightly too heavy by most patients, but most of them did not seem to be
actually bothered. A lighter controller would deﬁnitely reduce fatigue but we
have seen that most patients are comfortable enough to play for at least 10
minutes in a row without feeling any pain. Consequently, we think that the
other advantages that the Wiimote oﬀers in terms of price and availability,
which would be lost with a custom controller, are suﬃcient to justify our
keeping it in the ﬁnal design despite its relatively high weight.
However, close monitoring by a caregiver again proved crucial as bad
positions and postures had to be corrected for some patients. The posture
that seemed to be best adapted, with the arm holding the pistol near the
body and the elbow against the hip, was not spontaneously adopted by all.
Some extended their arm forward (Subjects D and E) and quickly felt tired,
whereas they were able to play for extended periods of time once caregivers
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corrected their position. Others had a tendency to aim as with a real gun
with the cannon in the line of sight (Subjects E and F) which was quite a
straining posture for their neck, shoulder and arm. Moreover, it was also
misleading since, when we implemented our pointing assistance algorithms,
we gave up true 1:1 correspondence between pistol and pointer to make the
movement of the cursor smoother. This resulted in a small but perceptible
diﬀerence between its position and the actual place the cannon of the pistol
was pointing at. Having patients play in an armchair or with a tablet to
support their elbow would most likely solve these problems as it would (1)
suggest the proper position, (2) hide the discrepancy between pistol and
cursor, since it is small enough to be noticeable only by placing one's eye
directly in the cannon's line of sight and (3) further reduce the fatigue due
to the weight of the Wiimote.
In the end, the shooting task in itself was within the reach of a large
majority of the patients involved in the two studies but execution remained
very slow. Thus, even though they knew the songs well enough to sing
them if asked to, patients were unable to recognize the melodies when they
played them. This task was likely too demanding for their abilities from the
cognitive and motor points of view. We solved this problem with the addition
of heavy rhythmic assistance in the Reminiscence Mode, which enabled all
of the patients who tried it to play with a rhythm much closer to that of the
original melody, resulting in much more powerful episodes of reminiscence
which we discuss in Section 10.2.3.
10.1.2 Integration
While the most important thing for patients is that the game be fun, to
appeal to caregivers it must primarily be extremely easy to use even without
any training in computer science or music therapy. More speciﬁcally, the
system must ﬁrst be quick and easy to set up and robust enough to work
instantly every time. It is obviously quite hard to give precise deﬁnitions of
what quick, easy and robust mean in practice, as limits to what is acceptable
always depend on many complex factors, of which level of impairment, en-
vironmental context and staﬀ workload are just a few salient examples. For
our purposes however, we agreed with healthcare practitioners on a general
maximum setup time of 3 minutes and a maximum failure rate of 5%.
With our prototype, which was nowhere near as integrated and user-
friendly as the new production version is, robustness was far better than
required. We did encounter a few surprising bugs at startup but not even
a single session was interrupted due to a system failure. We credit our
constant focus on simplicity for this good performance, as it seems that
using simple and mature tools kept us free of the unexpected errors that are
almost invariably the ﬂip side of the coin with brand new, high-end devices
and applications.
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As for setup time, the 3 minute limit was never exceeded as long as the
audio and video systems were already in place. Indeed, at Saint-Maurice, the
most time-consuming step was by far the installation of the projector and
projection screen. When everything had to be taken out of the storage room
and installed in the animation room, setup did take more than 3 minutes.
This was not much of a problem since we were organizing group sessions
which, with at least 3 and frequently 4 patients, always lasted more than an
hour. However, had we used it for solo sessions, such a setup would have
been completely impractical.
Thus, if, for instance, one is to move from room to room and conduct
individual sessions with each patient, we suggest using a large computer-
enabled TV instead, as we did for the usability study at Broca. This way,
with just two cables connecting the computer and the TV, one for audio
and one for video, one gets a fully functional system that can be moved
around rather easily on a standard hospital tray. Furthermore, if such TVs
are already in place in patients' rooms, as is increasingly the case due to
signiﬁcant price cuts for such appliances, the system can be up and ready
in less than a minute, making it practical for even the busiest of healthcare
practitioners.
Our second and most profound concern in terms of usability for care-
givers was whether they would be able to manage sessions easily with the
system. Of course, this includes the ability to conﬁgure sessions and navi-
gate through song ﬁles, but given the sheer simplicity of the interface such
things were unlikely to cause problems. Much more complex was the ques-
tion of how caregivers would explain the purpose of the game to patients,
ensure their safety, understand their mistakes, help them make adjustments,
manage their potential behavioral issues and so on. After testing the system
for the equivalent of about 100 individual 10-minute sessions, we can safely
say that MINWii is very unlikely to raise speciﬁc issues that caregivers are
not accustomed to. Both at Saint-Maurice and Broca, they were able to
introduce the activity, identify what caused patients' diﬃculties and distress
and provide help as they were used to doing.
We however did adjust two important features of our design and protocol
to progressively make these support tasks easier than they were during the
ﬁrst sessions. Otherwise, it seems unlikely that MINWii could have been
put to good use by any but the most dedicated and well-trained caregivers,
which is the complete opposite of our goal. Here, again thanks to our early
and recurrent testing, we were able to detect several patient management
caveats and correct them eﬃciently. First, as we said earlier, we realized
that patients would try to read any text displayed on the screen, even when
speciﬁcally told not to bother. Thus, we decided to write everything in big
fonts, including what was only intended for caregivers. Second, along the
same lines, we hid all signs of complexity such as cables, auxiliary devices or
conﬁguration menus and options as much as possible so that things looked
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simple and natural to patients. These two things were the main causes
of frustration and anxiety and working around them alleviated the need for
caregivers to manage patients' outbursts. Once that was done, making things
easier for supervisors mostly was a matter of better adapting the gameplay
to demented patients, thus giving them more autonomy, which is the subject
of the next point.
10.1.3 Autonomy
We have explained that instead of pursuing the seemingly unattainable goal
of making MINWii playable autonomously by patients with an MMS under
20, we chose to include caregivers in the gameplay and at least partly rely
on them for several features that a healthcare game must have, such as
proper guidance and reward. For this reason, MINWii neither contains in-
game instructions and tutorials nor explicit scoring and reward mechanisms,
although the latter can be considered to be one of the implicit roles of the
musical output. However, counting on the close involvement of caregivers
does not mean that we should not try to make it easier for patients to
navigate through the game and play it as autonomously as possible.
As with any other game, there is a clear tension between ensuring that
MINWii is easy and pleasurable enough to play and making it challenging
enough to give players a sense of achievement and empowerment. The pe-
culiar part here is that contrarily to what is considered fun in a very large
majority of commercial games, challenge, in our context, is not very appeal-
ing to players and can even be dangerously deterrent if it is too pronounced
(see Section 10.2.2). Thus, we focused on maximizing ease of play and plea-
sure and tried to put in just enough challenge to keep patients interested
and make them feel empowered to renarcissize them. It turned out that
enough really was not much: we show how successful pushing this logic to
its furthest extent was in Section 10.2.3. Here, we only address the reaction
to the general gameplay elements that we included to move towards this goal
of simpliﬁcation, such as single focus gameplay, use of simple, large shapes
with bright colors etc. that we cited in Section 9.2.
First, patients seemed to understand the purpose of the game very well
in spite of their disabilities. The very good aﬀordance of the Wii Pistol
and the close resemblance of the virtual keyboard with the white keys of a
regular piano most likely played a central role in achieving this. Second, as
the generally low number of necessary verbal interventions shows (see Figure
10.1), patients rarely got stuck while playing the game, thanks to our making
the course to follow extremely obvious with enlarged, brightly colored and
shining highlighted notes contrasting with much smaller, dark gray keys on
the rest of the screen. Moreover, when they did get stuck, often because
the highlighted note moved too far and challenged their attention abilities,
a little prompting from caregivers was usually suﬃcient to get them back on
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Figure 10.1: Number of verbal interventions by the psychologist.
track. There were of course times when we had to re-explain the purpose of
the game and show them where they were supposed to shoot, but except for
one test subject who ended up quitting the experiment (see Section 10.2.2),
these episodes of major confusion were rare and did not prevent the session
from continuing eventually.
As Figure 10.1 shows, patients needed lesser and lesser help to complete
their task in the usability study, which suggests that they were getting better
at playing but also that the psychologists following them learned to give
more eﬃcient help, eventually intervening no more than 6 times during the
entire session for 4 out of 7 patients. Moreover, physical help proved almost
totally unnecessary for all but one patient, which shows that the actions
we required from them were always within their reach in both motor and
cognitive terms. We were worried about this at ﬁrst when we tested the
game at Saint-Maurice, as before the introduction of Reminiscence Mode we
had to take patients hands in ours and aim for them quite often. But it
turns out that it was simply because we were too impatient to have them
hear the music with the proper rhythm. When given enough time, as they
were during the usability study, patients were fully capable of completing
the task on their own, albeit much too slowly from a musical standpoint.
Finally, the strong decreasing trend in the time taken to complete the
sessions (see Figure 10.2) and, to a lesser extent, in the number of errors (see
Figure 10.3), clearly demonstrates a powerful learning eﬀect, even though
patients rarely recalled having played before. This ﬁnding is consistent with
the known fact that learning new motor and perceptual skills is possible in
AD patients because it depends on procedural memory abilities, which are
better spared by the disease [161]. Indeed, according to [162], in this kind
of procedural learning skills are mastered without awareness, often simply
by repeated exposure, and can be unconsciously revived from implicit mem-
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Figure 10.2: Time necessary to complete the session.
Figure 10.3: Number of errors (clicks out of the highlighted note).
ory1. Better yet, looking at the results for the last session, which was played
autonomously, one can see that most patients were able to complete their
task in roughly the same time as they did with help, showing that their
learning did stick from session to session. We can consequently claim that
our results are not merely a consequence of the psychologists getting better
at helping and reﬂect actual progress by patients. This shows that MINWii
is indeed well adapted to our target population, as it relies on abilities that
are preserved well enough to allow patients to increase their skills through
practice even without any recollection of the previous sessions.
10.2 Motivation and Fun
Although we are making healthcare-oriented serious games, our primary
objective, at least prior to actual therapeutic validation, remains for patients
who play MINWii to have fun. Indeed, if we achieved that goal, our game
1This is one of the bases of the action of CST (see Section 8.2.2).
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would already have a signiﬁcant impact on their lives, since distractions
suitable for our target population are not so numerous and often quite hard
to implement, be it at home or in institutions. Once fun is guaranteed, we
can try to assess and then enhance MINWii's therapeutic impact by altering
the gameplay and protocol of use. However, modifying the game to meet
therapeutic goals requires that we ﬁrst clearly identify what makes it fun
and motivating, in order to make sure that these fundamental characteristics
are not lost when we try to make it more therapeutically eﬃcient.
To this end, in this section, we review patients' reactions to the three
main gameplay modes and try to understand what made them successful
or not with which player proﬁle. First, we discuss the Improvisation Mode
and the acute need for guidance that most patients exhibited. Second, we
focus on the risks and beneﬁts of the Challenge Mode which, even though
it proved quite demanding and thus disappointed many patients, could be
highly beneﬁcial for those who like it, precisely because it is so hard. Finally,
we examine Reminiscence Mode, by far the most popular of all three, in
detail to explain why we see this speciﬁc gameplay as a good basis for a ﬁrst
production version of MINWii.
10.2.1 Necessary Guidance
For the very ﬁrst session, only the Improvisation Mode was available. We
were thrilled to see that patients were willing to play when asked to, some of
them even showing signs of great enthusiasm and rather surprising pointing
skills for a ﬁrst trial. However, none of them were willing to explore the
system in depth on their own, let alone improvise. When invited to do so,
they said things like I don't know any music or Hum me some tunes
and never even tried to click random notes, shake the Wiimotes or click the
corners of the screen the way most of the healthy subjects who tried the
application during informal testing did.
Even though it is somewhat characteristic of demented patients, the ex-
tent of their unwillingness to experiment still surprised us. It is a well known
fact that Alzheimer's disease and other forms of dementia, even though they
hinder patients' motor and cognitive abilities, do not take away their cre-
ative intent, which they readily express in activities such as painting and
sculpture, even though they sometimes need prompting from caregivers to
do so. Consequently, we thought patients would also be happy to express
themselves musically through improvisation, which proved completely wrong
since we could not get even a single patient to try improvising freely.
A possible explanation is of course that we simply did not ﬁnd the right
interface design for patients to engage in free musical expression or that
our choice to organize group sessions induced some sort of stage fright in
patients2. However we think that these results are not the consequence of a
2Stage fright was probably part of the problem indeed, but since patients seemed much
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mere design or protocol ﬂaw but have more structural causes. Improvisation,
contrarily to painting, is a real-time process, which makes it diﬃcult for
patients who are typically slowed down in their movements and cognition.
Furthermore, since music has no direct ﬁgurative capability, or at least far
less than painting or sculpture, it is extremely diﬃcult to ﬁnd something for
patients to root their improvisation into: there is no simple equivalent of
draw your house or mold a vase with music.
Nevertheless, when we suggested a song they remembered, patients were
more than happy to try playing it with the improvisation keyboard. Of
course, even though one of them needed no help at all (she was a former
pianist and had a rather high MMS rating of 22), the others were not able to
play a song without extensive assistance from a musically trained caregiver,
here Dr. Péquignot. Furthermore, besides the pointing issue, and although
8 or 11 notes are more than enough to improvise, many of the songs that
patients would have liked to play did not ﬁt into a single scale. Thus, impro-
visation does not appear as the best basis to design a game aiming to provide
untrained caregivers with a tool to have demented patients play with music
in a fun and easy way.
That does not mean that this mode should be discarded altogether: in-
teresting results can still be obtained under the close supervision of an expe-
rienced caregiver. First, properly trained music therapists may be able to get
patients to overcome their fears and begin experimenting with the system.
Second, all patients are diﬀerent and we did encounter at least one test sub-
ject whose preferred interaction mode was this one. Finally, improvisation
clearly was the mode of choice for healthy subjects during informal testing
and, as such, is likely to be the most appealing for demented patients' visi-
tors, especially children. Consequently, we think that improvisation should
remain in MINWii, if only for the few patients that will prefer it, and should
be experimented with by experienced music therapists, but we will never-
theless focus on the enhancement of the other modes for the ﬁrst production
release.
10.2.2 Risky Challenge
In Challenge Mode, which was introduced shortly after the Improvisation
Mode, at least in its ﬁrst, naive version, patients could play a song without
needing help to ﬁnd the right notes to click on. We felt we were on the right
track because patients were much more comfortable following the highlighted
notes than trying to create something on their own and would then clap,
sing and start reminiscing more and more often. They were overall clearly
having fun, as shown by their answers to the satisfaction questionnaire in
the usability test (see Figure 10.4). However, in Challenge Mode, failure
more concerned by our judgment than by that of their peers, solo sessions would most
likely not solve this issue.
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Figure 10.4: Satisfaction scores at sessions 1 and 4.
remained rather likely due to the relative diﬃculty of shooting fast and
accurately. Thus, playing the song from start to end still demanded quite a
lot of time and became rather frustrating without active physical help from
a caregiver, as patients otherwise had a lot of trouble following even simple
rhythms on their own and were thus unable to recognize the songs.
Here again, most patients did not seem to be excited by the challenge
in itself, which makes sense since they are used to failing at even the sim-
plest tasks and thus develop a tendency to avoid any potentially diﬃcult
enterprise. In fact, although it was somewhat easier to convince them to try
the game out when we had songs to propose instead of just improvisation,
many ended up quite frustrated by this mode. The worst case was the pa-
tient who quit the usability study because she experienced great diﬃculty
with the gameplay. She repeated several times that she used to play a lot
of music when she was younger and that what we were oﬀering was far too
rudimentary to be interesting and would teach her nothing. This shows (1)
that trying to entice demented patients with challenge is quite risky and (2)
that MINWii and other musical games, although it may seem surprising at
ﬁrst, are not necessarily suitable for musically trained patients. Even with
the best assistive algorithms the musical result will be rather poor compared
to what they used to be capable of and thus will have the opposite eﬀect
of what we want, reminding patients of their illness instead of empowering
them.
In spite of all these ﬂaws, Challenge Mode had its fans too. One particular
patient was clearly motivated by the shooting task in itself and cared very
little for the music. He kept referring to himself as a cowboy and often made
jokes about how fun it was to kill with a toy gun. He even commented
that in war, he who does not kill ﬁrst gets killed, which carries an obvious
sense of danger and urgency and suggests that he was actually thrilled by
the challenge that we proposed. He even was enthusiastic enough about this
to convince his room neighbor to join our testing group by telling him how
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fun it was to shoot like a cowboy.
This behavior, and that of at least another patient who seemed strongly
motivated by his self-imposed goal of playing as fast as possible, convinced
us that Challenge Mode could be worth keeping in the ﬁnal release. Indeed,
in the end the reason why patients play the game does not really matter
and does not necessarily have to have anything to do with music. Thus, we
decided to continue reﬁning this mode despite its somewhat poor general
reception. It is included in the ﬁrst production version of MINWii to appeal
to this speciﬁc challenged-oriented type of player, even though we will have
to warn caregivers to use it with caution to avoid frustrating less adventurous
patients.
10.2.3 Powerful Reminiscence
Reminiscence Mode was introduced last because it provides a lot more assis-
tance than the two previous modes and thus required much more work and
pretesting. Its most important feature is the rhythmic assistance that makes
it possible for patients to play easily, up to the point that they merely have
to vaguely point the pistol at the screen and shake it from left to right to
play through a song they love.
We were worried that such an easy task might deter our test subjects by
making them feel underestimated, but we were completely wrong. None of
the patients ever said the task was too easy. Despite the very low diﬃculty
of the gameplay, even elderly people without any signs of dementia who
happened to pass by during our sessions seemed rather proud to be able to
play a song. We think this is because, for people who were born in the 1920s,
any task involving computers is often seen as utterly complicated. Therefore,
being able to do even the simplest thing with something so otherworldly
as a Wiimote is considered an achievement. Just like with human help, it is
hard to say whether patients were unaware of how much assistance they got
from the system or simply did not care, but playing MINWii in Reminiscence
Mode clearly was more enticing than Challenge Mode for most.
This observation is crucial: it seems that no matter how easy we make
our games, demented patients will still feel empowered when playing them.
We can therefore really tailor our system to support reminiscence as much
as possible without having to worry about the gameplay becoming dull.
This is very important because patients are usually well aware that they
forget things more and more rapidly over time and often seem ecstatic when
they discover that they do remember the songs from their childhood. With
MINWii, we have shown that we could easily trigger this kind of musical
reminiscence even in the most disabled patients without the help of a trained
music therapist. According to us, this proves that renarcissization at home
through music is a sensible idea. MINWii would act on two diﬀerent levels
by (1) giving a sense of achievement through its gameplay, oﬀering patients
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an opportunity to appreciate the motor and attentional skills they still have
and (2) stimulating patients' musical recollection abilities, showing them
that their memory is not nearly as unreliable as they thought.
Furthermore, the musical memories that come back often trigger a train
of other ﬂashbacks, with quotes such as My husband was a trumpet player;
he often played this when we went to the ball; these were happy times or
We sung this at X's wedding; how much fun we had back then!. These
recollections usually seem to be even more pleasurable than the singing itself
and can sometimes lead to signs of completely unexpected awareness. For
instance, one severely disabled patient (MMS = 10) told us, after playing
a song by a famous French singer a few weeks in a row, that she was sad
because he was very sick at the time, maybe about to die. The caregivers
were astonished that a patient with such a high cognitive deﬁcit was able to
understand and retain this complex bit of current news while she practically
spoke about nothing besides the Holocaust when she was not participating
in MINWii sessions.
However they did not take the opportunity to congratulate this patient,
preferring to help her overcome the sadness that these evocations of sickness
and death for someone much younger than she was caused in her. Events
like this further justify the presence of caregivers at all times while the game
is being played in order to smooth out the impact of such highly emotional
occurrences. Yet, this anecdote also illustrates the tremendous potential
of music therapy, which can have unanticipated, very profound cognitive
eﬀects [4], far beyond its usually accepted beneﬁts regarding anxiety relief
and memory stimulation [139].
10.3 Human Contact
Our last key design point is human interaction: MINWii is tailored to en-
courage patients to interact with their caregivers and family members as well
as with other players. Indeed, patients told us praises such as You're all so
nice: it's a pleasure coming here, Thank you for singing with me: you're
a much better singer than I am or even For people as lonely as I, human
contact is very precious. Although this aspect was not a primary focus in
the beginning of the design process, such remarks led us to reconsider our
system not only as a game, but also as a medium for interaction.
To see how MINWii supports human contact and ﬁnd ways to improve
it in this regard, we ﬁrst examine the eﬀects of caregivers' constant prais-
ing of patients' performance and eﬀorts to see how MINWii could further
enhance communication and comprehension between them, since this kind
of interaction becomes more and more central in a patient's life as the ill-
ness progresses. Then, we consider the beneﬁts of having group sessions to
help patients socialize with each other and collaborate musically. Finally, we
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discuss the appeal of the game for visitors and see how it could be used to
strengthen the bonds between patients and their family.
10.3.1 Praise
In order to keep MINWii as failure-free as possible, we chose not to include
any kind of explicit scoring or reward system. As explained before, we rely
thus rely solely on the caregivers supervising the session to give praise for pa-
tients' eﬀorts and performance. This role is extremely important and serves
multiple purposes, the ﬁrst of which is simply motivating patients to play.
Indeed, with their executive deﬁcits demented players more or less always
need someone to spur them to take part in an activity and prefer or maybe
have no choice but to remain idle if they do not receive any encouragements.
Thus, we tried to understand how caregivers could best convince patients to
give MINWii a try. It turns out that the answer is fairly simple: insisting on
the failure-free nature of the task while oﬀering to sing along to make play
a collaborative eﬀort works best.
Once the game is started, caregivers need to continue giving praise to keep
patients motivated and focused. This was very clear for one patient in the
usability study who was always looking for approval from the psychologists.
She did not seem to take much pleasure in her successful playing until she
was actually praised, making validation fundamental for her to fully enjoy
the activity and again showing that the presence of a caregiver is absolutely
necessary to ensure a renarcissizing eﬀect on patients. One could argue that
MINWii then does not add much value to the process since caregivers could
simply renarcissize patients by praising them for whatever they are doing
at the moment. However such things have been tried in the past and do
not seem to work very well [139], in part at least because patients have to
agree with the compliments for them to have a positive eﬀect on their state
of mind. MINWii provides a great number of opportunities for such praising
because it puts patients in a situation where they are more or less bound to
succeed but still feel a sense of achievement, which can then be conﬁrmed
by caregivers.
We hope this process of renarcissization through praise will have a sig-
niﬁcant impact on patients' mood, but it should also have a positive impact
on caregivers. We think that tightening their bonds with their patients by
giving them a more positive picture of their illness and encouraging them to
share a fun activity together will spur them to go out of their way to help
those of whom they are in charge. Indeed, even if it is not MINWii's pri-
mary purpose, the eﬀect of enhancing caregivers' mood and renewing their
motivation with a novel, fun activity certainly should not be overlooked.
Caregiver burden and exhaustion is one of the biggest issues with dementia
and countering that with innovative and exciting new tools and approaches
could signiﬁcantly improve patients' quality of life by improving that of their
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caregivers.
10.3.2 Socialization
Many patients rarely get visits, and the people they see the most are those
treated in the same institutions, be it in day-care or long stay units. Just
like other people, they chat, take walks and develop friendships, but their
illness does make things more diﬃcult, as they have trouble remembering
faces and having coherent discussions. Thus, to see if we could enhance their
interaction with MINWii, we chose to organize our sessions in the hospital
animation room with groups of 3 or 4 patients in front of a big projection
screen. This was a tough choice to make since, given how easy it is to set
MINWii up, it would have been much easier for us to plan one-to-one private
sessions, as we did for the usability study, albeit for other reasons. Indeed,
demented patients, who have a blurred perception of time, are quite reluctant
to leave their room for fear of missing a visit or a meal, even when they have
just been told that nothing is up for them in the next 4 hours. This kind
of behavior, on top of demanding more eﬀorts from our part to convince
patients to join the sessions, resulted in refusals to participate, even from
patients who had a lot of fun with MINWii the week before.
Nevertheless, our experiment showed that we were indeed able to have
patients cooperate in musical production. Since Alzheimer's disease greatly
hinders their multitasking abilities, it is rather hard for the person playing
to sing the song at the same time, even though the two tasks are very easy if
taken separately. Having group sessions made it possible to still have patients
sing by encouraging an I play, you sing dynamic in the group. We were
happy to see them discuss musical preferences, clap and congratulate each
other after playing or even, in a few cases, encourage other, more reluctant
patients to come to the sessions and play music, as we explained in Section
10.2.2.
We think our tests demonstrate that group sessions can be a very useful
tool to use with patients who have diﬃculties socializing with others or
simply to motivate those reluctant to give the game a try by showing them
that their friends have fun with it. Nevertheless, they pose a variety of
challenges and are not adapted to all situations. First, taking care of 4
patients at the same time is obviously more demanding than taking care
of just one. Since the more or less constant attention of one caregiver is
necessary to ensure a positive gaming experience for the patient playing, we
advise to try to have two people to watch over group sessions: one assisting
the player and one taking care of the other participants. If that is not
possible, the person in charge of the activity will have to make sure that
the patients coming do not have too many behavioral issues as having to
constantly attend to the needs of those who are watching may easily ruin
the experience for everyone. Second, the use of Challenge Mode would be
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tricky in such a situation, as it could both underline patients' diﬀerence in
skills, frustrating those who cannot achieve the same performance as their
peers, and create a dynamic of competition, while our aim is not to organize a
contest but to have patients collaborate musically to strengthen their bonds.
10.3.3 Visitors
MINWii's very ﬂexible gameplay, which can be adjusted from quite a serious
challenge to an extremely simple task, gives it the ability to appeal to many
audiences besides demented patients. More speciﬁcally, several informal tests
have convinced us that, if children visit, playing with MINWii could be a
lot of fun for them and would constitute a very good way to encourage
interaction with demented patients, mainly through singing and clapping.
And anyone who has observed elderly persons a little bit can tell that hardly
anything could top the pleasure they take in spending some quality time
with their great-grandchildren.
In any case, the very positive reactions we got from healthy test subjects
of all ages led us to think that MINWii could add a little pleasure to their
visits by giving them something fun to share with their disabled parent or
friend. Moreover, just like its eﬀect on staﬀ, MINWii should enhance visitors'
mood by giving them a much more enjoyable picture of demented patients.
Music and especially music therapy are indeed often praised by relatives
as a key to almost bringing back patients former self, which is always very
soothing for those who visit as it helps them cope with anticipatory grief.
Again, this should in return have a positive eﬀect on patients. If they get
more visits and see that their visitors do not look down on them, thanks to
the musical sensitivity and playing abilities they can still exhibit with MIN-
Wii, their mood should improve and, hopefully, their behavioral disorders
calm down.
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Chapter 11
Conclusion and Directions for
Future Research
With two complementary series of tests in real clinical environments, we
have designed MINWii, a free, open-source, Wiimote-based musical game
targeted at demented patients with mild to moderately severe cognitive im-
pairment. We have also proven its adequacy as an occupational tool usable
in institutions or at home under the supervision of caregivers without any
musical training for a very small cost.
In this conclusive chapter, we ﬁrst review our results and use them to
justify the previous claim. Then, we detail the future research we intend
to undertake now that MINWii has reached a more mature stage, with the
release of its ﬁrst production version. Our main focus will be lasting re-
narcissization for the reduction of anxiety, depression and behavioral issues
through the large-scale diﬀusion of the game, supported by controlled stud-
ies ﬁnally proving beyond any doubt the eﬃciency of music therapy for the
enhancement of demented patients' quality of life. Afterwards, to conclude
this case study, we move on to longer-term objectives and discuss MINWii's
therapeutic potential beyond its expected eﬀects in terms of quality of life,
with additional potential therapeutic powers that will require speciﬁc studies
once MINWii's renarcissization capabilities are proven and put to use in the
healthcare community.
Grâce à deux séries de tests complémentaires en environnement clinique,
nous avons créé MINWii, un logiciel musical libre utilisant la Wiimote et
destiné aux patients souﬀrant de démence légère à modérée. Nous avons aussi
prouvé sa pertinence en tant qu'outil occupationnel utilisable en institution
ou à la maison sous la supervision d'aidants sans connaissances musicales
particulière, le tout à faible coût.
Dans ce chapitre de conclusion, nous résumons d'abord nos résultats et
les utilisons pour justiﬁer la précédente aﬃrmation. Ensuite, nous détail-
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lons les futures recherches que nous prévoyons d'entreprendre maintenant
que MINWii a atteint une certaine maturité avec la diﬀusion de sa première
version production. Notre objectif principal sera la renarcissisation durable
pour la réduction de l'anxiété, de la dépression et des troubles du comporte-
ment à travers la diﬀusion du jeu à grande échelle, soutenue par des études
contrôlées prouvant ﬁnalement l'éﬃcacité de MINWii pour l'amélioration de
la qualité de vie des patients. Enﬁn, pour conclure cette étude de cas, nous
discutons nos objectifs à long terme, notamment le potentiel thérapeutique de
MINWii au-delà de son eﬀet sur la qualité de vie, dont l'évaluation nécessit-
era de nouvelles études spéciﬁques une fois ses capacités de renarcissisation
prouvées et mises à proﬁt par la communauté.
11.1 A Successful Occupational Tool
Before aiming for an actual therapeutic impact, our ﬁrst milestone was to
create a game adapted to our target population and validate it as an occu-
pational tool that could be used by animation staﬀ in hospitals like Saint-
Maurice to provide new and exciting ways for demented patients to pass the
time and remain as active as possible.
In this ﬁrst section of the conclusion, we summarize the results of our
tests to show that we indeed reached this primary objective with MINWii.
First, we address usability issues and show that our system boasts a sound
design that is well-adapted to its context of use. Second, we demonstrate
that our serious game really is an actual game, in the sense that, regardless
of its long-term purpose and impact, most if not all patients can and do have
fun with it and want to keep playing. Last, we examine MINWii's role as
a social facilitator which, because of the many remarks made by demented
patients regarding this matter, we have come to see as almost as important
as the fun itself, especially within the framework of our Action Research-
inspired methodology.
11.1.1 A Sound Design
We have met our three main usability criteria with our game:
• MINWii uses only oﬀ-the-shelf hardware that can be bought in any
video game store and the production version can be downloaded for
free by anyone with access to the Internet1. A complete system can
thus be set up for less than $1000, going as low as just $60 for a
Wiimote, pistol and wireless sensor bar if the computer and TV are
already available, which is often the case.
1See www.minwii.org.
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• The system is very easy to setup in its production version and has al-
ready been put to good use in real therapeutic environments by health-
care practitioners with little to no musical training. It should conse-
quently integrate easily into most demented patients' treatments, be
it at home or in specialized institutions.
• The pointing mechanism and visual interface have proven instinctive
and easy to use for up to moderately severe patients, which sets MIN-
Wii apart from most other dementia-oriented applications, which usu-
ally target only patients with very mild impairment. Moreover, the
clear learning eﬀect demonstrated in the usability study proves that our
game is very well adapted to the latent abilities of demented patients,
who can gain mastery without even being aware of their progress.
Thanks to these assets, we think that using MINWii as an occupational tool
can rightfully be considered with a large majority of demented patients in
virtually any environment.
11.1.2 A Fun Game
MINWii's goal, for this ﬁrst phase, was simply to allow demented patients
to have fun with music in as wide a variety of contexts as possible. Three
key observations show that we indeed reached that goal:
• MINWii successfully engages the musical sensitivity and abilities of
patients, who were invariably seen singing, clapping and congratulating
each other for good playing. Moreover, speciﬁc modes and levels of
diﬃculty make it able to appeal to somewhat unusual demented players
who may want more freedom or enjoy a bit of challenge.
• Players almost always feel greatly empowered when they realize that
they can indeed play the game and have fun with it. This is especially
important when looking at Reminiscence Mode which, at ﬁrst glance,
might look too dull to be called a game, but in fact was by far the
most popular among patients, who expressed their pride of being able
to make music no matter how much assistance was provided by the
program.
• MINWii triggered numerous and often surprisingly detailed and coher-
ent episodes of reminiscence which at times far exceeded the super-
vising physician's expectations based on patients' level of impairment
as measured by their MMS score. These recollections were obviously
very pleasurable and greatly participated in the fun and empowerment
provided by our application.
We think this qualiﬁes MINWii as an actual game for demented patients,
which in itself justiﬁes our eﬀorts. Moreover, it ensures that any further
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study and use of the game will at least let participants have a good time with
music, regardless of the actual therapeutic impact of MINWii which, even
if we are conﬁdent that it will be positive, still remains to be methodically
and thoroughly assessed.
11.1.3 A Social Catalyst
Contrarily to our ﬁrst case study, since MAWii's main objective precisely was
to encourage children to communicate through music, fostering social inter-
action was not a primary concern during the design of MINWii. However,
the always astonishing power of music to create and tighten bonds between
people, coupled with demented patients' acute need for human contact, made
us realize, in the course of our experiments, how important the matter was
and how much MINWii could do in this regard:
• Our design gives a crucial role to caregivers who of course have to set up
and conﬁgure sessions but, much more importantly, act as an explicit
reward mechanism, which we purposefully left out of the game itself,
by giving praise for a patient's eﬀorts and, if applicable, good per-
formance. By oﬀering caregivers a very good occasion to congratulate
demented players, who are more or less bound to succeed in performing
the song of their choice thanks to our highly assistive gameplay, MIN-
Wii strengthens their bonds with their patients, who thus feel better
considered and cared for.
• During group sessions, MINWii supports meaningful interaction and
even collaboration between patients. Beyond clapping, congratulations
and discussions about what to play next, the I play, you sing mech-
anism that emerged during the iterative testing phase again proved
very pleasurable. Patients who were too focused to sing while they
were playing were very eager and happy to do so when they were not
in charge of the controller.
• Visitors, who, if they happened to be there at the right time, were
systematically invited to come see their demented parent or friend play,
as well as informal testers were almost unanimously enthusiastic about
the game. MINWii should thus be a very good way for patients to
bond with their family and friends by sharing a fun musical activity.
Although some of our design choices, such as the absence of a congratulation
system akin to that of Guitar Hero, were made with that goal in mind, our
conclusions about fostering human contact mostly pertain not to MINWii
itself, but to how it should be used. Caregivers should see it as way to
interact and praise patients and put little emphasis on performance. They
should also organize group sessions whenever possible to develop patients'
relationships and save time. Finally, families should be encouraged to play
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with their demented parent when they visit, as MINWii is, before anything
else, a recreational activity enjoyable for both parts.
11.2 Lasting Renarcissization
Now that the ﬁrst mature version of MINWii has been released as an occupa-
tional tool, we intend to focus on validation and diﬀusion for our initiative
to have an actual impact on the well-being of as many patients as possi-
ble. To this end, we ﬁrst plan to assess the actual therapeutic impact of
renarcissization with MINWii through multiple controlled studies in various
contexts. We hope that positive results will help us promote home use and
build a community around our game in order for it to reach a large audience
and start evolving and improving outside of our team.
11.2.1 Controlled Studies
If we want to prove that MINWii does have therapeutic value, we must
switch to a new approach and organize random controlled studies with larger
samples of patients. Our ﬁrst focus in this new phase will be the process
of renarcissization and its impact on the overall quality of life of both in-
stitutionalized and day-care hospital patients. We hope to show a direct
link between weekly use of MINWii and the reduction of depression and
behavioral disorders, which should in turn induce a measurable delay in in-
stitutionalization for day-care patients.
We will hopefully be able to conduct three studies in three diﬀerent
contexts:
• One with patients in intermediate stay at Broca Hospital, which would
measure the eﬀect of bi-weekly sessions on depression, most likely using
the Cornell scale2 [163].
• One with day-care patients at hospital Broca, comparing the levels of
anxiety and stress of players and non-players through measurements
of cortisol in their saliva [164], [165].
• One with other day-care patients attending a memory clinic run by
Isatis3 which would look directly at quality of life and delay of institu-
tionalization.
2The Cornell Scale for Depression in Dementia was developed speciﬁcally to assess
major depression in demented patients who, because of the severity of their condition,
may give unreliable reports, by including additional information given by the person's
caregiver, similarly to what is done in the QoL-AD (see Section 8.1.2).
3Isatis is a French organization that, thanks to public subsidies, oﬀers ﬁnancially ac-
cessible adapted housing for elderly people, with various levels of medical services ranging
from simple daily check-ups with a physician to full-blown medical assistance comparable
to that of a hospital's palliative care unit.
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All of the studies would be controlled by comparing patients using MINWii
with patients participating in another activity, most likely group listening
of patients' favorite pieces as chosen by them or their family, for the same
amount of time under the supervision of the same team.
We hope that these studies will help establish the potency of music ther-
apy as an eﬃcient complementary intervention for dementia. Indeed, al-
though its positive eﬀects have long been hypothesized and hinted at by
many previous works, meta-analyses invariably conclude that the lack of a
suﬃcient number of proper studies makes it impossible to rightfully recom-
mend music therapy for the treatment of dementia. We think that MINWii,
by (1) enabling caregivers with no music therapy training to use active music
making with demented patients and (2) automatically collecting data about
their performance for computer-assisted analysis, could give us the means to
ﬁnally conduct studies on a scale large enough to reach deﬁnitive conclusions
within the always very limited research budgets that support the work on
treatments deemed as auxiliary, such as music therapy.
11.2.2 Home Use
Although our studies will necessarily have to be conducted in institutions,
as working directly at patients' homes would be impractical, our primary
objective of delaying full-time institutionalization implies that MINWii can
be used at home. Of course, its eﬃciency will most likely be lower when used
solo at home with a family member or personal assistant than when played in
group sessions under the supervision of a trained therapist. However we think
these two ways of using MINWii are complementary, as patients who enjoy
it at their day-care center should be glad to bring it back home. Moreover,
similarly to what we have already said about visitors in institutions, we
hope that our game can work as an incentive for families and friends to
come visit demented patients by making the time spent together more fun
and by showing them a much more enjoyable and soothing image of their
loved one.
Our choice to use only cheap, oﬀ-the-shelf hardware will serve our pursuit
of such widespread home use. First, demented patients who still live at home
are more or less bound to own a large TV to which the system could be
hooked up, as we did at the Living Lab at Hospital La Collégiale. Second,
they are more and more likely to have a computer too, since prices of laptops
have recently hit an all-time low. However if they do not, which is still
the case for a majority of demented patients, with its very low hardware
requirements, MINWii can be used on a rather old computer, for example
one that a family member would otherwise throw away. With these two
pieces of equipment available, setting up MINWii only costs about $60 for a
Wiimote, a pistol and a sensor bar, a price tag that should be low enough to
appeal even to families without many ﬁnancial resources. Indeed, MINWii
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will oﬀer a very good return on investment even if it spares just one week
of institutionalized care, which in France costs at least $200 to the patients
themselves, the most part of the costs being covered by mandatory national
health insurance.
In spite of this easy setup and likely very high return on investment, if
we want MINWii to spread in homes we must reach out to the public at
large. We will thus try to present our game in large public events where
we will show promotional videos, discuss feedback from early adopters and
invite people to try it out. On top of increasing awareness about our project
and thus maximizing MINWii's penetration, we hope that our demonstra-
tions will help change the often very negative view of the public towards
Alzheimer's disease and dementia in general. In particular, we intend to
show that demented patients can still be lively and fun to be with if put
in the right environment with proper activities that can be shared by all,
such as MINWii. Indeed, our opinion is that what really makes patients the
saddest is to see themselves as a burden for society, which always reﬂects a
very bad self-image at them, since they are not capable of doing this, need
help do to that, must live secluded in specialized care centers etc. We think
that if we manage to change this, the life of elderlies with diminished cogni-
tive and motor capabilities could most likely be almost as fun as the life of
four-year-olds, who are greatly limited in the cognitive and motor areas too
and do not seem to mind very much!
11.2.3 Building a Community
We want MINWii to spread, but we also want it to evolve to adapt to the very
diverse needs of demented patients and their caregivers worldwide. There-
fore, we want to build a community around our game, gathering patients
and their families, physicians, healthcare practitioners, institution adminis-
trators and specialized caregivers, equipment providers, developers etc. to
exchange feedback and ideas, propose and implement evolutions and overall
collaborate on any kind of project involving MINWii.
Our speciﬁc interest here is the crowdsourcing of the development of the
game, which will be necessary as we will not be able to implement all the
minute modiﬁcations that will unavoidably have to be made to adapt our
tool to new therapeutic, environmental or cultural contexts. We can cite
three characteristic examples of tasks for which we need the help of the
community, in order of increasing complexity:
• The easiest but likely most crucial and time-consuming task would be
the constitution of a large database of songs from which patients could
choose. Indeed, the newly released production version of MINWii can
import any musicxml ﬁle, which gives it great ﬂexibility. However very
few songs can be found easily in this form, which is why we hope to
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gather all the ﬁles composed by caregivers for their patients' speciﬁc
tastes and make them available to all4.
• The next step would be the customization of MINWii for other cultural
backgrounds. Up to now, one can only play French songs with Western
classical instruments, which is very unlikely to appeal to and trigger
reminiscence with, for example, South-American or Asian patients. We
need people who treat patients from these cultural backgrounds to add
the relevant instruments and songs that will let them explore their
musical past.
• Finally, a more long-term project could be the adaptation of MINWii
for tactile tablets such as Apple's iPad [166]. Even if the end-result
would certainly be quite diﬀerent in terms of gameplay and would thus
require speciﬁc testing and therapeutic validation, the capacity to gen-
erate fun and trigger reminiscence is likely to remain. This would
make it possible to distribute MINWii along with the now booming in-
tegrated computer solutions for elderly patients' homes and specialized
institutions, which almost always rely on tactile devices.
In order to support the MINWii community, we have built a website
which we will continue to develop in order to attract new users and encourage
them to share their ideas, adaptations and best practices in an easy way. It
will contain installation and user guides, tutorial videos, extra songs and
instruments and just about anything else that could be useful for MINWii
users. Just like reaching out to the public, we see this as an integral part
of our Action Research methodology, in the sense that a better diﬀusion
and overall impact on the community will attract more users, allowing us
to gather more data and enhance the software further, starting a virtuous
circle of growth for our application.
11.3 Added Medical Value
Our primary objective was to create a game that would let demented patients
have fun and express themselves with and around music. We have shown
that this phase was successful and are moving on to the next step, which
is to demonstrate MINWii's renarcissization potential and put it to use to
enhance demented patients' quality of life, in particular by acting on their
mood, self-esteem and behavioral disorders. However MINWii could oﬀer yet
much more than that on a longer time scale, mostly thanks to its adaptable
design and its data gathering capabilities.
4MINES ParisTech will play a crucial role in the MINWii community by taking care
of legal issues such as licensing. Hopefully, artists and copyright owners will grant us
permission to make such non-commercial, therapeutic use of their songs for free.
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In this section, we brieﬂy touch on three potential long term beneﬁts
of MINWii that we see as the most salient and thus want to keep in mind
during future developments, even if they are not yet a primary focus. We
ﬁrst examine MINWii's potential cognitive impact, which would require yet
another, even larger controlled study with the current design. Second, we
look at assisted diagnosis, which would imply the development of automatic
log analysis tools and new, large-scale validation experiments. We then
ﬁnish with adaptation to other pathologies, which would most likely rely on
an extensive redesign of the gameplay but could nevertheless, in our opinion,
be much more eﬃcient than designing a new game from scratch.
11.3.1 Cognitive Beneﬁts
In the treatment of dementia, based on current, indisputable knowledge at
least, it remains impossible to reverse the cognitive decline in all but very
few cases. Thus, whatever they might be, MINWii's cognitive beneﬁts will
only manifest themselves through a subtle slowing down of the deterioration
of patients' abilities. This does not mean that it is not a goal well worth
pursuing, since as little as two or three MMS points can mean a world to
a demented patient, especially if his or her family is considering institution-
alization. However, any study aiming at ﬁnding such a weak, second-order
eﬀect will necessarily have to involve a very large number of patients to
reach the necessary statistical power. This is the main reason why we do
not yet focus on this matter: only if and when MINWii is well established
and widely used will we be able to conduct such an investigation, most likely
by aggregating data collected independently in many diﬀerent institutions
using MINWii for renarcissization purposes.
According to recent evidence, the best candidate for treatment among the
various cognitive functions impaired by dementia would be attention. That is
at least the position of the makers of SGCogR, a game targeted at patients in
the very early stages of dementia, who are using Posner's Attention Network
paradigm [167] to design a pointing gameplay which would hopefully improve
attention in players. They draw inspiration from [168], which demonstrates
the positive eﬀects of playing action games on the attention capabilities
of healthy subjects. Because MINWii relies on the same type of pointing
mechanism and attention shifting between highlighted notes, it could have
a similarly positive impact. However since (1) SGCogR itself has yet to be
validated and (2) our target patients are much more signiﬁcantly impaired
and thus less likely to be able to learn new attentional compensation skills,
assessing MINWii's capabilities for cognitive improvement is not a priority
for now.
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11.3.2 Assisted Diagnosis and Orientation
One of the great assets of computers and video game technology from the
point of view of healthcare practitioners is that such devices can automat-
ically collect, process and display a lot of interesting data. In the case of
MINWii, the simple statistical treatment that we applied to basic data that
was automatically saved by the system such as completion time, number of
errors etc. already provided very interesting results, most notably regarding
the clear procedural learning eﬀect that we demonstrated. One could easily
imagine extending this kind of analysis by looking at other, more complex
data series, such as pointer speed or click distribution, and applying much
more complex statistical tests or even feeding the measurements into an ar-
tiﬁcial player model. Furthermore, extra tasks and gameplay variants could
be added to engage speciﬁc abilities in a way designed to provide relevant
and accurate informations about the players.
The likely goal of such an eﬀort would be the creation of a tool to help
with diagnosis, classiﬁcation and orientation of patients according to their
measured abilities and behavior. Here, using a system such as MINWii would
have two clear advantages:
• Tests like the MMS are often long and boring for both patients and
healthcare practitioners. Moreover, uncooperative people make this
kind of assessment impractical and unreliable, as one needs patients to
try their best and give honest answers to get an accurate evaluation.
Thus, using a game would be very beneﬁcial: it would not require
as much involvement from caregivers because tasks would be graded
at least in part automatically and the test would be more enticing for
patients, who would likely be less inclined to resist the process, yielding
more accurate results.
• Many tests require quite a lot of interpretation on the part of the physi-
cian or psychologist administering them. This often leads to signiﬁcant
variations in the results and thus implies that at least two diﬀerent peo-
ple must administer the test to get more reliable results. This makes
the collection of such evidence even more impractical, which is why
evidence-based practices are still very rare in the clinical world. With
an automatic data collection protocol and a deterministic analysis of
the results, MINWii would avoid these two issues, albeit of course at
the cost of the sensitivity to context that human scoring provides.
Classifying patients solely on the basis of their performance at playing
any game, no matter how well designed, would be preposterous, but making
such a tool available to physicians would certainly help them move towards
more evidence-based practices. However a proper assessment of MINWii's
capabilities in this regard would require extensive trial and error to design
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the grading algorithms as well as a very large scale study involving numerous
patients of all types to validate them. Consequently, even though we see great
potential in such an approach, we again will only feel justiﬁed in pursuing
this goal if and when MINWii becomes clinically mature enough so that we
can base our investigations on a large database of patients' performances
and on feedback from experienced caregivers familiar with the software.
11.3.3 Extension to Other Pathologies
The ﬁnal development we have in mind for MINWii would be its adaptation
to diﬀerent pathologies. Indeed, many illnesses cause certain symptoms that
resemble those of dementia, which our game was speciﬁcally designed to ac-
commodate. For example, stroke patients may share the same attentional
or motor deﬁcits as demented patients, which means that MINWii could be
useful for their rehabilitation. Similarly, patients suﬀering from Parkinson's
disease may enhance their motor control and coordination by playing MIN-
Wii, with the music motivating and even guiding them, hopefully achieving
the kind of dramatic results described in [4].
Using MINWii in the treatment of these new pathologies would likely re-
quire a signiﬁcant redesign, the rehabilitation of a stroke patient for example
being much more performance-oriented than the pure fun and reminiscence
approach we have chosen for now. One would have to add a clear, explicit
scoring system with tracking from session to session as well as room for much
greater progress and mastery than what demented patients could conceiv-
ably achieve. However we think that most of the interface could be kept
as is and adapted simply through the adjustment of parameters that are
already changeable on-the-ﬂy, such as tempo or highlighted note inﬂation
ratio. Moreover, a large part of the knowledge gathered during the design of
MINWii, especially in terms of usability for caregivers and attentional and
motor burden, should be transferable to this new task.
All in all, it seems likely that users will ﬁnd plenty of ways to modify our
game in order to use it in the treatment of other, not necessarily so similar
pathologies. We think that our choice to rely exclusively on free software
will enable and encourage them to do so, so that our software can be reused
in other contexts and, hopefully act as bridge between patients suﬀering
from diﬀerent conditions who, given their very diﬀerent abilities, often have
trouble communicating and collaborating.
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Part IV
Design Recommendations for
Therapeutic Music Games
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In this ﬁnal part, we compare our two case studies and try to infer gen-
eral guidelines for the design and implemention of healthcare-oriented music
games. Some of them restate well-established best practices from related
ﬁelds and simply validate their transferability to music therapy game de-
sign. Some others, to the best of our knowledge, are nowhere to be found
in the literature, at least in the way we present and apply them. Conse-
quently, they should be taken with caution, since we have validated them
in no more than two diﬀerent contexts. That is obviously a rather general
rule for guidelines deduced from a small number of case studies, but it is
especially true in healthcare game design: minute details can make or break
a gameplay, which is already a big issue for the makers of traditional games
but can have much more serious consequences in a clinical context.
Nevertheless, we think that turning our exploratory research into a set
of practical recommendations for music therapy and, hopefully, healthcare
game design in general can greatly ease and speed up the development of
similar software targeting other techniques and pathologies. Thus, ﬁrst, we
examine common sense rules and general best practices from the domains of
music therapy and game design to see how they can be applied in our speciﬁc
context. Second, we make the case for an Action Research-based methodol-
ogy, which was a key asset in obtaining the actual user evaluations that so
many initiatives in our domain lack and, in the end, resulted in much better
products. Finally, while video games become more and more complex as
the performance of machines and the expectations of ever more experienced
gamers rise, we advocate for simplicity in healthcare game design. We try
to explain how one may go about designing it into a game, even though it
is so elusive and hard to deﬁne, which is probably the reason why our ﬁrst
prototypes were always far too complicated in one sense or another.
Dans cette dernière partie, nous comparons nos deux études de cas et
essayons d'en déduire des recommandations d'ordre plus général pour le de-
sign et l'implémentation de jeux musicaux pour la santé. Certaines d'entre
elles répètent des bonnes pratiques déjà en vigueur dans d'autres domaines,
validant simplement leur transférabilité à ce nouveau contexte. D'autres, à
notre connaissance, sont introuvables ailleurs dans la littérature, du moins
telles que présentées et appliquées ici. En conséquece, elles doivent être prises
avec précaution, puisque nous ne les avons validées que dans deux contextes
distincts. Cela est évidemment une règle générale pour des recommandations
déduites d'un petit nombre d'études de cas, mais elle est particulièrement im-
portante en conception de jeu pour la santé : de minuscules détails peuvent
faire ou défaire un gameplay, ce qui est déjà un gros problèmes pour les con-
cepteurs de jeux traditionnels mais peut avoir des conséquences autrement
plus sérieuses dans un contexte clinique.
Néanmoins, nous pensons que déduire de notre travail exploratoire une
série de recommandations pratiques pour la conception de jeux pour la santé
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en général peut grandement faciliter et accélérer le développement d'outils
similaires pour d'autres techniques et d'autres pathologies. Conséquemment,
nous examinons d'abord quelques règles de bon sens et autres bonnes pra-
tiques issues des domaines de la musicothérapie et de la conception de jeux
pour voir comment elles peuvent être appliquées dans notre contexte spéci-
ﬁque. Ensuite, nous argumentons en faveur d'une méthode fondée sur la
recherche-action, qui s'est avérée être un atout clé pour mener à bien les
évaluations qui manquent à nombre d'initiatives dans notre domaine et, au
ﬁnal, nous a permis de créer des produits de meilleure qualité. Enﬁn, alors
que les jeux vidéo deviennent de plus en plus complexes, notamment du fait de
l'amélioration des performances des machines et de l'évolution des attentes
de joueurs de plus en plus expérimentés, nous prônons la simplicité dans la
conception de jeux pour la santé. Nous tentons d'expliquer comment on peut
essayer de créer un jeu simple, même si la simplicité est un concept diﬃ-
cile à déﬁnir, ce qui est probablement d'ailleurs la raison pour laquelle nos
premiers prototypes se sont invariablement avérés beaucoup trop complexes
d'une manière ou d'une autre.
Chapter 12
Building on Knowledge from
Video Games and Music
Therapy
As we explained in the ﬁrst part of this thesis (see Section 1.1.1), serious
gaming is all about motivation through fun. Since this process is also a core
component of both traditional video games and music therapy, although ar-
guably not as central in either case, it seems logical that much knowledge be
transferable from these two domains into our own. In this chapter, we explore
these links and show that many widely accepted best practices from both
the video game and the music therapy communities can readily be applied
in our context, albeit sometimes with a few precautions and adjustments.
First, we examine the now classical game-maker's approach of population-
centric design for a rewarding experience which, unsurprisingly, is also im-
portant for music therapists, albeit to a lesser degree. Indeed, and that is
our second focus, music therapists often go much further and tailor their
interventions to ﬁt the individual needs and preferences of patients, whom
they all consider as irreducibly unique. Again, the booming trend of ever
increasing customizability in games shows that this need for uniqueness is
also acknowledged in the gaming community, although game-makers are not
nearly as advanced as music therapists in this regard. Last, we explore the
issue of solo versus group activities, which this time seems equally central in
the gaming world, with the rise to prominence of online games, and in the
music therapy world, where deciding between solo and group sessions for a
patient's treatment has always been a major concern.
Comme nous l'avons expliqué dans la première partie de cette thèse (voir
section 1.1.1), le jeu sérieux repose sur la motivation à travers le fun. Puisque
ce processus est aussi central dans les jeux traditionnels et en musicothérapie,
il semble logique qu'une grande partie des connaissances accumulées dans
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ces deux domaines s'avère transférable au nôtre. Dans ce chapitre, nous
explorons ces liens et montrons que de nombreuses bonnes pratiques déjà ad-
mises dans les communautés de la musicothérapie et des jeux vidéo peuvent
être appliquées presque directement dans notre contexte, même si certains
petits ajustements sont parfois nécessaires.
D'abord, nous étudions l'approche, maintenant classique chez les créa-
teurs de jeux, de conception centrée sur la population cible pour donner à
vivre une expérience valorisante qui, sans surprise, est aussi importante en
musicothérapie, même si c'est à un degré moindre. En eﬀet, et c'est notre
second point, les musicothérapeutes vont fréquemment beaucoup plus loin
dans cette direction en adaptant leurs interventions aux besoins et préférences
de chaque personne individuellement, car ils considèrent tous les patients
comme irréductiblement uniques. Encore une fois, la tendance grandissante
à la personnalisabilité dans les jeux vidéo montre que ce besoin d'unicité est
reconnu aussi dans cette communauté, même si les concepteurs de jeu sont
loin d'être aussi avancés que les musicothérapeutes sur ce sujet. Enﬁn, nous
examinons la problématique du multijoueur, qui cette fois semble aussi cru-
ciale dans les deux mondes, avec la montée en puissance des jeux en ligne
d'un côté et la question du choix de sessions en solo ou en groupe de l'autre.
12.1 Population-Centric Design
In the beginning, video games used to be like most works of art, designed and
implemented quite freely with little consideration for marketing techniques or
even with no commercial agenda at all. Nowadays, the video game industry
has become much bigger and more competitive and marketing is so pregnant
that no plan for a new game could conceivably fail to include at least a
deﬁnite primary target population, such as girls aged 8 to 10 with a love for
horses.
Thus, recommending a thorough study of the target demographic for a
population-speciﬁc design is really nothing new. However this very simple
rule has very speciﬁc implications in our context because patients suﬀering
from the same condition or under the same kind of treatment arguably share
much more pressing needs and desires than the usual target groups deﬁned
by market experts. We consequently propose the following set of specialized
guidelines:
1. Make a thorough medical review of the diﬀerent pathologies
and disabilities commonly present in the target population.
This is mandatory because medical conditions have strong implica-
tions in terms of design that are often hard to predict. For example,
impulsive children have great diﬃculties with planning and projecting
themselves into the future, and demented adults are afraid of complex
activities that they sense they might fail at. Thus, members of both
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populations have a strong tendency to very quickly reject new devices
that do not work right away, albeit for very diﬀerent reasons: the
former are not motivated enough to focus on learning how the device
works because they do not see that their perseverance will be rewarded
with mastery in the future, while the later take the absence of instant
reward on ﬁrst contact as evidence that the device is too complicated
for them to use it. Designers, like us, are unlikely to be aware of
such phenomenons and thus may not realize that, without a reward-
ing feedback coming very quickly even for ﬁrst time players, the game
will be rejected. Consequently, they must gather in-depth knowledge
about the symptoms their patients exhibit to avoid population-speciﬁc
issues such as these. We found that the quickest way to go about this
information-gathering task was to consult with several expert care-
givers, including but not limited to physicians, nurses, psychologists
and medical assistants.
2. Analyze the psychological and sociological context in which
patients will play the game. Even the most competent healthcare
professionals are not necessarily much aware of what is going on in
the life of their patients, who for example often form connections out-
side of the hospital through associations, reunions or simply support
groups. Designers must thus explore this side too and try to interview
patients and their relatives to learn about their daily diﬃculties and
special needs. In any case, they must not limit their analysis to the
medical aspect and try to get a broader view on their target popula-
tion. A good illustration from our case studies is patients' unfamiliarity
with the kind of devices we use: elderly patients were far more afraid
of video games and computers in general than we thought, while our
test children were strongly attracted but surprisingly knew very little
about the Wiimotes. It turns out that most of them were from very
poor backgrounds and thus had little access to gaming consoles such
as the Wii, even if many of them more or less knew what it was. Had
we realized the true extent of this unfamiliarity, which in both cases is
not a direct consequence of the medical conditions themselves, we most
likely could have better predicted how accomplishing even the dullest
of tasks with Wiimotes would feel so empowering for elderly patients
and how motivating their mere presence would be for the children.
We would consequently have made both gameplays much simpler right
away without trying to motivate players with unnecessarily high rich-
ness and expressiveness. It is because we found this kind of mistake to
be very common among other designers also that we recommend taking
time to properly analyze the overall context, mostly in order to avoid
spending costly human resources on the development of unnecessary
features.
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3. Use an Action Research-based approach. Points 1 and 2 are im-
portant, but the examples we used to illustrate them were negative on
purpose. They were chosen to show that, even though we did follow the
two aforementioned guidelines, we still made important mistakes in our
design. In fact, both prototypes were conceived in close collaboration
with competent, well-informed experts who were familiar with both
the medical and socio-psychological sides of the population they were
treating, and even them were proven wrong by subsequent testing. We
think this makes a very strong case for using an Action Research-like
method, especially for the focus on early, incremental testing, which
was key in overcoming the issues of unnecessary and often detrimental
complexity that we faced.
12.2 Patient Uniqueness
Even though they do build on medical and sociological knowledge to plan
their interventions, music therapists often approach their patients in a way
that is not very disease-speciﬁc, at least in the beginning of the treatment.
That is because simply distinguishing between general conditions is rarely
ﬁne-grained enough to be useful in music therapy. Indeed, patients' reactions
to music, which obviously greatly inﬂuence the therapeutic power of a given
intervention, are so dependent on their personality and sonorous history
that they are more or less always impossible to predict. In fact, music
therapists have repeatedly tried to associate diﬀerent types of music with
various pathologies they could cure but never succeeded in doing so. Even to
this day they are routinely surprised by the sometimes very counter-intuitive
eﬀects of music on patients.
Consequently, they are used to going beyond population-centric design
into empirically adapting their interventions to the speciﬁc preferences of
each patient they treat. Although a game necessarily has to be more restric-
tive in this regard than a classical music therapy treatment, we have found
that it is crucial to give healthcare practitioners as much latitude as possible
in adapting the gaming experience to each patient, most importantly from a
sonorous point of view. To build such freedom for empirical personalization
into a game, we recommend the following:
1. Use a clearly deﬁned framework, especially regarding inter-
face devices, to place clear boundaries for customizability.
Interaction designers who work on big installations, usually at the
frontier between video games and interactive art projects, often use
the interface of choice as a starting point for their creation process.
Indeed, for better or worse, designers will in most cases be inspired by
a new device and try to see what they can make of it instead of ﬁnding
an idea for a game and then ﬁguring out which interface they could
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rely on. We acknowledge this and recommend that, prior to deciding
on the gameplay, designers of music therapy games clearly specify the
interface devices they will use. In doing so, they will gain the ability
to impose well-deﬁned boundaries to whatever adaptability they build
into their games, which is crucial mostly to avoid wasting resources on
planning for unnecessary extensibility. In our case, settling on using
the Wiimote beforehand made it easy to tell healthcare practitioners
what could conceivably be done or not in the game and thus saved a lot
of time. Indeed, such non-experts in the HCI ﬁeld, at least from what
we saw, often have very high expectations about new devices that need
to be dispelled. For example, we were able to quickly try and rule out
Michel's ﬁrst idea of an absolute location-based interaction for MAWii
as well as Dr. Péquignot's suggestion of displaying a full octave with
all twelve semi-tones of a virtual piano keyboard on screen, as both
would have been totally impractical given the rather poor precision
of the Wiimote's IR pointing mechanism. Had we not decided on the
Wiimote beforehand, we may have tried to meet the expectations of
our experts by supporting other devices, again introducing unnecessary
complexity, since we have shown that simple Wiimotes work just ﬁne
if used properly.
2. Be pragmatic and build on whatever works, since motivation
seems to be inherently unpredictable. It matters not whether
patients are motivated by what was intended to appeal to them or by
something else; the only important thing is that they willingly play
and enjoy the experience. Indeed, in both projects, skilled caregivers
were able to make use of whatever source of motivation the patients
had, even when it seemed misguided or even potentially harmful at
ﬁrst. In the case of MAWii, Michel experienced little diﬃculty turning
the children's positive but potentially destructive excitement, induced
by the presence of the Wiimotes, into highly desirable constructive mo-
tivation. As for MINWii, at least one patient appeared to be strongly
motivated by the shooting challenge itself, disregarding the music more
or less completely. Even though we at ﬁrst thought that this would
have bad consequences, especially when it triggered violent comments
and recollections, in the end this patient always referred to the pistol
in a positive, joking fashion and even convinced another patient to join
in with his cowboy argument (see Section 10.2.2).
3. Use highly parametric implementations to allow for easy ﬁne-
tuning. It is most of the time very hard to predict which set of pa-
rameters will work best before trying many diﬀerent values and com-
binations. Consequently, designers and developers must make sure
that no strong assumptions of this kind are hard-wired into the design
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or the implementation, as it will otherwise block or at least greatly
slow down the incremental design cycle prescribed by Action Research.
Our scrupulous application of this rule allowed us to quickly reduce
MAWii's sensitivity, which was far too high in the beginning, without
losing much expressiveness, by playing with multiple parameters and
ﬁne-tuning the samples. Similarly, we were able to adjust the ﬁltering
algorithms for MINWii even in the middle of the sessions in order to
obtain smooth movements of the pointer, which logically turned out
to require a very diﬀerent set of parameters for patients than for the
healthy subjects who took part in the preliminary tests. Moreover,
such ﬂexibility also appeals to healthcare practitioners, who usually
like to have as much control as possible over the behavior of the game,
even though they end up working with the default options most of the
time. This was especially apparent when Michel wanted to ﬁne tune
the pitches of even the drum and cymbal samples. The children prob-
ably did not notice the diﬀerence, but that does not mean that it did
not matter, and it was in any case most likely worth the eﬀort, as the
better Michel felt with the game, the better he would use it.
4. Make options switchable whenever possible. Indeed, it is usually
better, when changing a feature or adding a new one, to keep the pos-
sibility to turn it oﬀ or revert to the old behavior: even if the changes
positively impact most players' gaming experience, there will almost
always be at least one to like it better the old-fashioned way. This
was clearly illustrated by one elderly patient's love for the Improvisa-
tion Mode, which was completely unappealing to others but was kept
for her, or the option to unlink the left and right hands to play with
two instruments at the same time with MAWii, which was requested
by some children for whom it was the logical way to go, but confused
others so much that it was impossible for them to play like this.
12.3 Solo Vs. Group Therapy
Our ﬁnal focus for this chapter is the debate between the advocates of solo
and group sessions. One would think that solo sessions are more potent,
since the therapist or caregiver devotes his or her full attention to a single
patient, while group sessions are more eﬃcient overall for society, since they
let a single healthcare practitioner take care of several patients at a time.
However this is not necessarily true. In particular, for speciﬁc issues such as
our test children's very poor interpersonal and social skills, group therapy
is likely to have a stronger impact as social contact with their peers is more
challenging than contact with their therapist alone. Similarly, in solo sessions
demented patients accomplished approximately as much in ten minutes as
they did in one hour long group sessions with four patients, due to delays
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induced by frequent switching between players and occasional pauses to take
care of one of the inactive participants. It follows that, in such a case, single
sessions are more eﬃcient from the point of view of the institution, since a
single caregiver can treat at least one more patient per hour this way.
The previous remarks highlight the great importance of context in choos-
ing between solo and group play. However, since neither of our games were
built to be played autonomously by patients, we think that analyzing all of
our work from a group-oriented point of view makes sense and indeed yields
interesting conclusions:
1. Leverage the fact that playing is prescribed and consequently
always involves a group, with at least one patient and one pre-
scribing caregiver. Of course, such a group is highly asymmetrical,
but it is a group nonetheless. First, this means that designers must
always evaluate every feature of the game from both points of view,
which requires extra work, but on the other hand can count on this
group structure to provide motivation (see Section 14.2). Moreover,
when dealing with highly disabled patients, as we did, the prescribing
caregiver is almost always physically present for safety reasons. We
took advantage of this and designed a part of the interface to be used
exclusively by the person managing the gaming session. This enabled
us to include many conﬁguration options that would have had to be
determined by default for autonomous play, as patients would have
been overwhelmed by so much choice. Finally, the presence of a ded-
icated caregiver makes it possible to use signiﬁcantly more complex
gameplays, which would be frustrating without help but can be very
enticing with supervision, such as MINWii's Challenge Mode, which
was fun and empowering but required the constant attention of a care-
giver to avoid frustration because of failure, or MAWii's multiple in-
strument scheme, which would have been unthinkable without careful,
slow introduction and supervision from Michel.
2. Beware of the fact that designing a good multiplayer game-
play for cognitively or behaviorally challenged patients is very
diﬃcult. This seems logical when one considers that players are un-
likely to be able to engage in meaningful interaction if they can barely
play alone. One is not to expect much close collaboration or even com-
munication inside the game itself and should therefore probably not
try to build a gameplay around multiplayer mechanisms. For example,
in the case of MINWii, we could not ﬁnd any accessible multiplayer
gameplay that did not rely on improvisation, something which patients
were completely unwilling to do, and consequently discontinued our
eﬀort in this direction. We were more successful with MAWii in this
regard, as the children clearly engaged in meaningful sonorous interac-
tion with the Wiimotes. However, even though we took the multiplayer
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dimension into account in our design, for example when we carefully
chose sounds with very diﬀerent characteristics so that they could eas-
ily be distinguished, we must note that the positive group processes
that occurred were most likely primarily induced by Michel's careful
management of the children. We can nevertheless say that MAWii was
good enough to support these processes, which is what matters in the
end (see Section 14.1).
3. Focus on supporting social interaction between players, care-
givers and families and friends. Even though good multiplayer
gameplay is very hard to achieve, even single player games are very
good tools to foster social interaction. Since it is hard to imagine
a situation where increased social contact could be detrimental, de-
signers should analyze their gameplay through this lens and see how
it can encourage players to interact with others. For example, the
rather high diﬃculty of MINWii, at least from a demented patient's
point of view, greatly promotes interaction with caregivers who must
provide help and praise, so much so that one could almost consider
it collaborative play. Similarly, the avatar creation process we want
to include in MAWii would heavily rely on communication with the
therapist, strengthening his or her bonds with the children on top of
encouraging planning. But besides enhancing this asymmetrical re-
lationship with their caregivers and their families, games should also
encourage patients to interact with other players. This was precisely
the purpose of MAWii, which successfully supported sonorous com-
munication between the children, but even MINWii proved eﬃcient in
this regard, in spite of its single player gameplay. Although it was not
really expected, the players' experience indeed greatly beneﬁted from
the I play, you sing dynamics that emerged from the group sessions,
spurring meaningful and surprisingly complex communication and col-
laboration between players.
Chapter 13
Action Research
Action Research is a paradigm-changing methodology that was introduced
by social scientist Kurt Lewin in the 1950's for the analysis of social processes
in groups, usually of moderate size. Instead of taking a purely observational
stance and trying to have as little inﬂuence as possible on the people they
study, its advocates adopt an interventionist approach: they try to have a
transformative inﬂuence, of positive nature of course, and study the group
as it changes. This has the advantage of allowing researchers to uncover
mechanisms that would have remained invisible to pure observers, at the
expense of the ability to gather quantitative, unbiased data since (1) it is
hard to perform quantitative assessments on a rapidly changing population
and (2) the data collected, and even more so its interpretation, are bound
to be seriously biased if the researchers are an active part of the body they
study.
Although we are not really studying our target populations in the way
a social scientist would, our game design process can greatly beneﬁt from
such a methodology. Indeed, constantly analyzing patients' reactions to the
software as we progressively reﬁne the gameplay seems like a sound idea,
as the various low-level processes that give rise to fun are very subtle and
variable and thus hard to see without direct experimentation. Moreover,
the fact that the data we may collect with this approach is likely to be
ﬂawed is not of much importance, as what interests us at ﬁrst is to gather
signiﬁcant anecdotal evidence to guide the optimization of the gameplay.
Thus, we hereafter give our recommendations on how to ensure that the
design process incorporates what to us are the three essential assets of Action
Research: incremental design, smooth introduction into the target context
and positive outcome of the research process itself for the target population.
La méthode dite de recherche-action, introduite par le sociologue Kurt
Lewin dans les années 50 pour l'analyse des processus sociaux au sein de
groupes de taille modérée, constitue un paradigme à part en sociologie. Au
lieu d'adopter une attitude d'observateur pur essayant d'avoir aussi peu
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d'inﬂuence que possible sur le groupe sujet, ses partisans prennent la voie
de l'interventionnisme : ils tentent d'induire des transformations, de nature
positive bien sûr, et étudient le groupe à mesure qu'il change. Cela oﬀre
l'avantage de permettre aux chercheurs de mettre en lumière des mécanismes
qui seraient restés cachés pour des observateurs purs, au prix de la possibilité
de collecter des données précises et non biaisées puisque (1) il est très diﬃcile
de faire des évaluations chiﬀrées sur une population qui change rapidement et
(2) les données récoltées, et encore plus leur interprétation, sont condamnées
à être fortement biaisées si les chercheurs font partie intégrante du groupe
qu'ils étudient.
Bien que nous n'étudions pas vraiment notre population cible à la manière
d'un sociologue, notre processus de conception peut tirer grand bénéﬁce d'une
telle méthode. En eﬀet, l'analyse constante des réactions des patients vis-à-
vis de l'outil à mesure qu'on en améliore la conception semble être une idée
sensée, puisque les multiples processus de bas niveau qui aboutissent ensem-
ble à l'émergence du fun sont très subtils et donc diﬃciles à éclairer sans
expérimentation directe. De plus, le fait que les données que nous récoltons
avec cette approche aient de grandes chances d'être biaisées n'a que peu
d'importance, puisque ce qui nous intéresse en premier lieu est d'accumuler
suﬃsamment de résultats anecdotaux pour guider l'optimisation du game-
play. Par conséquent, nous donnons ci-après nos recommandations destinées
à s'assurer que le processus de conception incorpore ce que nous considérons
comme les trois atouts fondamentaux de la recherche-action : design incré-
mental, introduction graduelle dans le contexte visé et retombées positives de
la démarche de recherche en elle-même pour la population cible.
13.1 Incremental Design in Four Phases
One of the cornerstones of Action Research is the incremental approach:
transformation is induced progressively by small steps, with constant col-
lection of feedback from the actual target environment and integration of
the subsequent reﬁnements into the next iteration. This is a very classical
approach in video game design, which, for the case of healthcare games, we
suggest be implemented in four phases:
1. Make an a priori, simple and robust prototype after thorough
discussion with expert practitioners. From our point of view, this
is clearly the best way to get to the point where actual user tests can
begin. One may think that the best course of action would be to make
several diﬀerent crude sketches of what the end product might be like,
and compare patients' reactions to the various gameplay in a real clin-
ical setting. Indeed, such an approach appears to be more scientiﬁc
and less dogmatic, since it lets end users, and not the designers, de-
cide what is best for themselves. However it would also be extremely
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time-consuming, and overall completely impractical, mostly because
no matter how much work is put into these prototypes, they are more
or less bound to all be seriously ﬂawed. Indeed, as we already ex-
plained, even expert practitioners have much diﬃculty evaluating the
impact of countless details of the game mechanics that can make or
break a gameplay in spite of their apparent insigniﬁcance. Thus, we
recommend the creation of a very crude prototype which, instead of
being used to compare many diﬀerent gameplay ﬂavors, demonstrates
only the absolute core mechanisms of the gameplay which would be
common to any version of the game. Such an early and rudimentary
yet testable version can usually be obtained quickly and be used to
validate the main characteristics of the game and gather much needed
ﬁrst feedback that will give the expert practitioners involved a signif-
icantly better idea of how to conduct the main phase, which comes
next.
2. Perform a small-scale incremental evaluation for a signiﬁcant
period of time, with constant collection of feedback and a
debrieﬁng after each session to decide what to change, add
or remove for the following test. We suggest involving no more
than ten users, as serious meta-analyses have shown that one testing
session with this many subjects is suﬃcient to uncover 90% of the
usability issues of a web interface [169]. In fact, Nielsen advocates
for even smaller-scale but repeated studies, saying that three ﬁve-user
tests at diﬀerent times in the design process should be preferred to
one ﬁfteen-user trial. However, since we are not dealing with mere
websites but with healthcare programs where safety and usability are
critical, we suggest taking extra precautions by involving more than
ﬁve users. We thus settle on this limit of ten, which appears to oﬀer
an already good safety margin for an incremental protocol. Neverthe-
less, if funding is scarce, we too recommend cutting on the number of
users instead of on the number of iterations, as the ability to validate
new oritentations before investing too much time into them is crucial to
keep development costs in check. This is exactly what happened with
MINWii's Challenge Mode, which our early evaluations ﬂagged as ob-
viously too complicated and led us to focus on Reminiscence Mode, or
MAWii's multi-instrument scheme, which was put aside for a while and
reintroduced very progressively, after signiﬁcant modiﬁcation, once the
children had accumulated enough experience with just one instrument.
3. Test any modiﬁcation whatsoever, even if it seems harmless
or barely useful. Indeed, the smallest changes sometimes have dra-
matic impact, good or bad. Since even experts often get it all wrong
and prove unable to predict the consequences of the modiﬁcations they
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propose, thorough testing is very important, as it can not only prevent
the inclusion of harmful features but also demonstrate the unexpect-
edly beneﬁcial impact of others, saving designers a lot of time. For
example, the simple addition of color stickers on the Wiimotes, which
we thought would not have much impact on children, on the contrary
completely stopped their complaints about being unable to distinguish
themselves from the other players. Had we not tested this idea right
away, without much hope but simply to gather information, we would
have wasted our time on much deeper but completely unnecessary cus-
tomization of the Wiimotes. On the other hand, the glissando option
in MINWii, which to us was simply extending the gameplay and thus
could not have any detrimental eﬀect, failed because even our experts
had misjudged the extent of patients' motor issues. Instead of enrich-
ing the gameplay, it prevented them from playing with pleasure, as it
made them much more likely to produce parasitic, unwanted and thus
confusing notes, something which we, with our much better coordina-
tion, failed to see when we tried this feature.
4. Freeze the design once a mature gameplay has emerged, refac-
tor the source code and start dissemination. With production
versions of both MAWii and MINWii well underway, this is where we
are at with our two projects. We therefore cannot give much feedback
on this step but nevertheless have two important comments to make.
First, with weekly implementation of new features, modiﬁcations of
gameplay, correction of bugs or even removal of unnecessary options
during several months, the source code for the software is very likely to
be quite messy and need a complete overhaul. If this step is omitted,
it will be very diﬃcult to maintain and enhance, in particular prevent-
ing the all important cultural adaptations we recommend in Section
14.3. Moreover, this overhaul is, according to us, the most suitable
moment to switch from prototyping hardware and software, chosen
for power and ﬂexibility, to their production counterparts, which are
more likely to be chosen according to licensing and cost constraints
and thus require signiﬁcantly more work to be integrated. Once this
is done, large-scale diﬀusion can start even if the application is still in
an early development phase. Indeed, because fun and motivation are
our primary concern, it remains ethical to advocate diﬀusion in the
healthcare community even if thorough therapeutic evaluations with a
ﬁxed design have not yet been conducted. We thus advise designers
to invest time in early dissemination because it greatly beneﬁts every-
one: patients and their caregivers will be eager to try accessible yet
fun activities and will in return help future therapeutic assessment by
providing feedback and ﬁnancial support.
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5. Do not start therapeutic evaluation before fun is guaranteed.
We also have little to say about this step, since none of our projects
has yet reached this phase, but there is one crucial point to consider,
which plagues many poorly designed serious games: fun should be
guaranteed, meaning that the game should remain a game, even if it
undergoes modiﬁcations because of therapeutic or other serious con-
cerns. That is why therapeutic evaluation should not come before the
key characteristics that make the game fun are identiﬁed and under-
stood well enough for designers to ensure that they will not be taken
away. Otherwise, therapy-oriented modiﬁcations could rid the tool of
its motivational power, which would ruin its actual therapeutic impact
instead of increasing it.
13.2 Smooth Introduction in Therapeutic Settings
Healthcare practitioners are almost always short on time, while institutions
are invariably short on staﬀ and money. Moreover, as they become better
informed, patients and their families are increasingly wary of medical in-
terventions, with concerns for their safety and well-being that were mostly
overlooked even just a decade ago. Because of all this, it is critically im-
portant for designers of new healthcare tools such as music therapy games
to take all the necessary steps for a smooth introduction of their product
in the clinical universe. Failing to do so will likely result in big deploy-
ment diﬃculties for the prototype systems, preventing designers to obtain
the user evaluations and general feedback that are at the core of any Action
Research methodology and are in any case necessary to gain the trust of the
community.
To ensure such smooth integration, we recommend the following:
1. Strongly involve at least one expert on the target pathology
and treatment in the project. Of course, more is better, espe-
cially if they are experts from diﬀerent ﬁelds or functions, such as a
physician and an animator, as we had for MINWii. In any case, for
both projects, we heavily relied on our experts' knowledge and intu-
ition. We were routinely surprised to see how diﬀerent from ours their
vision of the pathology and the requirements it implied in terms of
gameplay was, despite our extensive preparatory study of both patho-
logical impulsiveness and dementia. This was especially true of our
expectations for the average skills of patients, which were instantly
shattered to pieces by all of our experts: Michel explained that the
seemingly rather chaotic recordings that he played for us, which we
did not ﬁnd musically pleasing at all, were the best he could obtain
from the children and were in fact full of very positive signs. Similarly,
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Dr. Péquignot made it clear that any interaction for which the coordi-
nation of multiple joints was necessary was out of question, instantly
ruling out everything that we had in mind prior to the interview. Fur-
thermore, in addition to providing crucial knowledge without which
we would inevitably have designed far too complex tools, the experts
involved provided much sought-after test subjects and backed up the
diﬀusion of the research in their community. Without their help we
could not have gained the trust of other healthcare practitioners, who
often have seen countless poorly designed new tools and have become
suspicious towards ground-breaking innovation.
2. Make sure that the system, even in its prototype version, is
very robust and requires very little initial investment in time
for basic use, from patients and from caregivers alike. First, if
a system takes too long to set up, fails too easily and must be restarted
often or requires too much training, busy healthcare practitioners will
disregard even the most promising prototype because they lack the
time to try it out. Similarly, if the gameplay is too complicated for
patients and forces caregivers to explain its workings over and over
and assist players completely, both will get frustrated and eventually
refuse to continue the experiments. These concerns with schedules
were especially salient for Michel who demanded that MAWii be ready
to use in less than three minutes, as he had very little time to set up
after the person occupying the music therapy room before him left and
could not aﬀord to meddle with wires and conﬁguration scripts once
he had four impulsive children inside with him. Time constraints were
not as pressing with MINWii, since specialized animation staﬀ usually
have slightly more time on their hands to set up complex activities for
residents, but our ensuring quick and easy installation proved useful
nonetheless when we were denied access to the animation room several
weeks in a row and each time had to ﬁnd another place to set up while
patients were waiting.
3. Keep development and end-user costs very low. Even though
this seems like a no-brainer at ﬁrst glance, we contend that it is in fact
one of our most controversial recommendations. Indeed, it is to a large
extent true that people will not count their money when it comes to
their health. Therefore, medical products are often sold for very high
prices that would be unacceptable in other ﬁelds, but here supposedly
reﬂect the costly validation process that one must go through to have
one's products deemed suitable for healthcare purposes. It would thus
makes sense to more or less disregard costs and try to make the very
best system we can, with custom hardware and software and numer-
ous high-end features. However we chose to take the opposite approach
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and strive to keep costs very low by relying exclusively on oﬀ-the-shelf
hardware and free software as well as avoiding the development and
implementation of all unnecessary features. For example, the visually
very simple yet soothing interfaces of both games avoid eye candy al-
most entirely, which has strong medical justiﬁcations because of the
attentional disabilities of our two target populations but also dramat-
ically cut development costs, as graphic managers are often the most
time-consuming part of an application. Our decision to limit costs with
such techniques was partly philanthropic, as our goal was to allow as
many people as possible to beneﬁt from our games, but it was mostly
a matter of pragmatism: since many people remain skeptical of serious
games and music therapy in spite of the growing body of evidence sup-
porting their usefulness, it would simply have been impossible to ﬁnd
large funding for our projects. We thus had no choice but to be very
careful ﬁnancially. We think that we have shown that this obstacle is
not insurmountable and can even be turned into an asset, and thus ad-
vise others facing the same kind of issues to adopt the same approach
instead of searching for more money.
4. Plan ahead to have the resources necessary to provide strong,
long-term support to the healthcare practitioners on the team.
Again, all these professionals have very little time on their hands and,
no matter how motivated they might be, their mere participation in
the project is already likely to be a big sacriﬁce for them. Thus, design-
ers and developers who wish to see their systems truly put to the test
in a real clinical environment must be prepared to accomplish many
support tasks that they would not expect to have to take care of in
other contexts. This of course includes providing the hardware as well
as complete and responsive technical support but extends far beyond
that to the most mundane tasks. For example, we had to bring all
the hardware to the institutions every time for all the tests of both
games, even though in the case of MAWii we were not even allowed
to observe the sessions! We did this because our collaborators from
the healthcare world, for safety, ﬁnancial and schedule reasons, did not
possess the necessary devices and were in fact not even allowed to store
them in the institutions without ﬁlling countless paper forms and ask-
ing for multiple authorizations, which they neither had the time nor
the energy to do. This task and many others of the same kind proved
very time-consuming, which is why we strongly emphasize the need
for designers and developers to plan for such interventions and save
some time for unexpected work such as watching over four demented
patients while their usual caregivers respond to an emergency.
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13.3 Research as a Therapeutic Tool
The ﬁnal key asset of Action Research in our context is its focus on ensur-
ing a positive outcome of the research process itself for the target group,
regardless of how successful the study is from an actual scientiﬁc point of
view. This is extremely important for us, since we are having patients and
caregivers participate in projects that take up a signiﬁcant amount of their
time with no ﬁnancial compensation. Moreover, our games have no guar-
anteed positive therapeutic impact and, although careful design and early
testing under the close supervision of expert caregivers make this very un-
likely, could conceivably even have detrimental eﬀects. Therefore, we see our
trying to make the research process itself therapeutic as a fair compensation
for patients' investment. However our motivation here is again only partly
philanthropic, since this approach has great advantages for game-makers too
and can even be the key to a successful design process. Thus, we recommend
the following to try to make the research process therapeutic even if the risks
and time consumption for patients and caregivers happen to be limited:
1. Put patients in the center of the design process to enhance
their self-esteem and their mood. This is is the number one lever
that is at game-makers' disposal to achieve a positive outcome for
the design process regardless of the results. Indeed, patients often
feel lonely and ostracized because of their illness and are frequently
clinically depressed because of this. Consequently, making them feel
acknowledged and even important by asking for their feedback and
showing them that their suggestions were actually taken into account
and implemented in the game is very positive for their mood. In our
case, the children testing MAWii kept on asking questions about the
designers whom they had never seen and even uttered several heart-
warming compliments that were a great source of motivation for us.
In much the same way, demented patients kept thanking us for the
way we cared for them. They kept commenting on how lonely they
were and on how the research consequently was a great opportunity
for much sought-after human interaction. Moreover, many were ec-
static when they discovered that we had added their favorite song to
the system's repertoire at their request. All this in return made the
experience very positive for everyone, us included, and we consequently
advise anyone following our methodology to work the same way. In-
deed, it is just a matter of communication and thus requires very little
eﬀort: since patient-centric design is a necessity anyway, following the
present guideline is simply a question of making it clear for patients
that they are the number one authority.
2. Use the predictably positive outcome of the research process
as an argument to overcome potential ethical barriers. Indeed,
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ethical concerns are often very problematic when it comes to testing
new systems such as ours. First, physicians are skeptical of such treat-
ment methods and in general wary of new products. Therefore, they
are frequently not very keen on granting the necessary authorizations
for research that they see as a source of extra work or even as a po-
tential legal hazard. Second, most of our test subjects, children and
elderly patients alike, were not considered able to decide for themselves
whether or not they should participate in our studies, and obtaining
written consent from families was much more diﬃcult than from the
few patients who could sign for themselves. There is no doubt that
our emphasizing the positive impact on patients' self-esteem that the
research was more or less bound to have was instrumental in getting
physicians and families to give us their authorization in spite of their
reservations. Consequently, we think this argument should be put for-
ward by all the game-makers in the same situation as ours.
3. Use the resulting increase in patient and caregiver motivation
to get a better end product. As we repeatedly said, one of the great
barriers to successful design and testing in a real clinical setting is the
lack of close involvement of suﬃciently many expert caregivers. Just
like it makes it easier to obtain various authorizations, emphasizing
the positive outcome of the design process for the test patients can be
a great argument to motivate caregivers. First, most if not all of them
ﬁnd their work very demanding and would not continue if they did
not take great pleasure and pride in doing whatever they can to help
their patients. Second, anything that lifts the mood of those whom
they are in charge of is bound to have an overall positive impact on
the eﬃciency of their unit, since happier patients are usually much
easier to manage or even pleasurable to take care of. Consequently, we
suggest that game-makers use these arguments to ask institutions for
higher investment in their project in the form of longer testing with
more patients as well as more in-depth feedback from caregivers, two
things that are obviously more than likely to result in a better product.
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Chapter 14
The Power of Simplicity
We have been making numerous references to this last chapter for a simple
reason: in both case studies, it seems that most of the design ﬂaws we
detected, as well as a majority of the potential enhancements we imagined,
ultimately boiled down to matters of simplicity, for caregivers, patients or
even for the designers themselves.
In this chapter, we organize our guidelines for the design of simple sys-
tems along three axes, which more or less correspond to three diﬀerent but
related visions of simplicity. First, we insist on the implications of the fact
that music therapy games are tools for caregivers and thus should be made
as simple as possible so long as they reach their objectives. Second, we make
the case for instant fun, which can only be achieved if the game is very simple
to understand and use. Third and last, we give our recommendations on how
to use culture-speciﬁc and patient-speciﬁc levers to increase fun, advocating
simple and direct references to cultural and personal tastes as opposed to
the creation of complex and original background contexts, storylines, char-
acters and so on, to which designers tend to be attracted when they see the
tremendous possibilities that devices such as the Wiimote oﬀer.
Nous avons fait de nombreuses références à ce dernier chapitre pour une
raison simple : dans nos deux études de cas, il semble qu'au coeur de la
plupart des erreurs de conception que nous avons détectées, ainsi que de la
majorité des améliorations potentielles que nous avons imaginées, se trou-
vaient ﬁnalement des questions de simplicité, pour les aidants, les patients
ou même pour les concepteurs eux-mêmes.
Dans ce chapitre, nous organisons nos recommandations pour la concep-
tion d'outils simples selon trois axes, qui correspondent plus ou moins à trois
visions diﬀérentes mais liées de la simplicité. D'abord, nous insistons sur le
fait que les jeux de musicothérapie sont des outils pour les aidants et doivent
être conçus de manière aussi simple que possible, tant qu'ils atteignent leurs
objectifs. Ensuite, nous argumentons en faveur du fun instantané, qui ne
peut être atteint que si le jeu est très simple à comprendre et utiliser. Enﬁn,
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nous donnons nos recommandations concernant l'usage de leviers spéciﬁques
à une culture ou un patient pour augmenter le fun : nous optons pour des
références simples et directes aux goûts culturels et personnels plutôt que
pour la création d'univers, histoires ou personnages complexes et originaux,
vers lesquels les concepteurs ont tendance à être attirés lorsqu'ils prennent
la mesure de l'éventail des possibilités oﬀertes par des interfaces comme la
Wiimote.
14.1 Neither Instruments nor Normal Games, but
Tools
Inventors and makers of music instruments usually aim for a given timbre,
but also strive to achieve the highest expressiveness and versatility possi-
ble. Similarly, commercial games almost invariably advertise the supposedly
never-before-seen freedom they oﬀer to players in terms of movement, strat-
egy, interaction with the game's universe or other players and so on. This
is especially true of the increasingly popular sandbox-type games such as
Grand Theft Auto IV [170] or Minecraft [171], which emphasize rich and
complex game mechanics to encourage emergent gameplay, leading players
to set their own goals, sometimes as unbelievably complex and unexpected
as implementing an arithmetic logic unit1 within the game.
On the contrary, with our games we do not intend to reach such complex-
ity, as their point is simply to be used as tools by healthcare practitioners or
caregivers. Thus, they just need to be complex enough to accomplish their
task. Once the design fulﬁlls its basic goals, designers are much better oﬀ
striving towards simplicity and refraining to implement additional exciting
but unnecessary features. Here is what we recommend for advancing in this
direction, and why:
1. Build the gameplay from the ground up in small increments
and start trials with end users as soon as the ﬁrst prototype
boasts just enough fundamental features to be worth evaluat-
ing. The justiﬁcation for this is that unessential features are likely to
disrupt the assessment of patients' reaction to the core game mechanics.
Indeed, their presence will encourage caregivers to try diﬀerent conﬁg-
urations, thus making it impossible to compare the results between
the diﬀerent trials, and, most importantly, will make the outcome of
the experiments depend on too many parameters, preventing designers
to get valid feedback on the core of the game in itself. We had this
problem with MAWii, for which the ﬁrst trial did not provide as much
1The ALU, in a computer, is the basic circuit that performs the basic operations such
as addition, negation, logical tests and so on.
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interesting information as it could have regarding the children's under-
standing of the sound choice mechanism: they were confused by the
related yet very diﬀerent instrument switching feature, which was far
too complex to be used right away and should have been introduced
much later. Fortunately, we avoided this issue with MINWii because
we started testing much earlier, but we still could have had a prototype
ready in much less time had we realized, for example, that having only
one instrument available for a ﬁrst test was suﬃcient.
2. Focus on making the core interactions more accessible and
intuitive rather than on reﬁning or extending the gameplay
with subtleties and additional features that will most likely
rarely be put to use. As we explained earlier in this thesis report,
it is very diﬃcult to put oneself in a patient's shoes, so diﬃcult in fact
that even the experts among our teams were often proven wrong when
it came to evaluating patients' skills. Thus, the basic gameplay that
is decided upon prior to testing is almost bound to be too complex
and pose big usability issues. This for example was clear with our
initial choice of a high sensitivity for MAWii: in addition to failing
to increase expressiveness as we intended, because the children's skills
were too poor to leverage such subtlety, it turned out to confuse them
by greatly augmenting the number of notes triggered involuntarily. As
for MINWii, in a certain sense the addition of the Challenge Mode
proceeds of this search for accessibility and simplicity: although it
is an additional feature, it responds to demented patients' need for
guidance that prevented them from improvising and thus can be seen
as the correction of a usability problem more than an actual extension
of the gameplay. A better example of the later would be glissando,
which, as discussed in Section 13.1, was indeed a complete failure.
3. Choose technologies that are simply good enough and keep
in mind that enough is often much less than expected. De-
signers should indeed be better oﬀ relying on cheap, robust and widely
available hardware than on high-end devices, as long as it has suﬃcient
capabilities. First, testing will be cheaper and easier to organize since
multiple prototypes can be constructed with little resources. Second,
building the system and coding the software will probably be easier
and yield a more robust product thanks to standardized tools and ma-
ture software libraries. Third, the ﬁnal price and the eﬀort required to
build a system will be much lower for the end-users than if they have to
buy complex or even custom hardware. Our case studies clearly sup-
port these three arguments. First, we have demonstrated that rather
low-end tools such as the Wiimote were suﬃcient for our purposes.
Second, we have been able to lead our two projects to completion with
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very limited funding, which would have been impossible had we had
to buy custom devices and license expensive software technologies. Fi-
nally, we have obtained two systems that can be built for as little as
$300 or even $100, for MAWii and MINWii respectively, as long as one
already possesses a computer.
4. Make the game fun, but not necessarily addictive like a com-
mercial game. Indeed, patients will only play under the supervision
of a caregiver, probably for at most half an hour a day, since the games
are designed in such a way that they cannot play on their own without
external help. Furthermore, addiction can have adverse eﬀects: chil-
dren addicted to MAWii would be at risk of losing sight of the music
therapy session they are participating in, while elderly patients may
experience dangerous exhaustion from too lengthy playing sessions2
and even get frustrated when they try to start the system and realize
that they cannot play without the help of a caregiver. Thus, it seems
more eﬃcient to focus on usability and instant fun than on creating
an unnecessarily rich game play encouraging patients to play hours on
end.
14.2 Instant Fun
Speaking of the necessity of instant fun is a concise way of saying that a
healthcare game, no matter what its purpose is, should rely on simple me-
chanics that instantly appeal to and reward ﬁrst-time players. First, if the
game is to be used as a healthcare tool, it is crucial that as few patients
as possible reject it, which is why instant reward is necessary. Indeed, con-
trarily to drug-based treatments, which have a good chance of success even
without patient consent, acceptance and adhesion to the treatment are sine
qua non in our case, as one cannot unwillingly have fun. Second, as we said
in the previous section, patients are not going to play the games for lengthy
periods of time and will not have the possibility to train at will. Thus, they
will not be able to enjoy the kind of very complex gameplay that only be-
comes rewarding after signiﬁcant mastery has been achieved, even if they
are willing to do so. Consequently, we hereafter give advice to ensure and
increase the likelihood of healthcare games generating fun instantly:
1. Avoid strong, explicit challenge and scoring, which are un-
necessary in a supervised context and may deter unskilled
2A patient who voluntarily participated in an informal demonstration session at Broca
Hospital enjoyed playing and being praised so much that she kept at it for an extended
period of time, probably making more of an eﬀort than she had in a long while. After
about 20 minutes she went into an epileptic seizure and then fainted, scaring us to death.
We were glad to see her recover quickly afterwards, but decided to impose a 15-minute
maximum length for sessions so as to avoid any other episode of this kind.
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patients. Obviously, a prerequisite to making a game rewarding is
that it does not punish players with unavoidable failure or a score that
could emphasize their poor performance if compared to that of oth-
ers. In commercial games, designers who want to create an instantly
rewarding experience still have to make do with challenge and scor-
ing, as they are usually necessary to motivate players in the long run.
However here, since patients play under the impulsion and supervi-
sion of a caregiver, their motivation is extrinsinc3 and such motivators
thus appear less important. One may think that they could neverthe-
less remain necessary, but neither MAWii nor MINWii include strong,
mandatory challenge or scoring, and both still proved greatly appeal-
ing to patients even in the long run. Thus, we advise designers to
dismiss strong challenge and scoring altogether, as their beneﬁcial ef-
fects nowhere nearly compensate the potentially dire inﬂuence they
may have on the least skilled patients.
2. Guarantee instant reward and, if possible, make it pleasurable
not only for the target player but for the entire group. There
is always only one occasion to make a good ﬁrst impression. Since pa-
tients presented with an unusual task often have a strong tendency to
quit as soon as they ﬁnd something on which to ground their refusal, in
our case this ﬁrst impression is crucial. First, for players to be rewarded
instantly, the core mechanics involved must be extremely intuitive, so
that ﬁrst-timers can explore the game rationally instead of trying ac-
tions randomly. This is especially true for gesture-based systems: be-
ginners could conceivably press all the buttons on the controller one
by one to see what happens but cannot possibly be expected to try
every single possible 3D gesture to discover the controls. Second, there
must be an easy way to obtain a satisfying reward very quickly, even
if further training reveals that this ﬁrst outcome was in fact character-
istic of a rather poorly executed action. Applying these two principles
made it possible to immediately catch the children's attention with
MAWii, as just randomly shaking the Wiimotes was already enough
to produce a satisfying guitar sound, which was very important since
their attentional deﬁcits make them very likely to disregard anything
that requires even the smallest bit of patience. This approach was also
instrumental in getting skeptical or anxious demented patients to try
the game in spite of their reluctance: the pistol made the interaction
scheme obvious and they were thrilled to see that with it even they
could instantly produce music pleasurable for them and everyone else
3Extrinsinc motivation refers to motivation that comes from outside an individual,
such as rewards, grades or, in our case, encouragements and praise from the supervisor
of the gaming session. In their theory of self-determination, Deci and Ryan oppose it to
intrinsinc motivation, which comes from inside the individual [172].
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in the room, just like the other, more adventurous participants who
played before them did.
3. Internalize extrinsinc motivation, which is only a starting
point, as quickly as possible. Having caregivers present to en-
courage patients to play alleviates the need for potentially detrimental
challenge and scoring and provides a safety net for players whose mo-
tivation might falter, but healthcare games should still try to have
patients internalize this extrinsinc motivation by supporting the self-
attribution of goals. This means that the gameplay must, in spite of its
simplicity, oﬀer a fair amount of potential progress as well as long-term
rewards that patients can understand and pursue. With MAWii, the
all in all rather good expressiveness of the Wiimotes makes it possible
to aim for a given sound, pattern or texture or even try to start a
collaborative eﬀort, as several groups of children did, sometimes even
with spontaneous preparatory discussions. In MINWii, the goal pa-
tients set for themselves is usually to play a given song to completion
to get praise from the caregivers and congratulations and thanks from
other players. In any case, there should always be more to the game
than instant reward, but, since ﬁnding such longer-term goals that will
appeal to all of the patients is very diﬃcult and potentially demor-
alizing for the least skilled players who might fail, we advise to keep
them implicit. Thus, the game should be rich enough to oﬀer potential
higher level rewards but rely on caregivers to set patient-speciﬁc goals
and encourage or stop their pursuit when necessary.
14.3 Culture and Patient-Speciﬁc Products
The last lesson we draw from our two case studies is that, although things
such as the gameplay, the hardware or the organization of the sessions are
important, the single most powerful lever to design a successful music therapy
game is the cultural dimension. We have settled on two interesting gameplays
in our case studies, but our conviction is that we could have been just as
successful with very diﬀerent games, because the most important thing is
not the game itself but what meaning patients imbue it with. It is thus
absolutely critical to pay very close attention to this process, even though
it is very hard to study or to inﬂuence in a predictable manner. Here are a
few directions for making culture-speciﬁc and even patient-speciﬁc games to
encourage and build upon meaning creation by patients:
1. Use simple cultural common denominators: they are very
powerful even though they appear cliché. This point vividly il-
lustrates the discrepancy between our vision of our games as designers
and the kind of meaning that patients end up superimposing on their
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own play. We would usually want our applications to oﬀer an original
experience with innovative gameplay and intriguing sound and instru-
ments that would give us access to sensations we cannot get in real
life, such as playing a lightning fast rock solo with the gigantic bells of
a cathedral. However patients clearly see our games as an opportunity
to gain access to experiences that we as healthy subjects consider much
more mundane, simply because they are always denied access to these
basic pleasures due to their disabilities. This explains why, while we
thought the children would love synthetic sounds such as the atmo and
the robot, they turned out to be much more attracted to the guitar
and the ﬂute, or why elderly patients, instead of wanting to improvise
or play virtuoso-level musical pieces with ethnic instruments, simply
wished to use violin or piano sounds to play and sing the popular songs
they loved. We think it is crucial to take this only superﬁcially sur-
prising diﬀerence of vision into account and thus encourage designers
to emphasize simple, common experiences, which on top of being what
patients really crave are usually much better shared interests across
sometimes very heterogeneous populations.
2. Rely on patient feedback, even if it appears biased or strange,
because it always yields better results than following a de-
signer's often mislead intuition. It is very hard to guess what the
proper cultural levers to use are, and even more complex to predict
what patients' personal tastes will be and how they will project them
on the game. Consequently, we reckon that it is best to rely on the
feedback they provide, even if it seems hard to exploit, and try out
whatever they ask for in the game. Had we not listened to such feed-
back, we would never have included guitars or ﬂutes in MAWii, since
from our point of view manipulating these instruments with percussion-
like gestures was counter-intuitive and thus likely to be confusing for
the children. Similarly, had we failed to take into account elderly pa-
tients' comments showing that no matter how bad their pointing skills
were, their only concern was their being able to remember the lyrics, we
would never have tried the Reminiscence Mode, since we found such
a gameplay far too dull to be attractive. Our own experience, with
these two examples and many others alike, proves that the best re-
sults are usually achieved through patient-centric design, because our
vision of the world is too diﬀerent from that of the patients not to
misguide us. We thus recommend that designers try to recognize their
own opinions as the natural prejudices of a healthy person and put the
patients' suggestions ﬁrst, regardless of how strange they might seem
before testing.
3. Focus on evocative power: for patients, playing is primarily
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a projective experience, which makes it the single most im-
portant aspect of the game. This seems obvious when one uses
games for analytical therapy [72], but our case studies strongly sug-
gest that this is also the case for any other kind of healthcare game.
Patients appear to imbue their gaming experience with strong mean-
ing, contrarily to many healthy players who are motivated only by
challenge or experimentation and simply want to get the best score or
experience something new. Our guess is that this tendency for projec-
tion is a consequence of their condition. Their disabilities constantly
make them long to be just like anyone else and logically push them
to consider games precisely as a means to achieve this, just like many
GTA players, especially the younger ones, are thrilled to become a
mighty yet cool gangster for a while. No matter where it comes from,
this projective tendency is strong and should be met with suﬃcient
evocative capabilities by incorporating whatever sounds, songs or even
visual elements that carry strong meaning for the patients. That is
what made MAWii so successful, as it let children tap into the very
high social value of musicianship, which is best incarnated by the ubiq-
uitous guitar. That is also what made MINWii's Reminiscence Mode
so powerful, as it included many songs that were directly linked to
patients' happy memories. We suggest that designers try to include
as many such meaningful elements in their games and, more impor-
tantly, look for signs of such evocative power during testing, because
they constitute very strong hints that the game is on the right track.
Chapter 15
Quick Reference Summary
Here is a quick reference summary of our 32 recommendations:
Voici un résumé de nos 32 recommandations :
Population-Centric Design
1. Make a thorough medical review of the diﬀerent pathologies
and disabilities commonly present in the target population.
2. Analyze the psychological and sociological context in which
patients will play the game.
3. Use an Action Research-based approach.
Patient Uniqueness
1. Use a clearly deﬁned framework, especially regarding inter-
face devices, to place clear boundaries for customizability.
2. Be pragmatic and build on whatever works, since motivation
seems to be inherently unpredictable.
3. Use highly parametric implementations to allow for easy ﬁne-
tuning.
4. Make options switchable whenever possible.
Solo Vs. Group Therapy
1. Leverage the fact that playing is prescribed and consequently
always involves a group, with at least one patient and one pre-
scribing caregiver.
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2. Beware of the fact that designing a good multiplayer game-
play for cognitively or behaviorally challenged patients is very
diﬃcult.
3. Focus on supporting social interaction between players, care-
givers and families and friends.
Incremental Design in Four Phases
1. Make an a priori, simple and robust prototype after thorough
discussion with expert practitioners.
2. Perform a small-scale incremental evaluation for a signiﬁcant
period of time, with constant collection of feedback and a
debrieﬁng after each session to decide what to change, add or
remove for the following test.
3. Test any modiﬁcation whatsoever, even if it seems harmless
or barely useful.
4. Freeze the design once a mature gameplay has emerged, refac-
tor the source code and start dissemination.
5. Do not start therapeutic evaluation before fun is guaranteed.
Smooth Introduction in Therapeutic Settings
1. Strongly involve at least one expert on the target pathology
and treatment in the project.
2. Make sure that the system, even in its prototype version, is
very robust and requires very little initial investment in time
for basic use, from patients and from caregivers alike.
3. Keep development and end-user costs very low.
4. Plan ahead to have the resources necessary to provide strong,
long-term support to the healthcare practitioners on the team.
Research as a Therapeutic Tool
1. Put patients in the center of the design process to enhance
their self-esteem and their mood.
2. Use the predictably positive outcome of the research process
as an argument to overcome potential ethical barriers.
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3. Use the resulting increase in patient and caregiver motivation
to get a better end product.
Neither Instruments nor Normal Games, but Tools
1. Build the gameplay from the ground up in small increments
and start trials with end users as soon as the ﬁrst prototype
boasts just enough fundamental features to be worth evalu-
ating.
2. Focus on making the core interactions more accessible and
intuitive rather than on reﬁning or extending the gameplay
with subtleties and additional features that will most likely
rarely be put to use.
3. Choose technologies that are simply good enough and keep
in mind that enough is often much less than expected.
4. Make the game fun, but not necessarily addictive like a com-
mercial game.
Instant Fun
1. Avoid strong, explicit challenge and scoring, which are un-
necessary in a supervised context and may deter unskilled
patients.
2. Guarantee instant reward and, if possible, make it pleasurable
not only for the target player but for the entire group.
3. Internalize extrinsinc motivation, which is only a starting
point, as quickly as possible.
Culture and Patient-Speciﬁc Products
1. Use simple cultural common denominators: they are very
powerful even though they appear cliché.
2. Rely on patient feedback, even if it appears biased or strange,
because it always yields better results than following a de-
signer's often mislead intuition.
3. Focus on evocative power: for patients, playing is primar-
ily a projective experience, which makes it the single most
important aspect of the game.
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Conclusion
In the course of this Ph.D., we introduced MAWii and MINWii, our own
blends of music therapy and video games, into two actual clinical environ-
ments: a day-care hospital for children with behavioral disorders and the
geriatrics unit of a medium-sized hospital. We did so in order to validate
an emerging and exploratory therapeutic approach, provide feedback to ori-
ent future similar initiatives and, hopefully, have a positive impact on the
well-being of patients and their caregivers. This research proved promis-
ing, interesting and even often entertaining, as patients surprised us with
their unexpected reactions, skills and opinions. It also proved very fulﬁll-
ing, when patients thanked us for making their treatment more enjoyable
and caregivers praised our tools as truly useful, as shown in our two main
publications regarding this thesis research [98], [135].
The previous chapters gave an in-depth look at each of the steps of the
entire game creation process, focusing successively on the deﬁnition of a
general design framework, its application, ﬁrst with MAWii and then with
MINWii, and ﬁnally on the lessons to draw from the comparison of the two
studies. This conclusive part ﬁrst summarizes the main contributions we
made during these four phases before laying out the plans for future research,
some of which is already underway. We then close with a discussion of the
potential extension of our ﬁndings to other pathologies and contexts to give
general orientations for the gamiﬁcation of healthcare.
Contributions
The research methodology used in this thesis is somewhat unconventional:
it relies on mostly anecdotal evidence, gathered during two diﬀerent but
related case studies, to give insights on a very exploratory if not entirely
new topic, musical healthcare game design. Thus, our conclusions are largely
qualitative and, as such, are primarily intended to serve as rough guides for
future initiatives, not as unchallengeable, precisely quantiﬁed claims that
can readily be transfered to other ﬁelds without careful critical review.
However, we had no choice but to settle for such a methodology, as qual-
itative design and usability studies such as those that we conducted are
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an absolute prerequisite to guarantee patient safety and obtain subsequent
funding for large-scale therapeutic evaluations. Moreover, because we ac-
knowledged the necessarily limited generalizability of whatever results we
would get in such a context from the very beginning, we chose an Action
Research methodology, which we think let us make the best of the limited
resources we had.
To justify this last claim, we review our three main contributions, in the
order that we listed them in the introduction: ﬁrst, our detailed analysis of
the needs and constraints that any designer of a musical healthcare game
must take into account; second, our two games and their impact on patients;
last, our 32 guidelines for future initiatives.
Needs and Constraints
We turned the needs and constraints that emerged from our review of the
literature and our multiple interviews with various healthcare practitioners
into a set of research objectives summarizing the main issues that we think
any musical healthcare game must address:
• Games can and must act as treatment catalysts, meaning that they
must increase players' motivation for their treatment to enhance its
impact. Without a strong motivational eﬀect, the large amount of
time and eﬀort that their conception requires would most likely be
better spent on something else.
• Ease of use, in all its dimensions, is absolutely crucial to get both
healthcare practitioners and their patients to try and use new systems.
The main concerns here are easy setup using little hardware, low ﬁnan-
cial and training costs for caregivers and adaptability to each patient
in terms of accessibility and personal musical tastes.
• Data collection and analysis tools are highly desirable to ground music
therapy in evidence-based practices and provide physicians with tools
to assist and speed up diagnosis, screening and monitoring processes.
Note that actual therapeutic impact in itself is not an absolute need and
is thus not listed here, although it is of course desirable. Indeed, we think
that any game that fulﬁlls the criteria listed above will be successful: patients
and caregivers are always in need of adapted distractions, of which very few
exist as patients' well-being has routinely been grossly overlooked until the
last decade or so.
Production-grade Games
MAWii and MINWii were conceived according to the principles of the design
framework we devised, primarily in order to validate the adequacy of said
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framework with the criteria we had established for the success of a musical
healthcare game. However we think that the contributions of these two case
studies extend much further. Here is a brief overview:
• The promising results of our tests validate the methodology we estab-
lished in our framework. They show that using specialized video games
in a real clinical setting with impulsive children or demented patients
is indeed feasible and likely has strong therapeutic potential.
• When we studied MAWii, not even Michel expected the children to be
so attracted to mainstream instruments. We showed that our intuition
that the children would crave the synthetic or heavily distorted sounds
that we tend to associate with the Wiimotes, though shared by most
of the experts we consulted with, was completely mislead as the most
popular instrument, by far, was the guitar. We consider this to be
a very signiﬁcant ﬁnding that largely spurred our subsequent recom-
mendations about relying on the evocative power of direct, well-shared
cultural references.
• With MINWii, what surprised us the most was the extraordinary suc-
cess of the Reminiscence Mode. Again, our intuition as video games
designers was completely wrong. Patients were highly enthusiastic and
even sometimes exhibited astonishing cognitive abilities in response
to this gameplay which we, as healthy users, thought would be far
too dull to be interesting, let alone highly stimulating. Again, we see
this as an important ﬁnding which will help designers to make better-
adapted games in the future by focusing on evocative power instead of
challenging gameplay.
• By choosing an Action Research methodology, we were able to enhance
the well-being of our test subjects through the research process itself.
Moreover, we took advantage of our two case studies, which we knew
would not produce statistically signiﬁcant quantitative results anyway,
to incrementally design two prototypes that became mature enough to
be turned into actual production-grade applications by Benoît Pin, a
software engineer from our lab. MINWii V1.0 is now downloadable for
free on its dedicated website1, and MAWii V1.0 is in the making.
We did give up most quantitative results by choosing an incremental
methodology which, by changing the software every week, made it impossible
to reliably assess the evolution of patients' skills. However, we traded this
ability to produce quantitative data for two games that, because they have
been progressively enhanced through such an incremental, patient-centric
design process, can and hopefully will be put to use by practitioners all over
1See www.minwii.org.
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the world, thanks to the new fully free production-grade versions that are or
will be available soon. Consequently, we think that our research will have
a much greater impact than if we had simply conducted quantitative but
necessarily small-scale studies with crude prototypes, especially since large-
scale, quantitative therapeutic evaluations are likely to take place in the near
future anyway.
Useful Guidelines
By comparing our ﬁndings from the two case studies, in particular regarding
issues shared by patients suﬀering from impulsiveness and dementia, such
as attentional or learning deﬁcits, or even common to virtually all patients,
such as an increased need for social contact due to feelings of loneliness or a
will to be normal for a while, we inferred 32 guidelines that should ease and
speed up the development of better music therapy games or even healthcare
games in general.
Our recommendations are organized along three main axes:
• Healthcare games are tools for caregivers and practitioners. As such,
they only need to be good enough to serve their intended function.
This means that designers should simply use good enough technologies
and design good enough gameplays to appeal to patients and keep
them interested for the 30 minutes or so at most that they will play
daily. All the technological and gameplay reﬁnements that make the
richness of a commercial game are here superﬂuous because there are
no hardcore gamers to appeal to.
• Instant fun is to be preferred to strong challenge or intricate gameplay.
Indeed, patients are always supervised and encouraged by caregivers
when they play the game. Thus, thanks to this extrinsinc motivation,
they do not need to be motivated by explicit scoring or long-term goals,
which are consequently better left out to avoid deterring less skilled
patients. What they do like however is for the games to be intuitive
and instantly rewarding, because it makes them feel empowered.
• Evocative power and cultural factors are key to making a game ap-
pealing. We think that any game mechanics that make patients' very
projective play possible will work, provided that this projection is sup-
ported by powerful, widespread cultural references that help patients
imagine themselves as healthy, successfull normal people, contrarily
to commercial games which usually aim for innovative and unusual
experiences.
These various recommendations will guide the future enhancement of our
applications to maximize therapeutic impact without loosing the essence of
what makes them good games and good tools. They will also hopefully
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help other designers working on musical games for other pathologies or even
completely diﬀerent types of healthcare games.
Perspectives
Future developments of our research can take two broad orientations. First,
we can extend our work, which up to now has been primarily geared to-
wards the creation of fun occupational tools, to assess the actual therapeutic
impact of such tools. This will be the ﬁrst focus of this section. Second,
we can broaden the scope of our conclusions by validating our results with
other pathologies and populations, or even with completely diﬀerent, non-
musical healthcare games. The discussion of such a transformation of our
conclusions from recommendations for the design of a musical healthcare
game into guidelines for the gamiﬁcation of the healthcare world will end
this thesis report.
Therapeutic Validation
Due to various events beyond our control2, the process leading to the ther-
apeutic evaluation of MINWii is signiﬁcantly more advanced than that of
MAWii. However, both will be put to this new kind of test, albeit in very
diﬀerent ways. If they are successful, these therapeutic studies will be among
the ﬁrst to give statistically solid quantitative results on the potency of ac-
tive music therapy in the treatment of behavioral disorders and dementia
and, hopefully, be instrumental in ﬁnally establishing it into the position of
major secondary or even primary treatment we think it deserves.
The production-grade version of MINWii is already available for down-
load on its dedicated website [173] and will soon begin to be used au-
tonomously, i.e. without our presence, at Saint-Maurice Hospital once the
robustness of the new version is conﬁrmed. This will provide us with very
interesting long-term feedback on the potential beneﬁts of MINWii for the
general functioning of the geriatrics unit as a whole.
Moreover, thanks to the very positive results of the preliminary usability
study we conducted at Broca hospital with a ﬁxed version, we are conﬁdent
that our pending (small) funding requests for another experiment will be
successful. This would let us begin three separate randomized controlled
experiments, each involving approximately 40 patients, to assess the eﬀects
of MINWii on parameters such as stress and anxiety, as measured by saliva
cortisol levels, depression, as measured by the Cornell scale, and overall
well being, as measured by the QoL-AD. We believe that these studies will
demonstrate the therapeutic value of MINWii and allow us to diﬀuse it not
2The day-care center where we conducted our ﬁrst case study was closed due to budget
cuts.
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only as an occupational tool, but also as an actual treatment if used in the
right conditions.
As for MAWii, once the production-grade version is ready, we would
like to experiment with the personalization process. Again working in close
collaboration with Michel, we intend to design a mechanism for children to
create their avatar instrument. They will give it a name and a face, choose
or even record its sounds themselves and equip it with accessories such as
audio eﬀects.
Thanks to the very promising results of our preliminary study, we hope
to obtain the funding and authorizations to conduct a year-long, controlled
study with a group of about 30 children to compare traditional sonorous com-
munication to the same protocol augmented with the avatar personalization
feature described above. Positive results would mean that MAWii actu-
ally enhances the therapeutic power of Michel's method, instead of merely
providing an alternative to traditional instruments, even though that alone
already has multiple beneﬁts.
Role in the Gamiﬁcation of Healthcare
While we do not intend to mindlessly generalize results that we recognize to
be safely applicable only in our very speciﬁc context, at least until further
research conﬁrms their transferability to other pathologies, populations and
types of healthcare games, we think that our conclusions can serve as useful
guides for the design of the many gamiﬁed applications that will inevitably
hit the healthcare market in the coming years. Such recommendations will
be especially crucial to make the connection between the two very diﬀerent
worlds of healthcare applications and video games, as designers coming from
one of these two ﬁelds will want or likely be forced by economic concerns to
venture into the other. We hope that work such as ours will prevent those
coming from the healthcare world from calling games things that are merely
slightly more entertaining treatments or applications, as well as help game
designers get a feel of the eﬀort they need to make in terms of accessibility
compared to commercial games or even classical serious games in order to
adapt to disabled patients.
There is no doubt that this paradigmatic evolution will be supported by
great progress in terms of hardware and software power. That is why we
insisted on the fact that neither the Wiimote nor MAWii and MINWii were
the panacea of musical healthcare gaming. They are simply examples of what
can be achieved with a proper methodology using rather low-tech hardware
and small funding. In the future, many new, more powerful interfaces, the
ﬁrst of which will likely be tactile displays, will become as cheap and easy to
use as the Wiimotes, and there is no doubt that healthcare games will reap
the beneﬁts of these evolutions. We hope that our work on optimizing the
process of introduction of a new type of interface, in our case motion sensing,
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in a real clinical setting by focusing on cheap and robust oﬀ-the-shelf devices
will make it easier and quicker for designers to put future new technologies
in the hands of healthcare practitioners and their patients.
Moreover, the pervasiveness of all these new technologies is rising very
fast: while home treatment devices that enable long-distance interventions
such as examination by a specialist for rare cases or perform permanent
monitoring of certain parameters such as blood pressure are becoming in-
creasingly popular, we are most likely only witnessing the very beginning of
this trend. We think that musical healthcare games will play a major role in
this process, thanks to their motivational power and the always astonishing
ability of music to form bonds between seemingly completely diﬀerent people.
The conjunction of (1) increasingly powerful data mining algorithms helping
physicians with diagnosis, screening, monitoring, treatment customization
etc. and (2) gamiﬁed medical tests and treatments for patients that will
seamlessly collect this data in a fun and easy way, for example thanks to
music, will undoubtedly revolutionize healthcare, replacing sporadic, painful
visits to a specialist with constant yet fun monitoring and personalized push
instead of pull interventions from physicians.
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Conclusion
Durant cette thèse, nous avons introduit MAWii et MINWii, nos propres
mélanges de musicothérapie et de jeux vidéo, au sein de deux environnements
cliniques réels : un hôpital de jour pour enfants atteints de troubles du com-
portement et le service de gériatrie d'un hôpital de taille moyenne. Nous
avons eﬀectué cette démarche dans le but de valider une approche thérapeu-
tique nouvelle et exploratoire, de fournir un retour pour orienter de futurs
eﬀorts similaires et, nous l'espérons, d'avoir un impact positif sur le bien-être
des patients et de leurs aidants. Cette recherche s'est avérée prometteuse, in-
téressante et souvent même divertissante lorsque les patients nous surprirent
par leurs réactions, leurs capacités et leurs opinions. Elle fut aussi très
gratiﬁante, lorsque les patients nous remercièrent d'avoir rendu leur traite-
ment plus agréable et lorsque leurs aidants jugèrent nos outils véritablement
utiles, comme le montrent nos deux publications principales concernant cette
recherche doctorale [98], [135].
Les précédents chapitres ont fourni une analyse en profondeur des étapes
de l'ensemble du processus de création des jeux, s'intéressant successivement
à la déﬁnition d'un cadre général de conception, à ses applications, d'abord
avec MAWii et ensuite avec MINWii, et enﬁn aux leçons à tirer de la com-
paraison des deux études. Cette partie conclusive résume les contributions
principales apportées durant notre thèse avant de décrire nos plans pour les
travaux suivants, dont certains sont déjà en cours. Nous terminons enﬁn
par une discussion portant sur les extensions potentielles de nos résultats à
d'autres pathologies et contextes de façon à donner des pistes générales pour
la gamiﬁcation des pratiques de santé.
Contributions
La méthode de recherche utilisée dans cette thèse est assez peu convention-
nelle : elle s'appuie majoritairement sur des résultats anecdotiques, obtenus
durant deux études de cas diﬀérentes mais liées, pour éclairer le sujet très
exploratoire voire même complètement nouveau qu'est la conception de jeux
musicaux pour la santé. Par conséquent, nos conclusions sont largement
qualitatives et, en tant que telles, sont essentiellement destinées à servir de
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guides plus ou moins précis pour de futurs projets, et non de résultats pré-
cisément quantiﬁés et gravés dans le marbre qui pourraient être transférés
tels quels dans d'autres domaines sans un examen critique attentif.
Néanmoins, nous n'avons eu d'autres choix que d'adopter une telle méth-
ode, les phases de design qualitatif et d'étude d'usage telles que celles que
nous avons conduites constituant un pré-requis indispensable pour garantir
la sécurité des patients et obtenir les ﬁnancements nécessaires à une étude
thérapeutique à grande échelle. De plus, parce que nous avons dès le début
pris en compte la faible généralisabilité de nos résultats potentiels, nous avons
choisi une méthode de type recherche-action, qui selon nous nous a permis
d'exploiter au mieux les ressources limitées dont nous disposions.
Pour justiﬁer cette aﬃrmation, nous revoyons nos trois contributions
principales, dans l'ordre dans lequel nous les avons présentées en introduc-
tion : d'abord, notre analyse détaillée des besoins et contraintes que tout
concepteur de jeu musical pour la santé doit prendre en compte ; ensuite,
nos deux jeux et leur impact sur les patients ; enﬁn, nos 32 recommanda-
tions pour de futurs projets.
Besoins et contraintes
Nous avons construit, à partir des besoins et contraintes qui ont émergé
de notre analyse de la littérature et nos nombreuses discussions avec divers
professionels de santé, un ensemble d'objectifs de recherche qui résument les
caractéristiques fondamentales que doit selon nous posséder tout jeu musical
pour la santé :
• Les jeux peuvent et doivent agir en catalyseurs, c'est-à-dire accroître la
motivation des joueurs vis-à-vis de leur traitement pour améliorer son
impact. Sans un eﬀet motivationnel fort, la grande quantité de temps
et d'énergie nécessaire à leur conception serait presque sûrement mieux
investie ailleurs.
• L'utilisabilité, dans toutes ses dimensions, est absolument cruciale pour
convaincre les professionels et leurs patients de tester un nouveau sys-
tème. Les principaux points, ici, sont une installation facile avec peu
de matériel, de faibles coûts en terme d'investissement comme de for-
mation des personnels et enﬁn l'adaptabilité à chaque patient en termes
d'accessibilité et de goûts musicaux.
• Les outils de collecte et d'analyse de données sont importants pour
ancrer la musicothérapie dans la médecine quantitative et fournir aux
professionels des outils pour aider et accélérer le diagnostic et le suivi
des patients.
On pourra noter que l'impact thérapeutique positif n'est pas en lui-même
absolument indispensable et n'est donc pas mentionné ici, même s'il est bien
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sûr utile. En eﬀet, nous pensons que tout jeu vériﬁant les critères précités
sera un succés : patients et aidants sont constamment à la recherche de
distractions adaptées, qui sont bien rares à cause notamment du peu de cas
qui était traditionnellement fait du bien-être des patients jusqu'à récemment.
Jeux en version production
MAWii et MINWii ont été conçus selon les principes du cadre de conception
que nous avons mis en place, notamment de manière à valider l'adéquation
dudit cadre avec les critères de succès d'un jeu musical pour la santé précédem-
ment formulés. Nous pensons néanmoins que les contributions de ces deux
études de cas vont bien plus loin que cela :
• Les résultats prometteurs de nos tests valident la méthodologie établie
dans notre cadre de conception. Ils montrent qu'il est eﬀectivement
possible d'utiliser des jeux vidéo spécialisés dans un cadre clinique réel
avec des enfants impulsifs ou des patients déments et suggèrent un fort
potentiel thérapeutique.
• Durant l'étude de MAWii, même Michel n'imaginait pas que les enfants
seraient si attirés par les instruments classiques. Nous avons montré
que notre intuition première, partagée d'ailleurs par la plupart des ex-
perts consultés, qui voulait que les enfants se montrent friands des sons
synthétiques ou fortement distordus que nous avons tendance à associer
avec les Wiimotes, était en fait complètement erronée, l'instrument le
plus populaire s'étant avéré être, de loin, la guitare. C'est pour nous
un résultat très important qui a grandement contribué à l'élaboration
de nos recommandations sur l'utilisation simple et directe du pouvoir
évocatif des références culturelles les plus répandues.
• Avec MINWii, ce fut l'extraordinaire succès du mode réminiscence qui
nous surpris le plus. Une fois encore, notre intuition de concepteur
de jeux s'est avérée fausse : les patients étaient très enthousiastes et
ont même parfois fait montre d'impressionantes capacités cognitives en
réponse à ce gameplay que nous, en tant que sujets sains, jugions bien
trop ennuyeux pour être fun et, a fortiori, hautement stimulant. Là
aussi, nous voyons ceci comme un résultat important qui permettra aux
concepteurs de créer à l'avenir des jeux mieux adaptés en se focalisant
sur le pouvoir évocatif plutôt que sur un gameplay complexe.
• En choisissant une méthode de recherche-action, nous avons été ca-
pables d'améliorer le bien-être de nos sujets de test grâce à la dé-
marche de recherche en elle-même. De plus, nous avons tiré parti de
nos deux études de cas, dont nous savions qu'elles ne produiraient de
toute façon pas de résultats quantitatifs signiﬁcatifs, pour concevoir
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de manière incrémentale deux prototypes qui sont devenus assez ma-
tures pour être transformés en logiciels prêts à l'emploi par Benoît
Pin, ingénieur informatique au CRI. MINWii V1.0 est maintenant
téléchargeable gratuitement sur le site dédié3, et MAWii V1.0 est en
cours d'implémentation.
Nous avons presque complètement abandonné les résultats quantitatifs en
choisissant une méthodologie incrémentale qui, impliquant des modiﬁcations
hebdomadaires du programme, rendait impossible une évaluation rigoureuse
de l'évolution des performances des patients. Par contre, nous avons échangé
cette capacité de produire des données quantitatives contre deux jeux qui,
puisqu'ils ont été améliorés progressivement au cours d'une telle phase de
conception incrémentale centrée sur le patient, pourront, espérons-le, être mis
à proﬁt par les professionels à travers le monde grâce aux versions production
libres qui sont ou seront bientôt disponibles. Par conséquent, nous pensons
que notre recherche aura un impact bien plus conséquent que si nous nous
étions bornés à conduire des études quantitatives à petite échelle avec des
prototypes de faible qualité, en particulier compte tenu du fait que des tests
thérapeutiques à grande échelle auront très probablement lieu bientôt de toute
façon.
Recommandations utiles
En comparant nos résultats issus des deux études de cas, en particulier en ce
qui concerne les problématiques communes aux patients souﬀrant d'impulsivité
et de démence, telles que les déﬁcits en termes d'attention ou d'apprentissage,
ou même partagées par tous les patients, comme le besoin de contact social en
réponse à un sentiment de solitude ou l'envie d'être normal pour un temps,
nous avons déduit 32 recommandations qui devraient simpliﬁer et accélérer
le développement de meilleurs jeux de musicothérapie ou même des jeux pour
la santé en général.
Nos recommandations sont organisées selon trois axes :
• Les jeux pour la santé sont des outils pour les aidants et les profes-
sionels. En tant que tels, ils ont seulement besoin d'être suﬃsam-
ment bons pour remplir leur fonction. Cela signiﬁe que les concepteurs
doivent se contenter de technologies et de gameplays juste suﬃsants
pour motiver les patients et les tenir en haleine durant les 30 min-
utes environ qu'ils passeront à jouer chaque jour au maximum. Les
raﬁnnements technologiques et conceptuels qui font la richesse d'un jeu
commercial sont ici superﬂus car il n'y a pas de hardcore gamers à
intéresser.
3Voir www.minwii.org.
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• Il est préférable de viser le fun instantané plutôt que le déﬁ ou un
gameplay complexe. En eﬀet, les patients sont toujours supervisés et
encouragés par un aidant lorsqu'ils jouent. Par conséquent, grâce à
cette motivation extrinsèque, ils n'ont pas besoin d'être motivés par un
score explicite ou des buts à long terme, qu'il vaut donc mieux laisser
de côté pour éviter de décourager les patients les moins forts. Ce qu'ils
aiment, par contre, ce sont les jeux intuitifs fournissant une récom-
pense instantanée, car ils leur donnent le sentiment d'être en pleine
possession de leurs moyens.
• Le pouvoir évocatif et les aspects culturels sont cruciaux pour réaliser
un jeu attractif. Nous pensons que tout gameplay rendant possible le
jeu projectif des patients marchera, à condition que cette projection
soit soutenue par des références culturelles puissantes et communes
aidant les patients à s'imaginer en personnes normales et en bonne
santé, contrairement aux jeux commerciaux qui cherchent généralement
à créer des expériences inhabituelles et innovantes.
Ces multiples recommandations guideront les améliorations futures de nos
applications pour maximiser leur bénéﬁce thérapeutique sans perdre l'essence
de ce qui en fait de bons jeux et de bons outils. Elles aideront aussi les
concepteurs travaillants sur des jeux musicaux pour d'autres pathologies ou
même sur des jeux pour la santé d'un genre complètement diﬀérent.
Perspectives
Les suites de nos travaux se feront selon deux axes principaux. D'abord,
nous pouvons étendre notre recherche, qui pour l'instant était principalement
tournée vers la création d'outils occupationnels fun, pour évaluer leur impact
thérapeutique réel. Ensuite, nous pouvons élargir le champ de nos conclu-
sions en validant nos résultats avec d'autres pathologies et d'autres popula-
tions, ou même avec des jeux pour la santé complètement diﬀérents et non
nécessairement musicaux. Nous terminerons ce rapport de thèse en discu-
tant la validité potentielle d'une telle transformation de nos conclusions pour
passer de recommandations pour le design de jeux musicaux pour la santé à
des conseil généraux pour la gamiﬁcation de la santé.
Validation thérapeutique
Suite à divers événements indépendants de notre volonté4, le processus con-
duisant à la validation thérapeutique de MINWii est signiﬁcativement plus
avancé que celui concernant MAWii. Néanmoins, les deux seront soumis à
4L'hôpital de jour dans lequel nous travaillions a été fermé pour cause de restrictions
budgétaires.
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ce nouveau type de test, bien que de manières très diﬀérentes. Si elles sont
couronnées de succès, ces études thérapeutiques seront parmi les premières
à fournir des résultats quantitatifs statistiquement solides sur l'eﬃcacité de
la musicothérapie active pour le traitement des troubles du comportement et
de la démence et serviront à faire enﬁn reconnaître la place de traitement
additionel majeur, voire de traitement principal, que nous pensons qu'elle
mérite.
La version production de MINWii est d'ores et déjà disponible en télécharge-
ment gratuit sur le site dédié [173] et commencera bientôt à être utilisée
de manière autonome, c'est-à-dire sans notre présence, au sein de l'hôpital
Saint-Maurice, une fois la robustesse de la nouvelle version conﬁrmée. Cela
nous fournira d'intéressants retours sur le long terme concernant les bienfaits
potentiels de l'utilisation de MINWii pour le fonctionnement d'un service de
gériatrie dans son ensemble.
De plus, grâce aux résultats très positifs de l'étude pilote menée à Broca
avec une version ﬁxe, nous avons conﬁance dans le succès de nos deman-
des actuellement en cours pour le ﬁnancement de nouveaux tests. Cela nous
donnerait la possibilité de démarrer trois études randomisées distinctes, cha-
cune impliquant environ 40 patients, pour évaluer les eﬀets de MINWii sur
des paramètres tels que le stress ou l'anxiété, mesurés par dosage du cortisol
dans la salive, la dépression, mesurée avec l'échelle de Cornell, et le bien-être
général, mesuré avec le QoL-AD. Nous pensons que ces trois études démon-
treront la valeur thérapeutique de MINWii et nous permettront de le diﬀuser
non seulement comme un outil occupationnel mais aussi comme un véritable
traitement s'il est mis en oeuvre correctement.
En ce qui concerne MAWii, une fois la version production prête, nous
souhaitons nous intéresser au processus de personnalisation. Une fois en-
core en étroite collaboration avec Michel, nous projetons de concevoir un
mécanisme permettant aux enfants de créer leur instrument-avatar. Ils lui
donneront un nom et un visage, choisiront ou même enregistreront les sons
eux-mêmes et lui adjoindront des accessoires tels que des eﬀets sonores.
Grâce aux résultats très prometteurs de la première phase, nous espérons
obtenir les ﬁnancements et les autorisations nécessaires à la conduite d'une
évaluation contrôlée sur un an avec environ 30 enfants pour comparer la
communication sonore traditionnelle avec celle augmentée des capacités de
personnalisation de leur avatar sonore décrites plus haut. Des résultats posi-
tifs montreraient que MAWii augmente l'impact thérapeutique de la méthode
de Michel plutôt que de simplement fournir une alternative aux instruments
traditionels, même si cela oﬀre déjà de multiples avantages en soi.
Rôle dans la ludiﬁcation de la santé
Bien que nous n'ayons pas l'intention de généraliser inconsidérément des
résultats que nous ne savons être applicables avec certitude que dans notre
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contexte extrêmement spéciﬁque, du moins tant que d'autres travaux n'auront
pas démontré leur transférabilité à d'autres pathologies, populations et types
de jeux, nous pensons que nos conclusions peuvent servir de guides pour la
conception des nombreuses applications ludiﬁées qui vont inévitablement
arriver sur le marché de la santé dans les années qui viennent. De telles
recommandations seront particulièrement cruciales pour établir le pont entre
les mondes très diﬀérents de la santé et des jeux vidéo, puisque les con-
cepteurs de l'un ou l'autre de ces domaines voudront ou, plus probablement,
seront forcés pour des raisons économiques de s'aventurer eux-mêmes du côté
qu'ils ne maîtrisent pas. Nous espérons que des travaux comme les nôtres
éviteront à ceux venant du monde de la santé d'appeler jeux des choses qui
ne seraient que des versions légèrement plus divertissantes des traitements
et outils existants, tout en aidant les concepteurs de jeux à mesurer l'eﬀort
qu'ils doivent faire sur le plan de l'accessibilité, par rapport à leurs pratiques
habituelles dans les jeux commerciaux ou même les jeux sérieux classiques,
pour s'adapter aux patients souﬀrant de handicaps.
Il est clair que cette évolution paradigmatique sera soutenue par de grands
progrès matériels et logiciels. C'est pourquoi nous avons insisté sur le fait
que ni la Wiimote ni MAWii et MINWii ne constituaient la panacée du
jeu musical pour la santé. Ils ne sont que des exemples de ce qui peut
être réalisé avec une méthodologie adaptée en n'utilisant que des technolo-
gies éprouvées et de faibles ressources ﬁnancières. A l'avenir, de nom-
breuses nouvelles interfaces aux fonctionnalités plus étendues, au premier
rang desquelles ﬁgureront certainement les écrans tactiles, deviendront aussi
faciles à utiliser et peu chères que la Wiimote ; il ne fait aucun doute que les
jeux pour la santé tireront proﬁt de ces évolutions. Nous espérons que notre
travail concernant l'optimisation du processus d'introduction d'un nouveau
type d'interface, dans notre cas fondé sur la détection de mouvement, dans
un environnement thérapeutique réel en utilisant du matériel bon marché et
facilement disponible rendra plus aisée et plus rapide la tâche des concepteurs
désireux de mettre de nouvelles technologies à disposition des professionels
de santé et de leurs patients.
De plus, la pénétration de toutes ces nouvelles technologies augmente très
vite : alors que les outils de prise en charge à domicile qui permettent des
interventions à distance telles que l'examen par un spécialiste ou eﬀectuent
un relevé permanent de certains paramètres tels que la pression artérielle de-
viennent de plus en plus populaires, nous n'assistons pour l'instant qu'au tout
début de ce phénomène. Nous pensons que les jeux musicaux pour la santé
joueront un rôle majeur dans ce processus grâce à leur pouvoir motivationnel
et à la toujours stupéﬁante capacité de la musique à tisser des liens entre des
gens complètement diﬀérents en apparence. La conjonction (1) d'algorithmes
d'analyse de données de plus en plus performants assistant les professionnels
pour le diagnostic, l'orientation, le suivi, la personnalisation du traitement
etc. et (2) les tests et traitements médicaux ludiﬁés qui permettront de col-
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lecter des données de manières simple et même fun, par exemple grâce à la
musique, va très probablement révolutioner le monde de la santé, conduisant
à remplacer les consultations sporadiques et souvent douloureuses d'un spé-
cialiste par un suivi constant mais fun et des interventions push et non
pull des médecins.
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 La conception incrémentale de jeux sérieux musicaux pour la santé : 
théorie et application au traitement des troubles du comportement et de la 
maladie d'Alzheimer. 
RESUME : Le jeu sérieux pour la santé (ludicament) est un domaine en pleine expansion dont 
les acteurs se proposent de rendre la prise en charge médicale plus motivante en y introduisant 
du "fun". De même, la musicothérapie encourage la recherche du "fun" musical et est de plus 
en plus plébiscitée par soignants et patients, notamment dans le cadre du traitement des 
troubles du comportement (Autisme, troubles limites...) et des maladies neuro-dégénératives 
(Alzheimer, Parkinson...). Pour profiter des synergies entre ces deux domaines, cette thèse 
présente une méthode de type recherche-action pour la conception de jeux sérieux 
musicothérapeutiques basée sur l'utilisation de matériel grand public, notamment la Wiimote. 
Elle a pour but de créer, en étroite collaboration avec les acteurs du monde médical, des 
systèmes : - (1) modulables et adaptés aux spécificités des patients ciblés, non seulement en 
termes d'accessibilité mais aussi et surtout de goûts entre autres musicaux ; - (2) simples et 
peu coûteux pour s'insérer facilement dans des environnements cliniques souvent très rigides 
du fait de fortes contraintes de budget et de personnel. Après une description détaillée de notre 
méthodologie, nous y présentons les projets MAWii (en collaboration avec Paris Descartes) et 
MINWii (en collaboration avec les hôpitaux Saint-Maurice et Broca), deux cas d'application 
ciblant respectivement les enfants atteints de troubles du comportement et les patients souffrant 
de la maladie d'Alzheimer. Nous tirons ensuite de la comparaison de ces deux études un 
ensemble de lignes directrices qui permettront dans le futur de concevoir des jeux santé 
musicaux à la fois mieux adaptés et moins coûteux. 
Mots clés : jeux sérieux, musicothérapie, santé, maladie d’Alzheimer, wiimote, troubles du 
comportement 
 
Incremental Design of Therapeutic Music Games: Theory and Application to the 
Treatment of Behavioral Disorders and Alzheimer's Disease. 
ABSTRACT: Healthcare serious gaming is a booming sector, the actors of which intend to 
make medical care more motivating and human by infusing it with fun. Similarly, music therapy 
greatly emphasizes the search for musical fun and is increasingly popular among physicians 
and patients alike, particularly for the treatment of behavioral disorders (Autism, borderline 
personality disorder...) and neurodegenerative conditions (Alzheimer's, Parkinson's...). To build 
upon this synergy, this thesis presents an Action Research methodology for the conception of 
music therapy games using off-the-shelf components such as the Wiimote. The aim is to create, 
in close collaboration with healthcare practitioners, systems that are: - (1) modular and adapted 
to the specific needs of the target populations, both in terms of accessibility and personal tastes; 
- (2) simple and cheap to easily penetrate into clinical environments, which are often very rigid 
due to budget constraints. After describing our methodology in detail, we present two 
applications, projects MAWii (in collaboration with Paris Descartes) and MINWii (in collaboration 
with Saint-Maurice and Broca hospitals), respectively targeting children suffering from 
behavioral disorders and patients with Alzheimer's disease. We then compare these two studies 
and propose a set of guidelines that will help create better adapted and less costly music 
therapy games in the future. 
Keywords: serious games, music therapy, healthcare, Wiimote, Alzheimer’s disease, 
behavioral disorders 
